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Preface

Industrial Heritage… The first time I came across the term was during a casual conversation held within 
an international workshop I participated in as an undergraduate student, back in 2003. My second encounter 
with the term was almost a decade later. During my master studies ‘Denkmalpflege und Baugeschichte’ at 
the TU Berlin, between 2012 and 2014, I was exposed to the field of industrial heritage through my program 
seminars.1 One of the main aims of the seminars was to develop an understanding of industrial history and its 
(in)tangibe objects with their perplexing dual representation as markers of both technological achievement 
and social injustice. As an Egyptian, I was surprised to learn about Egypt’s significant role in global industrial 
history. These seminars stimulated my interest in diving deeper into the history and physical manifestations of 
Egyptian industrial history.

Upon my arrival to my hometown of Alexandria in 2014, I reassumed my role as an assistant lecturer in 
the architecture department of Alexandria University. I was motivated by the international workshops which 
introduced undergraduate students to still-standing industrial buildings, including both the physical and social 
challenges they involve. Nevertheless, I critically questioned the repetitive scholarly focus on one particular 
industrial area in Alexandria, namely that of the warehouses. While that area certainly has a rich urban, 
architectural, and functional significance, it is not the only industrial area of interest, and there is a gap in the 
academic literature with regard to other types of industrial areas. I aim to fill that gap with this dissertation. 

My first step in pursuing this subject was to search for the mapped industries as part of the National 
Register List,  a 2007 project cataloguing Alexandria’s Cultural Heritage. Despite the abundance of listings, 
only a few industrial buildings made it to the map, and all of them were in the zone of the warehouses, 
which explains the academic interest in that area. Still, I questioned the scattered locations of these mapped 
industries and was curious to know whether they were indeed the only structures against which the city’s 
industrial history might be traced.

This interest of mine was further stimulated when a professor at Alexandria University stumbled upon an 
abandoned railway station in 2015.2 Known for her interest in introducing challenging adaptive reuse projects 
to architecture students, Professor NAME saw a great opportunity for students to get hands-on experience 
uncovering the station’s history, assessing its present condition, and proposing ways for it to be useful once 
again. Then an assistant to this professor, I was fascinated by this work, and surprised that it had not yet been 
done. This increased my certainty that the mapping of Alexandria’s industrial history was incomplete. 

Whether listed or not, Alexandria’s industrial sites have been difficult to understand on account of the 
scarcity of published data about them, and the great time commitment needed to access archives holding 
information on the sites, as well as the sites themselves.

The fortuitous detection of the railway station was what I would call a “positive finding mode”. A “negative 
finding mode” of historical industries, on the other hand, was when we stumbled upon industrial structures 
under demolition. These latter incidents have unfortunately occurred all over Egypt – not only in Alexandria. 
Whether or not listed, when industrial sites in Egypt have not adapted to remain functional in accordance with 
the political, economic, and social needs of the day, they have been forgotten by society, left to deteriorate, 
and often demolished. The precarity of industrial sites in Egypt has only increased since the country’s 2011 
Revolution.

Besides the scattered industrial sites which have already been officially mapped out, or stumbled upon 
– whether positively or negatively – to date, there are surely others left to be discovered. Some may still be 
operating; others will have fallen into disrepair. Together, though, there is no doubt that they would shed 
great light on the communities within which they were embedded. Furthermore, it is likely that they could be 
integrated into government development plans. These early experiences led me to ask what other Alexandrian 
industrial treasures remained to be uncovered and understood, and how I might spearhead that initiative.

1  The two seminars were entitled ‘Einführung in die Industriedenkmalpflege I und II’
2  The station is located within a sizable railway site owned by the General Authority of Egyptian Railways (GAER). The railway station 
will be later examined in this study. Unfortunatly, it was demolished in August 2021, despite callings to preserve it.
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My motivation for this dissertation developed out of my passion for advancing the understanding, 
appreciation, and national memory of Egypt’s industrial history, which I was first introduced to in Germany. I 
hope to make this important history accessible to my fellow Egyptians, and to the whole world.
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Introduction

“Ever since the Industrial Revolution of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, 
industrialization has been the key to modern economic growth. The… modern industry…implied a dramatic 
divergence... between the industrial North (or “West”) and... South (or “Rest”).”3

The so-called Global North, referred to as the West by economists O’Rourke and Williamson, encompasses 
Britain, north-western Europe, and North America, where modern industry originated. The “Rest”, on the other 
hand, refers to the so-called Global South, or the developing world – Southern and Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, 
Latin America, and the Middle East. The authors, characterize these countries  as “the poor periphery”. This 
study will  document the modern industry of Egypt, one of the Middle Eastern countries of “the Rest”. 

The emergence of the Industrial Revolution was a paradigm shift in human history. It accelerated 
economic growth, and expanded production, geopolitical tension, and urbanization. This shift drove changes in 
societal organization and in the built environment worldwide. These processes of change are characterized by 
historical continuity, and can still be seen today in technological engineering, townplanning, and architecture. 
They are further visible in societal memories, and enduring trends in the distribution of technological skills.4 

 Presently, the global discourse on modern industrial heritage has emenated and is still mainly within 
the peripheries of the Global North, whereas the inclusion of the peripheries of the Global South in this 
discourse is largly omitted. Regarding the modern industries in the “West”, the 1920s represented the early 
signs of identifying the characteristics of modern industries in both Britain and Germany.5 In both countries, 
the movements to preserve industrial heritage highlighted the aesthetic, art-history value of the artifacts, 
as well as their value as markers of technological innovation.6 The urge to document and conserve industrial 
history, namely between the late 18th and 20th centuries, grew during the 1950s in Europe. This was driven 
by the widespread destruction of industrial facilities during the Second World War. At first, the assessment 
of modern industries was centered mainly around their physical values in terms of infrastructure, location, 
architecture, and structure. By adapting values of “the inherent conflicts of stories”,7 the acknowledgment 
of modern industries later overcame the misguided focus on aesthetic physical qualities, as it denoted an 
“intrinsic value often tinged with a somewhat incongruous nostalgia.”8

Real progress towards the documentation and analysis of modern industries started in the 1960s. In 
many countries, the documentation of modern industries was first part of national programs to document 
cultural monuments. These programs often later developed into independent societies and organizations for 
the systematic recording of industries.9 These sorts of programs, societies, and organizations largely originated 
in the “West”, in the pioneering industrial heartlands of Britain, north-western Europe, and North America.10

3  Kevin Hjortshøj O’Rourke and Jeffrey Gale Williamson, The Spread of Modern Industry to the Periphery since 1871 (Oxford 
University Press, 2017), pp. 1-3.
4  «The Dublin Principles» Joint ICOMOS – TICCIH Principles for the Conservation of Industrial Heritage Sites, Structures, Areas 
and Landscapes, 2011. IP: https://ticcih.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/GA2011_ICOMOS_TICCIH_joint_principles_EN_FR_
final_20120110.pdf (accessed: 19.12.2017).
5  These were notions held, for example, by German heritage conservationists, and by the founders of the British Newcom Society, 
named after Thomas Newcom, the inventor of the world’s first steam (atmospheric) engine in 1712. The Newcom Society was an early 
example of a membership organization dedicated to industrial preservation. See: Margaret Lindsay Faull, ‘The Conservation of the 
Industrial Heritage in England: From Ruins to Landscapes’, in Towards a European Heritage of Industry, ed. Massimo Preite, Rome: Effigi, 
2009, 161–73. p.161.
6  Axel Föhl, Bauten Der Industrie Und Technik. Bonn: Deutsches Nationalkomitee für Denkmalschutz, 1995.
7  Constance Bodurow. ‘A Vehicle for Conserving and Interpreting Our Recent Industrial Heritage’. The George Wright Forum 20, no. 2 
(2003): 68–88, p.67. OJ: https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/43599032.pdf?refreqid=excelsio (accessed: 17.06.2020).
8  Kenneth Hudson. World Industrial Archaeology. New Studies in Archaeology. The Johns Hopkins University Press, The Society for 
the History of Technology, 1979, p.12.
9  Marion Steiner. ‘Industrial Heritage in Germany’. In Towards a European Heritage of Industry, edited by Massimo Preite, 137–60. 
Rome: Effigi, 2009, pp. 139-40.
10  The lead was taken by Britain in 1963 with the establishment of the National Record of Industrial Monuments. In 1969, the 
Americans followed by founding the Historic American Engineering Record (hereafter HAER). France created the French Cellule du 
Patrimoine Industriel in 1983. The process in Germany started in 1971 on a regional scale in the west-German NRW (North Rhine 
Westphalia), and was followed by the development of the “Arbeitsgruppe Industriedenkmalpflege” (trans. Working Group on Industrial 
Heritage) in 1984. See: J. D. Light.
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These various national efforts brought about the foundation of the International Committee for the 
Conservation of Industrial Heritage (hereafter TICCIH) in the 1970s.11 TICCIH formulated international criteria for 
the study, interpretation, safeguarding, and promotion of modern industries. With the help of its 2003 Nizhny 
Tagil Charter and 2011 Dublin Principles, TICCIH defined the historical, technological, social, architectural and 
scientific values of industrial heritage. It highlighted their difference from “conventional” art history principles, 
such as their greater focus on technical functionality. TICCIH also promulgated guidelines for the legal protection 
of industrial heritage. Overall, it underlined the importance of the identification, recording, conservation, and 
most importantly the presentation of industrial heritage to the public.

The safeguarding, promotion, and management of modern heritage remains a subject of global 
discussion. Especially since the foundation of TICCIH in the 1970s, many countries have taken concrete steps 
to incorporate their industrial history into their sense of national identity. The unavoidably global nature of 
modern industry as “Shared Heritage” later assumed prominence in the discourse, highlighting the importance 
of looking beyond the national level in understanding industrial history. The internationalization of the discourse 
on industrial history had the added effect of bringing the industries of the “Rest” into the conversation.12

With the exception of the southern and eastern European countries, the countries of the “Rest” 
developed disparate efforts towards the safeguarding and promotion of modern industries, as part of TICCIH’s 
defined “industrial heritage”. In many countries of the “Rest”, the development of modern industries was 
brought about by foreign forces – especially European imperialism. In the Middle East, the documentation 
and safeguarding of modern industries has been part of national documentation lists. Responding to TICCIH’s 
efforts to encourage shared narratives, Saudi Arabia took the initiative in weaving a Middle Eastern narrative 
of industrial history. In 2019, it launched the Saudi Society for the Preservation of Industrial Heritage, making 
Saudi Arabia the first country in the Arab World to establish a systemized society tasked with investing in the 
documentation, safeguarding, and promotion of its industrial heritage.13

Egypt, as with many other Arab countries in the Middle East, has its own industrial heritage – both ancient 
and modern. Egypt’s industries of the 19th and 20th centuries convey a wide range of significant information. 
The establishment of industries were not only delimited to intraurban industrial sites but extended to include 
industrial colonies and even industrial towns.14 The development of modern industries in Egypt accelerated its 
entry into the global economy and contributed to the outlining of its “terrains of multiplicity” in terms of social 
and urban structures.15 As Cairo was the Egyptian capital as well as the pivotal node between Upper and Lower 
Egypt via the inland Nile port, Alexandria was a pivotal node connecting Egypt with the global, and especially 
the European market.16

Egypt lags behind other nations in the documentation, acknowledgement, and safeguarding of modern 
industries. This is visible in both the lack of official recognition of its (in)tangible witnesses as well as the 
scholarly promotion of its significance, the latter of which will be presented in the subsequent sections. The 
perplexing status of modern will be outlined in the following paragraphs.

While above-mentioned international countries pursued to comprise one systematic body for the 
documentation and safeguarding of industrial heritage, the official entity affiliation of modern industries is 
divided. Legal responsibility for the recording of Egypt’s modern industries is divided between two ministries, 
pursuant to the three applicable legislative regulations.

Egypt’s most relevant law concerning the preservation of industrial heritage is the latest (1983) version 
of its Antiquities Law, which relates to the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (hereafter MTA).17 The law 

11  Faull 2009: 143.
12  German geographer Marion Steiner’s doctoral thesis is a notable example of shared industrial heritage. ‘Die Chilenische Steckdose. 
Kleine Weltgeschichte Der Deutschen Elektrifizierung von Valpara so Und Santiago, 1880- 1920’. Bauhaus-Universität Weimar, 2019..
13  Noor Nugali. ‘Saudi Arabia Launches Major Project to Revive Kingdom’s Industrial Heritage’. Arab News, 2019. IP: https://www.
arabnews.com/node/1490536/saudi-arabia  (accessed: 10.08.2019).
14  This is exemplified in the town of al-Mahalla al-Kubra. See: Hanan Hammad. Industrial Sexuality: Gender, Urbanization, and Social 
Transformation in Egypt. 1st ed. Texas: University of Texas Press, 2016.
15  Kolluoğlu and Toksös 2014: 7.
16  The city Port Said by the Suez Canal was also a pivotal connection to international trade in direction to Asia.
17  The Law no. 117 of 1983 derives from Law no. 215 of 1951 on the Protection of Antiquities, later revised by laws no. 529 of 1953, 
and no. 24 of 1965.
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regulates the recording of “…product(s) of Egyptian civilization, or successive civilization, or the creation of art, 
sciences, literature, or religions that have taken place on Egyptian land since pre-historic times, and during the 
successive historic ages up to 100 years ago.”18

Both statutes were passed by the National Organization of Urban Harmony (hereafter NOUH), a body 
within the Ministry of Culture. The first statute, published in 2006, regulates the demolition of nondilapidated 
buildings and establishments, and the recording of architectural heritage. The second statute, published 
two years later, regulates the recording of historical buildings and areas of significant value. A committee is 
assigned under NOUH in each governorate nationwide to maintain a list of the historical structures. According 
to Egyptian scholar Alsadaty in 2020, both the law and statues provide together “a comprehensive framework 
for rehabilitation policies, plans and actions, but the problem mainly lies in the application of legislative 
procedures and related actions”.19

Generally, both ministries prioritize preservation efforts according to sites’ architectural and aesthetic 
attributes. Both the NOUH and DRAAME inventories list only a small number of modern industrial buildings 
relative to other buildings, areas, and objects of the 19th and 20th centuries. Besides the minimum number 
of listed modern industries, their perplexed recognition, and resulting problems with applying the existing 
legislative guidelines for recording and safeguarding, Egypt’s modern industrial heritage has faced the same 
fate as that of Europe faced during the 1950s. Particularly following the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, numerous 
industrial heritage buildings and sites have been destroyed. In light of this recent trend, it is all the more 
important for players in the industrial history space to look beyond architectural aesthetics and attempt to 
arrest the irreversible loss of other important pieces of Egypt’s history.

Questions & aims

“The past is unseen and useable, but the remaining evidence for past actions can be retrieved and 
examined, though with a number of limitations caused by the nature of the evidence.”20

This dissertation is an attempt to steer away from the state of Omission of modern industries in Egypt 
by recalling their historical spatial development. This section hones its questions asked retrospectively in the 
Preface section to the following: What were the industries developed during Modern Egypt? How did modern 
industries develop both conceptually and spatially? And in turn, how do these contribute to the understanding 
of their qualities and significances assigned to them?

This study will explore the spatial contribution of modern industries during Modern Egypt to urban 
development in Egypt through the case study of Alexandria.21 It does not aim to establish industrial development 
as the “protagonist in the transformation of the city”,22 rather, it aims to generate insight into the ‘explanatory 
weight’23 of the comprehensive development of modern industries, by assessing their significance based on 
their plurality rather than their fragmented “certified” monumentality. This study will focus on the port city of 
Alexandria. The realization of the aims of this study requires the construction of a practicable data-set based 
on the following research objectives:

- Uncover the various types of industry established in Alexandria in Egypt’s Modern period, highlighting 
the various historical processes and drivers that influenced the genesis of these industries.

- Map the location of modern industries and capture their urban layering. The objective is not to 
document what still stands, but rather to investigate and analyse what has stood as spatial deposits 
of industrial memory.

18  Supreme Council of Antiquities: Law No. 117 of 1983 as Amended by Law No. 3 of 2010 Promulgating the Antiquities’ Protection 
Law. Egypt, Article 1, p.12.
19  Aliaa Alsadaty. ‘Enhancing Historic Metallic Bridges’ Rehabilitation Policies in Egypt’. Journal of Engineering and Applied Science 
67, no. 1 (2020): 119–38, p.132.
20  Tim Copeland. ‘Constructing Pasts: Interpreting the Historic Environment’. In Heritage Interpretation, edited by Alison Hems and 
Marion Blockley. New York: Routledge, 2006, 83–96.
21  It is important to mention that the focus on the period of Modern Egypt does not indicate that the former or following period is 
of any less importance. Both periods are also worth extensive research that will indeed be (re)investigated by future scholars.
22  Aldo Rossi. The Architecture of the City (Trans. by Diane Ghirardo; Joan Ockman). MIT Press, 1984, p.185.
23  Laurajane Smith. Uses of Heritage. Uses of Heritage. 1st Editio. New York: Routledge, 2006, p. 87.
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- Translate the spatial reconstruction by analysing the spatial interrelation of modern industries to the 
development the city’s modern urban structure. This will require the identification of the patterns 
of their development, as well as the driving forces and rationales for their convergence. This can 
contribute to a more in-depth understanding of additional attributes and qualities of these modern 
industries, based on their spatial plurality.

Modern industries in Egypt: Definition and historization

Besides their overviewed official entity affiliation, the perplexing status of Egypt’s modern industries 
extends to its terminological identification and historical classification, as outlined in the following paragraphs.

Terminological identification

With the attempts to present a shared international platform for the safeguarding and promotion of 
historical industries worldwide came the perplexity of the pre-assigned terminologies. This is exemplified 
in the British terms industrial monuments and industrial archaeology,24 which is not used in the German or 
French languages, the German term Industriekultur25 (trans. industrial culture), which is not used in either the 
British or French languages, and finally the French patrimoine industrielle (trans. industrial patrimony), which 
is not used in English or German. Based on the 2011 Dublin Principles, TICCIH defined industrial heritage as 
“sites, structures, complexes, areas and landscapes as well as the related machinery, objects or documents 
that provide evidence of past or ongoing industrial processes of production, the extraction of raw materials, 
their transformation into goods, and the related energy and transport infrastructures”.26 These Eurocentric 
terminological designations encouraged the establishment of the international meeting of the Working Group 
on Theory and Education in Heritage Conservation. Under the motto of “Sharing Heritage”, the international 
meeting aimed to expand the terminological discussion on an international Euro-de-centric level.27

In Egypt, the terminological identification of modern industries is designated differently according to 
each ministry. Modern industries recorded within both statutes by NOUH are among a number of nationwide 
counted ‘al-mabāny wal-manāṭek al-turāthīyah wa dhat al-qīmah al-motamaiyezah (trans. The heritage buildings 
and areas with a significant value).28 These are designated terminologically as turāth, which approximately 
translates to the English word “heritage”.29 Modern Industries, which are recorded under the antiquities law, 
are referred to as “athār,” which generally translates to “monument.” In Egypt, however, it is translated to 
“archaeology” or “antiquity”, the latter revealed in the ministry’s name.30 It is for this reason that the author 
adopts the designation of modern industries in this study as industrial legacies to avoid any terminological bias 
or misinterpretations. 31 Despite being listed in divergent ways by both ministries, there is neither a designation 
of athār sinā’iyah (industrial antiquities) by DRAAME nor turāth sinā’ī (industrial heritage) by NOUH.32

24  The English term, first used by British Michael Rix, later by Kenneth Hudson, could not prevail in German, partially due to language 
problems. According to Steiner 2009: 154: “The meaning of Industriearchäologie in German is much more restrictive than industrial 
Archaeology in English. In addition, when the English concept of Industrial Archaeology started arriving on the European continent, the 
German concept of Industriekultur had already emerged and both concepts competed with each other.”
25  “With the German Term, a new concept emerged facilitating a global perspective on the phenomena of the industrial age. The 
term stands for the comprehensive study of the diverse impacts thatindustrialization has had on human culture, including critical 
interpretation of present-day processes.” Steiner 2009: 142.
26  See The Nizhny Tagil Charter for the Industrial Heritage in IP: https://www.icomos.org/18thapril/2006/nizhny-tagil-charter-e.pdf 
(accessed: 08.12.2020), and The Dublin Principles.
27  Bogner, Simone, Birgit Franz, Hans-Rudolf Meier, and Marion Steiner, eds. Denkmal – Erbe – Heritage: Begriffshorizonte Am Beispiel 
Der Industriekultur. Veröffentlichungen Des Arbeitskreises Theorie Und Lehre Der Denkmalpflege e.V. Heidelberg: arthistoricum.net, 
2018.
28  Ministry of Culture: Qanūn 114 Lisanat 2006 (Law Nr. 114 Year 2006, The Law of Regulating the Demolition of Non-Dilapidated 
Buildings and Establishments, and the Preservation of Architectural Heritage), Egypt, Article 2, p. 8.
29  The Arabic term derives from the word wirth meaning of “inheritance”. See: Damir, Mirhan. ‘Denkmal(?) Erbe(?) Perplexity The 
Dilemmatic Recognition of the Gabbari Railway Station in Alexandria, Egypt’. In Denkmal – Erbe – Heritage: Begriffshorizonte Am 
Beispiel Der Industriekultur. Veröffentlichungen Des Arbeitskreises Theorie Und Lehre Der Denkmalpflege e.V., Band 27, edited by 
Simone Bogner, Birgit Franz, Hans-RudolfMeier, and Marion Steiner, 104–13. Heidelberg: arthistoricum.net, 2018, p.105.
30  The Arabic term derives from the word athar meaning a trace. See: Damir 2018: 105.
31  This can be referred to in German as “industrielle Hinterlassenschaften” and in French as “legs industrielles”.
32  Based on DRAAME inventory list, the recorded modern industries are explicitly referred as ‘omārah sinā’iyah. The author was 
allowed to view the list based on her visit to DRAAME in Cairo on 06.02.2020.
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Historical classification

A very good example on the global development of the modern industries is divided historically by 
German industrial historian Axel Föhl. Within the predominant focus on the timeline of the West, Föhl divides 
industrial history into four main phases: the development of the Industrial Revolution since the end of the 
18th century, the intensified high industrialization - second industrial revolution - by the second half of the 19th 
century, the phase of forces of rationalization in the early 20th century, and finally the phase of the so-called 
mass motorization post WWII.33

Based on official definitions in Egypt, recorded modern industries by NOUH are those dating generally 
between the 19th and 20th centuries.34 On the other hand, modern industries recorded by MTA are placed 
within a more concretised historical designation and periodization. These fall under the 2006 founded special 
body called ‘idārit iḥya’ fann wa athār al-‘aṣr al-ḥadīth’ (trans. Department for the Revitalization of the Art and 
Antiquities of Modern Era, hereafter DRAAME).35 According to DRAAME, Egypt’s Modern Era began in 1798 
with the start of the French Campaign in Egypt, and ended in 1952 with the Egyptian Free Officers Revolution.36

Based on scholarly definition, modern industries in Egypt are referred to as part of the historical era of 
“Modern Egypt”. Though similar to DRAAME’s terminological designation of al-‘aṣr al-ḥadīth’, much published 
literature dates the begining of Modern Egypt to the early 19th century with the reign of viceroy Muhammad 
‘Ali Pasha (reign 1805 - 1848), who instituted drastic reforms in Egypt that set the stage for Egypt’s first steps 
into global modernity.37 Similar to the scholarly designation, several archival documents poset the outset of the 
so-called „Egypte Moderne” to the early 19th century.38

While scholarly publications tend to agree on the beginning point of modern industries, as part of 
Modern Egypt, they often differ when it comes to its ending. This is revealed in (Diag. 1). Defining the time 
phase of modern industries was based on the purpose of historical periodization, whether determined based 
on political factors, architectural factors, or economic factors. In his 2010 paper, Bodenstein assigns the 
periodization based on both political drivers and the architectural features, of which the latter was the main 
focus of study. He divides the development of modern industrial architecture in Egypt as follows: The pioneering 
years since the early days of the 19th century, the downsizing and restructuring between the 1850s and 1880s, 
the “monumentality at work” from the 1890s until WWI, the rise of modernism with the factory as a machine 
between 1914 and 1956, and lastly the high modernism between 1956 and the 1970s.39 Modern industries are 
economically divided between WWI and the 1990s, according to French economist Hélène Cottenet-Djoufelkit 
in 2001. She divides the economic development of modern industries in four phases (Diag. 1).40

33  Axel Föhl. ‘Industriedenkmalpflege Im 20. Jahrhundert’. DenkmalPraxisModerne. IP: https://denkmalpraxismoderne.de/
industriedenkmalpflege-im-20-jahrhundert/ (accessed: 20.06.2018).
34  NOUH organizes a specialized committee in each governorate responsible for respecting NOUH’s general guidelines while 
recording historical buildings and areas under the National Registered Heritage Buildings List. Generally, registered buildings and areas 
must contain a significant architectural style linked either with a national history, a historical figure, a historical period, or a touristic 
attraction.
35  It is important to mention that this department is regulated under the ministry’s Sector for Islamic, Christian, and Jewish 
Monuments. This means that any industrial premises listed is affiliated ironically within the ministry’s religious recording sector.
36 Maḥmud Abbas Aḥmad ‘Abd-Al-Raḥman. Athar Al-‘asr Al Ḥadith: ‘ilm Wa-Turāth. 1st Edition. Egypt: Ad-dar Al-‘alamiyah, 2008, pp. 
9-15.
37  As these as well as other scholars defined the begin of Modern Egypt, its time limit and span remains ambiguine; this is, nevertheless, 
out of the scope of this study. See example: Panayiotis Jerasimof Vatikiotis. The History of Modern Egypt: From Muhammad ‘Ali to 
Mubarak. 4th Editio. The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991. And: Arthur Edwin Crouchley. The Economic Development of Modern 
Egypt. London: Longmans, Green, 1938. Also: Claudine Piaton. ‘Architecture Patronale Dans l’isthme de Suez (1859-1956)’. Annales 
Islamologiques. Dossier – Bâtir, Exposer, Restaurer: Une Histoire Architecturale de l’Égypte Moderne Dynamiques de La Modernité 50 
(2016): 11–53. https://journals.openedition.org. (accessed: 30.07.2018). And: Ralph Bodenstein. ‘Industrial Architecture in Egypt from 
Muhammad ‘Ali to Sadat: A Field Survey’. In The Transformation of Places of Production. Industrialization and the Built Environment 
in the Islamic World, edited by Mohamed Al-Asad, 41–80. Istanbul: Aga Khan Award for Architecture and Bilgi IletisimYayincilik Müzik 
Yapim ve Haber Ajansi Ltd, 2010.
38  The designation „Egypte Moderne” or „Modern Egypt” was found in multiple periodicals, letters, and newspaper articles in the 
following archives of: CEAlex, DWQ, and BnF.
39  Bodenstein 2010: 41–80.
40  Hélène Cottenet-Djoufelkit, ‘L’industrialisation de l’Égypte Au Xxe Siècle: Des Volontés Politiques Aux Réalisations Économiques’, 
Égypte/ Monde Arabe: Deuxième Série, L’Égypte Dans Le Siècle, 1901-2000, 2001, 135–71, OJ: https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.4000/
ema.870. (accessed: 09.06.2018).
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Modern Industries in Egypt: Current State of Research.

Recent research regarding the documentation of modern industries in Egypt, sparse though it is, has 
been conducted predominantly within two contexts. The first is a focus on the history of Modern Egypt with 
a perfunctory mention of the country’s modern industries. The second is a dedicated focus on documenting 
modern industries in Egypt. The latter has increasingly become the focus of academic literature, but only 
over the past 10 years. Though this work has provided insights into the industrial history of Modern Egypt, 
as German historian Bodenstein stated in 2010, historical industries “offer a vast, but still widely-neglected 
potential for historical research”.41

As overviewed in the following pages, both scholarly contexts focused primarily on documenting the 
intangible dimensions on modern industries, while a few underlined tangible features. The contribution of 
these publications is categorized here based on their examined themes. These are investigated historically in 
terms of the geopolitical, socio-economic, sociocultural, and architectural development of modern industries 
in Egypt. The context in which this section is analysed here assists the evaluation of the conducted studies 
and clearly identifies the research gap. It is worth noting that this dissertation has also taken into account 
publications documenting the history of Modern Industries in Egypt, even where they do not necessarily 
describe it as such.

The instigations: Geopolitical and socioeconomic effective presences

Pioneering publications analysing the socioeconomic and geopolitical development of Modern Egypt, 
with mention of modern industrial developments, date back to the 1960s. These studies were mostly conducted 
by Western historians; theyare exemplified by the works of historians Robert Tignor, Gabriel Baer, and Roger 
Owen.42 Generally, their works revolve around the implications of European imperialism during Egypt’s Modern 
period. They focus substantially on the British economic “effective presence”, which involved the foundation 
of multiple (extractive) industries in Egypt, especially related to cotton.43 Another British influence was 
demonstrated by the works of German Egyptian historian Amr Nasr El-Din in the foundation of the railway 
industry in Egypt.44

41 Bodenstein 2010: 41-80.
42  Prominent works of Tignor are: Modernization and British Colonial Rule in Egypt, 1882-1914. Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1966. Among the prominent works of Baer is: Studies in the Social History of Modern Egypt. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1969. And: ‘The Beginnings of Municipal Government in Egypt’. Middle Eastern Studies 4, no. 2 (1968): 118–40. Among the prominent 
works of Owen is: Cotton and the Egyptian Economy, 1820-1914: A Study in Trade and Development. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1969.
43  Robert Tignor. ‘British Textile Companies and the Egyptian Economy’. Business and Economic History 16, no. 87 (1987): 53–68. 
p.65.
44 Amr Nasr ElDin. ‘Railroads in the Land of the Nile: The Story of Egyptian Railroads’. Economic and Business History Research Centre 

Diag. 1: Periodization of modern industrial history as presented in different sources (Source: author, 2020).
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While the former historians focused on the heyday of British imperialism in Egypt’s affairs, the 1997 book 
“La France et l’Égypte de 1882 à 1914” focuses on the strong economic and industrial links between Egypt 
and France between 1882 and 1914, undeterred by either the British occupation of Egypt or the outbreak of 
WWI. The author, Egyptian-Canadian economic historian Samir Saul, establishes the depth of these political 
and economic relations by enumerating the numerous French banking establishments in Egypt. These, as Saul 
demonstrates, invested in various established industries countrywide. Despite only covering a short period of 
30 years, his book reveals the integrative geopolitical and economic role of these industries as well as their 
imperial advocations by their foreign industrial players.

Other historians have documented Egypt’s transition, driven in part by changes in the world economy, 
from an agrarian to an industrial society. This is investigated in American historian Kenneth Cuno’s 1992 book 
“The Pasha’s Peasants: Land, Society, and Economy in Lower Egypt, 1740-1858”. Cuno presents a revisionist view 
of Egypt’s rural origins between the 18th and 19th centuries. He elaborates the morphing trading relationships 
between the rural peasants, the city merchants, and the world market before Egypt’s industrialization in the 
second half of the 19th century. By applying Immanuel Wallerstein’s world system theory, he verifies the 
evolving of “peripherie(s)” of “industrial ‘core’(s)” that in turn played an important role in shaping Modern 
Egypt.45 In the 2015 paper by British economic historian Peter H. Bent, “Agrarian Change and Industrialization in 
Egypt, 1800-1950”, Bent displays the interrelated nature of the economic development of both the agricultural 
and industrial sectors and highlights the economic aftermath when “peasants became workers”.46

The players: Foreign agents and the anguishes of the working class

The sociocultural dimensions of modern industries in Egypt have taken the most interest of many 
scholars. These are characterized predominantly by their focus on ethnic-based influences in Egypt. This is 
revealed in the works of historians Jacob M. Landau “Jews in Nineteenth-Century Egypt” in 2017 and Gudrun 
Krämer “The Jews in Modern Egypt 1914-1952” in 1989. The authors contributed to reveal the entrepreneurial 
and managerial role of the Jewish community as financiers, merchants, and industrial agents in Egypt in local, 
national, and international networking.47 Other researchers such as Najat Abdulhaq in 2016 and Greek historian 
Pandelis Glavanis in 1989, highlighted the influential sociocultural nation-based role of the Greek community in 
Egypt, and their deeply rooted entrepreneurial contribution to Egypt’s industrial prominence.48

Other works were conducted with a direct focus on certain industrial sectors in Egypt. The most 
recent was the 2019 book by Egyptian American social historian Omar Foda on Egypt’s beer industry. The 
foundation of the first tram industry in Egypt was overviewed prominently by Belgian scholar Luc de Ryck in 
2010.49 Whereas Landau and Kr mer examine ethnic communities through the lens of industry, and Tignor 
and Saul highlight the British and French imperial and economic roles in the Egyptian industrial sector, Foda 
and Ryck generally combine both approaches. They focus on the Belgian imperial pursuits in form of their 
exported agents and technological know-how. Historian Relli Schechter pioneered the documentation of the 
development of cigarette industry in Cairo.50 This industry was more so dominated internally by Greeks than 
by external imperial influence, which makes Schechter’s work an important source of information on modern 
industries in Egypt.

1, no. 3 (2006): 19–22.
45  Immanuel Wallerstein. The Modern World-System Vol 1-3. New York, 1989. In: Kenneth M. Cuno. The Pasha’s Peasants: Land, 
Society, and Economy in Lower Egypt, 1740-1858. Cairo: The American University in Cairo Press, 1994, p.9.
46  Peter H. Bent. ‘Agrarian Change and Industrialization in Egypt, 1800-1950’. In Colloque Internationale Recherche & Régulation: La 
Théorie de La Régulation à l’épreuve Des Crises., 1–12. Paris, 2015, p.10.
47  Jacob M. Landau. Jews in Nineteenth-Century Egypt. Routledge; 1 edition, 2017. And: Gudrun Krämer. The Jews in Modern Egypt 
1914-1952. Seattle: University of Washinhton Press, 1989.
48  Najat Abdulhaq. Jewish and Greek Communities in Egypt: Entrepreneurship and Business before Nasser. London: I.B. Tauris, 
2016.  And: Pandelis Michalis Glavanis. ‘Aspects of the Economic and Social History of the Greek Community in Alexandria during the 
Ninetheenth Century’. University of Hull, 1989.
49  Omar D. Foda. Egypt’s Beer. Stella, Identity, and the Modern State. 1st ed. Austin: University of Michigan, 2019. And: Luc De Ryck. 
‘Tramways d’Alexandrie; Een Belgische Onderneming in Egypte. Een Politieke Ingreep in de Concurrentie’. Revue Belge de Philologie et 
d’histoire 69, no. 4 (2010): 925–55. OJ: https://doi.org/10.3406/rbph.1991.3802 (accessed: 25.05.2020).
50  Relli Shechter, ‘Selling Luxury: The Rise of the Egyptian Cigarette and the Transformation of the Egyptian Tobacco Market, 1850-
1914’, International Journal of Middle East Studies 35, no. 1 (2013): 51–75. And: Relli. Shechter, Smoking, Culture and Economy in the 
Middle East : The Egyptian Tobacco Market 1850-2000 (I.B. Tauris, 2006).
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In her 2016 book “Industrial Sexuality”, Egyptian-American sociologist Hanan Hammad reviews the 
transformation of Egypt’s textile industry from handcraft-based to mechanized. Differently from the other 
sociocultural conceptualized works mentioned above, Hammad shifts from the conventional sociocultural 
studies on the industrial agents and focuses on documenting the plight of the working class. She reveals 
sociocultural tensions through a case study approach to the textile industrial company town of al-Mahalla al-
Kubra between 1920 and 1952.

The working class has fallen under the scholarly focus of other historians. Egyptian historian Email 
Shnoudah conducted a prominent investigation in 1967 of the history of vocational schools around Egypt in the 
country’s Modern period.51 Italian historian Annalaura Turiano reveals another perspective of the sociocultural 
dimensions of vocational schools. In her 2016 unpublished doctoral thesis and 2017 published paper, Turiano 
presents the vocational schools as a medium connecting the residing foreign bourgeoisie with their nation 
related compatriots of the working class in Alexandria.52

In respect to the above-mentioned publications, the pioneering study regarding Egypt’s working class was 
published in 1959 by two sociologists: the Egyptian Hassan El-Saaty and the American Gordon K. Hirabayashi.53 
Their study is a key reference regarding the working man and his  labour activity. It was based on surveys they 
conducted on the living conditions and backgrounds of 2,000 laborers working in 60 important industries in 
Alexandria. The authors designated industries as “important” based on the number of laborers they employed. 
The research survey of El-Saaty and Hirabayashi was conducted since 1953 during a time frame with societal 
agitation and sociocultural fluctuations effected by the 1952 Egyptian Revolution. Still, the survey questions 
and research directions did not, in any way, address the implications of this social change for the working class. 
This has regrettably prevented an additional contribution to their work.

The above-mentioned publications clearly assess the roles of the industrial agents. Hammad, on the one 
hand, refers to the foreign industrial agents as “industrial exploiters,” accusing them of being the root of certain 
sociocultural tensions. On the other hand, French architect and scholar Claudine Piaton appraised the role of 
foreign industrial agents in terms of their promotion of industrial establishments in Egypt, as “protagonistes 
de la construction”.54 Complementing the latter angle, other scholars have conducted studies addressing the 
tangible characterizations of Egypt’s modern industries in terms of industrial establishments.

The technical expertise: Architects and engineers in the modern industrial constructs

The intrinsic role of architects, engineers, and contractors has been unveiled by other studies. These 
were revealed as the sources of the relevant technical expertise, who Piaton referred to as the construction 
protagonists. A number of these studies highlighted the national backgrounds of the people responsible for 
implementing these technology transfers. The influence of French engineering companies was presented in 
the study by Piaton and German historian Ralph Bodenstein.55

The contributions of Italian architects and engineering companies in industrial construction were 
uncovered by Egyptian architect Mohamed Awad, Italian architect Cristina Pallini, and French architect 
Mercedes Volait.56 Both Volait and Awad additionally analyze the role of Italian engineers in non-industrial 

51  Email Fahmi Hanna Shnoudah, ‘Ta’rīkh at-Ta’līm Al-Sinā’i Hatta Thawrat 23 Yulyū 1952 (Trans. History of Vocational Education until 
23rd of July 1952)’ (Ain Shams University, 1967).
52  Annalaura Turiano, ‘De La Pastorale Migratoire à La Coopération Technique: Missionaires Italiens En Égypte. Les Salésiens et 
l’enseignement Professionnel (1890-1970)’ (Aix-Marseille University, 2016). And: Annalaura Turiano, ‘État, Réformistes et Philanthropes: 
Un État Des Lieux de l ’ Offre d ’ Enseignement Industriel Dans l’Égypte Coloniale ( 1882-1919 )’, Histoire de l’éducation Au Moyen-
Orient de La Fin Du XIXe Siècle à Nos Jours, no. 148 (2017): 41–70.
53  Despite conducting extensive research to prove my claim otherwise, I have not found an earlier scholarly publication. It is possible, 
however, that future scholars will uncover earlier publications on the matter.
54  Piaton 2016.
55  Piaton 2016. And: Bodenstein, Ralph. ‘Sugar and Iron: Khedive Ismā‘īl’s Sugar Factories in Egypt and the Role of French Engineering 
Companies (1867-1875)’. ABE Journal 5, no. 2014 (2015): 1–24. OJ: https://journals.openedition.org/abe/2498 (accessed: 25.04.2018).
56  See: Mohammed Fouad Awad and Cristina Pallini. ‘The Italianisation of Alexandria. An Analogy of Practice’. In Le Caire-Alexandrie 
Architecture Européennes 1850-1950, edited by Mercedes Volait, 89–104. Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire - 
IFAO, 2001. And: Mohammed Fouad Awad. ‘From Historicism to Modernity (the Inter-War Period, Alexandria 1918-1939): The Italian 
Connection’. In Italian Architects and Engineers in Egypt from the Nineteenth to Twentyfirst Century, edited by Ezio Godoli and Milva 
Giacomelli, 141–52. Florence, 2008. Also see: Cristina Pallini. ‘Italian Projects for the New City of Sidi Gaber, Alexandria’. In Italian 
Architects and Engineers in Egypt from the Nineteenth to Twentyfirst Century, edited by Ezio Godoli and Milva Giacomelli. Florence, 
2008. And: Volait, Mercedes. ‘La Communauté Italienne et Ses Édiles’. Revue de l’Occident Musulman et de La Méditerranée 46, no. 1 
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construction in Modern Egypt.57 In addition to the French and Italian engineering companies, the roles of 
Greek, British, Belgian, and also Egyptian architects and engineers have been demonstrated, in particular by 
the Egyptian architect Alia Alsadaty, but also by Awad, Pallini, Volait, and Bodenstein.

The images: The architecture of modern industries

A number of studies have contributed to the documentation and  evaluation of the industrial architecture 
of Modern Egypt. The first to conduct research on Egypt’s modern industrial architecture was probably the 
Egyptian German researcher Mohamed Scharabi. In 1992, Scharabi demonstrated the history of modern 
industries between the early 18th century until after WWII on the city level of Greater Cairo. Based on historical 
research and a field survey conducted in 1970, Scharabi revealed the different industrial types established and 
outlined two general classifications of the industrial installations. The first, during the early 19th century, was 
characterized by its oriental image, reflecting an architectural form defined by its “Wunder der Ordnung”.58 
The second, during the second half of the 19th century, was characterized by Europeanized classical features.

The types and architecture of Egypt’s modern industries are also documented by Piaton. Despite her 
appraisal of the leading role of the French engineering company of Compagnie Universelle du Canal Maritime 
de Suez (hereafter CUCMS) in constructing different establishments to serve the maritime Suez company, 
she evaluates critically the imposed architectural styles by analysing their development in threephases. The 
first phase she identifies is characterized by decontextualization through deliberate avoidance local building 
styles and materials. The second is characterized by partial decontextualization, through the avoidance of local 
building styles, but the use of local building materials. The third, finally, is characterized by local production and 
Mediterranean Art Deco style.59

Alsadaty and Bodenstein conducted a countrywide documentation of the architectural styles of Egypt’s 
modern industries. Alsadaty describes the general structural form of exemplified metallic bridges. She sheds 
light on their intrinsic challenges as being a “burden rather than an asset… (of) valuable structures” for the 
Egyptian authorities. While Alsadaty focused only on assessing the technological value of the metallic bridges, 
Bodenstein encompassed a wider spectrum of different types and styles of modern industrial architecture. He 
stresses their characterization as “an international phenomenon that is intrinsically tied to global networks of 
exchange”.

While demonstrating the “chronology of ownership”, Bodenstein divides the chronology of modern 
industrial architecture into the following: the emergence of idiosyncratic industrial structures with Ottoman 
Rumi-style during the first half of the 19th century, The other half witnessed the “shift of taste towards 
European historicist styles”. The heyday of British colonialism in Egypt witnessed the beginning of a “corporate 
monumental architecture”. The fall of colonialism in Egypt was visible, as Bodenstein argues, in the triumph 
of Modernist architecture by the second quarter of the 20th century. This is justified with the use of “high 
Modernism” during the socialist regime of Nasser.60

The complexes: industrial cores and “terrains industriels”

A number of publications bring to their forefront the effective presence of the “industrial cores” within 
Egyptian cities. Piaton refers to their presence, designating them as “terrains industriels”.61 She demonstrates 
the implications of the CUCMS in developing the three company towns of Port Said, Suez, and Ismā‘īlia 
between mid 19th century and its nationalization in 1956. These implications included the foundation of 
‘administrative and social hierarchies’ operating independently from the Egyptian government. These in turn 

(2009): 137–56. OJ: https://doi.org/10.3406/remmm.1987.2196.
57  Mohammed Fouad Awad. Italy in Alexandria. Influences on the Built Environment. Alexandria: Alexandria Preservation Trust - APT, 
2008. And: Mercedes Volait. Architectes et Architectures de l’Egypte Moderne (1830-1950) : Genèse et Essor d’une Expertise Locale. 
Maisonneuve & Larose, 2005.
58  As he declares, the 1970 surveyed structures were demolished by the time of his book’s publication. Accordingly, he was not able 
to formulate a description of the industrial buildings. See: Mohamed Scharabi. Industrie Und Industriebau in Ägypten: Eine Einführung 
in Die Geschichte Der Industrie Im Nahen Osten. Tübingen: Ernst Wasmuth Verlag, 1992, p.9, 49-52.
59  Piaton 2016.
60  Bodenstein 2010: 80.
61  Piaton 2016.
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created borrowed European urban and architectural features on the regional vacant terrains. Piaton highlights 
the different industrial and industry-related social structures for both the managers and labours.62

Similar work on these “terrains industriels”, whether or not designated as such, can be found in other 
research. These are exemplified by Bodenstein’s 2015 work on the development of sugar industry in Upper 
Egyptian villages by the end of the 19th century. The city’s industrial core was highlighted by Scharabi and in a 
paper by Egyptian architect Dina Nassar in 2013. Taking the “industrial neglected district” of Alexandria as her 
main case study, Nassar conducted a field survey within the district by documenting and mapping selectively 
the “immense buildings” that represent the identity of the place, and suggesting possibilities for their re-
use as a means to conserve them.63 Scharabi’s 1970 survey focused predominantly on Bulāq, originally an 
independent port city near Cairo. Bulāq, as Scharabi argues, developed into an industrial area, as part of Cairo, 
with both oriental and westernized street structures.64 

Buildings, cores, and terrains of modern industries, which Piaton referred to as physical products, were 
also assessed by the different authors. Presented as borrowed products of foreign constructs, Piaton debates 
that they stand distanced from Egypt -“restée à l’écart de l’Égypte”. Nevertheless, she aspires that they might 
one day “trouver la place qu’elles méritent au sein du patrimoine national égyptien”.65 Bodenstein reveals the 
“innovations in technology and methods of construction” developed in Egyptian villages, which were “diffused 
in a global network of places and actors”. Scharabi signifies Bulāq as a representative place with its supported 
sizable industrial projects, which in turn imprinted a new colouring of the urban structure - “färbung (der) 
siedlungsstruktur”.66 

Additionally, Egyptian architect Aref highlights the significance of the historical “urban scale” and “urban 
role” of modern industries.67 Although he did not conduct any documentation to justify their urban scale and 
role, Aref still pointed out the intrinsic challenges faced by modern industries in Egypt. Especially faced in 
the rapidly changing cities, these lie in their missing re-integration “into the larger macro urban system of 
the city and the local micro-urban environment of its locality”, which in turn leads to their “grave condition…
threatened…(by) disappearing”.68 Nassar endorses Aref’s statement by recommending finding means to “unite 
what is currently a very fragmented (industrial) urban form”.69

Identifying the gap and research Interest

The broader research conducted on the history of modern industries as part of Modern Egypt identified 
research gaps. First, there is a general unbalance between the studies on the geopolitical, economic, and social 
development of modern industries, which has been the subject of a considerable amount of research, and 
the essential documentation regarding their buildings and areas. So far, little is known about other established 
industries, their architecture, and, most importantly, their spatial development to qualify their assessment. 
Indeed, as a case in point, scholarly research on the physical features of modern industries have so far 
concentrated on the singular contemplation of a single block or specific site, predominantly characterized by 
their sizable monumentality. This research concentration is, of course, comprehensible since the field survey 
was highly dependable on what researchers were able to allocate at the time. This brings another gap, namely 
the fact of yet undocumented aspects that could serve as material evidence for more in-depth assessment.

62  The paper describes the company’s head office building, the company’s workshops, managers’ villas, engineers’ settlements, 
worker’s settlements, and the company’s dispensary and school. These, as quoted by Piaton: “emprunt  de façon littérale les modèles 
typologiques, les modes de gestion et les hiérarchies sociales.” See: Piaton 2016.
63  Dina Mamdouh Nassar, and Shahira Sharaf Eldin. ‘A New Life for the Industrial Heritage of Minet El-Bassal at Alexandria’. NAUKA- 
Journal of Heritage Conservationm, 2013, 23–31, pp.23-4. 
64  Scharabi 1992: 9.
65  Piaton 2016.
66  Scharabi refers to Bulāq as a “Repräsentationsort”, “groß industrieprojekte staatlicher Prägung”. Scharabi 1992: 49-52.
67  The industrial classification, as Aref states, are based on: “Cent Elements del Patrimony Industrial A Catalunya, Coordinacio 
Assumpcio Feliu Torras, 2002”. See: Yasser G. Aref. ‘Alexandria Forgotten Architecture Reintegration of Industrial Heritage of Alexandria 
in Urban Development Plans’. In La Cita Del Mediterraneo, Atti Del IV Forum Internationale Di Studi, 234–38. Calabria: Regio Calabria, 
2010.
68  Aref 2010: 236.
69  The quote is based on a presentation slide given by Prof. Dina Mamdouh Nassar in Goethe Institut on 01.11.2018.
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The scholarly research - referred to in this section - emphasized the importance of preserving the modern 
industries in Egypt by incorporating them within the general development plans. Information on their urban 
features within the development of modern cities is still scant, with inconsistent visual indications regarding 
their locations, functions, and characteristics. The intrinsic gap is, hereby, defined: To “re-integrate” modern 
industries with the urban system of a city in Egypt, one must first understand how they were first integrated and 
developed into a state of convergence. Because of the gaps mentioned above, documenting modern industries 
from the spectrum of their collaborative spatial development on a city level is of particular research interest in 
this dissertation. The city taken as a case study in this regard is the port city of Alexandria.

The case study of Alexandria

The case study is chosen as the researchable study design to answer the research questions in-depth. 
The case study chosen here is the port city of Alexandria in Egypt. Besides the personally experienced 
observations overviewed in the Preface, the author of this study chose  Alexandria based on other criteria: 
First, Alexandria is a representative example of Egypt’s “terrains of multiplicity”.70 Historically, it was affected 
by a multiplicity of geopolitical, economic, urban, social, and architectural facets. These spanned between its 
ancient Hellenic origin, its middle-aged Arab and Ottoman era, all the way to its modern era. Geographically, the 
city is characterised by its bounded Mediterranean Sea in the north and both Mariyūṭ Lake and al-Maḥmūdiyah 
Canal in the south; the latter-mentioned have both transformed over time.

Presently, the extant physical urban and architectural footprint and features of Alexandria are 
predominated by the phase of Modern Egypt. Its case selection for this study is thus endorsed by focusing on 
the spatial development of modern industries during the same historical phase. This study will, in turn, draw 
insight into the industry-city development. Alexandria’s historical role as Egypt’s main entrepôt to the global 
world is an additional criterion for choosing it as the case study.

In line with the present condition of modern industries, Alexandria represents a case selection where its 
modern industries are becoming more forgetful and are in the process of oblivion, opposing global attempts 
towards the conservation of their modern industries. Globally, witnesses of industrial history succeeded in 
changing their appearance and historical projection from “shame to glorification” and thus their transformation 
from redundant to economically viable and city-historically representative.71 Unfortunately, in the case of 
Egypt, and best exemplified in Alexandria, modern industries are by far experiencing the complete opposite 
transformative projection.

In Alexandria, modern industries are mainly the first victims to face what British scholar and architect 
Alan Powers referred to in 1994 as “the cycle of obsolescence”.72 Many historical industrial installations have 
been suffering from obsolescence or de-industrialization. Significantly after the 2011 Egyptian Revolution 
and the increase of the security vacuum, modern industrial structures, regardless of size, transformed into 
underdeveloped heritage areas and thus semi-abandoned environments. Presently, the impetus of multiple 
municipal urban development schemes targets mainly the demolition of underdeveloped or abandoned 
industrial areas favouring housing projects. As long as they do not abide by the municipal-desired management 
strategies, they face immediate destruction in favour of the construction of high-rise condominiums..

The cycle of obsolescence of modern industries in Alexandria has applied evenly for both listed and 
unlisted structures. The perplexity status of modern industries, elaborated above, is also present in the city’s 
ambiguity of recording, acknowledging, and safeguarding modern industries, making it fall under selection 
criteria as the case study for this dissertation. Industrial structures are overlooked in terms of being integrated 
spatially within city conservation and development strategies. This overlook reflects the minimal appreciation 
of these historical testimonies. Additionally, it reflects the documentation incomprehensiveness of modern 

70  Kolluoğlu and Toksös 2014: 47.
71  Rebecca Madgin. ‘The Rise of Industrial Heritage and Its Role in Manchester’s Urban Renaissance, 1945-2007’. In Informationen 
Zur Modernen Stadtgeschichte IMS 1/2008. Berlin: Deutsches Institut für Urbanistik, 2008, 33–36.
72  Powers was then referring to the challenges of British industrial heritage. See: Alan Powers. ‘Afterword: Industrial Buildings and 
Conservation’. Twentieth Century Architecture, no. 1 (1994): 90–93, p.92.
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industries, which was based predominantly on the “enormous growth of interest in what has come to be seen 
as the monuments of our more recent past.”73

In Alexandria, the governmental committee in Alexandria under NOUH established the Project for the 
Conservation of Alexandria’s Cultural Heritage (Map 1). It encompassed all sites listed under both NOUH as 
well as MTA. Since its publication in 2007, the mapping of modern industries was only limited to revising 
those structures already listed by DRAAME and NOUH, updating their status, either as delisted or demolished, 
without any new additions. In Alexandria, two windmills are listed under DRAAME, whereas several below 20 
industrial structures have been listed under NOUH’s statutes. However, the latter number has reduced due to 
the ongoing demolition to an unknown number.74

Map 1 visualizes what Nasser specified as “a very fragmented urban form”, referring to the present reading 
of modern industries in Alexandria.75 With the architectural value being the predominant characterization 
criteria, it is comprehensible why there is such a low number of acknowledged industries within the scale of a 
whole city. This also explains why some industrial sites are not listed, even though they might include other – 
not architectural – attributes to endorse their significance.

73  Hudson 1979: 9.
74  The information was obtained after the author was finally allowed for a visit to the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities in January 
2020 and being allowed to have a look at the full inventoried industrial structures in Egypt. The listing of both windmills was based on 
an inventory conducted in 1967. As of NOUH, the list is publicly shared on their official website: http://urbanharmony.org/ar_home.asp 
(accessed: 14.12.2020). This list of modern industries of the 19th and 20 the century on NOUH’s official website does not correspond 
to that of the 2007 published list of the governorate of Alexandria.The author still abided to what was ‘publicly’ shared regarding the 
status of those acknowledged industries.
75  The quote is based on a presentation slide given by Prof. Dina Mamdouh Nassar in Goethe Institut on 01.11.2018.

Map 1: The mapping of listed industries based on the Project for the Conservation of Alexandria’s Cultural Heritage, 
2007. (Source: author, 2020).
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As generally defined, the case study design is used when not much is known about an issue. Another 
criterion for the selection of Alexandria lies in the missing investigation linking the historical development of its 
modern city development with consideration of its modern industries. A large scale of literature was conducted 
on the urban development of Alexandria.76 Considering the historical spatial development of modern industries 
as part of “the city of agglomeration” is still a “residue”.77

Methodology and analytical framework

In documenting the spatial development of modern industries to understand its contribution and 
significance to the built environment, it contributes to endorsing the field of urban conservation, which is still 
marginalized in Egypt. The field of urban conservation is planning support for the state’s and professionals’ 
futuristic planning visions. German conservator Gerhard Ongyerth defines two main methods towards urban 
conservation: The first is scientific documentation of the history of the place “Ortsgeschichte”, and the second 
is a time-present and concurrent project-related inventory survey.78 As part of this study aim to explore 
the spatial contribution of modern industries as part of the city development, the author generally adopts 
Ongyerth’s first method.

Due to the current situation of scarce comprehensive documentation of modern industries and missing 
studies on their urban development, the study of their historical spatial development was conducted, which 
involves the methodology of urban morphology. The study design framework comprised three steps associated 
with the research aims and objectives stated earlier. The first step involved uncovering the founded industries 
in Alexandria during Modern Egypt. The second step included mapping and visualizing the uncovered industries 
in relation to the morphing city. Lastly, the third step concerned analyzing and understanding the exhibited 
built form of the mapped industries. With the help of the three steps mentioned above, this study seeks to 
form advancing scholarly understanding of the topic; this is achieved by adding new empirical data quantitively 
and qualitatively.

The Uncovering: Modern industries and their classification

With the limited secondary data available on modern industries in Alexandria, the preeminent mean of 
data collection on the interval under investigation are unquestionably primary sources. Based on limited site 
visits and extensive archival research, the archival documents studied were in the following languages: Arabic, 
English, German, and predominantly French.79 These comprised textual documents in the form of books, 
newspapers, periodicals, directories, and letters, as well as visual, in the form of photographs, maps, and videos. 
The archival data collection was conducted on intermittent intervals in Egypt, Germany, and France between 
2017 and early 2020.80 These included the visits of government archives of maṣlaḥat al-misāḥah al-miṣriyah 
(trans. Egyptian Survey Department) (2018), the Egyptian National Library and Archives in Cairo (2019), and 
the Bibliothèque nationale de France - BnF in Paris (March 2020). Library archives included the Studienzentrum 
der Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek in Weimar (2017), and Bibliotheque Municipale d’Alexandrie in Alexandria 
(2020).

The archival visit of historical societies was delimited to the Centre d’Études Alexandrines – CEAlex in 
Alexandria (2019 -2020).81 Interesting visual materials were found in the archive of Musée du quai Branly - 

76  Prominent studies are conducted by J Reimer, ‘Les Fondements de La Ville Moderne : Un Tableau Socio- Démographique Entre 
1820 et 1850’, 1987, 110–20. And: M-F. Awad, ‘Le Modèle Européen : L’évolution Urbaine de 1807 à 1958’, in Revue de l’Occident 
Musulman et de La Méditerranée, ed. Robert Illbert, vol. 46 (Édisud, 1987), 93–109, https://doi.org/10.3406/remmm.1987.2193. And: 
Hassan Abdel-Salam, ‘The Historical Evolution and Present Morphology of Alexandria, Egypt’, Planning Perspectives 10, no. 2, 1995, pp. 
173–98. OJ: https://doi.org/10.1080/02665439508725818 (accessed: 13.06.2018).
77  Rossi 1984: 46.
78  Gerhard Ongyerth. ‘Methoden Der Erfassung, Bewertung Und Dokumentation Der Städtbauliche Denkmalpflege’. In Handbuch 
Städtebauliche Denkmalpflege: Berichte Zu Forschung Und Praxis Der Denkmalpflege in Deutschland 17, edited by Volkmar Eidloth, 
Gerhard Ongyerth, and Heinrich Walgern, 67–114. Petersberg: Michel Imhof, 2013, pp.68-9.
79  During Modern Egypt, the French language was assigned as co-official language and the lingua franca for its residing foreigners.
80  The archival research was interrupted by the outbreak of COVID-19 in March 2020.
81  The rich collection of the Archives CEAlex signified it as the only visited archival historical society within the limited time frame of 
the study.
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Jacques Chirac in Paris (2019). The archival research included also visiting corporate archives in Alexandria, 
namely those of the Alexandria Cotton Press Company (2019), the Alexandria Water Company (2019), and al-
Maks Pumping Station (2020). Special collections were studied, which are privately owned by Prof. Mohamed 
Medhat Mostafa, the Spahi family, and materials from the author’s private collection. Thanks to the digital 
advancement of archival research, the author also used digital collections in internet archives. These were 
primarily helpful, especially with the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020.82

While uncovering the different modern industries, these had to be classified under categorial umbrellas. 
Accordingly, it was essential to conduct synchronous research on the classification systems of historical 
industries based on the different sources. The classification system adopted was derived with the help of 
four source scopes.83 Generally, each source within each scope is not equally balanced in terms of the level 
of classification and sub-classification details. The first was by the global institutions TICCIH and HAER.84 The 
second division comprised publications classifying modern industries in western cultures, namely those by 
German scholars Hans Peter Münzenmayer, Volker Rödel, Rainer Slotta, and American scholars John Price and 
John Bowie.85 The third scope included publications attempting the classification of modern industries in Egypt. 
Those were classified limitedly by architect Yasser Aref, sociologists Hassan El-Saaty and Gordon K. Hirabayashi, 
and economist Radwan Samir.86 Finally, industrial classification was also endorsed by diachronous guides for 
industrial establishments in Egypt and directories of Egyptian companies, where industries were also included 
and categorised. A tentative visualised inventory of the city’s modern industries was designed by uncovering 
the different industries established during Modern Egypt and classifying them into functional groups.

The Reconstruction: Means of data management and presentation

The first exploration phase resulted in an abundance of industries established in Alexandria during Modern 
Egypt. In uncovering and classifying modern industries established in Alexandria, the following step involves 
reconstructing their location. This step includes recapturing the extant, omitted, and even the so-called absent 
modern industries, the latter referred to as the “Abwesenheit, die Spur des Nichtmehrvorhandenseins“ (trans. 
the absent, the trace of non-existent).87 This study’s scope adds value to modern industries, transcending their 
architectural features by mapping the spatial development of uncovered industries and visualizing their built 
fabric. Accordingly, this scope is not limited selectively to monumental, large-scale, or significant industries 
but includes those unmonumental and unrepresentative industrial buildings of the 19th and 20th-century 
industries, which Ongyerth describes as forgetfully young objects - “vergesslichsweise junge Objekte”.88

This stage of spatial reconstruction was of central importance since it represented collectively the 
chronological framework assigned to Modern Egypt for this study. It encompassed reviewing the periodisation 
of modern industries based on their impact on the built environment. The periodisation is determined in the 
best means to connect, analyse, and thus understand the developed modern industries, “which belong to 
different scales and heterogeneous contexts”.89 The author developed the periodisation based on reconstructing 
the location of modern industries by mapping them chronologically on different maps. Nevertheless, the 
generated maps do not abide by a conventional periodisation based on political reign; instead, they rely on the 
principal drivers that incentivised new industrial changes on the built fabric of Alexandria. The periodisation of 

82  Among others, the prominent ones were Gallica (https://gallica.bnf.fr) , Archive (https://archive.org) , and the Library of Congress 
(https://www.loc.gov).
83  These are attached in Appendix 5.
84  Experts from multidisciplinary fields conducted TICCIH’s classification. HAER, on the other hand, was conducted predominantly 
by engineering societies.
85  Hans Peter Münzenmayer. ‘Erfassung Und Bewertung von Objekten Der Technikgeschichte - Wege Zu Einer Technikhistorischen 
Quellenkunde’. In Denkmalpflege in Baden-Württemberg, 1990, pp. 156–61. Also check: Rainer Slotta. Einführung in Die 
Industriearchäologie. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft Darmstadt, 1982. And: John R. Bowie. ‘Documentation of 
America’s Industrial Heritage: The Historic American Engineering Record’. Bulletin of the Association for Preservation Technology 17, 
no. 1 (1985): 47–56. https://doi.org/10.2307/1494067. See: Price, Jon. ‘Interpreting Industrial Heritage’. In Heritage Interpretation, 
edited by Alison Hems and Marion Blockley, 111–22. New York: Routledge, 2006. And: Volker Rödel. Reclam Führer Zu Den Denkmalen 
Der Industrie Und Technik in Deutschland, Band 1: Alte Länder. Stuttgart: Philipp Reclam jun., 1992, pp. 11-22. 
86  Aref’s classification is derived from: Cent Elements del Patrimony Industrial A Catalunya, Coordinacio Assumpcio Feliu Torras, 
2002. See: Aref 2010: 234-38.
87  Huse, Norbert. ‘Unbequeme Denkmale’. In Die Denkmalpflege Als Plage Und Frage München, edited by Georg Mörsch and Richard 
Strobel, München Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1989, pp. 96–101.
88  Ongyerth 2013: 68-9.
89  Rossi 1984: 9.
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the chronological phases was set with the help of the historical maps of the city. This was also in relation to the 
periodisation of modern industrial defined by Föhl, Bodenstein and Cottenet-Djoufelkit.

The allocation of modern industries was reconstructed with the help of a collected atlas of historical 
maps, cross-checked with archival documents and secondary literature, which collectively assigned the 
industries’ location. During the critical investigation of the historical maps, the author was aware that most of 
them initially contributed to purposive interpretations of the city’s regulation of space rather than its cadastral 
records. In the scope of this research, the author studied 11 historical maps with the foremost visualization of 
industrial locations. These were published between 1785 and 1959.90

 The uncovered industries were mapped with the help of the Geometrical Information System 
program QGIS as the georeferencing mapping tool.91 In this study, QGIS is used as a visual medium to map 
modern industries, classify them, and thus produce interpretive maps. The generated map contributed to 
instrumentalizing the understanding of urban industrial development and serves as an inventory data 
management tool. The QGIS-based two-dimensional maps were drawn from 6 digitized historical maps out of 
those mentioned above 11 historical maps.92 These served as the based maps to map the uncovered industries. 
The author referred to the generated maps as Phase Maps. The base maps were not chosen arbitrarily; the 
maps were selected critically to best illustrate the industrial spatial development.93 

Besides mapping the location, the uncovered industries were arranged within an Attribute Table, a 
spreadsheet software program within QGS. Each generated Phase Map is printed with its Attribute Table, the 
latter divided into four columns each (Map 2): The first includes given identification codes of the industries for 
better recognition on the map. The code comprises a letter and a number; the former represents the industrial 
classification, whereas the latter denotes its enumeration.94 The second column includes the name of the 
industry as predominantly designated in collected data. The third column assists the facilitative allocation of 
the industry on the map based on its coordinates. The fourth and final column identifies the page number of 
those selected industries mentioned within the study chapters.

The generated Phase Maps are the key factor towards structuring this dissertation and presenting the 
research output. The Phase Maps are attached as seperate maps at the end of this printed disseration. Viewing 
the Phase Maps at the beginning of each chapter allows the reader to contemplate the mapping results before 
joining into their depicted spatial analysis and understanding new insights. The codes and coordinates of 
mentioned industries are also pointed out within the text to enable the reader to refer to their location on the 
base map quickly.

90  These are attached in Appendix 2.
91  During the winter-semester 2018/19 the author attended as a guest the seminar lectures of German Uni.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Habil. 
Volker Rhodehorst at the Faculty of Computer vision in Engineering at the Bauhaus University in Weimar, Germany.
92  The selected 6 historical maps are attached in Appendix 2. Their QGIS geo-referencing reports are attached in Appendix 4.
93  These served as the base maps visualizing the location of modern industries and are generated on a scale of 1:36000. The scale 
was selected for a suitable visual comprehension and a fitting map size for the study reader(s).
94  The numbering direction is counted based on the map’s coordinates sequence.

Map 2: Key map demonstrating contents of each phase map (Source: author 2021)
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The Analysis: spatial order and rationale

The cartographic reconstruction of the spatialization of modern industries within the city was a key 
element towards recontextualizing their urban development to the morphing modern city itself. The 
recontextualization of the city-industry morphology is used as a tool to apprehend what American scholar 
defines as the “storyscapes” or places that “connect to meaningful spatial narratives about history, culture, 
and identity”.95 The theoretical framework to conduct this analysis is based on Israeli researchers Tali Hatuka 
and Eran Ben-Joseph, Canadian geographers Desmond Bliek and Pierre Gauthier, American sociologist Wilbert 
Moore, and American architect John R. Bowie. Generally, their studies analysed the spatial dynamics specifically 
between city and industry in what they interpret as spatial order and spatial rationale.

Hatuka and Ben-Joseph underwent the analysis of what they referred to as the “spatial dynamic between 
city and industry” through classifying their evolving dynamics in three spatial prototypes: Industries developed 
integrated, adjacent, or autonomous spatial relations to the city.96 Each prototype defines a particular relation 
and effect to the city. Bliek and Gauthier focused on the spatial dynamics between residential and industry in 
the city’s-built form.97

The study of the historical reconstruction of spatial order discerns associated rationale, which Bliek and 
Gauthier refer to as “spatial logic” that contribute to underlining “eternal sets of relations”. These relations 
represent the threads connecting the built form as a material projection of the (geo)political, economic, social, 
and technological dialectic constructs. Moore exemplifies these in key factors, which generally define the spatial 
rationale of industrial establishment based on their monetary terms. Moore associates these terms generally 
with the availability of suitable sites, raw materials, sources of power, transportation routes, and markets.98

The spatial rationale of modern industries was probably first addressed by HAER. Based on Bowie, the 
HAER team took the spatial rationale as one of the essential criteria for industrial characterization. As Bowie 
clearly states, “the site played a key role in the development of the building and the HAER team needed to 
document this relationship.” More factors are added by questioning the reason behind the industrial location 
in its designated area, affecting the industrial significance and understanding.

The Understanding: Identifying significances

Analyzing the spatial order and rationale of modern industries within the morphing modern city fabric 
provides the probing of what American scholar Nicholas Stapp referred to as “character-contributing features 
to the built environment”.99 The analysis contributes to comprehensively identifying and understanding 
the characteristic spatial exemplars of modern industries with their different perceptual modalities and 
representations of their meanings and values. The understanding here refers to re-constructing what these 
objects represented comprehensively.100 This is based on their urban characteristics concerning interpreting 
the history of manufacturing, engineering, and construction, which inflicted new qualities in their introduced 
machinery and planning.101

95  Kaufman, Ned. Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of Historic Preservation. Routledge, 2009, p.1.
96  The source of this information is in: Hatuka, T., Bar, R., Batt at, M., Zilberdik, Y., Hanany, C., Hefetz , S., Jacobson, M.l. and Lothan, H. 
(2014) City-Industry. Tel Aviv: Resling. But since the book is published in Hebrew, a language the author cannot read, the information is 
cross-referenced from: Tali Hatuka and Eran Ben-Joseph. ‘Industrial Urbanism: Typologies, Concepts and Prospects’. Built Environment 
43, no. 1 (2017):  10–24. OJ: https://doi.org/10.2148/benv.63.3.10, p.13 (accessed: 08.10.2018).
97  Desmond Bliek and Pierre Gauthier. ‘Understanding the Built Form of Industrialization along the Lachine Canal in Montreal’. Urban 
History Review 35, no. 1 (2006): 3–17. OJ: http://www.jstor.com/stable/43560187. (accessed: 08.09.2018).
98  Wilbert E Moore. Industrial Relation and the Social Order. New York: Mac Millan and Co, 1951, p.540.
99  Nicholas L. Stapp. ‘A Methodology for the Documentation and Analysis of Urban Historic Resources’. University of Pennsylvania, 
2009, p.112.
100  Copeland’s chapter is directed more towards archaeological sites. Still, as Alexandria witnesses the drastic loss, unrecognition, and 
abandonement of many industrial structures, the two perceptive approaches examined by Copeland are part of this study’s objectives.
101  Randall Mason. ‘Assessing Values in Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and Choices’. In Assessing the Values of 
Cultural Heritage, edited by Marta de la Torre, 5–30. Los Angeles: The Getty Conservation Institute, 2002, p.8. And: The Nizhny Tagil 
Charter for the Industrial Heritage.
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One of the means promoted to protect industrial heritage is by identifying their universal values rather 
than the singular characterisation of industrial sites.102 Along with the study chapters, several industrial projects 
are demonstrated as exemplified representatives of the different perceptual modalities. Their choosing was not 
arbitrary; it was first based on available archival data regarding their history, their identification as preeminent 
industries at that time, and – as much as possible – their extant state. Additionally, these exemplified 
representatives demonstrate characteristic spatial exemplars, attributes, and in turn, significance(s).

In line with the study’s aims, those attributes that promote the spatial contribution of modern industries 
are within the research focus. The interpretation of their location and fabric is associated with the industry’s built 
environment, its setting as a visual catchment, and its related place – even if not industrial. This interpretation 
contributes, in turn to its urban significance.103 These characterizations are endorsed with other attributes, 
namely those interpreted by Föhl.104 He highlights intrinsic criteria towards industrial evaluation; these are 
historically typical objects, unique historical objects, representative objects for intellectual and cultural history, 
beginning or end links of a technical development series, and objects showing socio-historical structures. 
Together, these assist in displaying the meaning(s) reflected by the modern industries, which allow placing 
their interpretative image in a broader context transcending their site borders.

The participation in the industrial activity is presented in what British sociologist Richard Roger defined 
as the “family genes”.105 These represent the families of merchants, financiers, and industrialists. These 
played an essential role in modern urbanization and industrialization since they influenced the formation of 
capital and social class profiles. Operations in industrial activity are presented in the display of skills by both 
the machine and the labours. The latter, referred to as the “working man”, is the key link to attribute the 
associations of operative and spatial connections to the industry itself.106 Collectively, all the above-mentioned 
attributed criteria contribute to the spatial identification of what Ongyerth referred to as the form of the place 
“Ortsgestalt”, the character of the place “Ortserscheinung”, and the image of the place “Ortsbild”.107

Research scope and boundaries 

Before proceeding with the study, it is essential to prepare for future challenges beforehand and set 
research boundaries in pursuit to prevent them. The first challenge lay on the large scale of the case study. Until 
the mid-20th century, the longitudinally urbanized city of Alexandria developed to encompass several districts 
with included hinterland areas as part of it. As the city’s urban fringes mainly were not included equally in 
multiple historical maps, it was challenging to explore chronological urban development with related founded 
industries. Accordingly, the author decided to set the geographic boundary of the case study and focus on the 
geographic mapping within it. The excluded urban fringes included Burj al-‘Arab in the west, Abū Qīr in the 
east, and Kafr el-Dawwār south-eastwards. The Mediterranean Sea defines the research boundaries in the 
north, the al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal and Mariyūṭ Lake in the south, al-Maks in the west, al-Muntazah in the east, 
and al-Siyūf district in the south-east (Map 3). Despite not being taken geographically under consideration, all 
related industries uncovered within the study process were considered and listed.108

The second challenge prevailed in the unknown amount of data for the research. The spectrum of 
identifying the classification of industries is very generic. Industrial heritage extends to include other industry-
related structures. Within the scope of this study, only the following are taken into consideration: labour 
settlements, vocational schools, and banks. Other industry-related structures continue to include cinemas and 
markets, among others; these are, nevertheless, placed outside the scope of this study.

102  Revise point “2: Values of Industrial Heritage” in: The Nizhny Tagil Charter for the Industrial Heritage.
103  Australia Icomos, ‘The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance 1999, with Associated 
Guidelines and Code on the Ethics of Co-Existence in Conserving Significant Places’ (Australia, 2000). IP: http://australia.icomos.org/
wp-content/uploads/BURRA_CHARTER.pdf. And: Price 2006: 111-122.
104  Föhl 1995: 26-28.
105  Richard Roger. ‘Echoes of Industrialization: Cities and the Trajectories of Development’. In Industrial Cities. History and Future, 
edited by Clemens Zimmermann, 66–88. Frankfurt-am-Main: Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, 2013, p. 84.
106  Hans-Rudolf Meier and Marion Steiner, ‘Denkmal - Erbe - Heritage. Begriffshorizonte Am Beispiel Der Industriekultur’, in Denkmal 
– Erbe – Heritage: Begriffshorizonte Am Beispiel Der Industriekultur. Veröffentlichungen Des Arbeitskreises Theorie Und Lehre Der 
Denkmalpflege e.V., Band 27, ed. Simone Bogner et al. (Heidelberg: arthistoricum.net, 2018), 16–37. p. 21.
107  Ongyerth 2013.
108  These are found attached in this study’s Appendix 1.
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The pursuit of conducting the spatial analysis based on the district boundaries was the third challenge. 
The geospatial mapping was planned to distinguish beforehand between the different industries’ clearly 
defined and conjectural locus. One of the main challenges for the conjectural locus of industries was the 
constant name changes of the city’s boroughs and quarter divisions. Alexandria has been divided into 11 
districts since the census of 1897. These districts have remained mainly unchanged until 1930. Based on 1947 
cadastral maps, the city district distribution reached up to 43 quarters. Neighbourhoods’ borough affiliations 
were thus transferred from one to another to best cope with the city’s urban sprawl and its change of district 
distribution and designation. It was, therefore, difficult to assign the boundaries of a particular district and list 
its comprising industries.

The empirical research has been planned to depend mainly on archival material and possible site visits. 
Being acquainted with the exhaustive search for the scattered archives and long-lasting bureaucratic approval 
processes to access both archives and sites in Egypt, the author proceeded early with their security and 
accessibility permits.

Outline of chapters

In line with the study aim that targets exploring the explanatory weight of modern industries through 
their spatial contribution as part of the city development, the study results are structured in chronological 
order. Following the introduction, the chronological spatial development of modern industries in Alexandria 
is demonstrated in five chapters (Diag. 2). Their periodisation encompasses the phase of Modern Egypt 
collectively. The author here steers away from the conventional scholarly periodisation, which starts from 
the early 19th century, and adopts the statutory periodisation of Modern Egypt based on DRAAME. The 
chronological framework assigned for this study, to explore industries of Modern Egypt in Alexandria, lies 
between the end of the 18th century and the mid-20th century.

Map 3: The geographic scope of study (in red) with excluded urban fringes (in grey) (Source: author, 2021).
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Each of the five chapters is represented by one of the QGIS generated georeferenced maps. These 
are referred to in this study as Phase Maps. The process of QGIS spatial reconstruction was thus of central 
importance. Each Phase Map with its spatial reconstruction of modern industries on the city’s synchronous 
built fabric was the primary source for uncovering their spatial analysis and understanding. Each Phase Map 
draws up the listing of all synchronous established industries. The author places each Phase Map at the 
beginning of each chapter intentionally. This placing will allow the reader to first look at the industrial spatiality 
in relation to the built environment before reading the chapter. The Phase Maps and chapters represent the 
chronological temporal phases of modern industries. The periodization of their chronological phases was set 
based on available sources, as presented in the previous section, in relation to critically studied historical maps.

The interpretation of each Phase Map determined the thematic structuring course of each chapter. 
Generally, each chapter identifies the principal (geo)political, economic, social, and technological drivers 
that have promoted modern industries’ foundation and/ or development. By orienting the reader in their 
historical context, each chapter proceeds with laying out the implications of these drivers on the foundation 
of modern industries and their spatiality within the city’s built fabric. The analysis sections of the implications 
are structured predominantly based on the industrial spatial order or rationale, depending on the best means 
for understanding each Phase Map. The last analysis section of each chapter depicts an industry or industry-
related classification. Its spatial qualities and characteristics depict the chapter’s industrial or industry-related 
representations, which corresponds to the historical key forces at the time. Each generated map, representing 
different temporal phases, with its analysed sections, determined the title assigned to each chapter.

Chapter I, “(Pre-)Modern Industrial Contextualization,” represents the first phase towards investigating 
the contextualization of modern industries. It departs from the scholarly conventional periodization outset 
of Modern Egypt and abides by its official ministerial declared starting phase. This chapter represents the 
period between the end of the 18th century and the early 19th century. In response to the global outbreak of 
the Industrial Revolution during the second half of the 18th century, the chapter critically examines whether 
Alexandria witnessed the evolution or even advocated indicative initiations towards the shift from traditional 
crafts to the global modern industrial activities. Chapter II, “The Nascent Modern Industries”, demonstrates 
the initiations towards the technical paradigm shift of a manufactured commodity from a crafts workshop to an 
industrial factory. Its phase spans between Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha (reign 1805-1848) in 1805 and his successor 
Abbas Pasha I (reign 1849–1854) in the 1850s. 

Diag. 2: The chronological framework assigned for this study in relation to the different sources (Source: 
author, 2020).
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Chapter III, “Industrial Forward Momentum”, highlights the implications of the Cotton famine during 
the American Civil War on the industrial development in Egypt with the effects of these events on the urban 
industrial development in Alexandria. This chapter expands between the 1850s and 1890s, where the global 
capitalist system highly influenced Egypt. In chapter IV, “Industrial deployments”, the author examines the 
industrial modifications that were undertaken in Alexandria between the 1890s and WWI, when the country 
was under the grip of British colonial tutelage. Chapter V “Industrial Culmination”, demonstrates the final 
phase of modern industrial development in Alexandria between the 1910s and 1950s.

Out of all mapped industries on each Phase Map, only some are exemplified within each chapter. The 
industries of industry-related structures investigated or even mentioned within the chapters were chosen 
based on multiple factors:

• Possibility to map their locus

• Their representation of a spatial order

• Their representation of a spatial rationale

• Availability of data regarding them

• Their representation of attributed qualities that respond to the study’s questions and aims.

The final chapter reviews the study findings presented in the five chronological chapters. It first discusses 
the study results while highlighting new insights contributing to existing literature. The final chapter is then 
enclosed with concluding recommendations and research contributions for future research.
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Chapter 1       (Pre-)Modern Industrial Contextualization

As the world was experiencing the outbreak of the Industrial Revolution during the second half of the 
18th century, Egypt’s Ottoman rule, which started in the 16th century, was abruptly overthrown by the military 
elite of the Mamluk freedmen at the same time. Due to the Mamluk’s factionalism and its continuous warfare 
involvement with the Ottomans, a stable Mameluke political dominance was not secured. Therefore, some 
literature generally associated this time phase as Ottoman and not Mameluke only.109

Several scholars revealed an inconsistency of opinions regarding Alexandria’s status between the end of 
the 18th century and the early 19th century. On the one hand, some sources elaborated the town’s suffering 
under significant socio-economic and urban decay, referring to it as “a pale shadow of its former self”. On the 
other hand, other sources highlighted facts that prove otherwise.110 In both cases, the Cape of Good Hope, 
discovered in the 15th century, as the resultant sea navigation around Africa constituted significant challenges 
to Egypt’s importance as a meeting point for intercontinental trade. Due to constant imposed high taxes, 
recurrent plagues, and water shortage in Alexandria, it lost its ancient lead role as Egypt’s trade harbour to the 
city of Rosetta. These aspects constrained the possible urban growth of the city; by the end of the 18th century, 
the number of inhabitants of Alexandria ranged 4000, of which Europeans numbered less than 200.111

This chapter demonstrates the first-time phase towards investigating the contextualization of modern 
industries. It departs from the scholarly conventional periodization outset of Modern Egypt and abides by its 
official ministerial declared starting phase. The chapter represents the period between the end of the 18th 
century and the early 19th century. This period corresponds to the global outbreak of the Industrial Revolution 
during the second half of the 18th century. The chapter critically examines whether Alexandria witnessed the 
evolution or even advocated indications of the shift from traditional crafts to the global modern industrial 
activities. Due to the inability to allocate verified locations of production activities, the generated Phase Map 
of this chapter illustrates their probable location. Still, by attempting to map production or production-related 
activities related to the historical drivers at that time, the chapter explores whether these acted as integrators 
towards the modern industrial world.

1.1. A per contra maritime and overland trade

By the end of the 18th century, Alexandria was part of Egypt’s general marketing system of urban-rural 
commerce. This system was distributed according to the role of each town; Cairo was the centralized market 
town for international trade and home of manufacturing, whereas Alexandria was one of Egypt’s principal 
ports for import-export trade besides the towns of Rosetta and Damietta by the Mediterranean Sea, and Suez 
and Qusayr by the Red Sea.112 These towns were mainly focusing on trade, linking the country’s production 
with the external markets. In addition to that, Rosetta and Damietta comprised rich agricultural hinterland for 
fruit, vegetable, and grain cultivation. The peasants from these hinterlands were in contact with the market 
towns as their intermediaries and facilitators for their goods’ trade and transfer to seaport towns for export.

Although the end of the 18th century was a heyday for Rosetta, the city of Alexandria was, however, not 
eclipsed by the town’s port, commercial, and agricultural status.113 This chapter’s Phase Map, based on French 
archaeologist, architect, and landscape painter Louis-François Cassas in 1785, attest to Alexandria’s importance 
in maritime trade.114 As visualized on Cassas’s Map 4, Alexandria had two functioning capacious Eastern and 

109  Cuno 1994: 1-2.
110  The controversy is very well discussed in: Michael J. Reimer. ‘Ottoman Alexandria: The Paradox of Decline and the Reconfiguration 
of Power in Eighteenth-Century Arab Provinces’. Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 37, no. 2 (1994): 107–46.
111  The portrayal of the different sources of the varying inhabitant’s number is presented in: Robert Illbert. Alexandrie 
1830-1930:Histoire d’une Communauté Citadine, Volume II. Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire - IFAO, 1996, p.757. 
And in: Abu-‘Ayyāna 1980: 33. And also in: Reimer 2010:  114.
112  Barbara K. Larson, ‘The Rural Marketing System of Egypt over the Last Three Hundred Years’, Comparative Studies in Society and 
History 27, no. 3 (1985): 494–506. Also see: Cuno 1994: 49.
113  For more information about Rosetta’s commercial status during the late-Ottoman period, see: Reimer 1994: 112-15. And see 
Pierre Simon Girard. Mémoire Sur l ’ Agriculture , l ’ Industrie et Le Commerce de l ’ Égypte. Paris: L’Imprimerie Royale, 1822. IA: www.
gallica.bnf.fr (accessed: 18.07.2018).
114  Aléxandrie, nommée par les Arabes Êskandéryéh, Plan general de la ville, by Louis-François Cassas, 1785, PA: Collection of C. 
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Western ports. The northern part of the illustrated Eastern harbour - Port neuf - consisted of moorings for 
French vessels. The port was known as the oriental port since the docking of Christian ships was restricted; 
however, the French and the Russians were granted permission to use it by the end of the 18th century. An 
academic paper by American researcher Michael Reimer in 1994 reveals, however, that the western port was 
reserved for Muslim ships due to its better mooring state.115 The western harbour - Port vieux (the old port) 
is only marked with caravel moorings.116 These were used mainly for fishing purposes and cabotage trade 
between Alexandria and both towns Rosetta and Damietta. Port neuf was not only limited to French vessels, 
but was integrated in a commercial web with Ottoman, southern European, Levants, and African cargos.117 
The illustrative symbols on Cassas’s map reveal the higher importance of the Port neuf, which is verified by the 
illustration of the customs building – douane – on the eastern coast (Phase Map coordinates C,3).

Cassas’s map also reveals the locations of Alexandria’s core inhabitation; the first was the  densified 
settlement in the so-called Turkish Town between both crescents formed eastern and western harbours, outside 
of the Arab city wall.118 It developed to best serve both east and west sea freight harbours and production 
activities. Still, there were other small-scaled settlements inside the Arab city wall, especially by the Eastern city 
gate, bāb-el-rashīd (Port de Roßette). Settlements by the Rosetta gate developed to the city’s main overland 
commercial gateway from other Egyptian towns, such as Rosetta and Cairo. The settlements in the Turkish Town 
and by the Eastern city gate were organically morphed as there was no administrative institution or agency 

Shalaan. This was used as base map for this chapter’s Phase Map.
115  Reimer 1994: 125.
116 The word caravel designates small sailboats with round bow and square stern of the western Mediterranean or the coasts of 
Portugal that were mainly made for fishing and small cabotage.
117  Gratien Le-Père. Mémoire Sur La Ville d’Alexandrie. Bayerische. Impr. Royale, 1818. p.10.
118  The Turkish Town is a morphed settlement between the 6th until the early 19th century as a result of gradual inundation of the 
ancient Hellenistic Heptastadium that connected the Rhakotis, inland of Alexandria, with its adjacent island Pharos.

Map 4: The historical map of Alexandria, drawn by Cassas in 1785 (Source: Collection C. Shalaan).
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at the time issuing laws regarding streets’ planning and circulation regulation and supervising construction.119 
Both settlements did not comprise spatially divided inhabited and working areas. As a typical urban setting at 
that time, these comprised habitation and commercial areas with souks, bazaars, and caravanserais, where 
merchants, craftsmen, and service workers, who comprised Alexandria’s main social structures. 

1.2. Merchants, Craftsmen, and Service Workers: Social multicultural tinctures

Merchants, craftsmen, and service workers, regardless their wealth and status, were for the most part 
organized into guilds – tawā’if – an organizational structure evolved in Egypt since the 16th century as part 
of the Ottoman Empire.120 According to the 2013 published paper by French historian Pascale Ghazaleh, the 
status of merchants - in Arabic tujjār - exceeded the trade supplying boundaries during the late 18th century in 
Egypt.121 Historical chronicles reveal, based on Ghazaleh, that only the wealthiest and most powerful merchants 
were mentioned in terms of their political status, and even mostly on the occasion of their death.122 Merchants 
developed and secured their reputation and state by being integrated in politics and military, as well as serving 
as diplomats - aka consuls - and administrators. Their political and economic importance and influence was 
reflected in their ranking between a normal merchant, tājir, or a head of merchants – shahbandar at-tujjār.

In Alexandria, and despite the difficult business environment resulting from its epidemic and water 
shortage, there was still an influential presence of trade traffic by foreign merchants. These mainly comprised 
Ottomans, Maghribis, Greeks, Syrians, Jews, and Franks, who practiced the trade of textile, grains, sugar, and 
meat, among others.123 The Ottoman tujjār, who far exceeded the number of European merchants, mostly 
exported rice, sugar, and other commodities of the Egyptian cultivation to Constantinople.124 In return, several 
goods were imported from Europe, of which some comprised manufactured products already exported 
through Egypt as raw material.125 It is important to mention that although the value of trade with Ottoman 
cities was more than double that with European cities, the European ships, however, controlled the carrying 
trade between Alexandria and other cities by more than the triple value.126

Despite the fact that the European merchants had their own nation-related caravansaries and consuls 
in Alexandria on the eastern port that guaranteed their protection, they still preferred to act through 
intermediaries; the French preferred Christian-Syrian middlemen while the Venetians favoured Levant-Jews.127 
Syrian merchants, who operated in both Cairo and Alexandria, monopolized certain trades in Egypt such as 
tobacco, wood, silk, soap, and dried food. Christian-Syrians were able to expand their commercial power as 
merchants and middlemen – even if not in numerical value. They were powerful to the extent of becoming 
principal controllers of Egypt’s main customhouses after being managed by Jews for years. By this, merchants 
extended their networking matrix from politicians and high-ranking administrators to the craftsmen and 
retailers.

119 Michael J. Reimer. ‘Reorganizing Alexandria: The Origins and History of the Conseil de l’Ornato’. Journal of Urban History 19, no. 
3 (1993): 55–83, p. 56. OJ: https://doi.org/10.1177/009614429301900304 (accessed: 08.07.2018).
120  For more information about the structure of guilds and the textile workshops, see: Gabriel Baer. Egyptian Guilds in Modern 
Times (Israel Oriental Society, 1964). And : Maurice Fargeon. Les Juifs En Egypte Depuis Les Origines Jusque’a Ce Jour (Cairo: Imp. P. 
Barbey, 1938). And also: John T. Chalcraft, The Striking Cabbies of Cairo and Other Stories: Crafts and Guilds in Egypt, 1863 - 1914 (New 
York: State University of New York Press, 2005). It is, however, important to mention that publications concerning the craft and guilds 
structure in Egypt during the end of the 18th century are mainly focused in Cairo than in other cities.
121  Pascale Ghazaleh. ‘Trading in Power: Merchants and the State in 19th-Century Egypt’, International Journal of Middle East 
Studies 45, no. 1 (2013): 71–91, p.73. IA: https://doi.org/10.1017/S0020743812001262 (accessed: 15.05.2018).
122  Besides Ghazaleh’s statement, the author was also unable to retrieve information regarding merchants in Alexandria from both 
chronicles: ‘Ajāb’ib Al-Jabartī and La Déscription de L’Égypte  1st edition 1809-1822.
123  Le-Père 1818: 11.
124  As for African and Asian merchants, according to Reimer, they mostly used the Cairo-Damietta trade path for import and export 
rather than Alexandria’s ports. In: Reimer 1994: 127.
125  It is important to mention that not all exported goods were produced in Egypt. Beawes also does not reveal the origin of 
these goods nor their responsible merchants. For the detailed listing of the exported and imported goods, see: Wyndham Beawes. 
Lex Mercatoria Rediviva: Or, The Merchant’s Directory, London: J. Rivington, and sons, 1783, p.763. IP: https://catalog.hathitrust.org/
Record/001121349 (accessed: 20.02.2019).
126  Check table adapted from Daniel Panzac, ‘International and Domestic Maritime Trade in the Ottoman Empire during the 18th 
Century’, International Journal of Middle East Studies 24, no. 2 (1992): 189–206. In: Reimer 1994: 115.:
127  Constantin-François Volney. Travels through Syria and Egypt, in the Years 1783, 1784, and 1785. Edited by Vol.I. London: G.G.J. 
and J. Robinson, 1787. p.209. IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 30.04.2019).
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As revealed above, the Turkish Town and the area by the eastern city gate comprised Alexandria’s main 
inhabited settlements. Based on a 1994 study by Reimer, a number of merchandised allocations are revealed 
(Map 5).128 Their names were often identified with their relevant goods, professions, or nationality. The 
clustered rectangular block along the eastern harbour, north of the douane, were Wikalāt that likely belonged 
to the Maghrib merchants.129 Wikalāt, Arabic plural term for Wikālah, comprised an urban warehouse on the 
ground floor and merchants’ hostel on the upper floors. Cassas’s 1785 map depicts “hotels”, namely commercial 
houses serving French and Venetian merchants; these were also located along the eastern harbour but south 
of the customs house.130 As both structures overlooked the eastern harbour, the latter stood adjacent to an 
open area featured in Cassas’s map as Place de Franks.131

128  The historical maps used were those published in the 1st edition of La Déscription de L’Égypte. But since Reimer’s findings were 
not marked and visualized in his used maps, the author generated the presumable locations on Cassas’s 1785 map. For Reimers’s full 
results, see: Reimer 1994: 115-28.
129  Alexandria had its Maghribs’ market and quarter containing of the biggest commercial houses. This strong commercial bond is 
the result of a gradual developing connection due to the mass of Muslim Maghrib pilgrims. Their settling was not only in Alexandria but 
in multiple cities in Egypt. See: Reimer 1994: 119.
130  Generally, the merchants’s allocations were characterized with structures concerted in so-called Wikālah, Khan, or Rab’. See: 
Mohammed Fouad Awad. ‘In the Heart of Alexandria’s European Centre’, Revue Mediterraneans/Méditerranéennes, no. 8–9 (1996): 
42–58. p. 43. In Alexandria, Wikālāh Terbana – dating to 1685 – and Wikālah Courbagi – dating back to 1757 – stand as witnesses of 
such a dual-functional complex.
131  The Place de Franks was also marked in military maps during the Bonaparte expedition between 1798 and 1801 as Esplanade 
and was also used as a military-parade. See: Reimer 1994:125.

Map 5: The probable locations of merchants and service workers, around 1800s (Source: author 2021, reproduced 
from Cassas 1785).The probable locations of merchants and service workers, around 1800s (Source: author 2021, 
reproduced from Cassas 1785).
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Although merchandized activities were dominated by non-indigenous representatives, Arab tribesmen 
and Bedouins were mainly confined in local retail by selling fowl and livestock to the inhabitants.132 According 
to a study paper by Egyptian researcher Hassan Abdel-Salam in 1995, Jews – and predominantly the Egyptians - 
had a weak role in the merchandized activities, whereas they contributed to other activities, namely handcrafts 
and service work.133

The service work sector was mostly done by Egyptians. According to the scope of this study these are 
exemplified in works like measurers of grain, weighers, porters, stevedores and lightermen, and so on.134 Based 
on archival documents, as revealed in the 2005 published book by British historian John Chalcraft, such service 
works were referred to as “despicable… (and)… inferior crafts” as they “weighed heavily on the people of the 
city”.135 According to Reimar in 1994, these designation are based on Egyptian historian AlJabarti (18th and 19th 
century), who referred to the service workers as ahl al-hiraf al-safila (people of despicable crafts) arbab al-
hiraf al-dani’a (people of inferior crafts). These service workers probably settled in Arab Huts, scattered within 
Alexandria’s fringes, next to their work areas.136 As illustrated on Map 5 (C,4), the north eastern end of the 
Eastern Port waters might have been inhabited, among others, by lightermen and stevedores.

As of the craftsmen, who AlJabarti refers to them as ashab al-hiraf wa-l-sana‘i’,137 namely those who 
acquired a handcraft skilfully, these were contributed by Jews and Egyptians. Jews dominated the crafts of 
gold and silver smithery, while Egyptians worked mostly in petty crafts such as smithery, soap, and textile 
workshops. Although an exact location and spatial arrangement was not indicated in found sources, these 
were assumedly integrated within the Turkish Town and by the eastern city gate. Among merchants and service 
workers, craftsmen are normally those associated to the production activity of certain commodities and goods. 
Still, other production related activities were established in Alexandria that are overviewed in the coming 
section.

1.3. Production activities and proper places

One of the first mentioning of Alexandria’s production and production related activities was during the 
end of the 18th century by English diplomat Wyndham Beawes. In his 1783 merchant’s directory, he revealed 
the goods transfer challenges from Alexandria to Rosetta then to Cairo and back, due to the long overland 
route and the narrow width of the city’s canal. As a result, Beawes justifies the construction of storehouses or 
as Beawes refers to them as “proper laces”, which were supervised by merchants.138 Their location was not 
indicated by Beawes; these might have been either located by Alexandria’s eastern gate or by port neuf (C,4; 
D,2).

Regarding the city’s canal, French historian Pierre Girard reports that between 1791 and 1798, rice 
grains were transported by barges - djermes139- from Rosetta and Damietta via the canal directly to the 
customhouse of Alexandria for exportation to Europe.140 Together with the storehouses, this phase witnessed 
the establishment of other industrial installations located along the western port, namely the Chantier, as 
illustrated on Cassas’s 1785 map. As the name implies, Chantier, the shipbuilding workshop, might was part 
of Reimer’s reported Ottoman naval storehouse and arsenal, that was operating in decaying state at the time 
(B,3).141 The assumption of whether djermes were fabricated inside the Chantier, is possible but less likely.

132  Girard 1822: 125-126.
133  It is important to mention that Abdel-Salam reports of the exploitation of Egypt’s resources and skilled labour by Ottoman 
officials. Abdel-Salam neither clarifies the type of skills or crafts the labors comprised, nor the reasons behind their exploitation by the 
Ottomans. See in: Hassan Abdel-Salam, ‘The Historical Evolution and Present Morphology of Alexandria, Egypt’, Planning Perspectives 
10, no. 2 (1995): 173–98. OJ: https://doi.org/10.1080/02665439508725818 (accessed: 28.07.2018), p.178.
134  Chalcraft 2005: 30.
135  These quotes are translated by Chalcraft. 2005: 17.
136  Reimer 1994: 125.
137  Chalcraft 2005: 16.
138  Beawes 1783: 762.
139  Djermes are flatbottom barges that navigated the coast of Alexandria and the Nile. See Littré, Émile. Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Département Collections Numérisées, 2008-49511. Dictionnaire de La Langue Française. Tome 2. D-H. ( 1873-1874). 2nd Editio. 
Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie., 1874, p.1203. IA: www.gallica.bnf.fr (accessed: 18.07.2018).
140  Girard 1822: 197. Also in: Le-Père 1818: 10.
141  Reimer reports that the arsenal was able to produce sizable commercial vessels and guns. See: Reimer 1994: 125.
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Besides storehouses and shipbuilding, Alexandria was also reported to have carried on considerable 
trade based on its local productions, of which its materials were mainly brought in from Cairo or imported 
by the Greeks coming from the Archipelago.142 The first windmill in Egypt, for example, is reported to have 
been constructed in Alexandria between 1780s or 1790s. Designated to an inhabitant, originally from Rhodes, 
the windmill was situated between the western and eastern port (B4). Following the Alexandrian windmills, 
two windmills were later constructed in Cairo.143 Besides the windmill, Alexandria was also engaged in salt 
extraction. This is revealed by bishop Thomas Walsh, who reports on the abundance of “salt provisions” in 
Alexandria during his religious campaign in Egypt in 1803. Le Pére later reports in 1816 of the existence of a 
saltwater lagoon by the north-western harbour, where white salt is extracted (A,3).144

As of other crafts activities, by the year 1800, Alexandria comprised 30 “savonnerie” (soap workshops) 
and about 650 textile workshops producing silk, linen, and wool, mainly for the rich inhabitants.145 As their 
location was indicated neither on historical maps, nor in archived literature, these were assumably fragmented 
within the Turkish Town and within the settlements by the city gates. As most of these commodities and goods 
were consumed locally, their surplus was probably sold outside Alexandria, where food and raw goods were 
brought in from neighbouring villages for internal trade. Egyptians also worked in petty commodity trades and 
as farmers. As much as Alexandria was engaged in merchandize and production, it also comprised modest 
farming activities as revealed in the so-called Jardins.

1.4. Les Jardins: An intermittent farming

Besides being a seaport town, Alexandria comprised basic rural terrains for small cultivation. Alexandria 
was reported in 1822 to have been prior involved in exportation of limited cultivated food products, such as 
dates and grapes.146 Inside the Arab city wall of Alexandria, large terrains with date-palm gardens – Jardins 
- are illustrated on late 18th century historical maps by the city gates (Map 6). Approximately forty cultivated 
fields and a number of palm orchards are especially located by the south city gate of bāb es-sidr (La porte de 
la poitrine).147 These prove Alexandria’s rural association in agricultural activities, albeit minimal. Assumedly, 
these goods might have also been part of the commodity trade activities within the town itself, probably also 
along with those products brought from Cairo and – as reported by Beawes - imported by Greeks.148

There is no evident reason for the clustered location of these Jardins; however, it is most likely that their 
locus was dependable on the Canal of Alexandria – Khalydje d’Alexandrie – through the southern city wall. 
It was there that these Jardins were probably best irrigated with the help of cisterns and water channels.149 
These Jardins, that were mainly used for vegetable cultivation, can be an indication of the probable existence 
of smallholding rural farming for trade purposes. As Egypt was politically ruled by Islamic Law, farmers of 
such terrains were guaranteed property rights on their agricultural land by the so-called iltizām system.150 In 
Alexandria, however, these fields were used for gardening and cultivation as long as there was enough water 
for irrigation; in other seasons, the land was left barren.151 As reported by Beawes, the width of the canal was 
often that narrow that it “only… serves to carry the Water from that River (Nile) to this City (Alexandria)”.152 

142  Beawes 1783: 762.
143  Le-Père 1818: 10.
144  “Près et ou au nord-ouest de celui du vieux port, il y a une lagune d’eau salée qui fournit un sel très blanc, mais avec une saveur 
plus âcre que celle du sel de mer ordinaire”. In Thomas Walsh. Journal of the Late Campaign in Egypt. London: Luke Hansard Printer, 
1803, pp.9, 48. IA: https://archive.org (accessed: 17.08.2018). And Le-Père 1818: 8, 279.
145  Guillaume Antoine Olivier, Voyage Dans l’empire Othoman, l’Égypte et La Perse, Fait Par Ordre Du Gouvernement, Pendant Les Six 
Premières Années de La République, Paris H. Agasse (Book from the collection of University of Ottawa), 1800, in: Le-Père 1818: 11, 279. 
Unfortunately, these did not reveal whether these businesses were state or privately owned, whether by foreigners or locals.
146  Girard 1822: 125-26.
147  Reimer 1994: 126.
148  Bent 2015: 3. Also see: Beawes 1783: 762.
149  Based on de Cosson’s 1935 book, he states that the ancient canal was primarly constructed to supply Alexandria’s cisterns, baths 
as well as for irrigating its gardens. See: Anthony De Cosson, Mareotis Being an Account of the History: Topography & Antiquities of the 
North-Western Desert of Egypt and Lake Mareotis (London: Country Life Ltd., 1935), p.80.
150  The iltizām is an “Ottoman system of dividing the Empire into administrative units for the purpose of tax collection.” See: Glavanis 
1989: 124.
151  Vivant Denon. Voyages Dans La Basse et La Haute Egypte, Pendant Les Campagnes de Bonaparte, En 1798 et 1799. London, 
1817, p.32-35. IA: www.gallica.bnf.fr (accessed: 07.09.2019).
152  Beawes 1783: 762.
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The decline of the canal resulted in a slow deteriorating trade flow, shortage in drinking water and accordingly 
threat to a potential development of Alexandria, a thread that was overcome by the early 19th century.

Map 6: (left) Alexandria phase map 1800s, the Jardins – in green -based on their designation by Cassas (right). (Source 
left: author 2021, reproduced from Cassas 1785; Source right: Cassas 1785 (cropped), collection C. Shalaan).
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Chapter conclusion

As the few page numbers of this chapter reveal, the story of the industrial - aka the production - activities 
in Alexandria remains arcane. As its name reveals, this chapter can therefore be seen as an introductive overview 
to comprehensively set the stage for the following chapters. With the main aim to signify the established 
manufacturing activities, their spatial arrangement and interrelated contextual aspects, this chapter found no 
advocated evidence to relate the operating production activities as modern or modernist. As there were no 
definite sources to justify the existence or even planned attempts for any modernized production practices, 
the outset phase of Modern Egypt, as defined by the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities and Tourism, is in this 
scope inconsequential. However, this chapter drew out some pre-industrial seeds that still justify having them 
as part of the study.

Despite being undermined by Cairo, Rosetta, and Damietta, Alexandria was still part of Egypt’s marketing 
system of urban-rural commerce. Its existing socio-spatial structures of merchants, intermediate petty 
commodity traders, craftsmen, and service workers are proof of existing commercial flow. The predominance 
of foreign tujjär, in terms of distinguished political status and spatial allotment by the eastern port, as well as the 
existence of storehouses, verifies Alexandria’s position within the global trade route, albeit its modest status. 
The tujjär also comprised a networking matrix with craftsmen and petty traders, who served as commercial 
intermediaries.

Alexandria, involved in basic rural petty trades, also proved to have several craft-based production 
activities. Despite the large availability of archival documents and secondary literature regarding this period, 
only a little give generous insight into these crafts along with their spatial locus. Thus, Alexandria’s sectoral 
production activities are not comparable to Cairo’s abundance of crafts domination. This also goes for the 
commercial and rural significance compared to both Rosetta and Damietta. Albeit not being reported of any 
national or global significance in the crafts or agricultural sector, salt extraction operations and the construction 
of Egypt’s first reported windmill at that time alleviate the pale state of Alexandria slightly.

The commercial, crafts, and rural systems were part of a standard earlier-determined socio-economic 
and political order regulated by Islamic Law. As much as the Islamic Law somewhat endorsed peasants’ land 
property and craftsmanship, this system contradicted the demand for the then-modern global capitalism that 
changed the understanding of land property rights, agrarian social relations, and manufacturing industrial 
models. In the early 19th century, with the reign of viceroy Mohamed Ali, this system was changed to accord 
with this global industrial system.
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Chapter 2       The Nascent Modern Industries

The previous chapter proved no conceptual or spatial initiations towards establishing modern industries. 
As highlighted in this study’s introduction, many scholars assigned the start of the paradigm shift towards 
Modern Egypt, and thus modern industries, during the first half of the 19th century. The scholars affiliated this 
phase with Egypt’s Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha,153 whom they claimed as the initiator of today’s known Modern Egypt 
and the one who paved the first provenance of Egyptian modern industrial development.154 Until the early 19th 
century, as revealed by the previous chapter, the state’s supervision of its commercial and production activities 
was mainly to secure and safeguard its orders and lawfulness. With Muhammad ‘Ali’s appointment as wālī 
of Egypt (trans. Viceroy of Egypt) in 1805, his ambitions expanded to create a new modern empire in Egypt 
independent from Ottoman rule and more European-like.155 These ambitions were a step towards Egypt’s 
integration into the modern European models, which had been expanding their political and economic powers 
in the Mediterranean region for decades.156

This chapter represents the initiations towards the technical paradigm shift of a manufactured 
commodity from a crafts workshop to an industrial factory. Its phase spans between the reign of Muhammad 
‘Ali Pasha in 1805 and his successor Abbas Pasha I (reign 1848-1854) in the 1850s. Based on Föhl, the global 
Industrial Revolutions was stimulated by the introduction of the steam-engine, the improvement of transport 
conditions, and the motorization of the production processes.157 Here, the development of modern industries 
in Alexandria will be investigated. It will also uncover whether Alexandria’s industrial development lagged 
behind other Egyptian cities, like its status in the previous chapter, or whether it coincided with them.

The chapter first presents the main historical drivers in 2.1 that induced the genesis of modern industries. 
The drivers are highlighted in the four main visions to support Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s ambitions in Egypt. With 
the focus on Alexandria, section 2.2 overviews the early Westernized urban changes that set the stage for the 
city’s modern appearance. Based on comprehending the first two sections, the chapter map with its traced 
industrial types and Alexandria’s location are presented in sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. The three sections are 
named in reference to the thence historical drivers. These, in turn, best contribute to featuring the industries’ 
various qualities.

Prior to the start of this chapter, it is important to highlight the following: Many synchronously historical 
writings during the first half of the 19th century did not clearly report whether the newly established industries 
were produced in a motorized factory or by craftsmen. One of the best sources that present a classified 
overview of all industries in Egypt until 1840 is Clot-Bey. According to him, these are divided into small workshop 
crafts- petites industries- and factory industries - fabriques… grandes industries.158 Therefore, the author was 
meticulous in using the term factory in this chapter. Its attribution, here, is based on its verbatim assigned by 
the referenced source.

153 According to Fahmy (1998), Muhammad ‘Ali came to be known as the Pasha in Egypt and commonly as the Viceroy among the 
Europeans. See: Khaled Fahmy, ‘The Era Oh Muhammad ’Ali Pasha, 1805-1848’. In The Cambridge History of Egypt, edited by M. W. Daly, 
1st Editio., 139–79. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998, p.139.
154  It is important to mention that other scholars, however, argue otherwise. Some debate that by the end of the Ottoman period 
in Egypt, as summarized in the former chapter, the state developed its own “modern capitalism” evolutions in agriculture and urban 
production based on merchants and peasantry. These were then later abolished by the monopole system imposed by Muhammad 
‘Ali Pasha. See publications: Peter Gran, ‘Late 18th-Century-Early 19th Century Egypt: Merchant Capitalism or Modern Capitalism?’, 
L’Egypte Au XIXe Siècle, 1982. And: Marsot, Afaf Lutfi Al-Sayyid: Egypt in the Reign of Muhammad ‘Ali, Cambridge University Press, 
London, 1984.
155  Awad 1996: 44-45.
156  As Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha was assigned Vicory of Egypt by the Ottoman Sultan in 1805, it took him, however, 7 years to defeat 
the Mamluk freedmen and demonstrate his control over Egypt. See: Cuno 1994: 2.
157  Föhl IP. 
158  It is also important to mention that Clot-Bey, however, referred to craftsmen as Industriels. Most of the reported industries were 
located in Cairo and upper Egypt. In Antoine Barthélemy Clot-Bey. Aperçu Général Sur l’Égypte, Tome II. Paris: Fortin, Masson et cie, 
Book from the collections of Heidelberg University, 1840. pp.154, 288-.329. IA: https://archive.org/details/dli.granth.90550 (accessed: 
21.03.2018).
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2.1. Towards the realm of modernization

During the first half of the 19th century, and despite being a Turkish province, the Ottoman Empire 
granted Egypt “… complete control over its internal affairs and a limited control over its foreign relations”.159 
This allowed Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha to put a set of visions to enable realize his desired realm that would fit into 
the modern world at that time. In order to achieve his visions, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha opened to Western ideas 
and privileges, an action that was later inherited by his successors. His so-called “campaign of Europeanization” 
was aided by assigning foreign consuls as his advisors towards modernized developments, along with importing 
foreign specialists to assist in implementing them.160 Among the multi-cultural consuls, those representing 
British and French interests took the forefront to compete on rooting their imperial influences in Egypt. In this 
section, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s aspiring visions are generally presented in four points that are relevant to the 
scope of the study, which were translated in a number of projects to serve modern industrial development.

2.1.1. Political stability

In order to guarantee a secured path towards realizing his political ambitions for Egypt, Mohmmed Ali 
applied to the imperial powers of Britain and France to assist him in subjecting his army to European discipline. 
Based on The Westminster Review (1841), Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha first applied to Great Britiain for officers. 
Upon their refusal, he then turned to France, where his request was approved and proceeded.161 He brought in 
French specialists, who assisted in founding numerous military establishments. These evolved into restructuring 
the military organization of an Egyptian army and naval power conforming to the civilized world, at that time.162 
Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s implemented ambitions in turn proved his worth of reign over Egypt, now regaining it 
under the Ottoman rule after its warfare with the Mamelukes.

The production of military equipment was among the first and “most successful” projects in Egypt to 
realize the Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s political vision and pave way to Egypt’s modern ascension.163 This took form 
in the construction of the citadel arsenal in Cairo that remained Egypt’s capital. Other arsenals were constructed 
in Bulāq, Rosetta, along with a port arsenal in Alexandria.164 Besides the number of established arsenals, many 
port rehabilitation projects were undertaken. As these were part of the port arsenal construction, they also 
abided to another main ambition of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, namely the buttressing of foreign trade.

2.1.2. Commercial anchorage.

“Mahomet Ali always believed that we should feel the value of his alliance… he has allowed us to erect 
hotels in the desert, and… to use his territory for every purpose which could facilitate communication.”165

To ensure Egypt’s commercial communication within the global trade, port developments were 
among the main projects implemented in Egypt. One of the first port rehabilitation projects was that of the 
Western port of Alexandria. This was due to Alexandria’s regained role as Egypt’s main port city. The Eastern 
port was dismissed, and the city’s port facilities only concentrated on the Western harbour due to its better 
mooring capability. The rehabilitation of the Western port thus allowed more and bigger vessels to land along 
its Western harbour, in comparison to the eastern harbour that often suffered from strong north eastern 
winds. Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha also regarded the Western harbour as a more welcoming and nearer location 

159  These were later officiated in the Treaty of London in 1840. See: Raphael Nakhla, ‘The British in Egypt’, Studies: An Irish Quarterly 
Review 9, no. 33 (1920): 101–17. p.102. OJ: https://www.jstor.org/stable/30084005 (accessed: 18.10.2020).
160  Mark Crinson. Empire Building. Orientalism & Victorial Architecture. 1st Editio. London, New York: Routledge, 1996, p.109.
161  GB: ‘The Westminster Review, Band 35’. 1841. p.218. GB: https://books.google.de (accessed 01.10.2020).
162  The constructions were adopted predominanlty by French engineers. According to Claude Jasmin (1998), the British offered 
to invest in building a cannon factory in the Cairo citadel. This was presumably an act of political alliance gesture for Egypt and also 
a minimal pursuit to counterbanalce the French’s support towards the formation of Egypt’s military. See: Claude Jasmin. ‘Le Premier 
Ingénieur de l’Egypte Contemporaine’. In Pascale Coste: Toutes Les Egypte, 71–98. Marseille: Bibliothèque Municipale de Marseille, 
1998.
163  Owen 1969: 71.
164  The arsenal project in Alexandria is explored in section 2.3.1.
165  This quoted statement by British political economic John Bowring was reported in the context to affirm the British commercial 
and political alliance with Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, despite the French attempts to “awaken… fears” in the viceroy. Revise GB: The 
Westminster Review Band 35: 1841. p.217.
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to Europe.166 As the new Western port encompassed both Muslim and non-Muslim trade vessels, the douane 
located formerly by the eastern harbour was relocated with a new customs house that was constructed in 
1816 on the Western harbour (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).167 This douane served predominantly to control the agricultural 
commodity, cultivated in Egypt, to best suit the global commercial demand and supply system.

The commercial flow was orchestrated by the foreign merchants. Similar to his political ambitions, 
Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha knew that his commercial aspirations were only to be realized and secured with the help 
of European merchants. It is therefore that he, conservatively, supported them in Egypt, realizing their political 
power as intermediaries with Constantinople as well as their economic potentiality for industrial investments 
towards a growing trade. It is, therefore, that they were granted an even more powerful power during the first 
half of the 19th century.

In Alexandria, the foreign merchants – as commercial agents and consuls – fought to win the trust of 
the viceroy as his diplomatic advisors to best benefit from the networking position they obtained. They also 
targeted to secure their individual commercial prosperity, while safeguarding the commercial activities and 

166  IA: Clot-Bey, Antoine Barthélemy. Aperçu Général Sur l’Égypte, Tome I. Paris: Fortin, Masson et cie, Book from the collections 
of Oxford University, 1840. p.263. IA: www.archive.org (accessed 19.09.2018). As part of the development of the Western port, a 
residential palace for Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha was also constructed in 1818. The palace, Rās al-Tīn Palace, first designed by Italian Romero 
(or Romerio), was later extended by Italian Pietro Avoscani in 1837. See: Gaston Wiet. Mohammed Ali et Les Beaux-Arts. Cairo: Dar al 
Maaref, 1959, p.82.
167  IA: Morley, John. The Life of Richard Cobden. New York: Macmillan and co ., limited, Book from the collections of New York Public 
Library, 1908. IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 19.09.2020). And: Derek James Overton. ‘Some Aspects of Induced Development In Egypt 
Under Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha and Khedive Ismā‘īl’. Department of History. Simon Fraser University, 1971, p.79.

Fig. 2: Panoramic illustration of the peninsula’s western side, depicting the customs house – douane (marked in the 
oval shape), and Rās at-Tīn Palace of Muhammad Ali Pasha. View north. Illustration by French engineer Pascale Coste, 
1822 (Source: Jacobi, Dominique, Thierry Conti, et.al., 1998).

Fig. 1: The customs house - douane - by the Western port. View south. Illustration by French architect Charles-Louis 
Balzac, probably 1817 (Source: BnF).
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interests of their affiliated ethnic community. Soon by the mid-19th century, some merchants developed their 
mercantile business and became prominent and wealthy industrial families, others were earlier released from 
their commercial status, especially later during the reign of Said Pasha (reign 1854 - 1963). In Alexandria, as 
revealed in the former chapter, the consulates and residences of these merchants were located in the Place 
de Franks by the most southerly point of the eastern harbour.168 As illustrated on Fig. 3, these were mainly 
characterized with flags-poles that each represent its affiliated nationality. Such “state-supported” merchants 
later contributed to the evolvement of an Egyptian modern state through introducing financial and banking 
economy, as well as agro-industries.169

During the early 19th century, the first who were able to better secure their relations with Muhammad 
‘Ali Pasha as well as be the ones to find the first foreign community in Alexandria were those of Greek origin.170 
The most powerful of them all was Tossitsas,171 who was appointed Egypt’s first General-Consul. He later 
became general manager of all the viceroy’s agricultural monopole estates. By this, Tossitsas was granted the 
responsibility of managing the state’s agricultural products in the course of the agricultural expansion that the 
country was experiencing. Upon his arrival in Egypt in 1820s, one of his most influential roles, among others, 
was the agricultural promotion of cotton.172

168  Other than Place de Franks, the square was also referred to as Place des Armes, Grand-Place, until it was later designed during 
the 1830s and renamed to Place des Consuls.
169  Owen 1969: 66. Although banks were first introduced during the reign of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, their contribution in financing 
industries in Alexandria is best documented and presented in section 5.1.2.
170  The main prominent names were M. Boghos, Michalis Tossitsa, Nikolaos Stournaras, Stefanos Zizinias,  and Ioannis d’Anastasy 
From Greek publication by Kosti E Parasyra,1938, In: Glavanis 1989: 139.
171  Tossitsas came from a prosperous merchant family from Greece to Egypt during the Greek War of Independence in the 1820s. 
He was appointed later as the first Greek-General Consul in Egypt, based in Alexandria. His named is referred to in other sources as 
Tossizza or Tossiza.
172  During the 1820s, Greeks in Egypt developed to be influential village-based entrepreneurs and usurers, who also contributed 
in developing new types of cotton as well as its marketing for export. This is a probable reason why Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha chose the 

Fig. 3: The consuls’ commercial houses, by the Eastern Port, with flags representing the nationality of their commercial 
representative. View south-east. Illustrated by Pascale Coste, 1819. (Source: Ibid).
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2.1.3. Agricultural expansion

“(If) Moḥammad ’Alee… would have… made Egypt what nature designated it to be, namely exclusively 
an agricultural country (,) … Its produce of cotton alone would more than suffice to produce all the articles 

of foreign manufacture, and all the natural productions of foreign countries, that the wants of its inhabitants 
demand.”173

To claim economic along with political powers, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha created state monopolies for the 
preeminent products of the country. As part of abolishing al-iltizām174 system, he gained full control on the 
country’s agricultural sector where he could control its path towards its modern reformation. One of the first 
steps of Egypt’s modern reformation in the agricultural sector was the irrigation improvement in multiple 
Egyptian towns. This started during the 1810s that took form in the (re)digging of more than 38 canals.175 
These also functioned as navigating waterways to enhance the trade flow as well as the networking link 
between village retailers and peasant cultivators. Many of these infrastructural projects allowed an agricultural 
expansion of adjacent villages. It also served as an artery towards the emergence of modern industries and the 
construction of irrigation structures. This is exemplified in the Benevolent Bridges - al-qanātir al-khairiyah - on 
the Nile Delta, Cairo. In the case of Alexandria, it was the re-digging of the former Khalydje d’Alexandrie into a 
canal, that is explored in section 2.5.

Another step was establishing new distribution systems for agricultural land under state’s control through 
fiscal reform. One of these systems was the atyān al-’ab‘adiyah, established in 1830, where the country’s 
unplanted land was exempted from taxes and distributed to Ottoman nobles.176 In 1842, post the Balta Liman 
Convention of 1838, foreigners were also allowed to own land, according to atyān al-’ab’adiyah’s system and 
obtain the same privileges as Ottomans.177 As a result, European merchants were freer to penetrate Egypt’s 
commercial system as merchandized consuls. They were thus able to buy products directly from the producers, 
albeit under the state’s supervision.

Upon the completion of the irrigation projects in Egypt and land distribution among new owners, the 
increasing of agricultural practices was stimulated. During the 1820s, Greeks in Egypt developed to be influential 
village-based entrepreneurs and usurers, who also contributed in developing new types of cotton as well as its 
marketing for export. The cultivation of long staple cotton was thus expanded along Egypt’s agricultural land.178 
Other cultivated crops included - among others - rice, grains, and sugar. These were both consumed locally as 
well as prepared for export. Among all crops, cotton became the most demanded export commodity. In 1824, 
the cotton export weight multiplied by over 200 times than the rate of 1821. Ten years later, cotton comprised 
80 per cent of the whole Egyptian export.179 The high demand for Egyptian cotton empowered the industrial 
reform in Egypt. This was incentivised, when Anglo-Egyptian agreements were set for Egypt to supply cotton 
and other raw materials to Britain; upon their manufacturing completion in Britain, Egypt would then provide 
the sales market for the manufactured goods.180

Greek Tossitsas to manage his agricultural cultivation and marketing. This explains the later dominance of Greeks in various industrial 
sectors. See: Glavanis 1989: 80-96
173  GB: Edward William Lane, An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians. London: John Murray, 1860. p.24. 
GB: https://books.google.de (accessed 05.10.2019). In the textual context, Lane was criticizing Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s attempts for 
industrial modernization as well as his monopole system, which deprived the peasants of their agricultural land.
174  The iltizām is an “Ottoman system of dividing the Empire into administrative units for the purpose of tax collection.” See: Glavanis 
1989: 124.
175  IA: Clot-Bey II 1840: p.222.
176  Zayn al-ʻĀbidīn Shams al-Dīn Najm. Miṣr Fī ʻahday ʻAbbās Wa-Saʻīd (Trans. Egypt in the Times of Abbas and Said). 2nd Editio. 
Cairo: Daar esh-sherūq, 2009, p.128.
177  Although the commercial convention Treaty of Balta Liman, signed in 1838 between the Ottoman Empire and the United 
Kingdom, stated the abolishment of all monopoly systems, it was, however, not applied in Egypt until 1840, when Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha 
secured Egypt’s status as a privileged Ottoman province. See: Owen 1969: 65. According to Ottoman law, foreigners were forbidden to 
own estate on Ottoman land. With the exception given by Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, foreigners had the right to own the land as long as 
they invested in its reclamation, same like the Ottoman land owners. See: Najm 2009: 128-29.
178  Overton 1971: 77-78. More information about the number of trade ships and goods’ weight is also found in: Illbert II 1996: 770-
71.
179  Overton 1971: 770-71.
180  Crinson 1996: 107.
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In order to ensure modern operational means towards the processing of the cultivated crops, factories 
were constructed in both Upper and Lower Egypt.181 These factories were part of a large administrative reform 
that first applied the first exploratory attempts towards modern industrial operations within the country.

2.1.4. Industrial formation

By the early 19th century, as presented in the former chapter, crop processing and production activities 
were operated by craftsmen. Each craft was organized and managed by a cheikh, who was appointed to 
manage each crafts’ category by either the state or the town’s governor in form of guilds.182 These craftsmen 
became uncompetitive to the advancing global industrial quality and commercial trade.183 In 1816, and mainly 
as a mean to upgrade the country from traditional crafts to modern industrial activities, numerous guilds 
were abolished, and its members became salaried state’s employees in state-founded factories. A network 
of industrial factory administrative, a Factory Board, was later founded in Cairo in 1831 to better control and 
manage them.184 Besides the Factory Board, the whole system of the aspired industrial formation was realized 
with the technical help of foreign technical advisors and artisans, and operational work of corvée labourers.185

The start…

The Factory Board was established to include mainly 6 industrial administrations: A council for fabric 
printing, a council for war ammunition to serve the military factories, an arsenal council, a council for metallurgy, 
a council for domestic animals, and a sales council for the manufactured products.186 These councils were 
mainly administered by Ottoman factory headmasters – nuzār al- fabriqāt - with European subordinates.187 
Among the Europeans, French engineers were the influential subordinate agents in the Factory Board. They 
played influential role in the establishment of large-scaled industries in Egypt.188

The performance of the Factory Board was soon put into action; by the late 1830s. 29 textile factories 
among other numerous production types were founded. The machines needed to operate the established 
factories, were imported mainly from France, Austria, and Italy.189 The construction of all spinning machineries 
in Egypt, for example, were accredited to French and Italian artisans, under periodic supervision by the French 
professional spinner and mechanic Louis Alexis Jumel.190 The British contributed with only a few machines, since 
they restricted the exportation of machines without their absolut control on the desired industry abroad.191

The industrial operations were operated with a total number of over 200 thousand corvée labourers 
serving all sectors of industrial establishments.192 It was soon during the 1839 Syrian War that many Egyptian 

181  For more information on the commercial and industrial activities in Alexandria as well as in Egypt, GB: Le-Père 1818 and IA: Clot-
Bey II 1840: 222-47.
182  Revise section 1.2.
183  Robert Illbert, Alexandrie 1830-1930:Histoire d’une Communauté Citadine, Volume I (Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie 
orientale du Caire - IFAO, 1996). p.1.
184  Overton 1971: 81.
185  Corvée labours comprised predominantly migrating peasants, who were deprived of their agricultural land, and craftsmen, who’s 
business deteriorated upon the abolishment of guilds. See: Raouf Abbas. Al-Ḥarakah Al-‘omāliyah Fi Misr 1899-1952 (Trans. The Trade 
Union in Egypt 1899-1952) (Cairo: al-maglis al-‘alā lil-thaqāfah, 2016). p.54. And GB: Lane 1860: 24.
186  Moustafa Fahmy. La Revolution de l’Industrie En Egypte et Ses Consequences Sociales Au 19e Siecle (1800-1850) (Leiden: Brill 
Archive, 1954), p.57-58.
187  Alī Aḥmad Ibrāhīm Al-Jirītlī, Tarīkh Al-Ṣinā‘ah Fi Miṣr Fi Al-Niṣf Al-Awwal Min Al-Qarn Al-Tāsiʻ ʻashr (Trans. The Industrial History 
in Egypt in the First Half of the 19th Century) (Cairo: Dār al-Maʻārif, 1952), p.146.
188  As French technical engineers were often mentioned in multiple sources as Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s close advisors, he also 
assigned British engineers to supervise on the industrial machineries. See GB: Victor Schoelcher, L’Egypte En 1845. Scanned by. Paris: 
Pagnerre, 1846, p. 53. The significance of France was also reflected in their owned commercial houses in the Place des Consuls in 
Alexandria. Based on the book by Antoine Barthélemy Clot-Bey, between 1816 until 1822, about 44 commercial houses were established 
in the Place des Consuls designated to 10 European countries, of which France comprised 13 of them. Aside from these, there were also 
10 non-European houses, 4 belonging to Levant traders and 6 for the Muslim. See: Clot-Bey II 1840: 253.
189  For an overview of the established fabriqāt in Egypt, see: Email Fahmi Hanna Shnoudah, ‘Ta’rīkh at-Ta’līm Al-Sinā’i Hatta Thawrat 
23 Yulyū 1952 (Trans. History of Vocational Education until 23rd of July 1952)’ (Ain Shams University, 1967). p.81. And: Al-Jirītlī 1952: 
90. Also see: Najm 2009: 135.
190  It was considered cheaper to employ Egyptian labors than to use steam engine machinery. According to English manufacturer 
Richard Cobdin, who lived during the first half of the 19th century, one steam engine operating for 12 hours in a factory consumed coal 
worth 6 sterling, while only 4 sterling would allow over 400 workers to do the labor in the same amount of time. See IA: Morley 1908 
in: Overton 1971: 79.
191  Al-Jirītlī 1952: 90.
192  Najm 2009: 135.
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factory workers were released to military conscription, which in turn led many factories to close. As manpower 
decreased during the first half of the 19th century in comparison to the expanding rise of industrial factories, 
women and children joined factory labour under compulsion. This was a fundamental change in the Egyptian 
social system, since women were more used to such an obligation.193 By 1848 the total labour number in Egypt 
abundantly decreased to about 17 thousand.194

… and end of the Factory Board

The pursuits for industrial formation by the Factory Boards were described by British orientalist 
Edward Lane in 1860 as an “in the vain attempt to rival European manufactures”.195 The performance of the 
administration of the Factory Board was also evaluated as deficient; this was clearly elaborated by Muhammad 
‘Ali Pasha’s advisor Clot Bey, who listed his critical consideration on the introduced modern industries in Egypt 
in his in 1840 published chronicle.196 Firstly, the monopole system assigned mainly subordinate agents rather 
than specialized industrialists, thus depriving the industry from taking its normal course within an active 
industrial know-how. The constructed machines were used to a very considerable extent; most machineries 
were either second-hand or defect, especially those from Britain and France.197 The operating machineries 
were also incompatible with the Egyptian climate and the lack of coal. Additionally, the dearth of industrial 
know-how among the foreign agents, and most importantly skilled labour also led to the failure of the Factory 
Board.198 The Factory Board soon started to fail, as soon as the factories were not operating in line with their 
wished profits. The successor of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, Abbas Pasha I, later dismissed all European employers 
and the board was undone. Most of the state’s factories were reported to have been closed by 1850.199

Before taking their role in the Factory Board in the 1830s, French advisors of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha 
were integrated in the building construction established by master masons and craftsmen. These abided to 
the traditional building regulations of the Islamic Law defined by the Ottomans.200 As part of Muhammad ‘Ali 
Pasha’s reform system, he abolished the traditional building regulations set by the Islamic Law. This was a step 
towards Egypt’s integration into a European-like city model, first applied in Alexandria.201

2.2. Towards the first planned urban modernization

Of all Egyptian towns, the first idea towards Egypt’s urban and architectural modernity was fostered – 
or maybe indirectly influenced – by the resident foreign consuls in Alexandria.202 The consuls – as the city’s 
commercial agents - anticipated the city’s growing export potentials towards the global market – specially 
in cotton export, based on the Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s political, commercial, and agricultural development 
efforts. In that regards, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha pursued steps to realize these anticipations. First, Alexandria 
was re-assigned as Egypt’s main port at that time. Frequent epidemics affecting the city had to be put to an 
end; Alexandria had, therefore, to acquire a more hygienic character to overcome any obstacles concerning 
its trade traffic. In September 1834 the Conseil de l’Ornato203 was created in Alexandria. Operating under the 
authority of the central governmentas, it was the first administration institution and autonomous planning 

193  It was reported that women used to work veiled and that soon the mortality of both women and children’s factory workers 
increased. See: Comte Charles Joseph Edmond Sain de Boislecomte, La Mission Du Baron de Boislecomte: L’Égypte et La Syrie En 1833. 
Edited by Georges Douin. l’Instuit français d’archéologie orientale du Caire por la Société royale de géographie d’Égypte, 1927, p.79.
194  Najm 2009: 135.
195  GB: Lane 1860: 24.
196  The listing of the industrial challenges are listed in: Clot-Bey II 1840: 296-98.
197  Aly Al-Geretly. Tarīkh Al-Sinā’ah Fi Misr Fil Nisf Al-Awal Min Al-Qarn Al-Tāsi’ ’ashr (Trans. The History of Industry in Egypt in 
the First Half of the Nineteenth Century) (Cairo: Dar al Maaref, 1954). pp.97-101. Also see GB: James Augustus St. John, Egypt and 
Mohamed Ali; or Travels in the Valley of the Nile. Volume I. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, & Longman, 1834, p.411.
198  As Egypt lacked fuel resources such as coal, vegtable oil, and fast watercourses, it had to buy coal, with very high expenses, to 
motorize its factories. It is, therefore that Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha constructed barrages and promoted the production of linen and cotton 
oil for fuel production that are reported to have been technically used in an Egyptian factory. In: Al-Jirītlī 1952: 85.
199  Crouchley 1938: 125.
200  Awad 1996: 45.
201  Awad 1996: 44-45.
202  Awad 1996: 45.
203  The term Ornato derives from the Italian word suggested by the Italian civil engineer Francesco Mancini, who arrived in Alexandria 
during the 1820s. The idea of establishing this commission was  probably inspired by similar commissions that were already functioning 
in Italian cities like in Milan and Venice since 1807. The term was translated in Arabic in the Archivess to majlis al-urnātu. Founded in 
1834, the Ornato council was later linked to the Ministry of Public Works in 1878. See: Illbert I 1996: 109-10.
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commission for public works and early type of municipal institution in Modern Egypt.204 Its implementation of 
measurements for “public services” was an influential step towards public health; Ornato was thus linked to 
the state’s health department, the so-caled “Intendance Sanitaire”.205 The health department was founded and 
managed by the viceroy’s French health advisor Clot-Bey.

The intervention of the Ornato did not interfere with the existing highly dense Turkish Town and was 
conceptualized differently. Opposed to the sinuously morphed Turkish Town district, the work of the Ornato 
focused on introducing a Westernized city plan and urban setting for Alexandria similar to European cities. It 
was assigned to mainly plan and regulate the city’s circulation, street structure, and supervise the building 
constructions. The council represented a state-sponsored extrinsic instance of modernization that served as a 
hospitable settlement for the wealthy foreign newcomers and local elite to ensure a secure European trade.206 
The European consuls and merchants were granted a stature position by the capitulations, exempting them 
from Islamic law trials as well as taxation.207 This in turn played a part in the European influence in Egypt on an 
economic as well as on an industrial level.

Mainly managed by a consortium of European merchants, the Ornato also comprised foreign experts 
with technical savoir-faire.208 Tossitsas – as head of Ornato – was usually able to convince Clot-Bey of the vacant 
lands in the city and persuade him of the ‘necessary’ developments needed. The Ornato’s managerial board 
was, hence, using its position to manipulate the course of development to best serve their commercial and 
industrial aspirations These developments were first located at the Place de Franks by the eastern harbour 
and represented the first Westernized business quarter in the city (Map 7).209 This first designed rectangular 
urban space encompassed redesigned buildings to host the European consuls. These commercial structures 
clustered around the open space overlooking the eastern harbour creating the commercial business node of 
Alexandria. Their extension also resulted in the removal of the northern Arab city gate and thus the start of a 
modern urban characteristic. This multi-ethnic character of the space later assigned a new name replacing the 
Place de Franks, namely the Place des Consuls.210

Unlike the spatial integration of both craft work and residentiaries in the Turkish Town, the Ornato first 
introduced the concept of urban bifurcation in Alexandria by establishing semi-single-use districts. These were 
connected by an applied libre circulation that is best presented on the 1855 historical map by Charles Müller 
(Map 8). The directive of free circulation traffic encompassed new urban patterns by cutting wide arteries for 
better circulation.211 These wide streets extended orthogonally beginning from the business district, Place des 
Consuls, towards two directions: The first south east and the second course was to the warehouse industrial 
area that was located extra muros by the west end of the Western harbour.212 Characteristically is the unfinished 
arterial diagonal connection between both business and industrial areas. This presented an urban solution to 
delimit a potential sinuous urban sprawl of the Turkish Town.

The concept of Ornato, that was later applied in Cairo, realized the first urban preparations to host and 
regulate the desired commercial growth in Egypt on a global westernized level. The commercial growth was 

204 According to Reimer (1999), its governing council consisted of a “president, vice-president, and six Ottoman subjects (who were 
military officers, functionaries, or merchants, named by the government in Cairo; and six European consuls on their delegates”. Reimer 
does neither define “government” at the time, nor explains its role in relation to Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s state-monopoly. See: Reimer 
1993: endnote 27; and Reimer, Michael J. ‘Urban Government and Administration in Egypt, 1805-1914’ 39, no. 3 (1999): 289–318. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1571251, p. 304.
205  In his paper, Reimer highlights the connection between the emergance of urban public works in relation to public hygene, as part 
of study themes in urban history. Also see: Baer 1968: 118–40.
206  Reimer 1993: pp. 56-57.
207  Awad 1996: 46.
208  The presidency and main memberships of the commission were assigned to the Alexandrian merchants, like the Greek consul 
Tossitsas, the British consul, the French consul, and others. Only one Egyptian representative – an Egyptian notable – could join the 
commission. Still, the Ornato confined its technical work to skilled civil engineers, like Francesco Mancini.
209  Reimer 1993: 55–83.
210  The Place des Consuls it was later named Place Muhammad ‘Ali. Post the 1956 nationalization speach of the Suez Canal that 
took place in this square, it was then renamed idān el- taḥrīr (trans. liberty square). Today, the square is known as midān al-mansheiyah 
(trans. mansheiyah square) named after the Italian civil engineer Francesco Mancini, the square’s original designer. See: Awad, ‘In the 
Heart of Alexandria’s European Centre’. pp.43-45
211  Reimer 1993: 69.
212  This zone divided by the penetrating al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal was located by its Western mouth of and was first referred to as al-
Qabbārī. (The history behind the name is explained in Footnote 242). With the city’s later expansion al-Qabbārī representd the district 
of the canal’s southern bank only, whereas the northern side was renamed Mīnā al-Bṣal. (The history behind the name is explained in 
Footnote 243).
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Map 7: Highlighted is the first westernized business quarter, the Frank Quarter at the Eastern harbour. Map illustrated 
by E. Napier 1841 (Source: Jondet 1921, Archives CEAlex).

Map 8: The Ornato’s applied westernized libre circulation emanating from Frank Quarter towards both directions. 
Map illustrated by Charles Müller 1855 (Source: Ibid).
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also incentivized by a number of industrial projects established that in turn attempted to fulfil Muhammad 
‘Ali Pasha’s desired visions. As per the chapter’s Phase Map, these are here divided based on their functional 
purposes, as presented in the following three sections.

2.3. The army targeted industries

In order to guarantee political stability, Cairo’s arsenal factories represented Egypt’s predominant military 
industrial base.213 In Alexandria, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha first convinced the French engineers to construct a rifle 
factory, a gun powder and carbon factory, that were established in September 1819.214 The exact location of 
these factories in Alexandria is neither revealed on maps nor literature. It is unlikely that these were part of 
the rehabilitation project of the old arsenal of Alexandria, since the project was first realized between 1829 
and 1831 (M_02/ C,4). Besides securing internal political stability, the establishment of the new arsenal was 
to ensure Egypt’s political security as well as support Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s imperial venture to conquest 
Syria.215

2.3.1. Securing the army

The main goal of the arsenal was re-building the fleet and equipping Egypt’s army with its own vessels.216 
The arsenal project, which was financially supported by local elite, was founded and managed by French naval 
officer Lefébure de Cérisy (Map 9, Map 10).217 Alexandria’s port arsenal included manufactures to complement 
Cairo’s army groundworks and Egypt’s main naval supplies. Additional to its location by the Western port, 
adjacent to the Turkish Town, the new arsenal was also situated near the 1817 constructed summer Rās al-Tīn 
Palace of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha at the northern end of the Western harbour. Both arsenal and palace, located 
on the Europeans’ welcoming Western harbour, also transmitted the indirect statement of Egypt’s political 
self-assurance.

Upon its completion, the arsenal became an Egyptian centre for shipbuilding industry and base for 
Egypt’s new modern navy.218 Map 9 reveals the old arsenal status in 1829 with its mapped installations. It 
shows no indications of the rifle, gun powder, and carbon factories constructed reportedly in 1819. The old 
arsenal composed a 150 m2 L-shaped structure for glass manufacture and storage - Magasins et établissement 
de verrerie.219 With the construction of the new arsenal, the premise was transferred to Karyoum, about 19 km 
away from Alexandria.220 The new constructed port arsenal consisted also a cordage manufacture – Corderies - 
aside the one constructed in Cairo’s arsenal. Among other installations, it also comprised sailmaking, tinsmith, 
carpentry, turnery, metal, wood artillery manufacture, and hangars for lumber storage (Map 10).221

The arsenal was operated with the help of artisans from Toulon, Malta, Livorno, who took the role of 
instructing about 5 thousand Arab workers.222 Besides its naval manufactures, the arsenal also encompassed a 
marine school.223 Based on an archival chronicle in 1847, the arsenal school encompassed 4 classes with a total 

213  For exemplified sources about Cairo’s arsenal, see: Bodenstein 2010: 43-50. And: Shnoudah 1967: 80-81.
214  In Cairo, the British offered to invest in building a cannon factory in its citadel. In 1819, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha ordered the young 
architect and engineer, Pascal Coste, to design and construct a second and bigger gun powder factory in Cairo. Unfortunately, it is not 
clear, whether Pascale Coste was also in charge of constructing the powder gun and carbon factory in Alexandria. Moreover, only the 
architecture of the gun powder factory in Cairo is described. See: Jasmin 1998: 71-96.
215  Based on Cuno’s 1992 publication, the British  forced Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha to retreat from his empire dreams. In: Cuno 1994: 
105.
216  In 1839, Cérisy left Egypt to France, where French engineer D. E. Mougel proceeded with the project and designed the arsenal’s 
shipyards. The whole arsenal project is elaborately described in: Clot-Bey II 1840: 236-54.
217  Vilma Hastaoglou-Martinidis, ‘The Cartography of Harbor Construction in Eastern Mediterranean Cities: Technical and Urban 
Modernization in the Late Nineteenth Century’, in Cities of the Mediterranean from the Ottomans to the Present Day, ed. Biray Kolluoğlu 
and Meltem Toksös, 1st ed. (New York: I.B. Tauris, 2014), 78–99, p.84.
218  Jason Thompson. A History of Egypt: From Earliest Times to the Present. Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, 2008, p.78.
219  Shawki Al-Gamal and Abdullah Abdel-Rāziq, Tarīkh Misr Wal Sudan Al-Hadīth Wal Mu’āsir (Cairo: Daar Al-Thakafah lil nashr wal-
Tawzī’, 1997), pp. 53-64. And: Clot-Bey II 1840: 316. The area of the former glass factory was measured based on the map depicting the 
pre-arsenal site constructions.
220  Based on the author’s presumption, based on Clot-Bey’s indicated location and distance (4 lieu = ca. 19km), Karyoum might be 
probably today’s Kafr el-Dawwār village. 
221  Plan de l’Arsenal d’Alexandrie. In: Clot-Bey II 1840: 241. Also see: Schoelcher 1846: 51-52.
222  Thompson 2008: 78.
223  The classes were located on the first floor of the cordage manufacture, revise Map 9.
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of 231 students.224 The arsenal works were even extended in Alexandria’s neighbouring villages; Clot-Bey also 
reports of the outsourcing of rope threading in different villages.225 While the work was presumably done by 
corvée labourers, the operations were supervised by Arabs, who as trained arsenal ropemakers were sent to 
the villages for outsourcing and operational extension.

The arsenal and its comprised ammunition manufactures were presumably managed by the council 
for war ammunition as well as the arsenal council of the Factory Board, both based at the Citadel in Cairo. 
Whether all arsenal factories were operated by machineries remains an unverified assumption; Clot-Bey only 
verifies the operation of “la corderie avec ses machines pour le commettage”.226 With the termination of the 
Factory Board with its associated factories in the year 1850, Wāli Abbas Hilmy I ordered the ending of the 
arsenal school, the destruction of the naval arsenal in Alexandria, and the transportation of its manufactures 
to Cairo’s citadel in 1850.227 The arsenal ships were either dismantled or gifted to the Ottoman Sultan. As for 
the arsenal labourers and foreign trainers, they were all posted for layoff.228 This might have been also the case 
for the rifle, gun powder, and carbon manufactures.

224  DWQ ‘Diwān Madāris Turki. [2121]. File (78). Min Diwān Al-Madāris Ila Al-Pasha Al-Ketukhda. 26 Dhū Al-Ḥijjah 1263’. in: Shnoudah 
1967: 101. For more information on industrial education in Alexandria see section 4.6.
225  This is reported by Clot Bey: “Pour ne pas concentrer toute l’industrie dans un seul endroit, M. de Cerisy lit instruire homme 
cordiers, des Arabes qui allaient ensuite dans les villages confectionner les lîls de caret dont on avait besoin pour le gréement des 
vaisseaux”. Clot-Bey II 1840: 243.
226  Clot-Bey II 1840: 242.
227  The arsenal school was closed, later reopened by his successor Khedive Said. See: Najm 2009: 118. And: Lucette Valensi, ‘Islam 
et «capitalisme : Production et Commerce Des Chéchias En Tunisie et En France Aux XVIIIe et XIXe Siècles’, Revue d’histoire Moderne 
et Contemporaine 16, no. 3 (1969): 376–400. In OJ: Alain Sainte-marie. ‘La Tentative d’industrialisation de l’Egypte Sous Mohammed 
Ali: Les Raisons d’un Échec’. Cahiers de La Méditerranée 8, no. 8 (1974): 73–86, p.81. OJ: https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.3406/
camed.1974.1401. (accessed: 09.11.2019).
228  Najm 2009: 115.

 

Map 9: Plan of the location of the arsenal 
before development, 1829 (Source: Clot-Bey 
1840, IA).

Map 10: Plan of the approved arsenal design 
in 1829 (Source: Clot-Bey 1840, IA).
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2.3.2. Supplying the army

During the reign of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha and under the expertise of the French, new tanneries were 
also established to serve the army.229 Originally, three state-owned tanneries were constructed: one in Upper 
Egypt in Assiut, one at the Nile Delta in Rosetta, and one in Alexandria.230 According to Politis in 1930, a Greek 
historian, the first two tanneries were owned by the state, one in Cairo and the biggest in Rosetta.231 Egyptian 
historian Shams al-Dīn Najm reports in 2009 that Alexandria’s role in the modern leather industry first grew 
by 1856, when Said Pasha sold the Rosetta tannery to the French businessman Bradée, who dismantled and 
moved it to Alexandria.232 Politis, however, reports that it was first around 1850 that the Rosetta tannery was 
transferred to Alexandria. Based on Politis’s explicit location description of the tannery that corresponds in 
later Barreau’s 1868 map, the tannery was spatially adjacent to the Place des Consuls (M_03/ D,3) (Fig. 4).

During Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, windmills were also constructed.233 The construction of windmills were 
extended fragmentally between the Western harbour up until the eastern city outlands (Fig. 5).234 Along the 
Western harbour multiple windmills  stood clustery, whereas fragmented towards the eastern direction.235 Up 
until the mid-19th century, windmills were only reported in form of moulins d’huile.236 All the above-mentioned 
industries were entirely to serve the army, with the exception to some, which also supplied the inhabitants.237 
By realizing ammunition, clothing, and food supply industries, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha was able to establishing 
a powerful political stability and thus secure an increasing foreign trade and strengthen international relations. 
Other industries were, therefore, established as a mean to facilitate inland networking and global commercial 
expansion.

229  Al-Gamal and Abdel-Rāziq 1997: 53-64. And: Clot-Bey II 1840: 316.
230  La Chambre de Commerce Egyptienne d’Alexandrie. Alexandria: Akhbar El-Yom, 1951. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt. 
According to this periodical, there was no tannery factory in Egypt before the reign of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha. It recognized the tannery 
in Alexandria as the biggest and the most important of all three. Another source, however, refers to the tannery in Rosetta as the 
important one. See: Sainte-marie 1974: 74.
231  Athanase G. Politis. L’Hellenisme et l’Egypte Moderne, Tomb II. Paris: Librairie Felix Alcan, 1930. [MFICHE O3B-1071 (2)]. p.303. 
BnF [MFICHE O3B-1071 (1)], Tolbiac, Paris, France. The tannery in old Cairo was originally estbalished during the French expedition in 
Egypt, in late 18th century.
232  Najm 2009: 154.
233  By 1822, 8 windmills were operating in Alexandria. See: Girard 1822: 130. Al-Gamal and Abdel-Rāziq 1997: 53-64. And: Clot-Bey 
II 1840: 316.
234  This is presently exemplified in the only still standing windmills in Alexandria in both eastern districts of al-Muntazah and 
al-Mandarah, probably dating back to 1830s. Both windmills are the only structures acknowledged by the Ministry of Tourism and 
Antiquties under Islamic affiliation labelled as industrial architecture. The description of both still standing windmills are found in: ’Antar 
Ismā‘īl Ahmad and Hossam Al-’Abbadi, Dalīl Mūgaz Li-’āthār Madīnat Al-Iskandariyah (Trans. Short Guide to Aistorical and Archeological 
Site in Alexandria) (Alexandria: Mu’assasat Ash-Shabāb Al-Gāmi‘īyah, 1997). p.24-25.
235  The information are based on multiple historical maps, published between 1838 and 1855.
236  Clot-Bey II 1840: 294. According to him, Lower Egypt consisted of about 120 windmills, whereas Cairo alone comprised a total 
of 40 windmills for oil extraction.
237  Girard 1822: 53-64. And: Clot-Bey II 1840: 316.

Fig. 4: Photograph (mirrored) depicting the state tannery (plastered building), probably 1850s. View north. 
Photographer unknown (Source: Bnf).
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Fig. 5: (left) Photograph depicting a windmill in Mandarah, 1930. Photographer unknown. (right) Photograph of the 
only extant windmill in Mandarah, 2019. View north (Source: Archives CEAlex; IP: www.shorouknews.com, accessed: 
20.01.2020)

2.4. Global-Egyptian trade promoting industries

In an attempt to materialize the global commercial anchorage, as envisioned by Muhammad ‘Ali 
Pasha, a number of projects were undertaken. Besides the rehabilitation of Alexandria’s Western harbour as 
Egypt’s main port and the relocation of the customs house, the construction of industrial and industry-related 
structures were established. These can be generally divided into those representing industrial endeavours and 
those of infrastructural groundworks.

2.4.1. Industrial endeavours

As depicted previously in chapter I, the first warehouses – proper places - were probably located in 
the Turkish Town between both Eastern and Western harbours. During the reign of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, 
a new warehouse was constructed (B,2-3). It was located extra muros on the Western end of the Western 
harbour, adjacent to clustered windmills and the Khalydje d’Alexandrie. Considering the discrepant location of 
the proper places in regard to the adjacently constructed Rās at-Tīn Palace and rehabilitated arsenal, as well as 
the rehabilitation of the Western port, the warehouse was thereon relocated.

The first warehouse, namely a granary, was probably constructed by 1808, after Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s 
succeeded pursuits to gain the export grain monopoly for the British to supply their forces in both Malta and 
Spain during the Peninsular War.238 The granary was constructed by the Western harbour and the southern 
bank of the Khalydje d’Alexandrie in an area called – until present - as al-Qabbārī.239 This granary might have 
been the first industry-related edifice in Alexandria during Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha.

By 1830s, more warehouses were constructed. They were arranged elongating the Western harbour 
between the northern bank of the canal (former Khalydje d’Alexandrie) and the Arab wall; the area was 
known as Mīnā al-Bṣal.240 Designated as stores in multiple historical maps, these comprised goods belonging 

238  Cuno 1994: 104.
239  It was named after Sheikh Al-Qabbari who lived in Alexandria during the early 13th century. Sheikh Al-Qabbari is buried in a shrine 
that developed into a mosque in the district carrying his name until today. Al-Qabbari derives from the word Al-Qabbar that stands 
for the word cabbage, of which Sheikh Al-Qabbari was a local merchant owing cultivation lands at the same location. See: Dhakirat Al-
Iskandayiyah Al-Fotoghrafiyah (trans. Photographic Memory of Alexandria), Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Alexandria, 2014, p. 34.
240  Girard 1822: 173. The current district of Mīnā al-Baṣal is still locally famous with its volumetric warehouses. Its literal translation 
of its name is the ‘onion harbor’. See: Suzān ‘Ābid, ‘Mina’ Al-Baṣal: Ḥay Al-a‘māl Bil-Iskandariyah’, Memory of Modern Egypt (Alexandria, 
July 2012). p.57.
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to merchants and shipowners. These operated the storage of agricultural products such as cotton, yarn, and 
silk fabrics- harvested in Upper Egypt- for exportation, mainly to Trieste, Livorno or Turkey.241 The warehouses 
also received imported goods and materials, like wood, pottery, oil, paper, and others.242 Although then, the 
import rate slightly exceeded the export, there was still a balance between the import and export process.243 
The formation of such an industrial port district by the foundation of the Conseil de l’Ornato explains why the 
Ornato choose to assign the area as the industrial zone.

By 1834 a new granary was constructed by the canal mouth and the Western harbour.244 Designated 
as Shoonah (Shūnah),245 it was defined as “the great warehouse of the Pasha”; the Pasha, here, referring to 
Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha.246 The new granary and is drawn on the maps of Napier (1841) - comprising its private 
wharf, and French engineer Barthélémy Gallice (1845) (Map 11). Architecturally, it was described in 1834 
by British traveller James Augustus St. John. He signified it architecturally as an extensive building, probably 
with limestone walls and wooden flat roof. The structure is supported with long rows of over 450 rectangular 
columns of very large dimensions.247 According to St. John, the granary stored corn, wheat, beans, vetches and 
others, all brought up via the canal from Upper Egypt. Once arrived at the granary, these were cleansed, stored, 
and prepared for exportation by “Arabs” (Map 12).248

Until 1843, more warehouses were constructed carrying the same architectural features. This is confirmed 
by British William Holt Yates, who acknowledged these new warehouses architecturally and spatially as “large 
granaries of Alexandria… (and) some of the most extensive in the world”.249 Despite seemingly exaggerative, 
Yates describes the same granary reported by St. John confirming its volumetric mass supported with no less 
than 450 columns. These stored exportation goods, such as cotton, grains, indigo, dates, and others. Despite 
the absence of any visualization on these warehouses, their description reflects to what Bodenstein referred 
generally to the industrial structures during Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha as “monumental (structural) allure(s)”.250

Later, during the reign of Abbas Pasha I, state-owned land, adjacent to these warehouses, was offered 
to Alexandrians, to build more warehouses.251 These extended in both Mīnā al-Baṣal and Al-Qabbārī, two areas 
that were divided by the canal. To connect both areas carrying the same function, the city’s first bridge was 
constructed. This bridge is presently known as Kubrī al-Tarīkh (trans. the history bridge). Arab huts - villages 
Arabes - are revealed on historical maps in the warehousing area, surrounding the warehouses and windmills 
(revise Map 12). These likely belonged to the laborers, probably the Arabs St. John was referring to, who 
worked as lightermen and stevedores.

Despite Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s domination on all industries and industry-related operations, the early 
19th century witnessed the defying emergence of foreign entrepreneurial endeavours. In 1846, the French 
politician Schœlcher reports about a factory established by a French industrialist called Andriel.252 Located at 

241  Sainte-marie 1974: 74.
242  The wood was mainly imported from the Mediterranean countries and the Levant. And although pottery was manufactured in 
Upper Egypt and Cairo, there were still pottery products imported from Prussia and Italy. See: Girard 1822: 251-52.
243  All exported goods were not only cultivated and produced in Egypt. In 1836 for example, Alexandria received over 1200 import 
ships carrying over 150 barrels, while exporting over 130 barrels carried by over 1100 ships. Indian merchants are also reported to have 
travelled to Alexandria to export their goods in: Le-Père 1818: 11.
244  Four historical maps chronologically depict illustrations of both the granary the windmills. See map numbers  XXXI until XXXV 
in: Gaston Jondet. Atlas Historique de La Ville et Des Ports d’Alexandrie. Cairo: l’Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1921. Archives 
CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
245  Shūnah that is a derivative of the arabic word meaning to store. The word Shoonah or Choonah is found in multiple historical 
maps refering to the warehouse. It was later – based on a historical newsletter in 1935 – that another definition appeared, namely “La 
Chounah” as the “entrepôts de coton” consisting huge rooms with minimal openings, where cotton bales are stacked, packed one on 
top of the other so as to occupy as little space as possible. In: Huri, Théo J. ‘Alexandrie, Portique de l’Orient’. Alexandria: Impr. Procaccia, 
1935, p.81. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
246  St. John 1834: 22.
247  Ibid.
248  Ibid.
249  SB: William Holt Yates, The Modern History and Condition of Egypt: Its Climate, Diseases, and Capabilities; Exhibited in a Personal 
Narrative of Travels in That Country: With an Account of the Proceedings of Mohammed Ali Pascha, from 1801-1843, Volume 1 (London: 
Smith, Elder and Company, 1843). p.122.
250  Bodenstein 2010: 54.
251  Mubarak, Ali Pasha. Al-Khitat Al-Taufikiyah Al-Gadīdah Li-Misr Al-Qāhirah Wa Muduniha Wa Bilādiha Al-Qadīmah Wal-Shahīrah 
(Trans. Egypt’s Plan of Cairo and Its Old and Famous Towns). Volume 7. Cairo: Bulaq Press, 1889. pp.62-3. IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 
27.10.2019).
252  Schoelcher 1846: 56-57.
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Map 11: The new granary as illustrated by Napier (1841) – left - and its extensions as depicted by Gallice Bey (1845) - 
right. (Source: Archives CEAlex).

Map 12: Alexandria 1850s. map depicting the 
new granary, Kobrī at-Tarīkh bridge, and the Arab 
huts. (Source: author, 2021).
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Alexandria’s city gate by the canal, Andriel’s factory undertook the decortication of cotton grain to be exported 
to Marseille for soap manufacturing (M_01/ B,2). Again here, Schœlcher does not mention whether the factory 
was operated with the help of steam-powered machinery. He solely focuses on reporting the state’s pressure 
to confiscate Andriel factory. Al-Falaki’s 1865 map reveals a soap workshop - ma’mal sabūn – in a location 
probably by the area described by Schœlcher. Whether Al-Falaki was referring to Andriel’s factory or simply a 
soap workshop, is unverified. As Andriel factory was presumably only mentioned by Schœlcher, it is likely that 
its confiscation was undertaken. Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s domination on all sectors along with its commercial-
industrial aspirations extended to include new introduced infrastructure projects.

2.4.2. Infrastructural groundwork

In the attempt to expand foreign relations, the telegraph was introduced as the first telecommunication 
industry. The historically known French telegraph administrator Ignace Urbain Jean Chappe reports the earliest 
information about the telegraph history in Egypt in his 1824 published book - Histoire de la télégraphie. Chappe 
records Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s desire to establish a telegraph line between Alexandria and Cairo. Muhammad 
‘Ali Pasha, therefore, granted a concession to Abro, an Armenian engineer, together with the viceroy’s French 
engineer Pascale Coste, to realize the project.253 All needed machineries and instruments were imported from 
France and installed with the supervision of Coste.254 Nineteen stations were constructed between Cairo citadel 
and Alexandria.255 In Alexandria, the telegraph station was located autonomously outside the eastern city gate, 
as depicted on the 1839 map by French illustrator and engineer Jean Joseph Marcel (C_01/ F,2).256 According 
to Chappe, the telegraph line exceeded the speed of the one between the Aleppo and Baghdad. 

The early 19th century also witnessed the first steam powered maritime services. The oldest was that 
of the Lloyd company, a navigation shipping company, founded in 1836.257 It was signified by the first to 
introduce steam-powered vessels in the Nile.258 It was later in the 1850s that other navigation companies were 
established.259 While navigational shipping assisted in the transportation of merchandise, especially from Upper 
Egypt, Alexandria hosted the fundamental infrastructural feature that actually fulfilled a viable commercial 
traffic. This took shape in the re-digging of the Khalydje d’Alexandrie, which set the stage for progressive agro-
industrial and commercial development.

2.5. The nascent industrial corridor: The Canal Revived

The expansion of more constructed warehouses was incentivized after the rehabilitation of the Khalydje 
d’Alexandrie. The trace of Khalydje d’Alexandrie dates back to the Hellenistic period. It was dug to connect the 
Nile with the Mediterranean Sea, thus establishing both a water supply and a waterway navigation system. The 
canal extended longitudinally along the southern city border parallel to the Mediterranean Sea. At that time, 
Alexandria’s trade importance as a port city continued until it declined by the mid-17th century.260 It was first in 

253  Ignace Urbain Jean Chappe, Histoire de La Télégraphie (Paris: Book from the collections of University of Michigan, 1824). p.255. 
IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 30.03.2020).
254  Mangin, Felix. Histoire de l’Égypte Sous Le Gouvernement de Mohammed-Ali. Volume 2. Paris: Arthus Bertrand, 1823. Also: 
Chappe. pp.255-257. IA: www.gallica.bnf.fr (accesssed: 16.02.2020). Also see: Crouchley 1938: 140-41.
255  This allowed the transmission of precise signals from Cairo to Alexandria and vice versa within 40 minutes. Mangin in: Chappe 
1824: 255-57. Also see Andre, Christian-Carl. Hesperus Oder Belehrung Und Unterhaltung Für Die Bewohner Des Österreichischen 
Staats von Christian Carl Andre, Vol. 39. Gastl, Book from the collections of National Library of Austria, 1826. p.259. IA: www.archive.
org (accessed: 02.05.2020).
256  See Map of Alexandria, Egypt from: Egypte depuis la conquete des Arabes jusque a la domination francaise, by Jean Joseph 
Marcel, 1839, Lunivers Pittoresque, published by Firmin Didot Freres, 1841, Paris. IP: https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/illustration/
map-of-alexandria-egypt-engraving-from-egypte-depuis-la-stock-graphic/910943880. (accessed 10.03.2019).
257  In cooperation with the Egyptian state Lloyd post company was the only maritime company that was placed under high protection 
of the Austrian government and specifically to serve the Austrians only. In: Marie-Françoise Berneron-Couvenhes, Les Messageries 
Maritimes: L’essor d’une Grande Compagnie de Navigation Française, 1851-1894 (Paris: Presses Paris Sorbonne, 2007). pp. 85-86.
258  Nasr ElDin 2006: 20.
259  These will be examined in the following chapter, section 3.4.3.
260  As described in chapter 1, this was due to population decrease as a result of the recurrence of epidemics and water shortage. 
Correspondingly, the canal’s abeyance as a waterway transport system occurred in 1650. Both the frequent plagues and water shortfall 
effected the city itself in such that the port of Rosetta, located at the Nile Delta, took over Alexandria’s pivotal trade role. See: Reimer 
1994: 112-13.
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Map 13: The executed course of al-Maḥmudiyah Canal (in red) from the Nile until the Mediterranean Sea. Illustration 
by Pascale Coste, probably 1821. (Source: Jacobi, Dominique, et.al. 1998).

Fig. 6: Illustration by Pascale Coste showing the northern basin and locks of al-Maḥmudiyah Canal at the Western port 
by the Mediterranean Sea, 1823 (Source: Jacobi, Dominique, et.al. 1998).
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the early 19th century that Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha took action into recovering Alexandria’s hygienic and water 
structure by establishing a quarantine system as well as re-digging the canal.261

2.5.1. Reasoning the Revival

In 1818, after a meeting with all 7 governors of the lower Egyptian provinces, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha 
took the decision for the re-digging of Alexandria’s ancient canal, the Khalydje d’Alexandrie. Generally, the 
project was part of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s general modernization vision to realize Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s 
agricultural, commercial, and political ambitions. Agriculturally, the project would enhance the irrigation 
system in the lower Egyptian provinces, where cotton is specially cultivated, among others. The canal project 
would facilitate commercially the navigational transportation of the harvest - cultivated in both Upper and 
Lower Egypt - towards global exportation via the Western port in Alexandria.262

Politically, the security of increased supply and global exportation of Egyptian commodities was also a 
mean to secure political alliance with European powers; this was exemplified previously in the Anglo-Egyptian 
agreements, especially for grain and cotton commodities.263 In Alexandria, On the one hand, the recovering of 
Alexandria’s water supply system was a step towards securing Egypt’s naval base, thus stabilizing its military 
power. On the other hand, the canal project assisted the diplomatic aegis by guaranteeing the accommodation 
of foreign consuls and merchants.

2.5.2. Realizing the Revival

The Turkish engineer Chakir-Effendi was assigned to conduct the project. The project started in 1818 
with digging a 3-7m deep and 30m wide canal. The digging started from Egyptian town of Aṭfīḥ by the Western 
Nile banks until Alexandria’s Western port (Map 13).264 At the southern border of Alexandria, Chakir-Effendi 
was unable to solve the crossing of the canal between both Abouqīr Lake and Mariyūṭ Lake in Alexandria’s 
hinterland. Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, therefore, assigned the French engineer Pascal Coste to proceed with the 
project in 1819.

Pascal Coste was appointed to conduct the project under two conditions: The first was to abide to 
the general guidelines agreed upon by the start of the digging project. The second conditions relied on not 
changing what has been already carried under the supervision of Chakir-Effendi.265 Coste solved the water 
crossing problem by constructing a dam between the lakes Abouqīr and Mariyūṭ. In Alexandria, at the canal 
end by the Mediterranean Sea, a canal basin and barrage (headworks) were constructed (Fig. 6). The barrage, 
also facilitating the crossing of the canal was crowned by a gate-like arcaded cubature. Fig. 6 displays Coste’s 
1823 illustrated scenery of merchants with camels carrying commodity bales about to cross the barrage gate 
towards what is presumably the old granary of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha.

The whole engineering work of both Turkish and French engineers was executed by thousands of corvée 
labour. The digging under Chakir-Effendi was carried out by an amounting number of over 300 thousand 
peasants, including women and children.266 Later under Coste, the 1819 until 1820 digging process was operated 
by 250 thousand forced labour, of which 20 thousand were reported to have “perished by accident, hunger, 
and plague”.267 The project ended in December 1820 and was inaugurated two months later. To celebrate its 
success, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha renamed the canal to al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, in respect to the Ottoman Sultan 
Mahmoud.268

261  Ibid.
262  The regional agricultural area increased from 4 thousand to over 350 thousand feddan. See: Maḥmoud Abd El-Raḥman, Ma‘alem 
Miṣr Al-Ḥaditha Wal-Mo‘Aṣira, 1st ed. (Egypt: Al-Dār Al-‘alamīyah Lel-nashr Wal-tawzi‘, 2006), p.11
263  Revise Anglo-Egyptian aggreement regarding the cotton supply in section 2.1.3 and that of the grain export in section 2.4.
264  Dominique Jacobi et al., eds., Pascal Coste, Toutes Les Egypte, Editions P (Marseille: Bibliothèque municipale de Marseille, 1998). 
pp. 87. The located of Aṭfīḥ is presently part of the Giza region.
265  Ibid. Coste formed his own group of workers to assist him in proceeding with the canal digging, while Chakir-Effendi’s fellah 
diggers were returned to their provinces.
266  St. John 1834: 349. In his memoire, St. John describes the harsh labours’ conditions.
267  Sir John Gardner Wilkinson. A Handbook for Travellers in Egypt. London: John Murray, 1875. p.95. IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 
04.04.2020).
268  Pascale Coste, ‘Mémoire d’un Artiste En Égypte’, in Pascale Coste: Toutes Les Egypte (Marseille: Bibliothèque Municipale de 
Marseille, 1998), 31–49.
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2.5.3. The Revival’s chain reactions

Al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal became characteristically the “the principal means of transport at the time”.269 
The Western end of the canal by the Mediterranean Sea developed into the Ornato’s above-mentioned 
warehousing industrial zone. This resulted in the genesis of an additional significance of the Canal as an 
emerging industrial corridor, on both national and global levels.270

The Canal assisted in accelerating the transport process. Nevertheless, the commodity transport from the 
warehouses to the ships - and vice versa – was often affected by the weather conditions and poor embarkment 
to the ships. During his stay in Alexandria between 1835 and 1841, the French engineer Pierre Mongel was 
assigned to build a railway pier in al-Qabbārī, which starts from the centre of the warehouse district up until the 
end of the pier (revise Map 6 – left).271 According to Clot-Bey (1840), the constructed two-tracked railway had a 
length of 300 m, transferring 20 wagons from the ships to the warehouses and vice versa, thus facilitating the 
loading and unloading of commodities.272 Other facilities were later introduced for the travellers.273

The British saw an additional commercial potentiality of Egypt, besides cotton export, by the inauguration 
of the al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. The idea was to facilitate the British-Indian commercial route through Egypt 
instead of the Cape of Good Hope.274 The idea was initiated by British navy officer Thomas Fletcher Waghorn 
and first approved in 1830. Known as the “projector of the Overland Route through Egypt to India”, Waghorn 
succeeded to convince Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha to allow a little Indian teak steamer to transport goods from 
Suez to India. However, the British were still unsatisfied with the long and exhausting camel route from the 
Alexandrian port until Suez.275 It was later in 1840 that a concession was given by the Egyptian viceroy to 
substitute the overland route with the navigational route via al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal by two English steamers.

With a wharf and cargo established, it was therefore a suitable choice to choose the same area to 
construct a railway station to serve as a freight railway complex for the Western port and the warehousing 
activities. In 1834, Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha commissioned Scottish R.H. Galloway to design a railway station, 
of which its tracks were to extend parallel to the Canal. A sizable railway station was designed by the British 
renowned architect John Buonarotti Papworth.276 Still, it was due to negotiation failure and the state’s fear of 
foreign economic and political involvement that the project was not realized.277

Besides the unrealized projects, many of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s industrial establishments failed to 
survive by the mid-19th century, where others were later liquidated by his successors. His successor Abbas 
Pasha I did not share the same former ideology of state monopoly.278 Those industries founded during the reign 
of his predecessor were transferred into private property. Still, they made no headway, since their new owners 
were forced to pay huge taxes. Abbas Pasha I also disregarded all foreign intervention and European managed 
institutions by early 1850s. Among all pursuits established in Alexandria, all have failed eventually except the 
Canal.279

269  Reimer 1988: 536.
270  More information about the development of the warehousing area is elaborated in section 3.6.
271  Mongel already underwent multiple projects in France and was assigned by the Egyptian administration of the bridges and roads 
since 1835 to assist Cérisy with the arsenal project in Alexandria. See: Panzac 2012: 367–78.
272  Clot-Bey II 1840: 248, 501-02.
273  Museum Catalogue: Egyptian State Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones (Cairo: Ministry of Communication: Egyptian State 
Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones, 1933). In 1849, a vegetable and fruits market for the travellers in Cairo, and a passengers’ hotel 
in Suez were also established.
274  At that time, Ottomans banned any Christian vessels to route in the Red Sea north of the Jeddah port. And since the Britain-India 
trade route via Egypt included the navigation through the Red sea by British vessels, the route was refused.
275  The route was as the following: Camels from Alexandria Port to Rosetta; from there sailing-boats via the Nile to Cairo, then again 
camels to Suez. See: Museum Catalogue 1933: 20.
276  Detailed documentation of the railway history in Alexandria is thoroughly published in Cristina Pallini and Annalisa Scaccabarozzi, 
‘Les Gares et Le Noeud Ferroviaire DíAlexandrie (Egypte)’, in Une Architecture Nomade. Les Gares Belges En MÈtal Travers Le Monde, ed. 
K. Haoudy and I. Sirjacobs (LiËge: Les Èditions de la Province de LiËge, 2017), 102–30. IP: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Cristina-
Pallini/publication/317056290_Les_gares_et_le_noeud_ferroviaire_d%27Alexandrie_Egypte/links/5bf6b6b54585150b2bca3926/Les-
gares-et-le-noeud-ferroviaire-dAlexandrie-Egypte.pdf (accessed: 08.10.2018).
277  Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 2017: 128.
278  It is revealed by multiple historians that Abbas Pasha I dismissed many European and educated Egyptians from their governmental 
services as well as reduced the number of the Egyptian army.
279 The influential urban scale of this waterscape remained extant until its silting in 2019 within a prompt implemented state-desired 
highway project.
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Chapter conclusion

This chapter endorses the beginning of Modern Egyptian industries during the first half of the 19th 
century in support of scholarly statements. During Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s political, commercial, and agricultural 
modern revamp, industrial emergence was being sought and constructed to best support it. This explains the 
interconnection between both the industrial and urban development in Alexandria. In terms of management, 
the Factory Board was established to cover state-controlled founded steam-powered industries within the 
state’s sectors. As of the urban development, Egypt established its first state-sponsored institution – Ornato 
- to impose uniform urban plan within its cities, putting land use into consideration. By becoming Egypt’s 
main port, Alexandria became the hub for European merchants, who played the role of initiating Ornato and 
applying its Westernized regulations first in it.

The key concept of this chapter mainly revolved around monopolized states pursuing modern 
industrialization, namely those of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha. The first half of the 19th century witnessed the 
establishment of the following industrial classifications in Alexandria: special structures (warehouses), 
infrastructural industries (navigation, telecommunication), and manufacturing industries (arsenal’s factories, 
cotton grain factory, windmills, tanneries). The chapter has articulated their development attributions based 
on their conceptual purposes that reflected their various industrial significances. These industries were key 
credentials in the service of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s aspirations for Egypt to be integrated within the modern 
world at that time. Most of these industries were established before the foundation of the Ornato in 1834. It is, 
therefore, comprehensible that the Ornato, despite its pivotal role in Alexandria’s urban development, imposed 
no pre-determined influence on the industrial spatial allotment. The Ornato’s delineation of the warehousing 
zone was even based on the already standing granary, constructed by 1808. The general spatial fragmentation 
of the established industries as revealed on the chapter’s main map was, therefore, solely conceptualized to 
serve state desired sectors than to abide additionally to urban planning regulations.

As presented in the previous chapter, warehouses are generally known for their commercial functional 
purposes. However, in this chapter, the 1808 established granary is signified historically with its support of 
the Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s political desire for global diplomatic intensification. A new granary was rebuilt to 
serve the Egyptian army. Later, more warehouses were established in support for commercial global trade. 
Along with this historical significance, the new granary’s described volumetric scale remarks its architectural 
significance as a visual catchment. The structural features duplicated in other warehouses represent the start 
of what Föhl referred to as industrial historically typical structures. These delineated the genesis of an industrial 
activity-related urban and visual setting.

Another generator for libre circulation, yet commercial, navigating, and political purposes, was al-
Maḥmūdiyah Canal. By re-digging the ancient Canal, al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal regained its urban significance as the 
city’s southern geographic boundary and the country’s irrigation and navigation orienteer. The establishment of 
more warehouses structured the Canal’s emanating urban characteristic as an industrial corridor. Additionally, 
al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal is signified eminently with its ‘life-support’ value.280 Again, these all fall under the support 
of the state’s desired policies. The renaming of the Canal regarding the Ottoman Sultan Mahmoud also reflects 
Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s aspirations for political stability. For this in-depth meaning, the Canal, despite being 
re-dug and rehabilitated, was chosen as the chapter’s main industrial representation.

Besides the Canal, the rehabilitated old arsenal by the Western port and its constructed ammunition 
factories also endorses this chapter’s main conceptual industrial rationale. It conveys the symbolic quality of 
Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s aspired political confidence and competence in Egypt. The arsenal also reflects its 
urban significance as the city’s first designed industrial complex. The Factory Board probably managed the 
comprised ammunition factories. Although designated historically as factories, it should not be doubtlessly 
assumed that these referred to motorized industrial establishments. This is also the case of the Andriel cotton 
grain factory. The only industries with confirmed machinery usage were those of Lloyd’s maritime steam-
powered vessels and the telegraph.

280  The term is derived from the: Explanatory Notes to Article 5: Values, in: The Burra Charter.
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This chapter also highlighted the social structure in Alexandria. Among the European consuls and 
merchants securing Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s aspired global commercial anchorage, the chapter revealed the 
indirect French-British rivalry to win the Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s trust. The French were internally integrated 
as the viceroy’s advisors and technical engineers, whereas the British maintained their diplomatic alliances 
with Egypt remotely by instigating mainly Egypt’s commodity export to them. The chapter also reveals the first 
witnesses of the working class. Peasants executed Al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, forced to work temporarily until the 
end of the project. This revealed the state’s dominance and compulsory usage of peasants as forced labour of 
different genders and ages towards Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s aspirations. Despite being unclear, whether they 
were of corvée origin or not, Arab lightermen and stevedores took probably the Mīnā al-Baṣal and Qabbari 
areas as residence to conduct their loading and unloading work by the warehousing zone. This was also the 
case for the arsenal factory workers.

Overall, the chapter represents the nascence of modern industrial development in Egypt. The city of 
Alexandria was not lagging behind Cairo; instead of professional Egyptian industrial development synchronously. 
This was conveyed physically by establishing motorized industries and the re-generation of al-Maḥmūdiyah 
Canal. Despite some being in failed attempts and others abolished, these state-sponsored industries played 
an important role; they demonstrated Egypt’s forefront of new technical developments towards local 
industrialization. As a result of their failure, the Europeans’ role in the Egyptian industrial market went beyond 
its limits as specialists and merchandizes. Europeans gained virtual control on Egypt’s industrial market, where 
their capital flooded Egypt. This, in turn, paved the way for the European desired influence in favour of their 
colonial leverage. These desires were soon realized during the second half of the 19th century, the phase that 
witnessed Egypt’s re-industrialization and the establishment of pioneering industries in Egypt, as is revealed in 
the following chapter.
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Chapter 3       Industrial Forward Momentum.

In the United Kingdom, Cotton industries played an important role in shaping the English Industrial 
Revolution, where the textile mills symbolized the socio-economic changes from feudal to capitalist production 
modes. This scene was interrupted by the American Civil War (1861-1865) that cut cotton supplies during the 
mid-19th century; this led to a global economic crisis. Meanwhile, unlike Abbas Pasha I, his successor Said 
Pasha (reign 1854-1863) was working on welcoming Western technology via the private sector. This enabled 
the expansion of the foreign mercantile business in Egypt, especially for cotton export. As a result of the 
American Civil War, growing cotton in Egypt and exporting it became the initial industrial promotion since 1863. 
Accordingly, Egyptian cotton served the expansion on international cotton demand and, most importantly, 
the development chain of the British textile mills.281 While Egypt boosted resultantly into a prominent global 
exporter of cotton, along with America and India, Egypt fell into the British colonial grip officially in 1882. Based 
on the 1892 directory for the French chamber of commerce in Alexandria, the city developed in an important 
industrial centre with a proclaimed 50% of Egyptian industries.282

This chapter attempts to explore the effects of these events on the industrial urban metamorphoses in 
Alexandria. The phase this chapter presents expands between the 1850s and 1890s, where Egypt was associated 
mostly with its integration with the global capitalist system. Presented in six sections, this chapter first presents 
a general historical overview on the state’s policy change from industrial state’s abolished autocracy to extrinsic 
laisser-faire that in turn led to the country’s efficacious industrialization.283 Leading from that, the second 
section of this chapter examines the influx of foreign newcomers, which contributed to shaping the city’s social 
structure. These in turn also played a primary role as beachheads for both industrial development and tying 
global relations with Europe.

By understanding the first two sections, the chapter then highlights the city’s main urban changes applied 
in the throes of the drivers mentioned above. Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 together form that base towards 
understanding the main rationale behind the industrial establishments during this phase. Alexandria’s industrial 
physical characteristics deriving from this phase are categorized into three industrial divisions examined in 
sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. Similar to the previous chapter, and as the best means to translate the chapter’s 
representative map concerning the historical drivers, the urban physical changes towards conforming to the 
desired propulsion towards industrialization are generally divided according to their types.

The first industrial type is presented in the various infrastructural projects that endorsed Egypt’s global 
connectivity and, in some projects, even Egypt’s role as a geographical intermediary station towards colonial 
aspirations. By investigating these industries and their spatial rationale, this section draws connections between 
the importance of these industries to the city’s urban compliances. The second industrial type uncovers the 
different private industrial entrepreneurial manufacturing established that played an essential role in the 
industrial development and processing of export-oriented commodities. The chapter ends with the expansion 
of the warehouse area that best served the international trade and promoted the city to situate itself as 
an industrial entrepôt best. Post the British colonial invasion, the established Anglo-Egyptian government 
promoted export-oriented industries as one of its primary economic goals.284 It is in accordance that the 
warehouse area was chosen as the main industrial representative for this chapter.

3.1. The Cotton Boom and the laissez faire outset

As a result of the Cotton Famine during the American Civil War in the early 1860s, the export of Egyptian 
cotton surged to become one of the main source for European mills. As revealed by Earl (1926), the Indian 
cotton served as the main global cotton supplier in terms of quantity, whereas the Egyptian cotton boosted into 

281  Sven Beckert. ‘Emancipation and Empire: Reconstructing the Worldwide Web of Cotton Production in the Age of the American 
Civil War’. American Historical Review 109, no. 5 (2004): 1405–38. OJ: https://doi.org/10.1086/530931 (accessed: 14.10.2019).
282  CEAlex: Bulletin Mensuel de la Chambre de Commerce Française d’Alexandrie 1892.
283  The term laisser-faire is used in multiple publications by present historians and has even been used by synchronous publications 
that refer to the second half of the 19th century. See:  Nakhla 1920: 107.
284  Nezar AlSayyad, Nile: Urban Histories on the Banks of a River (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2019). p. 230-31.
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the main global cotton supplier in terms of quality.285 This is characterized by the Egyptian long-staple cotton 
that served as a substitute for the high-quality product of American plantation, unlike the Indian short-staple 
cotton. The early 1860s witnessed an economic Cotton Boom in Egypt. This boom started during the reign Said 
Pasha and even expanded during his successor Khedive Ismā‘īl (reign 1863-1879).286 Khedive Ismā‘īl efforts 
were mainly focused on expanding the existing irrigation projects.287 His efforts included also the development 
of modern agro-industries that best process the cotton and sugar-cane – cultivated in Middle and Upper Egypt 
– for export. Khedive Ismā‘īl strongly invested in reviving Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s vision in founding industrial 
establishments, particularly for cotton and sugar cane, where he himself owned industrial establishments.288

Opposite to the previous state monopole system, Egypt adopted the policy of laissez faire, where foreign 
merchants and notables were granted a „virtual exterritoriality”.289 This resulted in an influx of immigration 
- especially from European and Levant countries - in search of industrial opulence, trying to utilize this policy 
paradigm while bringing their ideas, economic and industrial experiences, and global networking. In many 
cases they even brought their own capital, but most importantly, their advocating colonial ideologies, as well. 
Khedive Ismā‘īl, thus, opened the gate of political and economic unofficial colonial interventions.290 According 
to Owen (1969), between February and August 1864, the number of arriving Europeans only was nearly 12 
thousand.291 They influenced the emergence of certain industrial sectors in order to promote certain export 
products, especially cotton.292 As described by Egyptian historian Zayn al-ʻĀbidīn Najm (2009), the number of 
founded cotton mills, between June and November of the year 1862, doubled from 24 to 50.293 Significantly 
was the re-introduction and expansion of the motorization in the industrial sector.

The transfer from handmade simple tooled to heavy machinery industries already started during the reign 
of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, as highlighted in the previous chapter.294 However, this neither abided to all industrial 
typologies, nor remained extant. The introduction of steam engine machinery, especially for agricultural 
purposes, did not comply with the local farmers’ and labours’ primitive skills. European entrepreneurs were 
thus allowed to invest in such modern industrial systems. With an influx of extrinsic investments, foreigners 
were able to establish private-owned industries since they were exempted from taxes.295 Unlike the foreigners, 
Egyptians were forced to abide to fierce taxes and customs laws.296

This change of manufacturing medium, as well as the growing influx of foreigners and thus new introduced 
consumption habits, highly effected the traditional crafts. It was not only in Alexandria, but also in other towns, 
that many local crafts capitulated to the arising European competition, especially that it was taking all the state’s 
political support. By the end of the 19th century, many local manufacturing fell into obsolescence.297 These, 
along with culminating political and social unrest resulting from high immunities granted to the foreigner, 

285 Earle, Edward Mead. ‘Egyptian Cotton and the American Civil War’. The Academy of Political Science 41, no. 4 (1926): 520–45. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2142228, pp. 526-27.
286  In 1867, Khedive Ismā‘īl won a semi-souvereign status under the Ottoman Sultan by being granted the title of Khedive. Krämer 
1993: 73.
287  The constant accumulation of mud in the Canal, it continuously underwent maintenance projects. This was mostly during the reign 
of Said Pasha. The diversion of the Canal waters by landowners upstream also threatened Alexandria with water famine. Throughout 
most of this period, however, there were no reports of water shortages. Khedive Isma’il, later in 1878, devoted considerable energy to 
improving al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, as part of the country’s watering and irrigation improvement project. In Henry de Vaujany. Histoire 
de l’Égypte, Depuis Les Temps Les plus Reculés Jusqu’à Nos Jours. Égypte Ancienne, Domination Musulmane, Expédition Française, 
Mohammed-Ali et Sa Dynastie. Rédigée d’après Les Égyptologues Anciens et Modernes. Cairo: J. Serrière, 1885. p.390. IA: www.gallica.
bnf.fr (accessed: 12.05.2020).
288  More information regarding the sugar industries during the reign of Khedive Ismā‘īl can be elaborately found in: Bodenstein 
2015: 1–24.
289  Krämer 1993: 73.
290  The constant accumulation of mud in the Canal, it continuously underwent maintenance projects. This was mostly during the reign 
of Said Pasha. The diversion of the Canal waters by landowners upstream also threatened Alexandria with water famine. Throughout 
most of this period, however, there were no reports of water shortages. Khedive Isma’il, later in 1878, devoted considerable energy 
to improving al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, as part of the country’s watering and irrigation improvement project. In: de Vaujany 1885: 390.
291  These included 1,873 Greeks, 1,650 Englishmen, 1,187 Frenchmen, and 1,061 Austrians, bringing the total European population 
of the country to roughly 90,000. In: Owen 1969: 113.
292  Bent 2015: 1-12.
293  Najm2009: 153.
294  Revise section 2.1.4.
295  Najm2009: 134-35.
296  Ibid.
297  The Indigo dyeing, for example, was updated by the Aniline dyes, imported from Europe. Gabriel Baer, ‘Fellah and Townsman in 
the Middle East’, Studies in Social History, 2012, 2–106. p.74.
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resulted in antiforeign and Egyptian patriotic sentiments and riots.298 While starting by end of the 1870s, the 
revolts concluded in a massacre in June 1882. Place des Consuls in Alexandria, as a symbol of Egypt’s foreign 
economic and commercial power at that time, was the scene of these events.

To put an end to the riots, as well as to finally seize the opportunity for colonial expansion, the square as 
well as its surrounding area were bombarded by the British troops.299 This resulted with the British occupation 
on Egypt in 1882, becoming the main imperial moderator of the country’s economy and politics. As one 
of its primary goal post the military British occupation, the established Anglo-Egyptian government highly 
promoted export-oriented cotton industries.300 The realization of this goal was facilitated by residing as well 
as new coming foreigners in Egypt. First assigned as industrial advisors during the first half of the 19th century, 
they later weaved a new influential role in Egypt for themselves. With the dawn of the second half of the 19th 
century, these foreigners promoted themselves into industrial compradors towards industrial invigoration in 
Egypt, as is explicated in the case of Alexandria.

3.2. From industrial advisors to industrial compradors

“(We note) the importance attached by oriental nations to the greater or lesser degree of dignity, however, 
exhibited, by the representatives of foreign powers.”301

In Egypt, foreign merchants played a decisive role in influencing the country’s development course. As 
diplomatic representatives, they undertook initiatives to implement a number of commercial and industrial 
developments, all under the support of imperial powers. By the end of the 19th century, the foreign community 
in Alexandria were mainly dominated by the Greeks, Italians, and Jews. Along with the French, they comprised 
merchants and financiers, who long resided in Egypt, becoming so-called “local foreigners”.302 The local-foreign 
community in Alexandria, as in Egypt, did not only occupy one social stratum. In the case of Alexandria, as 
outlined best by Reimer (1988), the city’s three social strata were “loosely correlated” to their ethnicity.303 

The lower strata represented a mass of peddlers as well as poor transport, service, and construction 
labourers. These comprised both the indigenous Egyptians and the rootless Europeans who were supported by 
their ethnic related richer communities.304 The middle class in Alexandria mainly encompassed Egyptians active 
in food processing, and local commerce and trade. This social class was later dominated by an inflow of skilled 
Greek and Italian traders, who highly competed in these occupations.305

As of Alexandria’s rich, these were principally occupied by local foreigners of Europeans and Levants. 
Their dominance lay principally in their high ranked positions in the viceregal household. The khedival family 
members were also part of this social class, representing the Turkish and Turkish-Egyptian ethnicity. According 
to Ali Pasha Mubarak (1889), as reported by Reimer (1988), only a few Egyptians belonged to Alexandrian 
bourgeoise. The large majority, however, avoided industrial investment; firstly, due to the discriminating law 
of only exempting foreigners from taxes, and secondly, due to their fear of competition with the European 
products’ market.306 They were, therefore, mainly ranked as “agrarian bourgeoisie”.307 They were active in agro-
industrial trade as high-ranked middlemen and notable merchants.

298  These also escalated due to the troubled finances and debt of the Egyptian treasury. According to Reimer: “Three major social 
groups provided the driving force of resistance to foreign encroachments: the prosperous peasantry, represented by the notables in the 
Assembly established in 1866 by Isma’il; the Egyptian officer corps, which at first was as much anti-Turk as anti-European; and a Muslim 
faction, stirred to militancy by the rhetoric of Jamal al-Din al- Afghani, who was in Egypt from 1871 to 1879” In: Reimer 1988: 546-48.
299  Awad 1996: 42–58.
300  AlSayyad 2019: 235.
301  A quote by British residents in Alexandria. In: Crinson 1996: 167.
302  Bodenstein 2010: 53.
303  In three pages, Reimer highlights the socioeconomic structure in Alexandria, mainly based on a 1973 source by prominent 
Egyptian historian Yūsif Fahmi Ahmad Al-Jazayerlī, Sakandariyāt (Trans. Alexandria, Vol. 1) (Cairo: Daar El-Kutub, 1973). And Mubarak 
1889 in: Reimer1988: 541-44.
304  Ibid.
305  Ibid.
306  This, however, did not prevent Egyptian nobles and elites to contribute with the help of the foreign expertise in the banking and 
industrial sector. In: Baer2012: 74.
307  In Alexandria, Amin Bey, later Amin Pasha was one of the leading agrarian bourgeoisie in Alexandria and Cairo. He, as well as his 
descendants later became powerful members in the cotton industry. For more about agrarian bourgeoisie in Egypt, see: Beinin, Joel and 
Lockman, Zachary: Workers on the Nile: Nationalism, Communism, and the Egyptian Working Class, 1882-1954, Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1987.
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Banking, global commerce and trade, and industries were widely dominated by the Greeks (among 
which: Antoniadis, Choremi, Benachi, Zervoudachi, Salvago, etc.), Italians (among which: Stagni, Menasce, 
etc.), French, Armenians, and Syrio-Lebanese. The British composed a minority ethnic group of financiers, 
however, were very influential in the field of cotton trade. Their influence was orchestrated by their 
comprador bourgeoisie in Egypt, of multi-cultural local foreignersand even Egyptian agrarian bourgeoisie.308 All 
interreferences that occurred by the British in Egypt were mainly to serve their economic and colonial benefits. 
In terms of cotton export, and as a result of the American Civil War, it is recorded that between 1860s and 
1870s almost all of the Egyptian cotton export was shipped to England to serve the British mills, where almost 
none to France and Austria.309 This indicates the British’s immediate influence on Egyptian foreign trade by the 
period of industrialization, as well as its urge to occupy it.

The sole concentration on the export sector was supported by all sectors of the economy. The increase 
in foreign capital as well as the number of (local) foreigners was dedicated to both invest and secure that 
Egypt’s economy was developing along the export orientated path.310 As revealed in the previous chapter, 
Egypt would continue to import the manufactured goods and host its sales market. This framework thereon 
influenced the development course of Egypt’s towns.

3.3. The Cotton Boom and urban adjustability

“On peut voir aujourd’hui toute une ville entre Alexandrie et le Mahmoudieh qui s’est élevée comme 
par enchantement.”311

During the second half of the 19th century, introduced foreign investments were orchestrated by the local 
businessmen, both Egyptians and non-Egyptians. Their influence power highly relied on their competences in 
global networking, local connections, and integration within the political and economic circles in Egypt.312 By 
the start of the Cotton Boom, Said Pasha and later his successors granted estates to family members, favoured 
foreign acquaintances, and even themselves “complete liberty” to possess land in Egypt.313 The construction 
work in Alexandria proliferated as money was poured into real estate. This was as a result of the Cotton Boom, 
influx of population growth, and the consequent land quest as well as demand for commercial and industrial 
investments. Together, with the concessions by the ruling Pashas, they contributed to the urban as well as the 
(agro-)industrial development of Egypt.

In order to adapt to the above-mentioned transformations, each Egyptian town established, hence, 
urban adjustments to best accommodate these transformations. In agrarian towns, the cotton boom and its 
increasing profitability emboldened most cultivators promptly to increase their estates, dedicating part or all 
of it for cotton planting. For example, just by 1864, forty percent of the agricultural area in the Egyptian Delta 
cultivated cotton.314

In Alexandria, the foreign population inflow was clearly recognizable. Its population rapidly grew from 
about 150 thousand during the 1850s to over 200 thousand by 1880s, then exceeding 300 thousand in the 
following decade.315 During the 1850s, the administration institution of the Ornato experienced a decade 

308  Joel Beinin and Zachary Lockman, Workers on the Nile: Nationalism, Communism, Islam, and the Egyptian Working Class, 1882-
1954 (Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, 1998). p.11.
309  Edward Roger John Owen, Cotton and the Egyptian Economy, 1820-1914: A Study in Trade and Development (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1969). p.161
310  Michael J. Reimer, Colonial Bridgehead: Government And Society In Alexandria, 1807-1882 (Routledge, 2019).
311  Based on: CUCMS 3564: Lettre de M. Pierre, chef du service des eaux à Poilpré, agent supérieur, 22 mai 1876. In: Piaton 2016: 
11–53.
312  Tignor 1987: 53–68.
313  Reimer 1993: 73. As this attempt was already initiated during Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha in the policy of atyān al-’ab‘adiyah, no 
literature was found to briefly uncover the difference (revise section 2.1.3). The author assumes that this policy was abolished, during 
Abbas Pasha I, probably only for European owners, and, thus, revived during his successor Said Pasha.
314  Owen 1969: 103.
315  The influx of population was induced by both global immigration, from European and Levant countries, and also inland immigration. 
See: Kenneth M. Cuno and Michael J. Reimer, ‘The Census Registers of Nineteenth-Century Egypt: A New Source for Social Historians’, 
British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 24, no. 2 (1997): 193–216. Also in: Anita Müller, Schweizer in Alexandrien, 1914-1963: Zur 
Ausländischen Präsenz in Ägypten (Stuttgart: F. Steiner, 1992), p.29. Compare with numbers reported by:Tomas Gerholm, ‘Economic 
Activities of Alexandrian Jews on the Eve of World War I, According to Le Mercure Egyptien’, in The Jews of Egypt: A Mediterranean 
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of what Reimer (1993) referref to as a “suffer(ing) from a policy of retrenchment” as it lost its institutional 
autonomy; originally linked to the state’s health department, it was later assigned under the city’s merchants’ 
council – majlis at-tujār, the council that coordinated land distribution and ownership. Later during the 1860s, 
Alexandria’s local (foreign?) elite coalesced and took over the functions of the Ornato, where it was “completely 
absorbed into the Egyptian state”; its agenda changed to “appraisals and inspections of contracts on behalf of 
the state” and continued after being linked to the Ministry of Public Works by 1878.316

With the rise of a new generation and newcomers of entrepreneurs, these - with the help of the 
government – embraced the new trend of free trade, that represents a new town relation between harbour 
and industry. This trend involved the city’s transformation into a transit port, where processed commodities 
were prepared for export. This shift presented an urban planning model, designated as ““transitopolis”, in 
which a spatial division between living and working was desired and realized. Labours lived by the port and 
industries, whereas the elite moved outside the city. 317 The urban adjustments compliant to those changes 
in Alexandria are deducted in four main facets: the business district, residential areas, the ‘Izbas, and the 
industrial area.318

3.3.1. Business district and La Bourse

During the second half of the 19th century, the state perceived the rapid economic and commercial 
development as a result of the modernization commencement by Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha. He was, thence, 
commemorated by placing an equestrian statue of him in the square and thus renaming it to Place Muhammad 
‘Ali by 1873.319 At that time the space encompassed the consuls’ houses, banks, and companies. Multiple 
commercial banks and companies were founded in Place Muhammad ‘Ali, in response to the accelerating global 
cotton demand, to best commercialize the agro-industries and facilitate their cultivation and exportation. These 
can be generally divided into two types: Private banks founded by residing merchants in Alexandria, and foreign 
banks, interested to seize advantage of the cotton boom and established industries. The local-foreign bankers 
managed the cotton sale and export, financed the petty-merchant’s activities, as well as became prominent 
board members on the founded foreign banks and companies.320 The first reported bank founded was the Bank 
of Egypt in 1856, dominated by British capital.321 As a result of the cotton boom, other foreign and local banks 
were later established, that mainly invested in the cotton merchandising, among others the Banque Impériale 
Ottomane (1863), the Anglo-Egyptian Bank (1864), and later the National Bank of Egypt (1899).322

With the rise of export companies and banks, since the second half of the 19th century, Place Muhammad 
‘Ali witnessed a meeting of local-foreign brokers to study the best mean to manage the expansion of cotton 
sales as well as to provide guidelines for the conduct of international trade in Egypt. Correspondingly, they 
convinced the Khedive to establish a stock market – Bourse - in order to control both the merchandize trade 
and financial capital. As the development origins of the Bourse or Stock Exchange in Europe probably took form 
back in the 16th century, it was first in 1861 that Egypt founded its first futures market for cotton and grains, the 
so-called Société Anonyme de la Bourse.323 La Bourse was first placed in the resident palace of former General 

Society in Modern Times, ed. Shimon Shamir (Colorado: Westview Press, 1987), 94–107. 
316 More information on the Ornato’s institutional changes are found in: Reimer 1993: p. 73-74; Reimer 1999: pp. 304-05. Also see: 
Awad 1996: 46
317  The term transitopolis is used to represent the same historical and urban phase but in the city of Rotterdam. See: Judith Thissen, 
‘Representing the Industrial City: Rotterdam, 1880-1970’, in Industrial Cities. History and Future, ed. Clemens Zimmermann (Frankfurt-
am-Main: Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, 2013), 307–24.
318  The examamined maps start with 1865 historical map of Alexandria by Mahmoud el Falaki along with consequent maps until the 
end of the 19th century.
319  François Levernay. Guide-Annuaire d’Egypte: Statistique, Administrations, Commerce, Industries, Agriculture, Antiquités Etc. 
Avec Les Plans d’Alexandrie & Du Caire. Cairo: Delbos-Demouret, 1873, p.41. IA: www.gallica.bnf.fr (accessed: 06.04.2018).
320  However, there were multiple foreign initiations that were founded in Alexandria partnering with local foreigners to guarantee 
their extant business stability and better internal networking. According to Glavanis, most foreign banks mainly used Greek financiers 
to settle in Alexandria or even the local foreigners themselves as their banking agents to guarantee their influence and networking in 
the Egyptian economic system. In Glavanis 1989: 153, 165, 215, 241.
321  Politis 1930: 366. Based on Politis, the British subscribed bank was founded with the help of an Armenian from Smyrna. Owen, 
however, states that the foundation of Bank of Egypt was facilitated and primarily managed by the Greek-British banker Paschalis, who 
had strong connections with the British money-market. Owen 1969: 83. More about the banks and their financing industries is outlined 
in section 5.1.2.
322  These will be mentioned briefly in section 3.6. The established banks and their contribution in industrial investments is 
overviewed in section 5.1.2.
323  Sur la Bourse aujourd’hui fermée. In: Cinquantenaire de “La Réforme l’Égypte”, Tome III, June 1945, p.245. According to Awad’s 
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Fig. 7: Post Card depicting the Stock Exchange in the Place de Consuls, probably early 20th century. View East. 
Photographer undefined. (Source: Haag 2008: 14).

Map 14: Map of Place Muhammad Ali depicting destroyed buildings (hatch) upon the 1882 bombardment (Source 
IA: Shafeeq 1934: 173, IA).
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Consoul Tossiza overlooking Place Muhammad ‘Ali.324 The Tossitsas Palace was then destructed by cause of the 
1882 British bombardment (Map 14).

Posterior to the bombardment of Place Muhammad ‘Ali and now that the country was officially under 
British occupation, it was quickly rebuilt. In 1882, new trading systems were established that played an important 
role for the formation of a centralized commercial and financial state.325 It was, however, later in 1899 - during 
the reign of Abbas Pasha II (reign 1892 – 1914) – that a new Bourse was constructed (Fig. 7). Products were no 
longer brought in a marketplace and were again substituted by securities. The 1899 constructed stock exchange 
was placed in Place Muhammad ‘Ali on the same location where the Tossitsas Palace stood. The rebuilding of 
a new stock exchange overlooking the square thus reflected the city’s commercial and business prominence, 
all mainly manipulated by the local-foreigners.326 The wealth of the local-foreign bourgeoisie, comprising 
merchants, financiers, and landowners, was quickly stabilized by the post-occupation rises of the cotton prices. 
This also incentivized the increase of non-indigenous newcomers looking for a chance of extensive wealth.327 
By serving the British interests officially, the rebuilt square accommodated more commercial and business 
activities and in turn economic trade expansion.328 The square’s new occupation, thereafter, mainly revolved 
around being a commercial and business centre than to occupy residential houses. Nevertheless, it was since 
the 1850s that the bourgeoisie community instigated the establishment of new residential settlements that in 
turn promoted the city’s extension.

3.3.2. Residential development

As displayed in the previous chapter, Alexandria was densely populated in the peninsular Turkish Town. 
Its remote south-western direction, outside the city wall, was occupied by industrial structures and Arab huts. 
To the east of the Turkish Town, Place Muhammad ‘Ali was established. In terms of pursued urban extension to 
absorb new residencies for the inflow of (local) foreign bourgeoisie, the eastern direction became the rationale 
choice. During the second half of the 19th century, the Ornato’s performed urban changes in Alexandria 
became more visible around Place Muhammad ‘Ali. Its introduction of westernized orthogonal urban setting 
was integrated with re-traced urban structures of the ancient city.329 The rectangular Place Muhammad ‘Ali 
remarked the origin axes of the westernized orthogonal streets course. This, in turn, resulted in the emergence 
of new residential areas. These were the semi-adjacent areas of the Latin Quarter, al-Raml, and Muḥarram Bey.

The Latin Quarter developed, during the 1850s, emanating from the Place Muhammad ‘Ali towards 
south-east (C-D,3). It extended from the south-east to the eastern direction along the reconstructed ancient 
Rosetta street. The Latin Quarter was inhabited by Alexandria’s foreign families like Benaki, Salvago, Aghion, 
Sursock, and others, who were engaged in the city’s industrial, commercial, and financial sectors.330 Unlike the 
Latin Quarter that extended from the city’s fabric inside its city wall peripheries, both al-Raml and Muḥarram 
Bey were characterized with their remote locations.

publication “In the Heart of Alexandria’s European Centre” he states that the Bourse Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt. was first 
established in 1866. However, based on the historical map by al-Falaki, published in 1865, al-Falaki illustrated the Bourse parcel with its 
overviewing street shari‘ al-borṣah (street number code 378). Revise Awad 1996: 49.
324  The Tossiza Palace also hosted other administrative offices such as the Conseil d’Ornato. In:  Awad 1996: 49.
325  Between 1821, the year of the first commercial harvest of Egyptian cotton, and 1883, no written regulations were practiced in 
Egypt on cotton operations, even with regard to contracts for future delivery. Since 1861, some customs and laws were established, yet 
only by some big cotton traders, who had the privilege of issuing contracts for future delivery. It was felt that it was essential to establish 
fixed types approved by all and to set strict rules for deliveries. The merchants and brokers of Alexandria thus met in preliminary 
assembly on the 17th of February, 1883, and on the following week, on the 24th of February, 1883, the Cotton Association of Alexandria 
was created, Association Cottoniere d’Alexandrie (later renamed to the Alexandria General Produce Association or AGPA in 1885). It 
was founded for the purpose of drawing up the necessary trading regulations for cotton, cotton seeds, and cereals in the international 
markets. The Bourse was organized under the auspices of the Société Anonyme de la Bourse Khédiviale d’Alexandrie. See Huri 1935: 81.
326  Henri Sée: Modern Capitalism Its Origin and Evolution. 2nd ed. eds. Homer B. Vanderblue and Georges F. Doriot, Batoche Books, 
Ontario, 2004.
327  Owen 1969: 86.
328  The implications of the British occupation on its industrial history is elaborated as part of the following chapter.
329  This is mostly visibly in the reconstructed Rosetta street ran elongated towards the eastern city gate, parallel to the eastern 
Mediterranean coastline. The name Rosetta street was formally known as Rosetta road, since it was the overland trade road connecting 
Alexandria with Rosetta.
330  The names will be again referred to in this following chapter. In: Awad 1996: 50.
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The concept of al-Raml lay, during the 1850s, in the khedivial family’s interest to set up the eastern 
countryside of Alexandria as their summer resort.331 Al-Raml was originally a village administratively under 
Al-Buhayrah province.332 This project took form in a revitalization project of the then populated villages of al-
Raml. 333 Thus, a construction of a new local road was authorized.334 This road was located between the Rosetta 
street from the south and the Mediterranean Sea from the north. It started from the business quarter of 
Place Muhammad ‘Ali, through an opened city wall gate, to al-Raml. The construction of the khedivial family’s 
summer resort comprised the construction of residential and summer houses (H-I,3). According to Mubarak 
(1889), the construction of a good road network gave access to the scattered villages on the eastern side 
of the city.335 The accessibility of cheap vast empty land overviewing the sea soon encouraged Egypt’s elite 
to establish their summer houses. Despite being remote to the city, al-Raml soon developed into residential 
banlieue, especially when the road was later endorsed with a railway line during the 1860s.336

Muḥarram Bey was located south of the Latin Quarter. It developed as a suburb between the southern 
city wall and al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. Muḥarram Bey was named in 1839 after Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha’s son in law, 
where his palace was constructed.337 Similar to al-Raml, Muḥarram Bey was also located outside the city wall. 
A city gate was especially built to connect the southern boundary of the Latin quarter to the Muḥarram Bey 
Palace, through an established Muḥarram Bey street.338 By the end of the 19th century, the area was inhabited 
by Alexandrian family elite of traders, banker, and industrialists like Menasce and Nadler.339 The planning and 
inhabitations of Muḥarram Bey are first visible on Barreau’s 1868 map.340 Muḥarram Bey Palace was located by 
the northern bank of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. The palace stood on spacious gardens and was part of a residential 
prototype clustered along the Canal banks, designated ‘Izba.341

3.3.3. The ‘Izba

Generally, the term ‘Izba (plural ‘Izab) refers to a manor for the production of cash-crops, commonly 
associated to cotton and sugar cane, as well as other crops like fruits and vegetables.342 Each ‘Izba was named 
after its landlord. The owner of each manor - the vassalage - was of the state representatives and entourage – 
whether local or foreign.343 In some cases, the ‘Izba was property of an indigenous inhabitant with an anchored 
village background, competing to be part of the state’s elite. In Egypt, the ‘Izba typically represented the 
emergence of the “agrarian bourgeoisie”, who assumed much power in leading Egypt’s agricultural and in 
return economic and industrial development.344 The importance and leading role of ‘Izba in Egypt was more 
influential in Upper Egypt and the Delta than Alexandria, since the city did not play any role in the production 
of both cotton and sugar cane, but mainly fruits and vegetables.

331  The name Al-Raml stands for the Arabic word “the sand”, in French literature as Rámleh. As the name depicts, Rámleh was 
considered in literature as “la petite Riviera” to its sandy shore. See CEAlex: Charles Pecnik. ‘Manuels de Voyage Woerl: Ramleh La 
Riviera Eleusinienne et Alexandrie (Egypte).’ Leipzig: Léon Woerl, 1901.
332  Abu-‘Ayyānah 1980: 3-4. It was first in 1907, that Al-Raml was administratively part of Alexandria.
333  According to Mubarak, based on Reimer’s paper, al-Raml comprised a number of small villages located near the sandy 
Mediterranean coast about ten kilometres east of the city centre. See: Mubarak 1889: 67. in: Reimer 1988: 537. Based on Egyptian 
historian Aḥmad Al-Saīyid As-Sirūgī, al-Raml area encompassed the following villages: al-Ḥaḍarah, al-Raml, al-Siyūf, al-Mandarah, and 
Abū Qīr. See: Aḥmad Al-Saīyid As-Sirūgī, Al-Iskandarīyah: Qirā’ah Min Waḥy Aurāq Al-Kahrubā’ 1895-1905 (Alexandria: Modern Press, 
2010), p.193.
334  Reimer 1988: 537.
335  Mubarak 1889: 71.
336  The development of the al-Raml railway is explored later in section 3.4.1.
337  Muḥarram Bey was also appointed as the governor of Alexandria. Based on the 1845 map of Gallice Bey, Plan Alexandrie et 
environs, the Muḥarram Bey Palace was by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal and its canal branch al-Farkhah Canal, that ran north along the 
eastern city gate. As-Sirūgī 2010: 181.
338  The course of the Muḥarram Bey street was originally illustrated as an underground cistern course in older maps.
339  Awad 1996: 53.
340  Check: Plan d’Alexandrie et des Environs, dressé par L. Barreau, 1868. In: Archives CEAlex.
341  After the death of Muḥarram Bey in 1847, his estates were re-distributed among new owners comprising spacious gardens. 
Based on the 1865 map of al-Falaki, the new owners included names mainly of the Khedival family, and some elite governing members, 
and foreign elite.
342  It represents an agricultural ideology of corporative property that developed in the 19th century – after the abolishment of the 
monopoly system - as part of the Egyptian capitalist farming. In: Georg Stauth. ‘Capitalist Farming and Small Peasant Households in 
Egypt’, Review (Fernand Braudel Center) 7, no. 2 (1983): 285–313 OJ: https://www.jstor.org/stable/40240962. (accessed: 19.08.2019).
343  Nakhla 1920: 107.
344  Joel Beinin and Zachary Lockman. Workers on the Nile: Nationalism, Communism, Islam, and the Egyptian Working Class, 1882-
1954. Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, 1998, p.9.
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In Alexandria, the ‘Izab were located along the banks of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. These comprised palaces 
on spacious gardens overlooking the Canal (Fig. 8). These were probably derivatives of the Jardins; the estates 
were assumably distributed as part of atyān al’ab’adiyah.345 With the population influx we well as increasing 
economic and industrial potentials, landholding in Alexandria became a potential investment for either real 
estate, or industrial investments, rather than agriculture. It is, therefore, that these manors – or part of them- 
were sold or rented to foreign industrial investors and entrepreneurs as will be presented later in this chapter. 
These, who were mainly local foreigners, succeeded in seizing economic and industrial control by becoming 
part of Egypt’s agrarian bourgeoise.346 As foreign notables and Egyptian elite mainly inhabited and dominated 
these new urban arrangements, most of the indigenous inhabitants lived in the city’s poorer outskirts, and 
predominantly in the industrial warehousing complex.347

3.3.4. Industrial complex

On the western end of the arrayed ‘Izab by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal stood the industrial warehousing 
complex, located in both Mīnā al-Baṣal and al-Qabbārī districts. This complex area developed a core importance 
as the warehousing nuclei for cotton export to the West.348 On the western city extension, adjacent to al-
Qabbārī, was al-Maks area. Al-Maks, al-Qabbārī, and also Mīnā al-Baṣal became residential areas for the poorer 
population.349 As the peninsula of the Turkish Town was filled, by 1855, and the city’s eastward designated 
for the city’s bourgeoisie, the areas of al-Maks, al-Qabbārī, and Mīnā al-Baṣal were the best candidates to 
accommodate the new poor inhabitations.350

345  Revise sections 1.4 and 2.1.3.
346  Glavanis 1989: 227
347  Owen 1969: 30.
348  This is articulated in the section 3.6.
349  Hassan El-Saaty and Gordon K. Hirabayashi. Industrialization in Alexandria: Some Ecological and Social Aspects (Cairo: American 
University in Cairo Press, 1959), p.33.
350  Crinson 1996: 171.

Fig. 8: Post card depicting a ‘Izba palace, by al-Maḥmudiyah Canal, probably end of 19th century. Photographer 
undefined (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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Al-Qabbārī and Mīnā al-Baṣal, encompassing the warehousing complex, first originated outside the city 
wall. With the urbanization in Alexandria, the south western part of the Arab City Wall, dating back to the 
13th and 14th century, was demolished. This made way for a potential urban development connecting Place 
Muhammad ‘Ali and the industrial area. Significantly, the street running from Place Muhammad ‘Ali to the 
industrial area marks the first street to be paved.351 By the end of the 19th century the land hole of al-‘Aṭṭārīn 
between both areas was planned mainly hosting middle to middle-low inhabitants (C,3). The autonomous 
industrial area by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal and the western port, which was prior extra muros, hence transformed 
into an adjacent industrial area as part of the city.

3.4. Infrastructural strides

In order to allow the above-mentioned urban and socioeconomic dimensions take a viable course, it was 
important to establish infrastructural services that would allow facilitative connectivity. In Alexandria, these 
services comprised the development of the railway, telecommunication, navigation industries, as well as the 
establishment of public utility services.352 While a number of these infrastructural industries were founded as 
a medium for “fait bon vivre”353 in Alexandria, the investment in developing Egypt’s infrastructural services 
also served as a gateway to colonial advancement. It was through Egyptian territories that these industries 
guaranteed an effective communication between Europe and the Far East territories. These also accelerated 
the transportation of export commodities and facilitated the accommodation for the residing bourgeoise.354

3.4.1. The city Railroad-ed355

During the third quarter of the 19th century, three railway projects were established in Alexandria. Each 
was characterized to partake in promoting the commercial, social, and urban expansion both the city and 
the country were experiencing. The first was al-Qabbārī Terminus for the facilitation of the (inter)national 
transport, al-Raml railway for the local transport, and al-Bāb al-Jadīd railway for the regional transport.

Al-Qabbārī Terminus

Generally, there were no reports on any remarkable economic or industrial achievements during Abbas 
Pasha I, except that of the railway project, of which he granted concession in 1851.356 The introduction of the 
railway industry in Egypt was principally a mean to facilitate and speed trade travel between Britain and its 
colonies in the far East – especially India - via an inland railway line. The railway course ran perpendicular to 
the Nile, from Alexandria to Suez, thus realizing another commercial path. The financing of this industry was 
presumably carried out by the Bank of Egypt, founded in 1856.357 The project was supervised by the British 
civil engineer in-chief Robert Stephenson. The first standard gauge and railway station constructed in Egypt 
was first located in Alexandria.358 This was located on the southern border of warehouses in al-Qabbārī district, 
which were more concentrated on the southern bank of the Canal, at that time (Map 15).359

351  Ali Pasha Mubarak reports that the paved street was called Ibrahim street – now Saba’ Banāt. The street was one thousand 
meters long and about 24 meters wide. See: Mubarak 1889: 66.
352  It is of those industries that some examples still stand extant, either as buildings or complex parcel.
353  Illbert I 1996: 383.
354  Charles Issawi. The Economic History of the Middle East, 1800-1914 (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1966), p.406.
355  The title “railroad-ed” refers to two meaning which the author deliberately used. As this section’s title implies, it encompasses 
the development of railway industries in Alexandria. The railway projects were highly implemented as a result of “diplomatic pressures” 
upon the khedives, thus the other meaning of railroaded, namely forced, is also connotated. See: Amr Nasr ElDin and David Gwyn, 
‘Early Main Line Railways in Egypt: The Tainted Gift’, in Early Main Line Railways, ed. Peter Cross-Rudkin (Germany: The Institute of Civil 
Engineering, 2016), 76–88. p.83.
356  Some sources report that Abbas Pasha I was more influenced and pushed to do the project by the British, while others elaborate 
the close friendship between the Wāli and Sir Murray, the British Consul-General in Egypt, as the main reason behind the Wāli’s consent 
of the railway project. See: Ahmed Ahmed Al-Hatta, Tarīkh Misr Al -Iqitisadi Fil-Qarn Al-Tāsi’ ’Ashar (Trans. Egypt’s Economic History 
during the Nineteenth Century) (Alexandria: Al-Masri Press, 1967), p.225. And: Amr Nasr ElDin, ‘Railroads in the Land of the Nile: The 
Story of Egyptian Railroads’, Economic and Business History Research Centre 1, no. 3 (2006): 19–22.
357  As its main function, the Bank of Egypt lent money to the Egyptian Treasury for public expenditure such as public works, in this 
case, the railway industry. Glavanis 1989: 217.
358  The first railway phase was from Alexandria to Kafr al-‘Īs. It was opened in 1853 where the railway was later extended to Cairo 
in 1855 to finally reach Suez and the final phase. See: Nasr ElDin 2006: 22. Also See: Carlos Nunes Silva, Urban Planning in North Africa 
(Routledge, 2016). And: Nasr ElDin and Gwyn, ‘Early Main Line Railways in Egypt: The Tainted Gift’. p. 76.
359  The genesis of warehouses on the Canal’s southern bank can be revised on the 1845 map by French engineer Barthélémy Gallice.
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The project comprised a sizable rail yard with a railway terminus- l’Embarcadère - for the transhipment 
of goods and passengers (T_02; B,2).360 This represented the first railway in Africa and the Middle East as well 
as a pivotal outset to colonial interference.361 The terminus, probably constructed before 1855, was designed 
and constructed by the resident architect Edwin C. Baines who was appointed by Stephenson.362 According 
to Greek scholar Vilma Hastaoglou-Martinidis (2014), the British architect contributed in introducing one of 
the first “novel construction technologies” in Egypt, at that time.363 An article on The Illustrated London News 
magazine in 1858 depicts the first illustration of the railway station in Alexandria (Fig. 9). It signifies the buildings 
as “…the most substantially constructed edifice in the city partaking more of a European or Anglican character 
than most civil structures in Alexandria.”.364

360  On other historical maps from the years 1882 and 1917, the station is indicated with the same rectangular footprint, with the 
titles Dèbbarcadère du chemic de fer and Gare de Gabbari. The railway was mainly used for the transport of cotton, cotton seeds, 
cereals, sugar, molasses, etc. See: Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 2017: 116.
361  Al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, as the main mean of transportation then, lost ground to the railway project, however remained 
commercially important, since the railway did not reach all neighbouring villages of Alexandria. Nasr ElDin and Gwyn 2016: 84. and: 
Nasr ElDin 2006: 22.
362  George C Leighton. ‘The Railway Terminus, Alexandria’. The Illustrated London News Jan. to June 1858. London: 198 Strand, 
29.05.1858, p.74. AAB, Weimar, Germany.
363  According to British art historian Mark Crinson, he briefly describes the “Anglo-Italian character” of the station as “… a low 
building with an arcaded centrepiece, whose scanty palatial allusions hardly vied with its utilitarian form.” See: Crinson 1996: 170. For 
Hastaoglou-Martinidis’s statement, see: Hastaoglou-Martinidis 2014: 98.
364  Leighton 1858: 74. The architectural description of the building is found in: Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 2017: 111-12.

Map 15: Alexandria map depicting al-Qabbārī Railway Station by the western harbour along with the city’s planned 
westernized urban morphology intra muros by the eastern harbour, 1855 (Source: Müller 1855, IA).
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During the 1870s, a constructed railway quay on the Western harbour was attached to the terminus.365 
These docks became the end point of the transportation of sugar cane and cotton from Upper Egypt and 
the Delta, as well as the city’s western outskirts, and the start point of their international exportation to the 
global market.366 The terminus, constructed on the southern boundary of the warehouses district, facilitated 
a regional network and a growing (inter)national trade. The third quarter of the 19th century also witnessed 
the construction of another railway, nevertheless, to facilitate the transportation of Alexandria’s bourgeoisie.

Al-Raml Railway

As al-Raml banlieue was sold cheaply to foreign merchants and notables, the evolving eastward city 
extension was becoming a fashionable suburb. It comprised the khedival summar palace as well as sizable 
residential and summer villas for the khedival family and aristocrats in Egypt. It was no wonder that a passenger 
railway was introduced to best serve the city’s affluent community with a comfortable mean of transportation 
to their businesses. During the 1860s, al-Raml population comprised about 500 inhabitants.367 In 1862 Sir 
Edward San John Firman, a British businessman and negotiator, established the joint stock company Strada 
Ferrata Tra Alessandria e Ramleh.368 About 1200 workers were assigned to install double-railed lines starting 
from the city’s eastern border running parallel to the Mediterranean coastline (Map 16).369

The project was inaugurated first in January 1863 with horse-driven cars. It was later in June of the same 
year that the company was replaced with the Alexandria and Ramleh Railway Company; the company was 
legislated in London. Members of the board of this new company comprised, however, Alexandrian foreign 
financiers and merchants, among others the Greeks Salvago, Zervoudachis, and Sinadinos.370 By August 1863, 

365  The quay development can be traced on both historical map numbers XLII of 1970 and XLIII of 1980 in: Jondet 1921.
366  Crouchley 1938: 117-140.
367  Although Sir Firman was granted concession by the Egyptian state by October, the government, however, reserved the right 
to withdraw the contract at any time, paying the designer the price of the track and its outbuildings. See: La Réforme l’Égypte: 
Cinquantenaire (Tome III). Alexandria, June 1945. pp.234-35. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
368  It started on August 6th, 1860, when the Egyptian government granted Sir Firman permission to establish a joint stock company 
and create a railway line linking Alexandria to al-Raml. In: La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 234.
369  Although not revealed, these workers were either forced or presumably what Benin and Lockman referred to as “class in 
formation” of wage labour. These were drawn from peasantry, urban artisans, or from traditional trade activities. More in: Beinin and 
Lockman 1998: 23 onwards.
370  Some of the board members comprised the names Schutz, Fleming, Zizinia, and Bulkeley, of whom stations held their names 
until present. See: Glavanis 1989: 319-20.

Fig. 9: Illustration of the al-Qabbārī Railway Station, 1858. View north. Illustrator undefined (Source: Leighton 1858, 
AAB).
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the horses were replaced with steam engine cars.371 Later in 1883, a railway station Gare de Ramleh was 
constructed (T_05; D,3).372 Founded as a local railway project and owned by private shareholders, it was later 
during the early 20th century that this industry was transferred from a railway to an inland tram.373

al-Bāb al-Jadīd Railway

Most of the regions in Egypt related to a railway system that terminated in Alexandria, Egypt’s main port 
city. The influx of the population in Alexandria as a result of its commercial importance and thus the growing 
urban expansion made the city part of state’s railway development plan. Like al-Qabbārī Station, another 
railway project was planned and supervised by the well-known British engineer Sir Stephenson. In Alexandria, 
the city was supplemented with al-Qabbārī Station in the south-west, and al-Raml Station in the east. The only 
location left to promote urban extension was the area between the Latin Quarter and Muḥarram Bey. In 1875, 
this was promoted by the British Egyptologist Sir John Gardner Wilkinson, who reports in his travel guide that 
al-Qabbārī railway “on the outskirts of the town…is intended to bring the line farther to the city and build a 
passenger station near the Muḥarram Bey Gate”.374

In 1876, an international railway board council was established at the command of the Ministry of Public 
Works.375 On the same year the passenger railway La gare de Bab el-Guedid was established on the same 

371  Ronny Van Pellecom. ‘Alexandria & Ramleh Railway Co. Ltd.’ AAHA - Amicale Alexandrie Hier et Aujourd’hui, no. 61 (2010), p.2. 
IP: http://www.aaha.ch/cahiers/aaha-cahier-61-ronny.pdf  (accessed: 12.122018).
372  Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 2017: 107.
373  This will be demonstrated in section 4.2.4.
374  Wilkinson 1875: 74.
375  The board was headed by Ali Pacha Mubarak, an in France trained engineer and military officer. In: Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 

Map 16: Map (cropped) depicting the railway course of ar-Raml railway connecting the city’s eastern border with its 
hinterland banlieue, 1885 (Source: Baedeker 1887: 240-41, FG).
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location as reported by Wilkinson (Map 17) (T_04; C,2).376 The location of al-Bāb al-Jadīd Railway was chosen to 
connect the southern border of the Latin Quarter with its course along the northern boundary of Moharram-
Bey district towards Egypt’s regional towns. As the railway industry was primarily founded under the influence 
of British, French companies took advantage of the state’s room for concessions and were also able to compete 
and penetrate other infrastructural investment.377

3.4.2. The city telecommunication

The telegraph industry was first established in Egypt during the reign of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha, as 
indicated in the previous chapter, yet mainly to telecommunicate between Alexandria and Cairo. Although not 
determined accurately, it was probably between 1854 and 1856, that a new telegraph line was introduced to 
first allow global telecommunication. Two Englishmen earned permission from the Ottoman Sublime Porte 
to lay a cable connecting Istanbul with Alexandria, allowing Egypt’s first global telegraphic communication.378 
After being established, the telegraph line extended first to Malta in 1861, then Europe by 1866. The second 
half of the 19th century also witnessed the introduction of the post service. Based on Müller’s 1855 map, 4 
country affiliated post service companies were founded in Alexandria, all located in Place Muhammad ‘Ali. 

2017: 116.
376  The name of al-Bāb al-Jadīd means the new door. The word is transliterated by Pallini and Scaccabarozzi as “Bab el-Guedid”. 
Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 2017: 116.
377  Regarding the railway industry, Belgian companies that were also pioneering in the transport sector were able to join the influx 
of foreign investments occuring in Egypt. This will be highlighted in the tramway industry in section 4.2.4.
378  This introduced industry costed the state about one million Egyptian pounds. In: Gehan Rachty, ‘Egypt’, in Telecommunications 
in Africa, ed. Eli M. Noam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 39–112.

Map 17: Al-Bāb al-Gedīd Railway (circled in red) and its course, starting by the southern boundary of the Latin 
Quarter, through the Muḥarram Bey gate and along the northern border of the developing Muḥarram Bey district, 1887. 
Map cropped (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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These were a French post service, that first lay ground in the city of Alexandria, a British, an Egyptian, and an 
Austrian.379 The Egyptian post service operated nationally only and was designated as La Poste pour Le Caire.

3.4.3. The city navigation

It is unknown whether the Lloyd maritime industry, mentioned in the Chapter II, established any industrial 
structures in Alexandria.380 This phase marks the establishment of two maritime services in Alexandria: the first 
La Compagnie Egyptienne pour la Remorquage à Vapeur sur le Nil et les Canaux de l’Egypte, during the third 
quarter of the 19th century, and the Khedival Mail Line during the fourth quarter. The former developed before 
the Egyptian Cotton Boom, where merchants were involved in various enterprises to promote an efficient 
transportation of the agricultural crops, especially cotton, to the western markets, via the Alexandria port.

In 1854, the French steamship navigational company La Compagnie Egyptienne pour la Remorquage 
à Vapeur sur le Nil et les Canaux de l’Egypte was established principally for the transport of grains.381 The 
company contributed to founding terminal locks- écluses- between the mouth of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal and 
the Mediterranean Sea. The water pumping of the terminal locks were operated by an established atmospheric 
engine – pompe à feu.382 Based on the company 1856 report, it comprised a 30 thousand m2 depots for 
metallurgical work, an estate located autonomously in Karmūz district by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal (T_01; B,1-
2). The land was probably granted by the state.383 The depot was shortly ceased, as revealed on Barreau’s 
1868 Alexandria map, as ancient remorquage. Whether this was a result of the al-Qabbārī Railway project, is 
unknown.

During the first years of his reign, Said Pasha strived to reconstruct the arsenal with its associated 
weaponry and ship-building factories.384 In 1856, based on his recommendation, the first “Made in Egypt” seals 
on all arsenal products marked the revival of state supported industrial production.385 The British influence, 
taking steps into Egypt’s affairs at the time, convinced the Ottoman Sultan to supress and limit Said Pasha’s 
efforts to reconstruct a powerful arsenal and instead focus on inland navigation. Said Pasha, thus, compelled 
to shift his focus into establishing navigation companies. It was in 1857, that the al-Majīdīyah was founded, of 
which Said Pasha himself was one of the principal shareholders.386 First set to serve in the Red Sea, the company 
was later renamed to the Khedival Mail Line during the last quarter of the 19th century.387 The Khedival Mail 
Line services, sailing under the British flag, were transferred to the arsenal in Alexandria comprising its own 
shipbuilding and maintenance workshops (T_03; B,4).

3.4.4. The city and expatriate public utilities

The 1850s and 60s witnessed the introduction of modern utilitarian water and gas services aside 
the sanitation system that first developed by Clot-Bey during the reign of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha. These 
were characterized to be amid the industries that were established propagandistically in Egypt by Europe’s 
synchronous industrial pioneers. In 1857, the French engineer J. A. Cordier, who first introduced water 

379  Here, the term “Austrian” is affiliated with all nationals within the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, 1867 and 1918.
380  Revise section 2.4.2.
381  Politis 1930: 279.
382  Based on the company’s 1856 report, the main establishments were first planed to be constructed in the Delta region Aṭfīḥ then 
in Alexandria. Aṭfīḥ is located in Damanhour, where water was pumped from the Nile to al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. The company’s contract 
reports that its main board members are: Zulfikar Pasha, Ruyssenaërs (consul general of Holland), G. Popolani (notable Greek-British 
merchant), Koenig-Bey (French notable and 1st secretary of Said Pasha’s viceregal cabinet), Mougel Bey (French engineer of Caio’s 
barrage and Alexandria’s arsenal shipyard), and the Alexandria based Greek engineer Léonidas Lighounes. In: Compagnie égyptienne 
de remorquage à vapeur, 4éme annexe, 1856. BNF [FOL-WZ-1694], Tolbiac, Paris, France.
383  Based on Barreau’s map, the estate is designated as so-called Ancien Remorquage. The honorary president of the company and 
one of the main company’s local delegators was Zoulfikar Pasha. In: Compagnie égyptienne de remorquage à vapeur, 1856, Bnf.
384  According to Nagm, Said Pasha thus established an administration for nile navigation called al-ingrāriyah, to transfer the forced 
decreased number of arsenal staff and officers. See: Najm 2009: 119.
385  Najm 2009: 156.
386  The company was named after Ottoman Sultan Abdulmejid I. Its shareholders comprised entirely Egyptian landlords, although 
it was financially managed by European capitalists. The establishment of the steamship company was financed by both bankers, the 
German Henry Oppenheim and the French Edward Dervieu. Both Oppenheim and Dervieu succeeded in becoming influential financiers 
in Egypt during the 1860s. In: Politis 1930: 279-80. The British historian Edward Owen states that the company was first established in 
1864. This is, however, unlikely, since Levervay states that Medjidié was liquidated in 1863. See: Abdulhaq 2016: 79. And: Owen 1969: 
114.
387  Edward Roger John Owen. Middle East in the World Economy, 1800-1914. London: I.B. Tauris, 2009, p.123.
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treatment and piping system in the world, was granted the concession to install modern water distribution 
service in Egypt.388 The founded water company Société Civile des Eaux d’Alexandrie, registered in France, was 
owned and managed by the French. The head engineer of the needed establishment was, however, undertaken 
by British civil engineer George William Drory, where the needed machinery was supplied from Liverpool.389 
The concession was to establish the company and piping system first in Alexandria. The company extended its 
operations in Cairo later in 1865.

The company’s premises’ construction for full operation was completed in 1860. It was later in 1867 
that the company was bought by the Egyptian state during the reign of Khedive Ismā‘īl. Despite the state’s 
ownership, the company was still directed by Cordier until 1878, where it was later purchased by the Duke 
of Sutherland.390 With the help of British engineers Edward Easton and J.E. Cornish, the water company was 
registered and renamed to Alexandria Water Company in 1879.391 The new company was registered in London, 
controlled by British capital, and even directed by a Board of Directors sitting in London. It was later in 1883 
that a committee of directors was formed in Alexandria, headed by Greek merchant Salvago, and principally 
managed by a large body of shareholders of other notable merchants and bankers.392

In Alexandria, the water industry gradually substituted the city’s cisterns and wells with a modernized 
water supply system. The first waterworks with water pumping station was constructed on a 20 thousand m2 
area outside the eastern city gate, near al-Farkhah Canal (U_06; E,2). The location of the water pumping station 
resulted in naming the area Wābūr al-Miyāh, a name designated to the area until present.393 Multiple pumping 
stations and engines were also established outside the city walls and along both al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal and 
its subsidiary al-Farkhah Canal (U_03 – U_07). Inside the city walls, a small masonry water reservoir was 
constructed on an artificial hill in Kōm ad-Dikka district.394 In 1879, the Alexandria Water Company replaced the 
masonry reservoir with a 2 thousand m2 wrought iron tank, cladded with brick façade (Fig. 10) (U_02; D,2).395

Based on the Phase Map, the locus of the waterworks outside the city gate indicated a presumable 
equal water distribution for both the inhabited Alexandria in the west, and al-Raml in the east.396 This was, 
however, not the case. In 1869, a concession was granted to establish the Société Hydronomique de Ramlé, 
which established al-Raml waterworks, probably by the northern bank of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. As a result 
of the company’s failure, it was bought in 1880 by the Egyptian government and recognized as part of the 
Alexandria Water Company.397 The account of the site location of the waterworks in Wābūr al-Miyāh was, thus, 
possibly in accordance with the state’s granted land.

388  Samir Saul, La France et l’Égypte de 1882 á 1914: Intérêts Économiques et Implications Politiques (Paris: Histoire Économique et 
Financière de la France, 1997), p.31. The piping project encompassed installing a water pipe to raise water from al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal 
and distribute it to the city. 
389  This was manufactured by Geo. Forester and Co. See: Levernay 1873: 170-71.
390  The company’s board members comprised the named of the notable cotton Greek merchants Salvago, Benachi, Sursock, the 
Greek banker Ioannis Sinadinos, and Egyptian Hussein Sabry Pasha. See: Levernay 1873: 171. And: Politi, Elie I. ‘Annuaire Des Société 
Égyptiennes Par Actions, 23eme Edition’. Alexandria: Imp. du Commerce, 1952. Archives CEAlex, Alexanxdria, Egypt. Also see: Glavanis 
1989: 291. 
391  Zoides, Demetrius A. Egypt Today: A Survey of Egyptian Finance, Industry and Commerce. Edited by Demetrius A. Zoides. 
Alexandria, 1935, p.146. Archives CEAlex, Alexanxdria, Egypt. And: Politis 1930: 291.
392  Arthur Edwin Crouchley, ‘The Investment of Foreign Capital in Egyptian Companies and Public Debt, Technical Paper No. 12’, 
1936. p.35. And: ‘Egypt Today. A Survey of Egyptian Finance, Industry and Commerce’. Cairo, 1935, p. 146. Archives CEAlex, Alexanxdria, 
Egypt.
393  The word wabūr is a transliteration from the French word vapeur, whereas al-mayyah is an Egyptian dialect of the Arabic 
word miāh, standing for water. The word is first depicted on el Falaki’s 1865 map as wabūr tausī‘ al-miāh (trans. steam engined water 
distribution). 
394  Then, Kom ad-Dikka comprised an inhabited neighbourhood, on an intramuros by the south-eastern city wall and geographically 
bound by an artificial hill.
395  Egypt Today 1935: 146. The masonry reservoire has been out of use since the 1970s. The masonry has been nominated for listing 
and has been documented since late 2019 by the authorities of the Ministry of Antiquities as part of its listing.
396  Politis 1930: 282. The concession to distribute water to al-Raml was lead by Constantin Salvago; he might have presumably 
therefore have had an indirect decision leading towards the situation of the water station. The station maintained its location, where 
its structures developed, and its estate expanded until its present state to almost 70 thousand sqm. Its architectural elements of the 
station still stand and function until present. The Kom ad-Dikka reservoir has been, however, empty since the 1960s. Due to restoration 
challenges, another adjacent reservoir was thus constructed.
397  Egypt Today 1935: 146. Until the end 19th century, al-Raml was not included on historical maps of Alexandria. A pumping station 
and a water reservoire are both depicted near al-Raml on subseuquent maps. 
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Similar to the water public service, the introduction of modern gas service was also supported in 
Egypt. This was upon the requested usufruct by the French businessman Charles Lebon to invest in Egypt 
by supplying its cities with coal gas. Charles Lebon was one of industrial pioneers in founding gas plants in 
France, Spain, and Algeria.398 Lebon’s interest in his industrial investment in Egypt dates back to 1855, primarily 
due to the suggested Suez Canal project, at that time.399 As his request was denied, he compelled to shift his 
focus to another Egyptian town. He succeeded, ten years later, to be finally able to sign the first contract and 
establish the Compagnie Centrale d’Eclairage par le Gaz Lebon and Co. in Egypt. Same as Société Civile des Eaux 
d’Alexandrie, the company was registered in Paris.400 On the same year, Egypt’s first gasworks was constructed 
in Alexandria. The company expanded its industrial operations by building gasworks in Cairo (1873) and in Port 
Said (1875).401

In Alexandria, the site was located by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal in Karmūz district (U_01; B,1-2). The 10 
thousand m2 land on which the company’s gasworks was located was probably granted by the state.402 The 
gasworks were operated by the French steam engines Weyher et Richmond.403 Until 1872, the main streets 
in Place Muhammad ‘Ali were mostly lightened with the help of over 400 lanterns. All the city’s quays and 
warehouses were lit adequately almost synchronous to the lighting system introduced in Place Muhammad 
‘Ali.404 This was to facilitate the loading and discharging tasks during night hours. Later by 1902, and like the 
Alexandria Water Company, an English company sought to buy the gas company;405 the contrived disputes 
between the French company and the Egyptian government to facilitate the British industrial influence on this 
industrial section, however, failed.406 407 Besides the above-mentioned infrastructural industries, a number of 

398  Lebon and Cie: Un Centenaire, 1847-1947, La Compagnie Lebon, Paris, 1947, p.290. BnF [2002-9925], Tolbiac, Paris, France.
399  In 1855, Lebon wrote a letter to Ferdinand de Lesseps, the Suez Canal project developer where he expressed his investment 
interest and requested him to be his - in Egypt based - founding member. Although Charles Lebon received a negative response from 
de Lesseps that also declared the Said Pasha’s opposition for this industry, ten years later, he finally succeeded in convincing  Khedive 
Ismā‘īl. See: Ibid.
400  Mubarak 1889: 71. Also see: Saul 1997: 31. And: Glavanis 1989: 174-175. 
401  Lebon and Cie 1947: 303, 309.
402  As per El-Falaki’s map of 1865, the estate, on which the factory was founded, was presumably not privately owned Private-
owned lands were mainly clustered on both northern and southern banks of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. These were named after Egyptian 
and foreign notables. The surrounding land of the gas plant by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal was, however, unlabeled; the gas plant being 
established on state owned land is accordingly hereby presumed. This was probably also the case for the water company’s pumping 
station.
403  As-Sirūgī 2010: 12. The Bnf François-Mitterand archive in Paris comprises the archive of La Société des établissements Weyher et 
Richemond [4-WZ-14961]; the author was not granted access due to restoration of the document.
404  Alexandria. Summer Capital of Egypt. 2nd Editio. Alexandria: Impr. Procaccia, n.d. p.69. Archives CEAlex, Alexanxdria, Egypt.
405  Though extensively researched, I was not able to find the name of the English company that tried to purchase the gas company.
406  Saul 1997: 168-170. Based on Saul’s rich archival findings, the French gas company was able to preserve its industrial influence 
in Egypt by offering an increase of public lanterns (from about 4000 to 8000 lanterns). It even quintupled the area of its lighting supply 
in Egypt as well as provided a 25% discount in all lighted governmental buildings.
407  The Lebon and Co. is characterized as the only industry that preserved its name and ethnic dominance until it was nationalized 
in 1964. The introduction of electrification in Alexandria is demonstrated briefly in section 4.1.1.

Fig. 10: Photograph of the  masonry water reservoir built 1865 in Kōm ad-Dikka district, 1964. View south. 
Photographer undefined. (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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entrepreneurial industries were founded in Alexandria, that in turn contributed in the modernization of the 
industrial sector.

3.5. The rise of private entrepreneurial industries

Besides the concessions given to establish infrastructural and public utility industries, this phase 
is characterized with the rise of entrepreneurial industries. Among the prominent sources that report the 
production activities in Alexandria during the second half of the 19th century is French François-Levernay. In 
his directory (1873), Levernay divides the principal industries in Alexandria based on their ethnic operators. 
As he refers to these as “industries”, he might have possibly indicated small crafts, as well. The industries 
indigènes, were mainly engaged, among other, in ordinary saddlery, embroidery, pipe and tobacco, weapons, 
cotton fabric weaving, and dyeing.408 As for the industries européenes, Levernay reports of founded flour mills, 
tanneries, Italian pasta factories, ice and sparkling water production, oil mill, breweries, cotton ginning, soap 
establishments, and “gaz d’éclairage”, the latter referring to the Lebon gasworks.409 Although referring to a few 
of these industries as “fabrique”, Levernay did not indicate their location. He also did not reveal, whether the 
designated factories were operated by steam engine, at that time. A few of Levernay’s mentioned industries 
were identified on both historical maps of El-Falaki (1865) and Barreau (1868).

This section highlights the following industries: leather, chemical, food, and metallurgical industries. 
Aside from the leather industries, these industries are characterised with their contiguous location to both 
the Remorquage à Vapeur and the Lebon’s gasworks in Karmūz on the northern Canal bank. Together, they 
established the first semi-clustered chain of industries. The act of locating the industries, at that time, was 
probably dependant on either a state’s offered land or the entrepreneur’s effort and/or business relations to 
buy privately owned land, in that case part of ‘Izba estates.410 Here, these industries are grouped according to 
their location relevant to their target group, namely industries established for the supply within Egypt, supply 
both inside and outside Egypt, and lastly those established for the international supply.

3.5.1. Inland supply

The Tanneries

Tanneries, as described in the previous chapter, were a considerable leather industry in Alexandria, as 
well as in Egypt, to principally supply the army.411 After the abolition of the monopoly system, Alexandria’s state 
tannery continued its activities on the same location, identified as “boulevard Ramleh” at that time (M_17; 
C,3).412 Its operation was, however, transferred from French expertise to the Greek Caloutas, who managed the 
tannery with the help of Greek skilled workers.413 In addition to the state’s tannery, the third quarter of the 19th 
century marks the foundation of the first two privately owned tanneries.

The Greeks Charalambos Brothers and Ulysse Bolanachi founded a steam powered tannery. Unlike 
the state’s tannery that still operated to serve the army, both Charalambos and Bolanachi tannery activities 
produced shoe-leather, among other, to meet principally the needs of the public. Their original location is, 
nevertheless, neither illustrated on maps, nor mentioned in sources.414 It is only reported that by 1870, both 
tanneries were transferred outside the eastern city wall, adjacent to the slaughterhouse (M_18; E,3).415 Each 

408  Levernay 1873: 113.
409  Levernay 1873: 184. Levernay refers to “fabriques de pâtes d’Italie” on page 113. Later on page 184, he mentions two “fabrique 
de bière indigéne” were located in the “banlieue à Kom-el-Dick” belonging to Ehinger J and Fritz Kalt.
410  The French Mill and the English Factory were perhaps located on whole or part of a ‘Izba. According to El-Falaki’s map of 1865, 
the land, on which the English Factory was later established, comprised a mosque named Karmūz mosque. The land was probably 
formally owned by a called Basṭawiyah. No information was found about the origin of the name, it is assumadly a family name origin 
probably from Morocco.
411  Revise section 2.3.2.
412  Politis 1930: 304. And: “L’Industrie du Cuir en Egypte” in: ‘La Chambre de Commerce Egyptienne d’Alexandrie’ (Alexandria: 
Akhbar El-Yom, 1951). No page number. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
413  Ibid.
414  Opposite to Politis’s claims, the article “L’Industrie du Cuir en Egypte” states that Halcoussis’s tanneries attributes the first 
introduction of machinery in this industrial sector in 1905. The author, therefore, suggests an in-depth critical investigation on the 
matter. Revise footnote 416.
415  In: Politis 1930: 305. Revise article: “L’Industrie du Cuir en Egypte”. in: La Chambre de Commerce Egyptienne d’Alexandrie 1951.
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tannery employed about 400 Egyptians and foreign workers; most of whom were of Greek origin. By the end 
of the 19th century, more tanneries were founded on the same area, operated both by Greek and for the first 
time Egyptian entrepreneurs.416

Usine Anglaise

Located by the northern bank of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal stood what Barreau indicated as Usine Anglaise 
(trans. English factory); this referred to the limited company Engineering and Cotton Machinery (M_16; C,1-2). 
Established between 1865 and 1868, it served as an ironworks factory for the production of agro-industrial 
machinery in support of the number of cotton ginning mills established as part of the cotton boom in Egypt. 
Since iron was usually imported by order, the 15 thousand m2 ironworks site, along with another in Cairo, 
facilitated the production on demand of the industrial constructions.

As revealed in the previous chapter, the supply of mediocre machinery to Egypt was one of the factors 
that influenced the drawback of local manufacturing during Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha. The British have been those 
who supported Egypt the least with any machinery. As a result of the American Civil War and the urge to supply 
British mills, the British shifted interest and invested in founding the Engineering and Cotton Machinery. Despite 
being referred to as the English factory, its operations abided to both English and even French construction 
specification, thus monopolizing the inland supply.417

3.5.2. Inland to outland supply

Soap Factory

As overviewed in section 3.1, the industrial entrepreneurship was even incentivized within the khedivial 
family. During the 1850s, Said Pasha gave a concession to his brother Abd el-Halim Pasha to use cotton seeds 
for the establishment of a soap and wax factory.418 The concession was, however, later sold to a Mr. Yasher, of 
undesignated foreign origin, who established the factory in Alexandria with the help of two Greek experts from 
Crete. At first, the produced soap was mainly to serve the army, whereas the wax was distributed in different 
Egyptian towns.419

French banker Alfred Guillemin reports in 1860 on the establishment of a soap factory in Alexandria. 
Unknowingly, whether he referred to the same above-mentioned soap factory or not, Guillemin reports on 
chemical industry in Alexandria, where black soap is produced from cotton seed residues and natron. The black 
soap was cheaply exported to Marseille.420 Guillemin neither specified the location of the factory nor revealed 
its owner. The army supplying soap factory might have expanded and transformed its activities towards export, 
or Guillemin was simply referring to another export-oriented manufacture.

Huileries Antoniadis

According to Levernay’s 1873 guide, another chemical industry, namely an oil mill was constructed in 
Karmūz by the northern Canal bank (M_03; B,2). Referred to as Huileries Antoniadis, Levernay designated it to 
Greek notable John Antoniadis; Antoniadis was an influential Alexandrian cotton merchant, who was knighted 
to Sir in 1891.421 The Huileries Antoniadis was characterized as the most important oil mill in Egypt, at that 
time.422 Levernay reports that the produced oil, from linen but predominantly cotton seeds, was principally 

416 Ibid. Politis reports of founded tanneries by Egyptian entrepreneurs Moustafa Rabia, Abdel Aziz Atlar, and Mohamed Abbasi. 
Greek tanneries founders were by Vassiliadis, Mitsis, Statiras, Tsalikis, Azarlis, Corakis, Bollas, and Mavrellis.
417  Mariette, Edouard. Traité Pratique et Raisonné de La Construction En Egypte, Volume 1. Alexandria: Imprimerie française A. 
Mourès, 1875, pp.109-10. The National Archive in New London obtains catalogue record of the “Engineering and Cotton Machinery Co 
Ltd v. G Lagin” [FO 841/36/56] 1871 and 1875.
418  Najm 2009: 155.
419  Ibid.
420  Alfred Guillemin. L’Égypte Actuelle, Son Agriculture et Le Percement de l’isthme de Suez. Paris: Challamel, 1867, pp.117-18. IA: 
www.gallica.bnf.fr (aceessed: 23.04.2020). In his 1867 report, French banker Alfred Guillemin refers to a black soap factory, where the 
oil is made out of residues from the purification of cottonseed oil and natron that are abundantly distributed in desiccated lakes. He 
reports the soap was sold in Alexandria as well as exported to Marseille, but with a much cheaper price; it was sold for 55 Franks per 
100kg in Alexandria, however, in Marseille for 12 Franks per ton.
421  Antoniadis is usually referred to in literature as Sir John Antoniadis. See: Whitaker, Joseph. An Almanack for the Year of Our Lord... 
Whitaker’s Almanack, 1891. p.107.
422  Levernay 1873: 20-1, 173.
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consumed by the natives.423 Nevertheless, since Antoniadis owned an area of 9 thousand m2 of warehouses 
by the western port, it is presumably that he prepared cotton for exportation while consuming its seeds for 
internal consumption.424

3.5.3. Outland supply

Moulin Française

The Moulin Française was founded in Alexandria in 1858 by the French company Darblay jeune et cie.425 
The company, legislated in Paris, was founded by the French Maison Pastré frères, the French industrialist family 
Dablay, and François Bravary.426 Later in 1873, its sequel was taken by the Société des Moulins Français d’Egypte 
that operated as a wheat mill in Alexandria (M_15; B,1-2). Up until 1880, half of the wheat was imported from 
Russia, manufactured in the 30 thousand m2 mill in Alexandria, and exported mainly to Turkey. The company 
expanded its industrial activities to comprise 5 factories, in Cairo and Upper Egypt; these included a staff of 
250 Egyptians, 29 French, as well as 19 Europeans from other nationalities.427 Later during the 1890s, and 
assumably as a result of the British occupation, the company experienced commercial challenges and was sold 
by the early 20th century.428

All above-mentioned industries in this section, with the exception of the tannery leather industry, were 
related to international trade and were thus located by the Canal near the port. While reviewing all mentioned 
industries in this chapter, these represented Egypt’s industrialization policy to the most part. This took form in 
promoting the investment of industrial establishments to serve the exportation of Egyptian agricultural crops, 
predominantly cotton. The cornerstone of the export sector that buttressed the success of this policy during 
this phase is represented predominantly in the warehousing complex in Alexandria.

3.6. Connecting the East for the West: The Warehouses

Corresponding to the Cotton Boom, warehouses represented the prominence of Egypt export status, 
especially to Europe. As Egypt’s main port city, it is thence that Alexandria’s warehouses became its principal 
industrial classification as special structures. The strong investment interest in establishing warehouses was 
closely related to the increased number of established cultivated commodities, ready for export, of which 
most importantly cotton. As presented in the previous two chapters, depositing a commodity developed from 
being a storeroom in a merchant’s house - Wikālah - to a single volumetric structure located independently 
from the merchant’s residence. As the latter first took form in the granary, as illustrated on Napier’s 1841 map, 
it was later that the state’s planning scheme became visible in the warehousing area. The strives to regulate 
the secured activities of warehouses are presented here in its development schemes, the foundation of Le 
Marché au Coton that controlled its managerial operations, and the establishment of the first insurance maps. 
Followed by articulating the warehouses different types, accommodated commodities, owners, and later its 
pursued pertinent industries, the non-physical strives by the local foreigners patronizing colonial interference 
are uncovered.

423  Ibid.
424  A detailed map revealing ownerships of the warehouses in Alexandria was first revealed by insurance maps in 1880 and 1898. 
On them, Sir Antoniadis is shown to own three warehouses.
425  Revise footnotes 431-32.
426  More information about the Pastré’s active business in Alexandria is published in: Thiveaud, Jean-marie. ‘Un Marché En 
Éruption: Alexandrie (1850-1880)’. Revue d’économie Financière, no. 30 (1994): 273–98. OJ: https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.3406/
ecofi.1994.2550 (aceessed: 12.10.2019).
427  Based on a report in 1891, 160 Egyptians and 40 Europeans were employed. See: Compte Rendu Des Travaux de La Commission 
de La Dette Publique d’Égypte Pendant l’exercice. Commission de La Dette Publique (Cairo: Imprimerie nationale, 1891). In: Saul 1997: 
42-43.
428  Due to the imported wheat from Marseille, that was supported for cheaper distribution in the Egyptian market the company was 
later sold in 1906 to the Egyptian Delta Land Investment Company For all the indicated industries in this section, the site and structures 
of the French mill in Alexandria were still extant on the survey maps, published between 1911-1913. However, the site was neither 
designated on the 1910s map nor mentioned in concurrent sources. As the Société des Moulins Français d’Egypte was sold in 1906, the 
mill was probably in an abandonment state. In: Saul 1997: 42.
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3.6.1. Development schemes

The urban development of the warehouses area is depicted chronologically on the historical maps 
by Gallice (1845), Muller (1855), and Barreau (1868) (Map 18). As illustrated by Gallice Bey on Map 5a, the 
development of the warehouse complex started with the new granary on the Canal’s southern bank, namely 
al-Qabbārī. Both al-Qabbārī and Mīnā al-Baṣal were occupied formerly by Arab huts. Both areas were offered 
later to Alexandrians, during the reign of Abbas Pasha I, for the construction of more warehouses (Map 17b).429 
These formed a layout of aligned warehouses by both Canal banks. More warehouses were constructed 
later parallel to those aligned by the Canal, thus developing into a semi-radial layout (Map 17c). These are 
characterized with their chessboard-like spatial arrangement. The construction of more warehouses by the 
Canal banks led to the construction of more bridges connecting them. Predominated by warehouse structures, 
they overtook the role as both areas’ main functional occupation than the former Arab huts.

Map 6c shows the established terminal locks by the mouth of the Canal, constructed by the Compagnie 
Egyptienne pour la Remorquage à Vapeur sur le Nil et les Canaux de l’Egypte.430 Most importantly, the map 
reveals the demolished city wall giving way to the expansion of the warehousing area, with two arterial streets 
connecting the business district to Mīnā al-Baṣal, across the Canal through three bridges towards al-Qabbārī.431 
This development was mostly influenced by the local-foreign merchants and exporters, who incentivised the 
development of the complex to expand and ensure their business stability. Significantly, is their initiative of 
establishing La Commission du Commerce d’Exportation in 1869 to carry out the paving and draining of the 
warehousing roads in Alexandria through voluntarily levying taxes upon themselves.432

Port development

The high demand on commodity export, at that time, did not only affect the expansion of the warehousing 
complex but its secured and accelerated connectivity to the port, as well. As depicted on Barreau’s map, only 
one wharf was established by the mouth of the Canal to accommodate (un)loading of all commodity ships. 

429  Mubarak 1889: 62-3. In: Reimer 1988: 536.
430  The project was executed by the Compagnie Egyptienne pour la Remorquage à Vapeur sur le Nil et les Canaux de l’Egypte, check 
“Egypt navigation-ed” in section 1.3
431  According to al-Falaki’s map, the name of each street changes once crossed the Canal towards al-Qabbārī. All four names of both 
arterial streets donot include any industrial connotation.
432  Gabriel Baer 1968: 118–40. And: Arnold Wright. Twentieth Century Impressions of Egypt Its History, People, Commerce, Industries, 
and Resources. London: Lloyd Greater Britain Publishing Company, 1909, p.432. IA: www.gallica.bnf.fr (accessed: 24.04.2020).

                       map (a)                                                                         map (b)                                                                       map (c)
           

Map 18: The urban development of the warehouses area as presented chronologically by Gallice Bey in 1845 (a), 
Müller in 1855 (b), and Barreau in 1868 (c) (Source: Archives CEAlex, edited by author 2020).
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This comprised a short line, supported by 30 small carriages, to connect the warehouses with the port.433 
Nevertheless, the influx of trading ships, in reaction to the Cotton Boom, resulted in proximitized inconvenience 
of the wharf passes, where the harbour works became beyond capacity. By the end of 1860s, Khedive Ismā‘īl 
responded to the demanding trade claims for port development schemes. As proposals were presented, only 
two captured the Khedive’s interest.434

The first proposal was presented by French Pierre Louis Antoine Cordier in 1869 (Map 19). His audacious 
project complimented with its “belle conception” proposed an interior port with calmer waters dug in the 
grounds of Mariyūṭ Lake, south of the Canal. The suggested curvilinear port design extends from the south 
of the Canal from al-Qabbārī until Muḥarram Bey, allowing more arterial streets emanating from Place 
Muhammad ‘Ali to it. Besides a proposed wharf, basins, and transit docks, Cordier’s design is characterized with 
the prototyped rows of indicated warehouses - magazins. On the same year, another proposal, rather rationale, 
was drawn up by Egypt’s minister of public works Binant de Bellefonds, known as Linant Bey, who underwent 
numerous public works in Egypt.435

Opposite to Cordier, the proposal by Lenant Bey comprised the redevelopment of the existing western 
outer port by establishing a semi-surrounded outer port with the help of breakwaters extending almost all the 
way to the arsenal (Map 20). Among other proposed elements, the project suggested an extending railway 
jetty, warehouses, quays along the western port, and most importantly the relocation of the custom house 

433  Fatma Alam Al-Din, Taṭawur Al-Naql Wa Al-Muāslāt Ad-Dākhiliyah Fi Miṣr: Fi ‘ahd Al-Iḥtilāl Al-Briṭānī 1882-1914 (Trans. 
Development of I n t e Rnal Transportation System in Egypt under the British Occupation 1882-1914) (Cairo: al-hayʼah al-miṣrīyah al-
ʻāmmah lil-kitāb, 1989), p.39. In: Nasr ElDin 2006: 21.
434  Auguste Stœcklin, the engineer responsible for the construction of the Suez Canal refit basin presented two proposals, that due 
to their expensive estimations were dismissed by the Khedive. In IA: Malaval, B., and G. Jondet. Le Port d’Alexandrie. Cairo, 1912. p. 17. 
IA: www.gallica.bnf.fr (aceessed: 19.04.2020).
435  Malaval and Jondet 1912: 118.

Map 19: Port development proposal layout by 
Cordier in 1869 (Source: P.C. Andrew Michael Chugg).

Map 20: Port development proposal layout by Linant 
Bey in 1869 (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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from the arsenal closer to the warehouse complex in Mīnā al-Baṣal. The proposal was accepted, and its works 
were entrusted to the London firm William Bruce Greenfield and Co. It carried out the project from 1870 
to 1880. On behalf of the Egyptian government, the engineer Du Port was assigned to supervise the work 
of the Greenfield enterprise.436 The project was formerly designated as the “biggest foreign contract for the 
development of Alexandria.”437 Besides the abrupt changes carried out in the port to accommodate a more 
affluent trade stream, a spot market for the management of cotton and grain export was realized, namely the 
so-called Le Marché au Cotons.

Le Marché au Coton

As explored in section 3.3, La Bourse represented Egypt’s first futures market for cotton and grains. In 
Mīnā al-Baṣal, Le Marché au Coton was built to host all spot sales and arbitrating disputes of cotton and grain, 
as Egypt’s main export commodities.438 La Bourse and Le Marché au Coton had each its own board of members, 
regulations, and thence its individual location.439 While the former stood within the business district of Place 
Muhammad ‘Ali, the latter was constructed in Mīnā al-Baṣal. Both buildings were, nevertheless, connected via 
the arterial diagonal paved street of Rue Ibrahim 1st, presently known as Saba‘ Banāt street, connecting both 
the business and industrial areas (Map 21).440

Le Marché au Coton was built in 1872 by Italian architect Pietro Avoscani. It was characterized with 
its sizable rectangular building that was integrated within the warehousing area, in terms of parcel size and 
cubature volume (Fig. 11).441 By 1889, the building was extended and modified; it included, among others, a 
more representative building entrance through an added portico. When La Bourse was later rebuilt in 1899, its 
main entrance façade was represented with a portico, featuring the same columns with Doric capitals as the 
ones constructed in Le Marché au Coton (revise Fig. 7 and Fig. 11). The common portico architectural element 
of the two buildings, facing each the Rue Ibrahim 1st, may have indicated an additional collective relation 
connecting both buildings.

Like La Bourse, Le Marché au Coton was mainly managed by local foreigners, who were, representing 
the British interests in Egypt.442 While Alexandria was experiencing changes towards trade expansion, during 
the fourth quarter of the 19th century, multiple irrigation development projects were undertaken in Egypt 
to expand the irrigated areas and thus double the cultivated cotton quantity.443 In Alexandria, the following 
rationale step to ensure a secured repository was the establishment of insurance maps.

Insurance Maps

The first insurance plan - the Nuova Pianta del mercato di Minet et Bassal - was published for insurers 
in 1880.444 It mapped the whole warehouse complex with its parcelled buildings and empty plots. Of each 
building, the map reveals its main functions, owner, and internal layout (Map 22). Later in 1898, a more 
detailed insurance map was published, namely by Charles E. Goad Company of the noted cartographer and 
civil engineer Charles Goad. While the 1880 insurance map focused on the Mīnā al-Baṣal and al-Qabbārī 

436  Malaval and Jondet 1912: 119. Upon the completion of the project in 1880, the port of Alexandria was attached to the 
administration of the railways. Based on Hastaoglou-Martinidis’s paper, she designates the project under the direction of William Du 
Port, a British enginner from Liverpool. In: Hastaoglou-Martinidis 2014: 84.
437  Reimer 2019: 68.
438  An interesting description of the cotton exchange market building and the daily practices in it is found in: Huri 1935: 81.
439  In 1884, the Association Cottoniere d’Alexandrie (ACA), founded for the purpose of drawing up the necessary trading regulations 
for export commodities in the international markets, established and managed La Société Égyptiénne de la Bourse Commerciale de 
Mina-al-Basal that was located in Le Marché au Coton. Revise footnote 329 for information regarding the Association Cottoniere 
d’Alexandrie. Moritz Schanz, Cotton In Egypt And The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan (Dyer Press, 2007). 104-5. In: Casey Primel, ‘Through a 
Camera Obscura: Economic Science and the Emergence of the Market in Colonial Egypt’, 2017, p.16.
440  The street was formerly known as former Rue Ibrahim 1st, named after the eldest son of Wāli Mohamed Ali and the unrecognized 
Khedive of Egypt and Sudan.
441  Avoscani arrived in Egypt in 1837 and worked since as a Khedival architect, diplomat, and commercial agent. He conducted 
multiple prominent projects in Alexandria and Cairo like the Ras el-Tin Palace, the Khedival Opera House, Palaces of Abbasiyya and 
Hilmiyya, and others. See: Cristina Pallini, ‘Alexandria’s Waterfronts: Form, Identity and Architecture’, in Waterfronts Revisited: European 
Ports in a Historic and Global Perspective, ed. Heleni Porfyriou and Marichela Sepe, 1st ed. (New York: Routledge, 2017), 72–90, p.80.
442  This is exemplified in the Choremis family - Konstantinos Choremis and his father – who each became the President of the Cotton 
Exchange Market in Mīnā al-Baṣal. In: Owen 1969: 225. Also see: Nassar and Sharaf Eldin 2013: 23–31.
443  Crouchley 1938: 148.
444  The surveyor and illustrator of this map is unknown. It was assumably drawn by the state’s survey departments.
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Fig. 11: Photograph of the Mīnā al-Baṣal cotton Bourse, n.d. View south. Photographer undefined (Source: Huri 1935: 
81, Archives CEAlex)

Map 21: The locations of both La Bourse and Le Marché au Coton connected via the Ibrahim 1st street, 1872 (Levernay 
1873: 41, IA).
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districts only, Goad’s insurance maps extended to comprise the port area and the business quarter of Place 
Muhammad ‘Ali, as well.445 By publishing a general contextualization map of these areas, Goad depicts the 
urban connectivity between the business and warehouses areas, in relation to the port, thus the appended 
warehousing area within the city’s modern urban plan (Map 23).

Detailed maps of Alexandria’s port and warehouse area were first published in June 1898. These were 
later followed in May 1905 by the city’s business urban core of Place Muhammad ‘Ali along with its surrounding 
areas. Regarding the warehousing and port area, Goad presented a 1:6000 scaled general scheme of the area, 
dividing it into 14 clusters, each later published in detailed scale of 1:600.446 On these detailed maps, Goad 
provides detailed technical information for each building relating to its internal layout, building material, use, 
and owner. Insurance companies as well as real estate companies eagerly purchased these fire-insurance plans 
to enable their clients’ insurance estimation. With the help of comparing and overlapping both 1880 and 1898 
insurance maps, a number of features can be analysed, that are here articulated in terms of types, use, and 
ownership.447

3.6.2. Warehouses: Types and Proprietors

Between 1880 and 1898, the warehouses complex expanded with rearranged parcellation to include 
more warehouses. Map 24 displays the relative expanded inclusion of counted special structures of the 
1898 map in comparison to 1880. These are subsumed predominantly by structures extending along the 
western port towards Place Muhammad ‘Ali. Characteristically is the warehouse in al-Qabbārī area, which 
stands individually outside the clustered boundaries of the warehouses area.448 It is important to state that 
numerous stores were constructed within the port estates, as well. These were, however, not mapped by 
the insurance maps.449 The only structures mapped by Goad within the port estate are two tobacco storages 
and the custom’s warehousing company.450 The latter is represented by the Alexandria Bonded Warehouses 
Company Ltd., later renamed to Egyptian Bonded Warehouses Company Ltd.451 Constituted in the year 1888, 
the company’s objective was to develop the industrial district and establish warehouses in Alexandria as well 
as carry industrial customs operations.452

As revealed in the development scheme section, the warehouses were arranged adjacently to the Arab 
huts. They are characterized with their gridiron urban layout with sizable plots and volumetric cubature. These 
warehouses stood mainly as buildings, ranging from 100 m2 up to 20 thousand m2, as well as attached row 
structures. Some warehouses were integrated structurally with dwellings, as visualized in the Dahan cereal 
warehouse on Fig. 12.453 Focusing on the warehouse complex of Mīnā al-Baṣal and al-Qabbārī, based on the 

445  As the port development project was completed in 1880, it is presumably therefore that it was not part of the 1880 published 
insurance map.
446  Goad’s insurance map depicts a total of 17 detailed clusters of both the port, Karmūz, and warehousing area. The main map of 
Mīnā al-Baṣal and al-Qabbārī is published in a scale bar 500 ft= 1inch and the detailed map clusters in 50 ft= 1inch. The metric scale was 
converted by the author herself.
447  The whole warehousing area of Mīnā al-Baṣal and al-Qabbārī would fairly need an individual in-depth study, researching its 
chronological development since its foundation until present, putting different study field spectra into consideration.
448  This structure represents the Choremi-Benachi warehouse that is explored later section 3.6.2.
449  With respect to the port facilities that deserve fairly a more comprehensive study, these are, nevertheless, not within the scope 
of this section.
450  Both tobacco storages are characterized as the only warehouses for the repository of imported tobacco, a market that was 
first introduced in Egypt during the second half of the19th century. The bigger tobacco warehouse, located right next to the custom 
house, is a brick-arched ceiling on concrete columned building. The other smaller tobacco warehouse is, however, constructed with 
wood ceilings on wood posts. Both tobacco warehouses still stand until today preserving their original function. Both warehouses were 
designed by Italian architect Ugo Dessberg. In: Awad 2008: 149.
451  The company was established by English engineers Beisner and Gielen the company was later managed by Allen, Alderson and 
Co. Allen, Anderson and Co. was an engineering and contractor company, founded in 1864. It was specialized in steamship and graving 
dock. (portable and fixed engines, boilers, corn mills, and centrifugal pumps). Before managing ABW, the Allen, Alderson and Co. had 
already contributed to taking infrastructural enhancement measures in the Alexandrian port, along with other foreign companies, 
like the Peel and Co. See: ‘The Egyptian Gazette’. 29 December 1882. CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt. Also see: Saḥar Ḥammūdah and 
Colin Clement, Victoria College : A History Revealed (American University in Cairo Press, 2002), p.17. The building was unfortunately 
demolished, somewhere between the years 2000 and 2007. This is claimed based on historical imagery tracking using Google Earth 
Pro, accessed 25.09.2019.
452  These comprised the construction of warehouses in Suez, Port Said, along with an office branch in Cairo by 1893. As a result of 
its influence in Egypt, the company later established warehouses and branches in other countries, like in Beirut, to carry out and further 
expand its operations. With large warehouses in Egypt’s three main ports of Egypt, the company has been instrumental in attracting a 
large transit to Egypt, while at the same time offering to local importers storage facilities. In: La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 259.
453  The Dahan Fréres owned a number of cereal warehouses, as revealed on 1880, 1898, and even 1911-13 survey maps. They 
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1889 and 1898 maps, the urban arrangement, (re-)planning, and expansion of the warehouses was related to 
multiple factors. These were to best accommodate its associated commodities. While cotton was the principal 
stored commodity by 1898, more deposited commodities included cotton seed, sugar, timber, and grain such 
as corn and cereal (Map 25).454

The commodities were stored in their identified building types, namely the so-called Shūnah and Yard. 
The yard or deposito structures were only designated for lumber storage. Since the early 19th century, wood has 
been used in building and railway construction, shipbuilding, and for carpentry. Timber was mainly imported 
from Italy, Anatolia, and Syria.455 The timber import was delegated by entrepreneurial family businesses. By 
1898, the lumber yards were owned by families from Italian origins, like Stagni, Carboni, Niterbo, and Luzzato, 
Greek-Syrio-Lebanease origins like Karam, along with Turko-Egyptian owners. Until 1898, the lumber yards 
were re-arranged and extended as a result of high demand due to buildings and shipbuilding demands. By 
1898, the spacious structures were characterized with their clustered location by the Western Port between 

owned about 7 warehouses of a total area of almost 7 thousand m².
454  By 1865, the warehousing area comprised two 40 thousand sqm warehouses for ammunition. These were later reused by the 
transferred khedival sugar warehouses of the Al-Dā’irah as-Sunnīyah.
455  Clot-Bey II 1849: 241.

Map 24: Parcellation layout of 
the warehouse complex based on 
both 1880 and 1898 insurance maps 
(Source: author 2021).
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Fig. 12: Photograph of 
Warehouse Dahan integrated 
partially with Arab dwellings, which 
is characterized with its angular 
vertically projected façade. The 
building is overlooking the first 
constructed bridge connecting both 
Canal banks. The bridge was first 
named Ibrahim 1st bridge and now 
known as Kobrī at-Tarīkh (trans. The 
history bridge), date between end 
of 19th century and begin of 20th 
century. View north. Photographer 
undefined.(Source: Archives Musée 
Quai Branly).

Map 25: (left) Warehouse deposited commodities as captured from both insurance maps in 1880 and 1898 (right) 
(Source: author 2021). 
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Fig. 13: Photograph of the timber  yards of Giovanni Stagni by the Canal northern bank (B,3), 1909. View north. 
Photographer undefined (Source: Wright 1909: 454, IA).

the customs house and the northern Canal bank. Based on Goad’s insurance maps and as visualized on Fig. 13, 
the timber yards were composed of wooden pitched roofs on stone piers with open wall sides.

Unlike the timber yards, Shuwan were owned by agrarian bourgeois, family companies, and banks.456 
Interesting are the readable imperial rivalry depicted complexly in the established companies and banks fiercely 
competing to monopolize cotton export, and in this part, the warehouse ownerships. This is also captures 
based on both insurance maps. The first rivalry explored is that of the following international banks: the Anglo-
Egyptian Bank (founded in 1864), Banque Impériale Ottomane (1867), and Crédit Lyonnais (1874).457

The three international banks founded their agencies in Egypt between 1860s and 1870s. The Banque 
Impériale Ottomane and Crédit Lyonnais were registered in Paris, while the Anglo-Egyptian Bank was 
registered in London, due to the British liberal banking laws. All three banks, including the latter, were however 
dominated by French capital. The Anglo-Egyptian Bank was established and administered by French banker 
Jules Pastré, along with Greek Alexandrian banker Ioannis Sinadinos, and the British Hambros Bank.458 Until 
1880, both the Banque Impériale Ottomane and Crédit Lyonnais comprised warehouses of a total of 3500 m2. 
The 1882 national-foreign clashes resulted in the engorgement of the French market in Egyptian securities.459 
Regarding the Anglo-Egyptian Bank that was controlled by French capital, Sinadinos – representing the British 
interest – easily ensured the British’s banking capital dominance post 1882.460 By 1898, the Anglo-Egyptian 
Bank monopolized the only bank warehouse ownership in Alexandria, owning a total of 20 thousand m2 cotton 
Shuwan (Fig. 14).461

456  It is surely that until mid-20th century, names of warehouse owners have changed. This part is not about the family commercial 
dominance as presented in other literature, it simply tries to highlight the prominance of some warehouse owners during that phase 
only and their family dominance. The author wishes to to later extend the phase of this area in another publication. The term Shoonah 
- Shūnah - is a derivative of the arabic word meaning to store, as presented on the former chapter.
457  The Crédit Lyonnais encompassed two small adjacent warehouses, whereas the Ottoman Bank operated a cotton press. 
Established cotton presses will be presented in the following section. The Ottoman Bank was founded in 1863, a joint venture between 
Ottoman, French, and British interests, to end the financial crisis in the Ottoman Empire. It first opened it first branch in Alexandria by 
1867, in Port Said in 1872, then Cairo 1887. The Crédit Lyonnais opened its Egyptian branch first in Alexandria in 1874 as a result of the 
Lebon Gas industry. In: Saul 1997: 9, 69-70.
458  Among the extensive cotton export financing, the AEB largely financed other industries, of which the The Alexandria and Ramleh 
Railway Co. Ltd. Crouchley 1936: 35.
459  Nevertheless, this did not prevent French banks to continue their commercial and industrial investments in Egypt.
460  Although originally French, Pastré as a banker remained an administrator of the AEB to guarantee a piet-à-terre in the British-
Indian trade as well as his benefits in Egypt. In Alexandria, the bank was subscribed by Greek, Jewish, and Italian financers, who lived in 
Alexandria. See: Saul 1997: 8-9. And: Glavanis 1989: 218.
461  The bank took over other former Shūnah estates and not these of the French banks. By early 20th century, other banks also 
propriated warehouses in Alexandria, these are presented in section 4.3.1.
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Fig. 16: Photograph of the  façade of one of al-
Dā’irah as-Sunnīyah sugar warehouses. View north. 
(Source: author, July 2019).

Fig. 14: Photograph depicting the Shuwan of the Anglo-Egyptian Bank (B,2) overlooking al-Maḥmudiyah Canal, , 
probably before 1910. View north. Photographer undefined (Source: Archive Musée Quai Branly).

Fig. 15: Photograph of the still standing 8 thousand sqm Shūnah of Amin Bey, presumably for cotton, 2020. The 
building probably dates back to the first half of the 19th century, view north east (Source: author, July 2020).
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While more international banks were later able to hold ownerships on Alexandria’s warehouses, until 
mid-20th century, the preponderance of warehouse ownership still concentrated on family companies. These 
included agrarian bourgeoisie, of whom some joined the status of considerable families affiliated to banking, 
merchant, and industry- related activities. These were affiliated to owners of both foreign and non-foreign 
origin. This is exemplified in many Turko-Egyptian names; they were probably descendants of the Alexandrian 
warehouse owners since the 1850s, or simply those who invested in agricultural crops and held prominent 
administrative positions. Notably is Amin Bey, who’s Shūnah probably dates back to before 1865, and under 
of whom family members later became one of the prominent industrialists in Alexandria (B,2).462 The family 
Shūnah is characterized with its pedimented portal; the portal along with the building’s corners are surmounted 
by elongating pinnacles (Fig. 15).463

Another non-foreign warehouse proprietor belonged to the Khedival family itself. The established al-
Dā’irah as-Sanīyah was a witness of the sugar industry that represented the second most important industry in 
Egypt after cotton. The cooperation originally comprised sugar cane cultivation lands established and owned by 
Khedive Ismā‘īl since 1860s. These were distributed in Upper Egypt, with more than 10 constructed factories 
that were administered by international creditors.464 Later, as a result to the decline of sugar prices in 1895, 
during the British protectorate, the al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah properties were planned for privatization and sale. 
This plan is evidently visibly with the drastic reduction of al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah warehousing estates from over 
45 thousand m2 to almost 15 thousand m2.465 Until 1890s, al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah was signified generally as the 
predominant extent warehouse owner, the owner with the largest premises area, as well as the first warehouse 
owner to have private railway lines extended within its storing premises. Additionally, al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah 
warehouse is characterized architecturally within the warehousing area with its monumental warehouse 
façade in comparison to the other warehouse façades (Fig. 16).466

Regarding the warehouses owned by foreigners, these were either affiliated to foreign cotton broker 
companies, mostly associated to family names, or affiliated to families of local foreigners involved in industrial, 
financial, and commercial business. The latter predominantly owned cotton ginning factories in Upper Egypt 
and the Delta region, where many were representatives of leading foreign cotton consuming countries and 
members of their cotton associations.467 This (local-)foreign warehouse ownership preeminence thus again 
represented diversified imperial compradors, mainly dominated by British advocates. Such compradors 
included family names like Zervoudachi, Barker, Carver, Sursock, Suares, Rolo and others, who strived to 
dominate the warehousing ownership.468 In the case of Greek cotton exporter Constantinos Zervoudachi, more 
than 10 thousand m2 of al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah warehousing estates were supplanted by his family company 
C. Zervoudachi et fils.469 It is, nevertheless, important to state that the area ranges of owned warehouses did 
not reflect necessarily the actual dominance of companies within the Egyptian cotton-export market. This is 
exemplified in the Choremi-Benachi company that was characterized as the number one cotton-export firm in 
Egypt, at that time.470

462  As holder of multiple commercial and industrial positions, Amin Bey was the founder of the Alexandria Cotton Press during the 
first half of the 20th century, namely the Alexandria Pressing Company. More on Amin Bey, later Pasha, is found in section 5.1.3.
463  His warehouse is mapped and labelled on el-Falaki’s 1865 map.
464  The history of sugar indystry and especially the Al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah is elaborately published in: Bodenstein 2015: 1–24.
465  In 1902, British-Jewish financier Ernest Cassel founded the al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah Company that facilitated the sale of the then 
nine remaining Dā’irah sugar factories to the Société Générale des Sucreries. In: ‘Egyptian Sugar Industry’. In Journal of the Society 
of Arts, 43:89–90. London: Royal Society of Arts, 1894. (accessed: 21.11.2019). M. K. Uri, Henri Naus Bey : Retrieving the Biography 
of a Belgian Industrialist in Egypt (Brussel: Academie Royale des Sciences d’Autre-Mer, 1999). OJ: https://search.proquest.com/
docview/1307251719?accountid=14945 (accessed: 21.11.2019).
466  The warehouse is currently named Makbas 45. It was owned by the Alexandria Pressing Company until January 2020, where 
it was sold to the Egyptian National Bank. Post the transfer of ownership, the internal layout of the 10 thousand m2 warehouse was 
immediately demolished. The architectural description of the warehouse façade is articulated in: Bodenstein 2010: 54.
467  Zoides (a) 1935: 20-40. Based on the periodical, the international cotton associations extended to Liverpool, Manchester, 
Marseille, New York, as well as other countries, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Poland, Holland, India, Japan, China. 
468  Another dominance of family-propriated Shuwan were the Syrian Zogheb family, and the Italians Tilche and Rolo. The Zogheb 
originating from Syrian since 1837, became under Italian protection. Other members of the Zogheb family became Spanish protectors 
and were brought to represent Spanish imperial interests in Alexandria in the middle of the nineteenth century. See: J. Millie, ed., Le 
Guide Bijou d’Alexandrie (Milano: Imprimerie Cibilli, 1869). In: Volait 2009: 14. Based on Levernay, Conte Zogheb was the consul General 
of Portugal during 1870s. Levernay 1873: 134.
469  The Zervoudachi family, also mentioned as Zervoudachis, was one of the predominat Greek local foreign notables, bankers , 
and export merchants of cotton and cereal. Constantin Zervoudachi was one of the shareholders of multiple industrial and commercial 
entrepreises, aming which the Alexandria Water company, and Alexandria and Ramleh Railway Company. See: Politis 1930: 203.
470  In various literature, the names are referred to as Choremis-Benakis, or Choremi-Banaki. The author has chosen the most 
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Fig. 17: Photograph of the former Choremi-Benachi Press presently abandoned and known as Shūnah Choremi. View 
north-east (Source: author, Sept. 2019).

Fig. 18: Aerial . photograph of the Cotton Shuwan block of Choremi Benachi and Co. in Al-Qabbārī, 1935. View north. 
(Source: Archives CEAlex).

Although Choremi Benachi and Co. was first founded in 1876, its ascendance in Egypt dates back to 1863. 
In search of industrial opulence in the Egyptian cotton business, Greek-British Ioannis Choremis came from 
Liverpool to Alexandria and initiated the cotton exporting firm Choremi-Mellor Co. in 1863, along with British 
partner Joseph P. Mellor.471 With the firm’s strong connection to the Liverpool cotton mills, the company soon 
developed into one of the leading cotton export companies in Alexandria, with branches in both Alexandria 
and Liverpool. Choremi even participated in the initiation of various industrial and economic entities like the 
foundation of La Bourse. As a foreign cotton-export company, Choremi partnered with the Greek Alexandrian 
merchant Benachi and founded the Choremi-Benachi Company, in order to integrate within the Alexandrian 
foreign local community and thus secure his business.472

common spelling as presented in different sources.
471  J. P. Mellor was before partner in the Hall and Mellor export company for American and Egyptian cotton. Upon dissolving of the 
company by 1863, Mellor focused on the Egyptian business and established the Choremis-Mellor company. They were later adjoined 
by British cotton agent Thomas Davies and established the Choremis-Mellor-Davies company. In: Ellison, Thomas. The Cotton Trade of 
Great Britain: Including a History of the Liverpool Cotton Market and of the Liverpool Cotton Brokers’ Association. London: E. Wilson, 
1866. p.218. IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 29.03.2020). Also in: Politis 1930: 201-03.
472  This was upon the retirement of Choremi’s partners and their returning to England. As Benakis was already directing the 
Choremis-Mellor-Davies Company in Alexandria, the Choremis-Benakis and Co. partnership was easily established. See: Glavanis 1989: 
163.
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Between 1876 and 1886, Choremi-Benachi and Co. were among the first to establish their own cotton 
ginning mills in Egypt. Their cotton fields with their constructed cotton ginning mills were located in az-Zaqaziq, 
Kafr ez-Zayāt, and Banī Suwayf.473 They were also among the first to establish a cotton press in Alexandria’s 
warehouse complex. The 7 thousand m2 press was designated on the 1880 insurance map as the Alexandria 
Pressing Company (M_10; B3) (Fig. 17).474 Besides the press, an approximate 20 thousand m2 Shūnah was 
constructed in Alexandria by 1898 to receive the transported ginned cotton (Fig. 18). Due to the densified 
surrounding of the Choremi Press, the Shūnah was constructed on an individual location in al-Qabbārī, at the 
time (A,2). It was also signified as the first to be structured with ferrocement.475 Like al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah, a 
private cargo railway track was extended to the Choremis Benachis Shūnah premises, which in turn facilitated 
the transportation of its cultivated cotton within its estate. Besides being one of the first to establish cotton 
ginning mills in Egypt, Choremi-Benachi were also among other warehouse owners who established cotton 
press factories. These were part of the pertinent industrial establishments constructed within the warehouses 
complex in Alexandria.

3.6.3. The pertinent industrial establishments

While cotton export business grew in Egypt during the second half of the 19th century, industries and 
industry-related establishments were constructed that were attached spatially as part of the warehouse 
complex. Besides Le Marché au Coton mentioned above, maritime and railway warehouses were structured, 
along with rags and bones depositories.476 Characteristically are the processing manufacturing of raw cotton 
for export that took form in corn mills and principally cotton and cotton seed press factories. While these were 
situated within the warehousing complex, each mill and press were notably not arrayed adjoinedly to their 
associated Shūnah. The concept of composing the press factory adjacent to its associated Shūnah was first 
revealed on the 1898 insurance map (Map 26).

By 1880, based on Map 25, Alexandria comprised 10 cotton related press factories: 3 cotton seed oil 
presses,477 and 7 cotton pressing factories, where each was designated to an owner.478 Goad’s insurance map 
of 1898 reveals no oil presses; instead, two corn mills along with 4 re-established cotton press factories. 
Interestingly is the witness of first commodity processing manufacture, owned by an Egyptian family, namely 
the corn mill owned by of Ahmed Effendi Farghalli (M_14; B,3).479 He was presumably the first of the agrarian 
bourgeoisie to venture into industrial manufacture. The introduction of motorized cotton presses was first 
introduced 1862.480 It is however unknown, whether all cotton oil and press factories were motorized by 1880. 
By 1898, the re-establishment of cotton presses was in form of a takeover manipulated by 2 new founded 
companies, namely La Société Général de Pressage et de Dépôts and La Société Anonyme des Presses  Libres 
Égyptienne.

La Société Anonyme des Presses Libres Egyptienne (hereafter SAPLE) was founded between 1892-1897. 
Its founder was the Alexandrian Greek Emmanuil Benakis, who was appointed as the company’s first director. 
The company’s shareholding was by a group of other Greek financiers, like Sinadinos, Delaportas, Sarantinidis, 

473  The company first started by buying the ginning factory of Greek Rodochanaci in az-Zaqaziq, later establishing bigger factories 
in Upper Egypt. More information about the Choremi-Benachi Company is elaborated in: Politis 1930: 237-43. And CEAlex: Federation 
Egyptienne de l’Industrie. Annuaire 1956-57. Cairo: Chambre du Commerce Egyptienne d’Alexandrie, 1957. p.503.
474  The Choremi Press, designated on the 1880 insurance map as Alexandria Pressing Company, was later taken over by La Société 
Général de Pressage et de Dépôts, see section 3.6.3. During the first quarter of the 20th century, the name Alexandria Pressing Company 
was given to another cotton press, founded by Amin Pasha, see section 5.1.3 and Phase Map (M_038; F,2).
475  The roofs of Shuwan were mainly structured with different materials such as by iron girders, iron and concrete, light wood 
trusses, but mainly wood ceilings. The ceilings were also either flat, arched, or pitched roofed. The description was based on labeled 
structure on Goad’s Insurance Map, published in June 1898, maps 5-17.
476  Revise Map 12. Rags and Bones shipper services were represented by Butterworth and Smalley company and S.S. Schöller. Based 
on: Annual Report of the Surgeon General 1900: 504. GB: www.books.google.de (accessed: 26.04.2020). L.Onforio and Melahem Braha 
and Co. were also shippers in Alexandria.
477  Highet, Poncet, and Antoniadis, of which only the latter comprised 3 semi-scattered warehouses. No information has been found 
of both Highet and Poncet; however, as the 1880 map was published in Italian with misspelled named, detected by the author, the 
names might have been referring to other owners.
478  The Ottoman Bank Press, Andres Press, Peel Press, Tod Müller Press, Carver Press, Russian Pressing Company, Alexandria Pressing 
Company. The Carver Brothers and Co. is reported to have established the first steam cotton press factory in Alexandria by 1868. In: 
Schanz, Moritz. ‘Die Baumwolle in Ägypten Und Im Englisch-Ägyptischen Sudan’. In Neunten Internationalen Baumwollkongress Zu 
Scheveningen. Chemnitz, 1913, p.91. IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 27.04.2020)
479  More on the Farghali family is found in section 5.1.3.
480  Najm 2009: 153.
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Map 26: The location of commodity processing manufacturers in relation to their associated Shuwan, between the 
years 1880 (left) and 1898 (right) (Source: author 2021).
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and Karidias.481 Despite the fact that the company was registered in Egypt, it was, nevertheless, financially 
dominated by British capital. The company was established with the help of the National Bank of Egypt.482 This 
privately-owned bank was founded in 1898 by British, Greek, and Jewish bankers, including Benakis.483 Both 
SAPLE and National Bank of Egypt were founded primarily to take charge and control the cotton market.484 
By 1898, SAPLE comprised three warehouses of ca. 23 thousand m2, all located in Mīnā al-Baṣal. The three 
warehouses were all supplanted by their former owners. Besides its established cotton press (M_06; B,2), 
a new cotton press factory -Nouvelle Press – was constructed on an area of 4500 m2 in the north-eastern 
extension of Mīnā al-Baṣal (M_08; B,2).485

La Société Général de Pressage et de Dépôts (hereafter SGPD) was founded in 1889. Similar to SAPLE, 
SGPD was founded by another Alexandrian Greek merchant, namely Constantinos Zervoudachi.486 Other that 
SAPLE, that was managed by a board of Alexandrian foreign merchant shareholders, Zervoudachi allowed the 
company management and capital domination to be under control of a group of British financiers.487 The SGPD 
undertook an opposite approach with its warehouse and cotton press establishments. The 1898 insurance map 
reveals the exceeding dominance of the SGPD over SAPLE in regard to the warehousing area. It constructed two 
new spacious warehouses of over 20 thousand m2 in the northern extension of Mīnā al-Baṣal towards Place 
Muhammad ‘Ali. A third Shūnah of 4600 m2 was attached to Le Marché au Coton itself. As for the cotton press, 
SGPD purchased three formerly existing cotton press factories comprising a total area of over 14 thousand m2. 
These belonged originally to the Anglo-Egyptian Bank Press (M_09; B,3), Peel and Co. Press (M_07; B,2), and 
Choremi Press (M_10; B,3).488

Post the 1882 conquest of Egypt, many local foreigners fought to win the trust of the British, secure 
its colonial economic and industrial permanence in Egypt – among others - and the country’s dependence on 
it. By doing so, this in turn guaranteed their opulence in Egypt. Benachi and Zervoudachi, as involved British 
compradors, at the time, made use of their diplomatic relations successfully and established both their cotton 
industrial sovereignty in Alexandria. While Zervoudachi led British financiers control his established SGPD, he, 
nevertheless, attained the increase of his Shūnah estates. Between 1880 and 1898, Zervoudachi increased the 
area of his warehouse ownership from 8 thousand m2 to over 35 thousand m2. According to Glavanis (1989), 
Zervoudachi telegrammed then British Minister Gladstone congratulating him on Egypt’s occupation.489

Zervoudachi, Benachi, as well as other local-foreign merchants strived to guarantee their utmost benefits 
of their British relations. Zervoudachi and Benachi’s industrial success in Alexandria lay most importantly 
on their cooperation, as both of Greek origin, and their mutual integration within a number of banking and 
commercial businesses. Both represented a number of other pioneering merchants, for whom British capital 
actively supported their aspirations. These later took form in emanated urban re-arrangements along with 
introduction of a number of new industrial types.

481  Tasos Paleologhos, Egyptian Hellenism. History and Activities, 753 BC - 1953. Volume I (in Greek) (Alexandria: Adelfon Velentza, 
1953). p.155. In: Glavanis 1989: 322. Glavanis states that the company was founded in 1897, a 1951 newsletter depicts, however, an 
advertisement of the company stating its establishment based on the royal concession in 1892. In: ‘La Réforme Illustrée’. Alexandria, 
January 1951. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
482  Jennifer Leslee Derr, ‘Cultivating the State : Cash Crop Agriculture, Irrigation, and the Geography of Authority in Colonial Southern 
Egypt, 1868-1931’ (Stanford University, 2009). In: Primel, ‘Calculating Futures: Debt, Markets, and the Science of Prices in Colonial 
Egypt, 1882-1912’ (Columbia University, 2016), p.81.
483  The banks was founded by the British Ernest Cassel, as main investor, and the Alexandrian Benakis, Zervoudachi, Salvago, Cattoui, 
and Suares families. Saul 1997: 167. And: Politis 1930: 281.
484  Established to found anonymous companies with European capitals as well as invest in cotton export, the banks immediate 
contribution was the privatization of the Al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah as well as the construction of the Aswan Low Dam. See: Derr, ‘Cultivating 
the State : Cash Crop Agriculture, Irrigation, and the Geography of Authority in Colonial Southern Egypt, 1868-1931’. In: Primel 2016: 
80.
485  The former warehouses owners were of the merchant families of the Turko-Egyptian Mustafa Abdallah, the Italian Tuini, the 
German Dumreicher, and the Jewish Menasche families.
486  Paleologhos, Egyptian Hellenism. History and Activities, 753 BC - 1953. Volume I (in Greek). p.155. in: Glavanis 1989: 322.
487  Ibid.
488  Ibid. Peel and Company was one of the leading cotton export pioneering firms in Egypt.
489  Glavanis 1989: 150. Glavanis, however, did not directly refer to the source of this information; the author finds this information 
very interesting, although she was not able to verify it. This information must, therefore, be sceptically considered.
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Chapter conclusion

The introduction of the cotton crop in Egypt initiated a radical economic and social transformation that 
gathered momentum with the start of the American Civil War in the 1860s. As a result, Egypt was integrated into 
the world commodity markets. These markets, represented in imperial powers, guaranteed their sustainable 
supply of Egyptian cotton. This was realised by implementing industrial projects necessary to increase cotton 
supply, serve their representatives, but most importantly stimulate cotton export. These aspirations were 
secured with colonial political domination in Egypt by the British in the last quarter of the 19th century. This 
chapter uncovered the different industries that were founded in Alexandria during the second half of the 19th 
century. It articulated their role and significance towards Egypt’s industrialisation and its enthronement in the 
global cotton market.

The key concept of this chapter was mainly based on standardisation. This took form in implementing 
and developing various industries in Alexandria that coordinated its compatibility in stimulating urban 
developments to comply with Egypt’s main global aspirations regarding cotton export. These industries 
comprised the foundation and expansion of infrastructure (transportation, telecommunication, navigation, 
public utilities), manufacturing industries (tanneries, oil mill, cotton press, flour mill, soap factory, ironworks), 
and warehouses. The chapter was structured accordingly since each industrial category was characterised by 
its spatial attributions, reflecting its key significances. Together, these were realised by the matured oligarchy 
of local foreigners, who, as compradors, orchestrated these industrial establishments in accordance with the 
global commercial outreach.

The cotton boom and the increasing global demand for cotton export resulted in a big improvement 
of agro-industries as well as an elevated shift of all coastal towns. As Egypt’s nearest gateway to the West, 
Alexandria became its hub for commercial and economic activities of all its hinterland agricultural productions. 
However, opposite to the failed attempts of industrialisation, as presented in the previous chapter, when the 
government left room for private concessions to establish and manage industrial establishments, the latest 
achievements of technology became possible and successful. This was realised with the help of European 
capital, which actively supported their advocates of local foreign bankers and merchants to restructure the 
Egyptian economy to best seize their imperial interest. This pro-European policy of laissez-faire resulted in 
the influx of numerous proposals towards restructuring Egypt’s economy, stimulating its industrial forward 
momentum. Alexandria was projected as one of the main theatres of industrial interests; this is visible in the 
successful establishments of private entrepreneurial infrastructural and manufacturing industries.

As uncovered in this chapter, this phase is signified by introducing two types of pioneering industries: The 
first are those representing the transformation of tool-aided crafts to motorised factories. This is exemplified 
in both infrastructural public utility services and manufacturing industries. The second type represents the 
beginning links of industrial technical development, in this case, signified, among others, by the railway 
industry. Together, both types are characterised by their representative technical triumphs in establishing 
a successful implementation of motorised operating industries. The establishment of the Engineering and 
Cotton Machinery, in that sense, reflects the practical support for the sustainable technical operation of these 
motorised industries. Another significance, reflected by both, is represented in the socio-political series of 
triumphs exercised by colonial aspirations, expatriate and local foreign entrepreneurs. The colonial aspirations 
are demonstrated, among others, in the al-Qabbārī railway project and the expatriate entrepreneurship in the 
Lebon and Co. As of the series of triumphs practised by local foreigners, who predominated the industrial sector 
highly, these took form in both individual establishments, like the Huilerie Antoniadis, as well as collaborations, 
like the cotton press SAPLE and SGPD.

The inpouring industrial development in Alexandria was also reflected in its spatial order. Each founded 
industry was signified with its spatial interdependency. These were conceptualised generally for the scopes of 
local, regional, or/ and global reachability. Based on the chapter’s Phase Map, four facets concerning the urban 
re-arrangements of industrial occupations are readable. Industries composing each facet, in turn, operated 
relatively to serve one or more of the above-mentioned conceptualised scopes. The first facet is represented in 
the tanneries. Despite their local supply, these were relocated outside the city gate, making way for the eastern 
urban extension by the Latin Quarter. The second facet is represented the water supply industry that, similarly 
to the first facet, was founded for the local supply. Different to the tanneries, the different structures related to 
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the waterworks were fragmented both adjacent and autonomous to the city settlement and thus the city wall. 
This spatial fragmentation served both the synchronous as well as aspired city expansion.

Both al-Raml and al-Bāb al-Jadīd railway stations represent the third facet. These are characterised by 
their adjacent allotment to the city’s settlement intra muros while perforating the city wall for local and regional 
connectivity. The fourth and last facet is depicted in the industrial establishments by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. 
Generally, these are composed of the clustered warehouse complex by the western harbour appended to the 
south by semi-contiguous industries. These were primarily characterised by their location on manorial estates, 
thus, penetrating the ‘Izba zones along the Canal moderately. As a result of its geographic location connecting 
Europe with the Far East, Alexandria was quickly able to promote a predominant industrial network. This 
was highlighted with al-Qabbārī Railway, signified as the medium to channel agricultural products to Egypt’s 
exportation centre, namely the warehouses.

In support of the statement of the previous chapter, the warehouse area developed into the city’s first 
planned industrial quartier. In terms of the urban setting, the complex is signified with its sizable chessboard-
like parcellation compared to Alexandria’s smaller modern orthogonal fabric. Unlike other industrial types, 
the complex is characterised spatially by its arterial connection to the city’s business core. Predominantly is 
its urban quality signified with the demolition of the city wall, making way for its spatial penetration towards 
the city core. This urban expansion reflects the city’s industrial imprint at that time. Besides its sizable urban 
parcellation, the practical cubature of its structures underlines its functional image. These, in turn, marks the 
district’s visual identification on both urban and architectural levels. The functionality of the district is supported 
by both the spot market and the cotton press factories. While the first became the district’s managerial urban 
core, the second consolidated its industrial representation as Egypt’s global Orientator. The warehouse district 
also shows notable socio-political features orchestrated principally by the local foreigners. They became key 
credentials in the imperial powers’ service that secured their business opulence.

Overall, the chapter represents the outcome of industrialisation and its key factors towards securing 
it from failure, as befallen in the previous chapter. Although Alexandria did not grow as significantly as Cairo, 
it became the forefront of industrial first implementations. This chapter’s spatial and functional rationale 
shows the core objectives of industrial developments towards imperial serviceability. The symbolic qualities 
held in the established industries were to serve the appetites for imperial interferences, principally those of 
France and Great Britain. Securing Egypt’s industrialisation lay in the hand of prominent local foreigners, for 
whom foreign capital actively supported their aspirations. These later contributed to emanated urban re-
arrangements and the introduction of several new industrial types. The employment of urban, industrial, and 
social re-arrangements was a key factor in best serving industrial advancement. While the core characteristic of 
industrial development in this phase concentrated on serving those who occupy these industries, the following 
chapter uncovers the first projects concentrated on those who serve it.
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Chapter 4       Industrial deployments

The first phase of the British occupation was characterised as more fiscal and more dominating, limiting 
any other expatriated capital. This policy eased a decade later, by the mid-1890s, when the British legislated 
imperial economic reforms to ensure an investment boom through a controlled foreign open-door policy. In 
his elaborative book, Egyptian scholar Shnoudah (1967) expresses this time phase as nothing but negative 
regarding Egyptians’ interests and all positive regarding the advantages of both (local) foreigners and British 
imperialism.490 Egyptian industrial entrepreneurs, however, experienced failed trials towards their aspired 
large-scaled industrial ventures.491 These, in turn, discouraged others from repeating such risky attempts. Their 
industrial ambitions were either refused by the British authorities or imposed excessive custom duties on 
Egyptian industries, which led to their extensive reduction.492 Therefore, the Egyptian elite proceeded with 
their occupation and investments primarily as agricultural bourgeoisie as they preferred preserving their 
capital away from the foreign industrial hegemony.493

Capital inflow by (local) foreigners secured the construction of the colonial state with their engagement in 
the country’s economic, commercial, and industrial investments. The proclaimed plethora of foreign industrial 
and commercial investments vastly increased between 1897 and 1903 from 12 to 24 million Egyptian Pounds.494 
An influx of foreign capital also flowed into land and mortgage companies and industrial and commercial 
entrepreneurial sectors, resulting in an “investment boom” between 1897 and 1907. 495 AFurthermore, despite 
the relatively brief economic interruption, during the Bankers’ Panic of 1907, multiple sources still affirmed 
consecutive economic stability and expansion in the Egyptian commercial and industrial market.496 During 
these decades of industrial expansion, the number of populations within the Egyptian towns proliferated. 
As more industries were founded, the demand for labours increased and the urge to develop their industrial 
abilities.

This chapter examines the industrial modifications that were undertaken in Alexandria during the British 
colonial tutelage between the 1890s and 1910s. Presented in six sections, it first starts with the eventful 
industrial milestones initiated during these decades. It then investigates the means that contributed to the 
city’s suburban development. With the first two sections, the chapter pursues to explore and contextualise 
Alexandria’s industrial modifications in four consecutive sections. Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 together display 
the city’s industrial spatial orders attributed to the city’s physical form. The designation of the spatial order of 
these three sections is based generally on their spatial rationale. Each composes multiple industrial examples, 
demonstrating the spatial order, the newly introduced industrial types, and their attributes. As section 4.4 
is titled to display both the spatial order and rationale, the highlighted examples in sections 4.3 and 4.5 are, 
therefore, grouped based on the spatial industrial typologies analysed by Hatuka and Ben-Joseph (2017).497

With its increasing number of working-class, the expansion of new introduced industrial types resulted 
in an industrial social configuration to produce a skilled workforce. This resulted in the founding of vocational 
schools that served foreign and Egyptian inhabitants. The last section, representing the industrial representative 
of this chapter,  analyses the foundation of the vocational schools in Alexandria, with particular reference to 
their socio-spatial rationale.

490  Shnoudah 1967: 173-75.
491  This is noticed in the Farghali corn mill, which was subtituted by a lumber yard, based on the Phase Map of chapter 3. Two other 
examples of failed native industrial initiations are presented in publications by Nakhla (1920) and As-Sirūgī (2010). Between 1895 and 
1905, Egyptian elites Hassan Bey Abdullah and Ahmed Bey al-Minshawi founded an interstate glass industry with two factories, in 
Alexandria – Karmūz - and Cairo. After loosing more that 60 thousand Egyptian pounds – now equivalent to millions – the industry was 
soon shut down. Later in 1908, a rich “Eastern industrialist” approached the government for a permit to establish a boot factory, where 
the British authorities refused it. See: Aḥmad Al-Saīyid As-Sirūgī, Al-Iskandarīyah: Qirā’ah Min Waḥy Aurāq Al-Kahrubā’ 1895-1905 
(Alexandria: Modern Press, 2010), p.67. And: Nakhla 1920: 106.
492  Rotshten, Theodore. Egypt’s Ruin, a Financial and Administrative Record. London: A.C. Fifield, 1910. p.24. And: As-Sirūgī, Al-
Iskandarīyah: Qirā’ah Min Waḥy Aurāq Al-Kahrubā’ 1895-1905, p.175. IA: www.archive.org (accessed: 20.02.2020).
493  It is reported that among all industrial activities, Egyptians used to dominate the glazing manufacturing. In: Tomas Gerholm, 
‘Economic Activities of Alexandrian Jews on the Eve of World War I, According to Le Mercure Egyptien’, in The Jews of Egypt: A 
Mediterranean Society in Modern Times, ed. Shimon Shamir (Colorado: Westview Press, 1987), 94–107, pp.105-106.
494  Owen 1969: 281.
495  Beinin and Lockman 2005: 142.
496  Tignor 1966: 59. And: Awad 1996: 52.
497  Revise paper: Hatuka and Ben-Joseph 2017: 10–24.
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4.1. Industrial milestones

This section outlines the key industrial transformations that marked the introduction of radical changes 
during this phase. Here, these are exemplified in the technical milestone of the first introduction of electricity, 
and the social milestone of the forming of the first trade unions.

4.1.1. Egypt’s Electri(city)s

While the introduction of steam engine is regarded as the primary keystone to the industrialization, 
the introduction of electricity became one of the milestones for industrial progressiveness, namely the 2nd 
Industrial Revolution.498 This phase marks the first introduction of electricity in Egypt. The Egyptian government 
granted Lebon & Co. the privilege to develop and extend its premises by establishing electricity power plants.499 
The contract was first signed in Cairo in 1892, then a year later in Alexandria.500 By 1895, the gaswork in 
Alexandria extended vastly from 10 thousand m2 along the Canal to almost 43 thousand m2 (U_03; G,1-2). The 
site was penetrated vertically by multiple masonry chimneys and included different arranged structures. These 
structures comprised, among others, two gasometers, an electricity generating station, a gas producer station 
and engineers’ houses (Fig. 19).501 In Alexandria, the steam engines were replaced gradually with four boilers 
and four generator machines by the Swiss Sulzer AG (Fig. 20).502

At first, electricity was only supplied on the streets during the night. It was not until about 1898 that 
electricity was provided by daytime to supply premises in the city centres as well as Egypt’s elite suburbs of 
Heliopolis in Cairo, and al-Raml in Alexandria.503 The Lebon & Co. established its headquarter in Alexandria 
to manage all the company’s industrial establishments. This was first constructed on a 3400 m2 estate in al-
‘Aṭṭārīn district (U_04; G,3).504 Based on the published corporate booklet (1947), the headquarter was solely 
managed and influenced by the French. There was no mention of any managerial intervention of Egyptians or 
local-foreign notable in managing this industry.505 The Egyptian headquarter remained part of the company’s 
headquarter in Paris, that remained managing its plants in Egypt, Spain, and Algeria.506 Until its nationalization, 
the Lebon & Co. preserved the location and function of its Alexandrian power station and headquarter.507 
Although Lebon & Co. comprised the city’s only power plant, other leading electricity companies were also 
introduced. These succeeded in representing their colonial background, yet only as apparatus suppliers. In 
Alexandria, these are exemplified in the British Thomson-Houston and the German Siemens-Schuckertwerke.508

498  Föhl n.d.
499  The electrification of public transport is mentioned in the following section.
500  Port Said was first granted authorization for electricity supply in 1903 (concession 1914). Tanta, then fourth most populated 
Egyptian city, was also supplied with electricity at the same year. However, the electrical lighting concession was granted to the French-
Egyptian founded company of La Société Éléctrique de la Basse-Égypte. Between 1913 and 1934, the Lebon & Co. company acquired 
most of the company shares and retained its management. See: Lebon & Cie 1947: 311.
501  Based on Survey of Egypt maps: block III-IV, year 1912 compared with cadastral maps blocks 776 and 808, year 1941.
502  The first Weyher et Richmond steam engine was kept and exhibited in the power plant. See: As-Sirūgī 2010: 12.
503  In As-Sirūgī’s book, and based on the company’s archives of contracts and insurance policies between 1895 and 1905, he 
listed the electricity subscription dates in Alexandria according to districts. He also names those subscribed, based on their profession, 
ethnicity, and status.
504  Later, probably during the interwar period, the headquarter was moved – across the street – on a larger area (about 5 thousand 
m2) in a constructed multi-storey building. There were no reliable sources as to justify the reason behind this relocation. The former 
company estate later became Toccos Cigarette factory.
505  Engineering works were even carried out by French experts, like Charles Baron, Jules Prunier, and Dominique Ciechomski. See: 
Lebon & Cie 1947: 295.
506  Huri 1935: 48. It is based on the 1935 source that the Lebon & Co. only supplied Egypt and Algeria besides France. It is in Saul’s 
publication that he states that the company was also established in Spain. See: Saul 1997: 168. And: Lebon & Cie 1947: 20.
507  Many historical structures of the power station were demolished. As the author was not granted permission to enter the site, 
present satellite images reveal some extant historical structures of the former Lebon company. The headquarter remains extant.
508  The British Thomson-Houston supplied the electrification of Alexandria’s tram industry, as will be highlighted in section 4.2. 
Until 1909, the German Siemens-Schuckertwerke undertook large electric installation for the city’s custom house, The SGPD, and 
interestingly the British Consulate. Wright 1909: 358, 365.
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Fig. 19: Photograph depicting the Lebon & Co. by the northern Canal bank with its premise’s structures, 1940. View 
north-east (Source: Dhakirat Al-Iskandayiyah Al-Fotoghrafiyah 2014: 102-04; edited by author 2021).

Fig. 20: Photograph depicting the  four operating Sulzer generator machines in the electricity generating station in 
Karmūz, 1946. View north-east (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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4.1.2. Trade Unions and the first strives for (in)dependence

During the second half of the 19th century, European capital has been invested in large amounts in Egypt. 
This was initiated generally in infrastructure, public services, along with manufacturing industries, as presented 
in the previous chapter. By the end of the 19th century the corvée labour in industrial operation was abolished 
and changed to wage labour.509 Together with the increase of industrial enterprises the number of labours 
increased gradually. According to Abbas (2016), industrial labours by the end of the 19th century, comprised 
craftsmen, who’s business deteriorated upon the competitive foreign industries, migrating landless peasants 
in search for better paid work, and emigrating European worker class eager to benefit from Egypt’s boosting 
work opportunities.510 Together, both foreign and Egyptian manpower initiated collective cycles to be liberated 
from their social industrial latency. Until the years leading up to WWI, the increase of labour resulted in what 
was referred to as “an embryonic labour movement”.511

The increase of both foreign capitalist investment in Egypt and the number of wage labour resulted in 
the rise of opposing labour movements. The first surge of workers’ unrest dates back to 1894 to wheat carriers 
in Port Said.512 Being brief, unorganized, and unsuccessful, this strike is often disregarded in multiple sources. 
In Egypt, the first organized movements were initiated by European workers. These were characterized as 
general pacesetters of labour movement that were later followed suits by Egyptians. The first reported labour 
militancy in Egypt was undertaken by migrating European cigarette factory workers, who previously obtained 
experience with strike actions and trade unions in their home countries.513 By the end of the 19th century, this 
took form in first organized labour movements, resulting from the imposed long workdays, low wages, as well 
as the introduced cigarette rolling machines replacing skilled labour. Between 1899 and 1907, these series of 
organized strikes were led by Greek factory workers in Cairo.514 These strikes lead to the establishment of the 
first trade union in Egypt, which was suppressed promptly by the British authorities in 1901.515

As for the Egyptian workers, who did not join these strikes, this was their first time to experience these 
labour demands. During the foreign labour movement, Egyptian workers did not join as they saw themselves 
better recruited than the other less-fortunate Egyptian craftsmen, petty traders, and peasants.516 However 
afterwards, along their realization of the capitalistic manipulation of labour force, they recognized the large 
labour stratification gap; Egyptian workers were often underpaid and undervalued in comparison to European 
workers, even if they shared the same work skills. This social strangulation stimulated unrest among Egyptian 
labours that resulted in the first Egyptian labour movement in 1900 by tram workers in Alexandria.517 While 
having similar requirements as the Greek labours in Cairo, the Egyptian workers further demanded both the end 
of abusive treatments by foreign supervisors as well as allowing Egyptians operate more competent positions. 
The movement in Alexandria was brief and unsuccessful. Nevertheless, it inspired the Cairo tramway workers, 
who are considered the vanguard of the Egyptian labour movement.

The Cairo Egyptian labour movement aroused during the economic crisis of 1907, where many industrial 
entrepreneurs increased working hours, decreased wages, and sometimes even dismissed many workers.518 
This thread allowed the Egyptian Nationalist Party, al-wafd, to easily instil nationalist sentiments among the 
urban workers and support the organization the first Egyptian led labour movements. The indignation of 

509  This was initiated after the British occupation on the seconf half of the 1880s. See: Nathan J. Brown, ‘Who Abolished Corvee Labour 
in Egypt and Why?’, Past & Present, no. 144 (1994): 116–37. OJ: https://www.jstor.org/stable/651145%0A (accessed: 05.07.2020).
510  Abbas 2016: 54. Also see similar labour division analyzed in: Beinin and Lockman 1998: 24.
511  Beinin and Lockman 1998: 23.
512 Raouf Abbas, Mudhakarāt Mohammad Farid: Tarīkh Misr Min Ibtidā’ 1891 (Trans. Diaries of Mohammad Farid: History of Egypt 
since 1891) (Cairo: Daar nahdit ash-sharq, 2002). p.79. in: Raouf Abbas, ‘Labour Movement in Egypt: 1899-1952’, The Developing 
Economies 11, no. 1 (1973): 62–75.
513  Cigarettes were first introduced in Egypt as a modern fashion to smoking during the third quarter of the 19th century. The first 
cigarette factories were established during the last quarter of the 19th century. This is explored later in section 4.5.
514  These were cigarette factory workers. See: Beinin and Lockman 1998: 52. And: Silke Obermeier, ‘Die Politische Rolle Der 
Gewerkschaften in Ägypten 1981-1991’ (Diplomica Verlag, 1996), p.10. And: Abbas 2016: 65.
515  The trade union was called Ligue Internationale des Ouvriers Cigarettiers et Papetiers du Caire. Beinin and Lockman 1998: 52. 
And: Obermeier 2016: 10. Also see: Abbas 2016: 65.
516  Abbas 2016: 58.
517  The tram industry in Alexandria - the Alexandria and Ramleh Company - will be later presented in section 4.2.
518  Alexandria tramway workers, now ethnically unified, restructured their work forces and aroused unrest in 1908. This led to a 
settlement in Alexandria due to the foreign worker’s relation to their notable ethnic related communities, who were part of the city’s 
governing body. Marcel Colombe, L’Évolution de l’Égypte : 1924-1950 (Paris: G.P. Maisonneuve, 1951). p.186. In: Abbas 1973: 62.
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constant arresting and sentencing of Egyptian demonstrators increased the occupational and foreign antipathy. 
Nevertheless, these strikes eventually resulted in the foundation of the first Egyptian workers union niqābat 
‘ummāl al-ṣanā’i‘ al-yadawiyah (Manual Trades Workers’ Union) in 1910.519 It is reported that members of the 
union increased and extended their power even within vocational schools.520

4.2. Commercialization of land and urban augmentation.

“Housing developments were in demand, meeting the needs of the new inhabitants attracted… by the 
growth of trade in general.”521

During the 1850s, the land and real-estate market was strongly invested in by Frenchmen.522 As a result of 
acute pressure for restructuring to accommodate commercial and industrial changes, among others, Egyptian 
cities witnessed ongoing population influx of different strata by both foreign emigrants and indigenous rural 
migrants. Regarding the administrative institution in Alexandria working on regulating urban planning and 
public services to absorb the increasing population, the Ornato’s contribution was altered with the Alexandrian 
Municipality, established in 1890. Referred to in Arabic as baladiyya, it operated as a locally autonomous 
urban government, having as Reimer states in 1999 “a broader mandate to promote the welfare of the city’s 
inhabitants including offering assistance to the poor and the charitable associations which sought to support 
and train them”.523

By the early 20th century, the city districts of Latin Quarter, Muḥarram Bey, and al-Raml became urbanized 
with middle-class and rich inhabitants. With the intention of absorbing the increasing population number 
and finding “a relief from the crowded city and congested suburb of Ramla”, the Alexandrian Municipality 
prepared lands in 1904 to be contracted for suburban and indutrial developments.524 By 1907, the municipal 
implementation of zoning ordinances in Alexandria resulted in the “gradual seperation of residential and 
industrial zones within the city”.525

Working in land and housing market became thus a guaranteed business investment. Resultantly, a 
number of landowning and real-estate companies were founded. These were dominated predominantly by Greek 
and Italian joint stock firms, invested by local European residents.526 Between 1897 and 1917, entrepreneurial 
construction firms in Egypt increased from 282 to 1563.527 With the availability of land in Alexandria, the urban 
extension was incentivized by two aspects sections: The first were the land investments conducted by privately-
owned companies and the second were those land investments lead by the municipality. Together, these were 
realized with the help of established building industries for the supply of building materials. The introduction 
of the tram industry, alike al-Raml, facilitated the local connectivity for the city’s pursued expansion. 

4.2.1. Privately-owned land and real-estate companies

Here, two examples of landowning and real-estate companies are presented that are in relevance to this 
research. The first is the Industrial Building Company of Egypt. Founded in 1908, it became a leading company 

519  According to Chalcraft (2005), the trade union comprised 3 thousand memebers by 1912 of “craft and service workers, alongside 
others from cigarette factories and the railway”. The workforce in Alexandria’s industry became more powerful since the 1920s. Until 
then, it was Cairo that lead the way in labour right movements. See: Abbas 2016: 70. Also see: Chalcraft 2005: 187.
520  The union predominantly established night schools for illeteracy. Only scarce sources were found elaborating on the union’s 
interventions on founded vocational schools in Egypt, namely in Cairo. However, this chapter will present the history of the established 
vocational schools in Alexandria, see section 4.6.
521  Hastaoglou-Martinidis: 2014: 97.
522  Owen 1969: 85.
523 According to Reimer (1999), the exact change reasons in local administrative institutions was difficult to confirm. He presumes the 
reasons in “the importation in new forms of knowledge, new institutional templates, and a new will on the part of central government 
to instil alien modes of political discipline,...” and also “the new material and demographic conditions which impelled certain urban 
economic interests or social groupings to demand changes in the inherited structures of administration.” More on the main tasks 
assigned to the municipality as well as its limitations is elaborated in: Reimer 1999: p.291, 307-08.
524  Anthony De Cosson. Mareotis Being an Account of the History: Topography & Antiquities of the North-Western Desert of Egypt 
and Lake Mareotis (London: Country Life Ltd., 1935), p.11. Also: B. Malaval. Le Port d’Alexandrie, Conférence Faite Le 3 Juin 1911 à 
l’Université Populaire Libre d’Alexandrie Sous Le Patronage de l’Alliance Française (Alexandria, 1911). IA: www.gallica.bnf.fr (accessed: 
05.05.2020).
525 Reimer 1999: 298.
526  Owen 1969: 85.
527  Politis 1930: 67.
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in Alexandria for landowning and land speculation in multiple areas, including al-Raml and al-Qabbārī.528 As 
the name reveals, the Industrial Building Company of Egypt also contributed to the construction of multiple 
industries in Alexandria. The company was characterized as one of the first to convey advocacy gestures 
towards the labour movement. This is demonstrated in the company’s stock certificate design (Fig. 21).

The second example is presented here by the Greek engineer N. G. Nicolaou. Upon his arrival in Alexandria 
in 1891, Nicolaou established collaboratively with the Alexandrian Greek builder Callidis the contracting firm 
Constantin Nicolaou et Callidis. Later in 1901, he founded the N.G. Nicolaou & Co.529 Both companies undertook 
the construction of multiple industrial premises, that will be highlighted within this chapter. Nicolaou’s 
companies were characterized with undergoing the construction of residential projects. These were located 
predominantly in Alexandria’s city eastern outskirts between al-Ibrahimīyah and San Stefano in al-Raml.530

4.2.2. State-owned land and first witnesses of labour housing.

Besides commercializing land for private investments, the Alexandria Municipality underwent its own 
preparation of land for suburban developments. Significantly are those to accomodate the working class. This 

528  The company constructed banks like Comptoir Financier & Commercial, the Deutsche Orientbank, the National Bank of Egypt, 
all designed by the Greek Alexandrian architect Nicolas Paraskevas by 1911. Awad 2008. And: Samir Raafat, The Egyptian Bourse (Cairo: 
American University in Cairo Press, 2010), p.8.
529  Politis 1930: 59-60.
530  Ibid. Ibrahimieh are was originally part of the domain of Prince Ibrahim Pasha Ahmed, a descendant of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha. 
The land was bought by la Compagnie du Camp de César, that with the help of Nicolaou & Co established the suburb of al-Ibrahimīyah. 
In: Radames Lackany. ‘Notes Sur Quelques Nomenclature Alexandrines’. In Chahiers d’Alexandrie, 49–62. Alexandria: Le Centre d’Études 
Alexandrines - CEAlex, 1964, p.60. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt. 

Fig. 21: Stock certificate, January 1912, of the Industrial Building Company of Egypt. The art nouveau design illustrates 
a female semi-nude, wearing a pharaonic ornamented crown. With a smelling gesture of a big bouquet labelled with 
LABOR, she turns her back to INDUSTRIA, with the French Usines d’Automobiles G. Brouhot on the background (Source: 
Raafat 2010: 8).
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Map 27: Mapping of industrial workers’ habitation (Source: author 2021).

Map 28: Alexandria 2021. The 
semi extant structures of the small 
settlements (Source: Google Earth, 
accessed 28.01.2021).

Map 29: Alexandria 1912: The ESR small settlement (in blue) next to al-Qabbārī Terminus site. (Source: Egyptian 
Survey maps, Block III-IV. IP).
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was part of the municipality’s assiged tasks that Reimer (1999) demonstrated in “offering assistance to the 
indigent sections of the population”.531 Based on Abbas’s above-mentioned classification, native or foreign 
migrant working class first settled in dense low rent dwellings. These were described by El-Saaty and Hirabayashi 
(1959) with their unplanned “least urbanized” character.532 Until WWI, Karmūz was the most preferred district 
for labour habitation in Alexandria, followed by Mīnā al-Baṣal, and al‘Attarīn districts. The 1912-16 Egyptian 
survey maps of Alexandria depict the first identified worker houses. Based on Map 27, these can be categorized 
generally to the following: fragmented platelayer dwellings, composed small labour settlements within state-
owned industrial sites, and lastly houses for each labours and engineer within privately-owned industrial sites.

The fragmented labour dwellings were affiliated to the Egyptian State Railway industry (hereafter ESR). 
The stand-alone labour houses were aligned scattered along the ESR lines that extend eastwards until al-
Ḥaḍarah. Based on the survey maps (1912-16) these were referred to as platelayers’ dwellings. The dwellings 
took form principally as elongated single row structures that were probably designated for Arabs.533. The 
composed small labour settlements were also affiliated to ESR. As the ESR was a state-owned industry, these 
small settlements were presumably part of a state project conducted by the Technical Service Department of 
the Alexandria Municipality between the years 1890 and 1906. According to British journalist Arnold Wright 
(1909), the project comprised the construction of houses for the working classes.534 Wright’s reported worker’s 
houses project was realized presumably in al-Qabbārī within al-Qabbārī Terminus premises (T_04; F,2) and 
in al-Maks within the premises of al-Maks Terminus (T_02/ B1).535 The constructed small labour settlements 
comprised the same modular footprint as the other platelayers’ dwellings fragmented along the ESR rail 
lines.536 As exemplified in the al-Qabbārī ESR settlement, the dwellings were arranged adjacently and delimited 
in a bounded site overlooking both the Canal and the ESR rail lines (Map 28, 29).

In regard to the housing structures, which were constructed inside industrial premises of privately-owned 
companies, the majority were designated for high-ranked employees. Houses of high-ranked employees, 
mainly for engineers and managers, were constructed within the industrial sites like the Lebon & Co. and 
al-Maks Pumping Station.537 The housing structures were designated solely for in situ residing engineers and 
managers. The houses took form mostly of stand-alone villas with attached private gardens (Fig. 22). The 
exclusion of labour housing within the industrial site depended presumably, among other reasons, on the 
workers’ relatively near habitation or possible reachability to work. The inclusion of labour housing as part 
of the industrial site structures were only applied in those industries located in the city’s hinterland. This is 
exemplified again in al-Maks Pumping Station. The accommodation for both engineering and managerial staff, 
as well as its workmen were provided. Despite the industry’s remote location to the city itself, at that time no 
other services were provided.

4.2.3. Erecting the expansion: Building industries

Based on the survey maps (1912-16), only six factories were operating in Alexandria for the manufacturing 
of building materials.538 These included three brick, two cement, and one marble factory. Their site areas 
spanned drastically from 300 m2 up to almost 15 thousand m2. While only one factory, namely that of the 
cement works (M_32/ G,3), stands integrated within the city fabric, the others were scattered along the 
northern Canal bank. While located by the northern Canal bank, the brickworks (M_11/ F,2) and cement works 
(M_38/ I,1) were also characterized with their integrated location within the city fabric; the former in Mīnā al-

531 Reimer 1999: 293.
532  El-Saaty and Hirabayashi 1959: 75-8. 
533  It is based on a 1886 British military report that the earlier platelayers are mentioned and are designated as Arabs. There was, 
however, no mention of any labour houses. See: Charles Royle, The Egyptian Campaigns, 1882 to 1885, and the Events That Led to 
Them - Volume 1 (London: Hurst and Blackett Publishers, 1886). p.195.
534  Wright 1909: 436.
535  Al-Maks Terminus was former Khedival Terminus, which is overviewed briefly in section 4.3.3
536  Interestingly, the first designated labour settlement in Karmūz remains extant; its inhabitants are presently, however, not affiliated 
to the railway industry. The settlement is known for its unsafe habitat in terms of unfortunate and proclaimed outlawed inhabitants. I 
was not allowed to either enter or take picture of the settlement. Still, I will make further trials to enter and conduct research regarding 
the urban, architectural and urban structure there.
537  Other sites are those of the Alexandria Water Company (U_13) and Laghoudakis Paper Mill (M_33). Al-Maks Pumping Station is 
presented later in section 4.3.3.
538  The author underwent extensice search in other historical maps between end of 19th century until 1910s, only to find survey 
maps (1912-16) the only ones that present accurate allocation of the building industries.
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Baṣal and the latter in Muḥarram Bey. As of the rest, both brickworks (M_42/ L,1-2; M_43/ N,2) as well as the 
marble works (M_44/ O,1-2) stood autonomously on the city’s eastern outskirts.539

The rationale behind the location of the autonomous industries in relation to the ongoing urbanization 
of the city’s eastern extension can be assumed, however, not confirmed. Generally, these served assumably as 
intraurban provisional industrial establishments. Of all six industrial premises, only one remained extent until 
the 1930s, as revealed on the city’s cadastral maps. This was the Società Anonima Coloniale Cementi located 
in Muḥarram Bey (M_38/ I,1). Founded by A. Fusignani & Co, the cement work was founded in 1911 and was 
reported to be the first cement factory established in Alexandria later becoming the largest in Egypt during 
the 1930s (Fig. 23).540 To enable a regional supply in Egypt, the 8 thousand m2 factory was assumably therefore 
located by the Canal. While the building industry served to realize the city expansion, another industry was 
introduced to guide its pursued urban course, namely the tram industry.

539  According to Politis (1930), N.G. Nicolaou & Co. depended on using Greek marble in its building construction. See: Politis 1930: 
59-60.
540  The Egyptian Directory 1913, L’Annuaire Égyptien et l’Indicateur Égyptien, 27e Année. Cairo: Chambre de commerce égyptienne, 
1912, p.1504. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.

 
Fig. 22: Photograph depicting a still standing villa of the chief engineer of al-Max Pumping Station, 2020. The house is 

still inhabited by the company’s former technical engineer. View north east (Source: author 2020).

Fig. 23: Alexandria, early 19th century. A. Fusignani & Co in Muḥarram Bey, view south. (Source: Awad 2008: p182).
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4.3.4. Guiding the expansion: City’s Tram

The foundation of the tram industry in Alexandria first lay ground to facilitate the connectivity of the 
city with its remote ongoing urbanized districts. On another perspective, Belgium scholar Luc De Ryck (2010) 
interprets the foundation of the tram industry in Alexandria as an act of revenge between two Belgian industrial 
tycoons.541 Both Belgian entrepreneurs Édouard Otlet and Édouard Empain developed business competition 
back in Brussels in both real estate and public transport. Looking for new opportunities for business expansion 
in North Africa and the Middle East, Otlet proposed development plans for real estate and public transport in 
Egypt in 1888-89 for Cairo, Port Said, and Alexandria. At that time, Belgium had early industrial penetrations 
in Egypt.542 Having developed better connections with commercial representatives in Egypt, Empain took over 
Otlet’s proposals partly and founded both public limited companies Tramways de Caire (1894) and Chemins 
de Fer de la Basse-Egypte (1896).543 Otlet’s pursuits for foreign diplomatic connections, resulted finally with 
founding the Tramways d’Alexandrie in 1897, with the help of his son Simon Philippart.544

At that time, the British company Alexandria and Ramleh Railway Company was the only private-owned 
public transportation competitor with the newly founded tram industry in Alexandria. By adopting pro-British 
policies, Philippart conducted negotiations with British and local shareholders, including wealthy Italian and 
Greek traders, like Constantin Salvago. This resulted in Tramways d’Alexandrie buying most of the shares of 
the Ramleh Company. In 1904, both companies introduced electric interurbans, dominated by Compagnie 
Égyptienne Thomson Houston.545 It was shortly after that a financial crisis of the Belgian company was exploited 
by British capital, thus dominating both rail companies.546 The urban operation for the localization of the 
tramline was undertaken by the Building Lands of Egypt Company.547

Contrary to the al-Raml rails that started from the city’s eastern border towards its eastern suburbs via 
a one directed linear course, the Tramways d’Alexandrie (hereafter TA) was conceptualized otherwise. The TA 
path was conceptualized generally with penetrating the existing city fabric and guiding it via local transportation 
network towards the wished urban extension (Map 30). Accordingly, the course was referred to as “tramways 
de la ville”, at that time.548 Emanating from Place Muhammad ‘Ali, the tram rail branched to envelop both 
eastern and western coastlines of the city’s peninsula of the Turkish Town. From Place Muhammad ‘Ali, other 
axes thrust their way in finger shaped forms; these paths extended towards and along the waterfronts of both 
the Mediterranean Sea and al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. They reached the Canal’s north banks of Karmūz, Muḥarram 
Bey, and even Al-Ḥaḍarah eastwards. The longest tram path started from the Muhammad ‘Ali square westwards 
up to the remote Bāb al- ‘Arab dyke in al-Maks district to connect the city with its established hinterland 
industries.549 This extends from Place Muhammad ‘Ali, south-west to Mīnā al-Baṣal, across the Canal, all the 
way towards al-Maks. As the ESR in al-Qabbārī stood in the way, a so-called al-Qabbārī Bridge was constructed 
to carry the road and tramline from al-Qabbārī, above the railway, towards al-Maks.550

541  De Ryck 2010: 930. It is based on Ryck that he describes the Alexandria tramway project as “een duidelijke revanche”.
542  While the railway industry was dominated by British engineering supervision, it was the Belgian companies that specialized in the 
fields of metal construction and the manufacture of railway material. See: Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 2017: 116.
543  In various literature, Empain is always accredited for the development of the Cairo and Delta tram/railway as well as Hliopolis 
residential area in Cairo. The insight of the development plans proposed by Otlet that are reported to have been partially taken over by 
Empain was not within the scope of this study. The author, nevertheless, is highly interested and highly recommends uncovering this 
research aspect.
544  The state concession for the establishment of Tramways d’Alexandrie was taken by the French Compagnie Générale de Traction, 
represented by Edouard Cauderay. Although founded as a Belgian company, Traction obtained the majority of the shares. Van Pellecom 
2010: 11.
545  Based on Ryck, the British Thomson-Houston - subsidiary of (American) General Electric – constructed interurban rails for 
Alexandria and Ramleh Railway Co. It was the same company responsible for the electrificatin of Otlet’s established tram work in 
Alegeria. For yet unrevealed reasons, Traction, owing most of the shares of Tramways d’Alexandrie supported the American Lorain Steel 
Company. In: De Ryck 2010: 932. Also see: Wright 1909: 365. Also see: La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 235.
546  While conserving the Belgian benefits from Tramways d’Alexandrie, the company became under financial management of 
both National Bank of Egypt and Anglo-Egyptian Bank. The British Thomson-Houston became the main electrical supplier for main 
companies. De Ryck 2010: 938.
547  The company was constituted in 1905 and registered in Egypt. After undergoing most of the work, the company underwent 
liquidation in 1938. See: Politi, Elie I. ‘Annuaire Des Société Égyptiennes Par Actions, 9eme Edition’. Alexandria: Impr. Procaccia, 1938, 
pp.443-44. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt. Among the company’s shareholders was the Greek notable financier P. Glymenopoulo. 
Politis 1930: 283.
548  Memorandum. Diverses Questions Relatives aux Tramways, 08.10.1919, par La Commission Municipale.DWQ, wathā’iq ‘abdīn 
[0069-005354], Cairo, Egypt.
549  These industries are revealed later in section 4.3.
550  The design and construction was undergone by the French company Daydé & Pillé, who underwent other engineering works in 
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Map 30: The rail course of “tramways de la ville” in Alexandria during the 1910s (Source: author 2021).

Map 31: (left) Proposed rail course as indicated on al-Falaki map (1865); (right) realized tramline by 1913 (Source: 
(left) Archives CEAlex; (left) author, 2021).
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Although the tram industry was first introduced and implemented since the end of the 19th century, El-
Falaki’s 1865 map reveals an interesting observation. On the historical map, an illustrative indication is detected 
that simulates a rail-like track. Although this indication is not visible on the successive maps of Burreau (1868) 
and Goad (1898), El-Falaki might have indicated a proposed one-tracked railway project that was unrealized. By 
sumperimposing the course indicated on the 1865 map on that of the later constructed TA rails, it is less likely 
that El-Falaki’s indication was non-indicative (Map 31).

On his map, El-Falaki illustrated two rail courses one starting from Place Muhammad ‘Ali and the other 
from the port customs house, where both merge along their southern extension. The rail path is again divided 
in three branches: one towards the western port piers, the second to the clustered warehouses in Mīnā al-
Baṣal, and the third across the Canal - via Mīnā al-Baṣal Bridge - towards al-Qabbārī. The realized TA tram path 
in Alexandria was inspired presumably by the one indicated by El-Falaki.551 The indicated rail could have been 
a proposed commuting project to facilitate the connectivity between Place Muhammad ‘Ali, which comprised 
the houses of the city’s merchants, and the city’s industrial zone.552

Regarding the realized tram industry of Tramways d’Alexandrie, the company acquired land, in 1898, to 
construct tram depots and workshops. These were constructed at the tram end lines of both Karmūz (T_03/ 
F,2) and Muḥarram Bey (T_08/ I,1). While undergoing mechanical assemblage, maintenance, and repair for 
the tram cars, the depots and workshops later operated the introduction of electric powered cars.553 The 
main depot and electric generating station was placed in Karmūz (Fig. 24).554 The locale of the TA depots and 
workshops was chosen presumably based on their proximity to other industrial sites on the one hand, and its 
remoteness from the city’s high stratified habitation area on the other.

Alexandria as well as Egypt. Characteristically are also their pumping machinery installation for the Cairo and Alexandria Waterworks. 
Wright 1909: 366. 
551  Other than El-Falaki’s rail path, the TA tram course shifted to proceed linearly from Place Mohammad Ali to al- Qabbarī across the 
Ibrahim 1st bridge; this is presumably to enable it to reach the cotton Bourse that was established during the 1870s.
552  During the 1860s, many foreign merchants were living in the business quarter of Place Muhammad ‘Ali, like Sir Antoniadis 
Regarding Sir Antoniadis, it is reported that he purchased El Hamieyah house, owned by the son of Abbas Pasha I. The house was 
in Place de Muhammad ‘Ali and was probably bought during the 1860s. See: Awad 1996: 49. This paragraph is solely based on the 
author’s personal observation. It is, however, interesting if in-depth archival search could be undertaken regarding this presumed 
project proposal.
553  La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 235.
554  Most structures are still extant and operating.

Fig. 24: Photograph revealing the depôt and workshop site of Tramways d’Alexandrie in Karmūz by al-Maḥmudiyah 
Canal, 1931. View east (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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The technical operations of TA were operated mainly by Greeks and Italians, who dominated proficient 
positions as skilled workshop mechanics workers and inspectors. Contrarily, the Egyptian TA labours were 
subordinated as drivers and conductors.555 This was perceived as a state of social marginalization that stimulated 
the short-lasted labour movement, overviewed in section 4.1.2.

The state of urbanization in Alexandria, incentivized by capital inflow, population increase, and industrial 
developments like the TA, was part of what Egyptian scholar Raphael Nakhla (1920) described as “the pretext 
of putting (things) in order”, stimulated by the British colonial authorities.556 Here, Nakhla was referring mainly 
to deployment actions within the political, economic, along with social, and industrial sectors. With regard to 
the industrial sector, the city of Alexandria witnessed a series of arrangement and even re-arrangement of 
its industries. The following four sections reveal the different industries and industry-related establishments 
founded, while articulating their spatial orders and key characteristics.

4.3. Pertinent industrial concentrations

This section articulates the different established industries that share the characteristics of being 
concentrated or semi-concentrated based on their affiliated industrial classification. Here, the industries 
are divided into three sub-sections based on the analysis of their locale. With the help of the prototyping 
of industrial spaces defined by Hatuka and Ben-Joseph (2017), these are interpreted here in the adjacent 
industrial space, the linear autonomous industries, and the hinterland industries (Map 32).557 

555  Beinin and Lockman 1998: 58.
556  In: Nakhla 1920: 101.
557  The academic paper published by Hatuka and Ben-Joseph in 2010 presents the three prototypes of industrial spaces in relation 
to the city fabric. As these are revealed in this study’s introduction, this chapter section is highlighting the adjacent and autonomous 
industrial spaces, only.

Map 32: Pertinent industrial spaces westwards of the city in 1910s (Source: author 2021).
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The adjacent and autonomous industries are both characterized with their activities’ association to the 
Western Port, in comparison to the hinterland industries, whose operative association relates to the Mariyūṭ 
Lake, which borders geographically the city’s southern extension.558 The autonomous and hinterland industries 
share together the characteristics of being remote to the city, whereas the adjacent industrial cluster is 
characterized with its adjacent location to the city fabric. The connectivity of all three industrial spaces with 
the city was facilitated by the construction of public and cargo transportation.

4.3.1. The adjacent industrial cluster: The subjacent colonial presence

This industrial space represents the warehouse complex with its integrative Cotton Press structures. 
These developed into an adjacent industrial space with the help of the city’s extension that filled the urban 
gap between both the business district of Place Muhammad ‘Ali and the warehouse complex. As elaborated in 
the previous chapter, cotton presses in Alexandria were acquired and dominated by advocators of the British 
Empire, represented by both SAPLE and SGPD.559 The early 20th century represents the adjoining of other 
Cotton Press establishments, representing both Austrio-Hungarian and German colonies. These were the cotton 
presses J.L. Menasce Sons & Co., the R. & O. Lindemann, and Société Anonyme des Presse Allemandes. The 
foundation of these industrial establishments was presumably as a result of the alleviated apical exploitation of 
the Egyptian cotton export market by the British authorities. This was in the events of Egypt’s conformed role 
as second cotton exporting country to the British mills. Correspondingly, this made way for Austrio-Hungarian 
and German colonies to follow suit by founding Cotton Press establishments in Alexandria.560

Austrio-Hungarian industrial aspirations: J.L. Menasce Sons & Co.

The cotton export and banking firm J.L. Menasce Sons was established upon Jacob Menasce’s arrival 
from Cairo to Alexandria during the 1870s.561 As a result of his commercial services in the Austro-Egyptian 
trade, Menasce was given baron title by the Austro-Hungarian Empire together with a Hungarian citizenship in 
1875. The J.L. Menasce Sons was founded as a banking and trading company with Alexandria Jewish notable 
Jacob Cattaoui.562 The company later established branches in England, France, and Turkey. By the end of the 19th 
century, the company shared the storage facility of a 6 thousand m2 Shūnah building, divided in three modules, 
with two other companies. One of these was SAPLE that was directed in 1909 by Menasce’s grandson, Baron 
Jacques Elie De Menasce (1850–1916). He focused less on the family banking business and more on promoting 
the family’s agricultural estates.563 To promote the family’s cotton ginning industry in the Delta village of Mīt 
Birrah, he extended the family’s warehouse area in Alexandria by purchasing the whole 6 thousand m2 Shūnah 
building and establishing the J.L. Menasce Sons & Co Cotton Press (M_26; G,2).564

German industrial aspirations: Die Deutsche Baumwollpresse and R. & O. Lindemann

Although proclaimed as “insignificant” by German scholar and historian Gudrun Krämer (1989), the 
“German colony” was presented industrially in the Alexandrian warehousing district through three enterprises: 
Deutsche Orientbank Aktiengesellschaft, R. & O. Lindemann, and Die Deutsche Baumwollpresse (Société 
Anonyme des Presse Allemandes).565 With its joint-stock company based in Berlin, the Deutsche Orientbank 
aimed to foster business relations with the Orient, especially with Turkey, Greece, and Egypt. With seven 
branches opened in Egypt, its office in Alexandria comprised almost a 13 thousand m2 Shūnah (F,2) in al-
Qabbārī near the Choremi-Benachi Shūwan.566

558  Mariyūṭ Lake is also referred to in other sources as Mareotis, Maryut, and Marea. See: De Cosson 1935: 11-12.
559  Revise 3.5
560  By 1911, 75% of the Egyptian cottonseed was exported to the British mills, 17% to the German mills, whereas the rest was 
exported to France and other countries. Based on: Malaval 1911: 31. Also see:  Nakhla 1920: 107.
561  Krämer 1989: 77.
562  Like Choremi Benachi, the founded banking and trading company with J. Cattaoui was a result of an intermarriage between Diana 
Menasce and Maurice Cattaoui. Krämer 1989: 77.
563 Wright 1909: 450.
564  The ownership of Menasce Cotton Press was later supplanted by SAPLE, probably during or shortly after WWI. The structure is 
still extant (status January 2021).
565  Krämer 1989: 129.
566  The Deutsche Orientbank was founded in 1905 by the Dresdner Bank, the A. Schaaffhausen’schen Bankverein (A. 
Schaaffhausen’schen Bank Association), and the Nationalbank für Deutschland AG (National Bank for Germany). The Deutsche 
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Fig. 25: Photograph of R. & O. Lindemann cotton press in Mīnā al-Baṣal with attached façade water sprinklers, 1909 
(Source: Wright 1909: 287).

The R. & O. Lindemann export company was established in 1889 by brothers Richard and Otto 
Lindemann, who established branches in Prague then Dresden. Owning a “huge ginning factory” in Kafr 
el-Zayat, a 4 thousand m2 Cotton Press (M_24/ G,2) and a 1500 m2 warehouse (G,2) in Alexandria, R. & O. 
Lindemann became one of the largest cotton-exporting firms operating outside Egypt like, among others, 
Choremi-Benachi (Fig. 25).567 In 1907, R. & O. Lindemann, together with other German enterprises, founded 
the Société Anonyme des Presse Allemandes (Deutsche Baumwollpresse).568 The Deutsche Baumwollpresse 
(M_25/ G,2) was founded in partnership with German export companies H. Bindernagel, Fritz Andres & Co, 
and the Deutsche Orientbank Aktiengesellschaft. Hugo Lindemann was assigned president of the conjunctional 
company. By 1909, the 5 thousand m2 building of Deutsche Baumwollpresse, which was formerly a Shūnah, 
comprised most concurrent modern steam engines and was described overstatedly by British journalist Arnold 
Wright (1909) as “probably the best in the world”.569

The urbanized densification in Mīnā al-Baṣal resulted in more warehouse construction in al-Qabbārī, to 
the south of the al-Qabbārī Station. These took form in sizable parcellated warehouses near Choremi-Benachi 
Shūnah (check coordinates F,2). With the increased demand for more commodity warehouses, the western 
extension ensued towards the less densified al-Qabbārī and al-Max.

Orientbank later failed to find any business success in Egypt; it opened large loans to local trade and industrial enterprises without 
real guarantees. Based on Saul’s interpretation, such enterprising actions of the Deutsche Orient Bank caused its sequestration and 
forced liquidation at the beginning of World War I. The Shūnah of the Deutsche Orientbank is still standing and is owned by the 
Egyptian Cotton Pressing Company. See: Saul 1997: 353-54. Also see: Jacob Riesser. Die Deutschen Grossbanken Und Ihre Konzentration 
Im Zusammenhang Mit Der Entwicklung Der Gesamtwirtschaft in Deutschland (Jena: G. Fischer, 1912), p.364. IA: www.archive.org 
(accessed: 26.05.2020).
567  It is also reported that the Kafr-el-Zayat ginning factory was being rebuilt by 1909, to become the largest factory in Egypt. In: 
Wright 1909: 289. Also see: Primel 2016: 149.
568  The Shūnah was owned formerly by export company A. Piha Fils & Co.
569  Wright 1909: 289. The ownership of the German Cotton Press was later supplanted by SGPD, probably during or shortly after 
WWI.
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4.3.2. The linear autonomous industries: A composition in shaping

In February 1898, the Egyptian government assigned the Khedivial Mail Company to proceed with 
further rehabilitation projects relating to the Western Port. The company, based in the Alexandrian arsenal, 
conducted the project until 1906 from al-Qabbārī westwards towards al-Maks.570 The project included the 
construction of floating docks and quays, along with their adjoining service relating structures. The peripheral 
land vacancy to the west of al-Qabbārī contributed to the establishment of large-scaled industry-defined areas. 
The availability of direct connectivity to private quays allowed the project realization, which took form in the 
piecemeal transfer, displacement, and also new establishment of new industrial and industry-related structures 
(Fig. 26).

Each constructed industry was characterized with its direct connectivity with its privately constructed 
quays by the sea. The interstices between each industry were presumably to accommodate prospected 
complex extensions. Similar to the orthogonal gridiron of the warehouse complex, each industrial type 
in this section is also characterized with its modular parcellation. Overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, the 
constructed industries and industry-related structures were arranged rectilinearly. These were supported with 
inland reachability through the railway course from the west and tram service from the east.

570  The Khedivial Mail Steamship & Graving Dock Co. was founded in 1898. It operated ships and docks owned by various departments 
of the Egyptian Government. See: Malaval and Jondet 1912: 118.

Fig. 26: Aerial view of the westward extension depicting established new industrial and industry-related structures 
with their adjoining docks and quays, photographed in 1932. (Source: G. Eric and Edith Matson Photograph Collection, IP).
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Fig. 27: Photograph of the lumber hangars of Giovanni Stagni (Stagni & Sons Co.) overlooking the quays by the sea, 
1909. View east (Source: Wright 1909: 454).

Transferring: Lumber Hangars

As revealed above, the warehouse complex was occupied densely along the Canal in comparison to 
the increasing demand for more depository areas. As part of the port rehabilitation project in the early 20th 
century, the decision was made for a piecemeal transfer of the lumber yards towards al-Max. In comparison to 
the 64 thousand m2 wooden constructed lumber yards in Mīnā al-Baṣal (revise Fig. 13), the survey maps (1912-
16) reveal the construction of new lumber hangars occupying a sizable area of almost 400 thousand m2 (check 
coordinates D,2) (Fig. 27). The new hangars took form of elongated and parallel arranged iron truss hangars 
(Fig. 28). The owners of the lumber yards in Mīnā al-Baṣal were offered a better facilitated industrial service 
in terms of sizable storage areas, modernized construction materials, and a location overlooking designated 
lumber quays.571 As a result of the construction of the lumber yards, the business owners constructed their 

571  As revealed by the later cadastral maps (1930s-1940s), the transfer of all lumber yards to al-Max was indeed implemented. 
Of the total of 400 thousand m2 of lumber yard hangars, only 3 hangars are still standing occupying an area of about 12 thousand m2 
(Status: January 2021).

Fig. 28: Photograph of the  iron trussed hangars during construction during the first quarter of the 20th century, 1912. 
(Source: Malaval and Jondet 1912: 172).
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lumber company workshops adjacently. This was the case with Giovanni Stagni and La maison d’importation 
de bois S. Karam et Frères.

Displacing: Tanneries and Slaughterhouse

The tannery industry was handled similar to the hangars in term of spatial allotment. By early 20th 
century, multiple tanneries were operating outside the eastern city wall.572 These were designated to Greeks 
(example: Caloutas, Charalambos Brothers, Bolanachi, Mavrellis, and Halcoussis) as well as a few Egyptians 
(example: Rabih, Abbasi, and Tawil).573 The constructed slaughterhouse and tanneries in al-Azarītah stood 
in the way of the aspired city’s eastern extension promoted by the rising landowning companies. As these 
industries were inconsistent with the pursued modern residential city expansion, the Alexandria Municipality 
decided to displace them to al-Maks.

The displacement was completed in 1905. All the city’s tannery activities were placed on an approximate 
area of 9 thousand m2. The most prominent tannery at that time was the Tannerie Moderne (M_05; C,2). 
Owned by A.Z. Halcoussis Fils & Co., the Greek company was considered the pioneer in introducing motorized 
tannery operations in Alexandria by 1905 (Fig. 29).574

Besides the tanneries, a new and sizable slaughterhouse was constructed (M_03; C,2). The 
slaughterhouse, overlooking a slaughterhouse bay, was constructed collaboratively by both the Ministry of 
Commerce and Ministry of Agriculture, at the time (Fig. 30). The industrial premise was installed with petrol 
operating machines, electricity for lighting, and French Decauville narrow-gauge tracks.575 While the spatial 

572  Revise chapter 3.4.
573  La Chambre de Commerce Egyptienne d’Alexandrie 1951. The family name Bolanachi is locally more known for the spirits industry 
of Distillerie Bolanachi, that was founded in 1880 near the Alexandria water station in Wābūr al-Miyāh. The connection between both 
family names to both industries is not yet uncovered.
574  Ibid.
575  Exercice 1908. Rapport de l’Adminitrateur. Notes Des Divers Services, Alexandria, 1908, pp. 89, 90, 92. Archives CEAlex, 
Alexandria, Egypt.

Fig. 29: Illustration of 
Tannerie Halcoussis, 1951. 
(Source: La Chambre de 
Commerce Egyptienne 
d’Alexandrie: 1951).

Fig. 30: Photograph of the Municipal slaughterhouse overviewing its slaughter bay, 1911 (Source: Malavel 1911: 54).
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Fig. 31: Photograph of the Petrol Reservoires of French Worms et Cie, 1911. View east. (Source: Malaval 1911: 54).

allotment of the lumber yards, tanneries, and slaughterhouse were based on transferring already founded 
industries, the third prototype of spatial allotment was based on the foundation of a new industry, namely 
petroleum.

Establishing: Petroleum industry

In Egypt, the importation of petroleum has developed abruptly during the 1890s. In al-Qabbārī, a 
preliminary area of 5 thousand m2 was specified to accommodate this growing industry. The site first comprised 
storage and import installations of 10 sizable petrol reservoirs, of 4 thousand tons each.576 By the early 20th 
century, the reservoirs were arranged adjacently overlooking the sea (M_08; E,2-3). According to Greek 
scholar Politis (1930), it was Greek engineer N. G. Nicolaou, referred to in section 4.2.1, who underwent the 
construction of the petrol reservoirs.577 All the site structures were associated to 3 oil import houses: Russian 
Mantacheff Oil Company, French Worms et Cie, and American Socony Vacuum Oil Company (Fig. 31). 578 

Each import house overlooked its designated jetty. The most prominent of the three oil houses was 

the American Socony Vacuum (Fig. 32). It operated as the dominating petrol supplier in Alexandria until the 
1950s.579  Established in 1898, the American Socony Vacuum constructed multiple oil bulk stations in Egypt. 

576  During the first half og the 20th century, al-Max hosted extended areas to encompass manufacturing plants.
577  Politis 1930: 60.
578  Malaval 1911: 29. Until 1911, oil was used simply for heating and lighting; Malavel then anticipated the rapid consumption 
increase of petrol, whereby unrefined petroleum engines would be implemented in locomotives, factories, and ships’ boilers and 
machinery. 
579  Worms et Cie. was a mainly active as a steamer coal supplier for the Suez Canal. In Alexandria, it acted as an agent to Shell Oil 

Fig. 32: Photograph of the Socony Vaccum installation in al-Qabbārī overviewing the railway oil transport via tank 
cars, 1909. View north (Source: Wright 1909: 352).
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The main ones stood first can factory in Egypt was founded in al-Qabbārī, in both Alexandria and Port Said. The 
company’s where produced oil was distributed all over the country.580

4.3.3. Mariyūṭ Lake and its hinterland autonomous industries

Two industrial sites developed by the Mariyūṭ Lake, namely al-Maks Pumping Station and the Salt and 
Soda Company. Different that the above presented adjacent and autonomous industrial spaces, the exemplified 
industries here are characterised with their remote location in the city’s hinterland overlooking the Mariyūṭ 
Lake. The industries in this section were only accessible through ESR service or unpaved roads.581 The site’s 
structures of each industry stood on the Mariyūṭ land domain with no defined site borders. The arrangement 
of the site structures was somewhat irregular. Both industrial sites also accommodated inhabitation structures 
for both high ranked employees and workmen. Nevertheless, no other services were dispensed for the site’s 
inhabitants except the workplace.582

The Lake and water pumping

During the British occupation in Egypt by the end of the 19th century, a number of irrigation projects 
were conducted to expand agricultural areas and regulate an uninterrupted agricultural water supply and 
discharge all year long.583 In the attempt to realize that, a number of British engineers, who highly contributed 
in establishing India’s modern irrigation methods, were brought in to apply these in multiple areas in Egypt.584 
These contributed in re-digging canals and establishing a number of dykes, barrages, and other irrigation 
structures.585 The period in which such projects were conducted was referred to as the “era of engineering” 
in Egypt.586 Such projects expanded from large scaled ones, like the Aswan Dam, up until ditch systems. The 
latter was realized in Alexandria in Bāb al- ‘Arab Ditch in al-Maks. Bāb al-‘Arab is an artificial drainage cut that 
was dug between the Mariyūṭ Lake and the Mediterranean Sea. It was dug to discharge excessive water from 
the Lake that flooded both Alexandria’s south-eastern part and the city’s cultivation hinterland.587 To maintain 
the Lake’s water level, al-Maks Pumping Station was constructed on the intersection between the cut ditch and 
the Lake (Map 33).

Constructed probably after 1892, al-Maks Pumping Station is referred to as the oldest water pump 
drainage station in Egypt (U_01/ B,1).588 Until 1914, the site was only reachable via unpaved roads. Despite 
the site’s near location to a railway station, this terminus was, however, owned privately by Abbas Pasha II, at 
that time (T_02/ B,1).589 It was first in 1914 that the Egyptian state bought the Khedival Terminus to facilitate 
the reachability to Alexandria’s westward hinterland. Upon the acquisition, a railway track was established 
penetrating the Pumping Station through a railway embankment crossing the ditch. Principally, the operative 
structures of al-Maks Pumping Station comprised a boiler house and an engine hall; these stood perpendicularly 
to the Bāb al- ‘Arab ditch. Due to its remote location from the city, the site was characterized with its inclusion 
of 3 stand-alone villas for high ranked employees. These were constructed adjacently on the southern ditch 

& Transport company. See: Ian Cummins and John Beasant. Shell Shock: The Secrets And Spin Of An Oil Giant (Edinburgh: Mainstream 
Publishing Company, 2011). And: Michael Stephen Smith.The Emergence of Modern Business Enterprise in France, 1800-1930 (Harvard: 
Harvard University Press, 2006), pp.114-15.
580  Other than Alexandria, Port Said’s bulk station comprises Egypt’s main benzin supply. In: Wright 1909: 351.
581  The road was paved and developed into a motor road after 1917. The project was initiated by W. E. Jennings-Bramly, who was 
the Mariyūṭ district officer in the Frontiers Administration, at the time. See: De Cosson 1935: 12.
582  In the case of al-Maks Pumping Station, it was later that the site encompassed a school, social club, a garden, and a football field. 
This is based on a cadestral map surveyed in 1944, however revised and re-published in 1973.
583  This was part of the comprehensive plan to increase and secure the supply of raw materials, among which primarily cotton.
584  Engineers like Sir George Kenneth Scott-Moncrieff, John Henry Garstin, Lieutenant-Colonel Ross, and William Willcocks, among 
others.
585  For more comprehensive information regarding the British irrigation projects in Egypt, see: Eugene Schuyler, ‘Irrigation. Continent 
of Africa. Egypt’, in Canals and Irrigation in Foreign Countries: Report from the Consuls of the United States in Answer to Circulars from 
the Department of State, United States. Department of State Band 5 von Special Consular Reports (Washington: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1891), 255–300. 
586  Nezar AlSayyad. Nile: Urban Histories on the Banks of a River. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2019, p.19.
587  This is exemplified, among others, in olive, barley, date palms, and mostly the sizable vineyards of Fondation Gianaclis, located 
25 km to the west of Alexandria. See: Raafat 1974: 32. And: De Cosson 1935: 90-1.
588  The station is still operating until present. See: Naguib Ibrahim Bey. The Development of Irrigation and Drainage in Egypt, in: 
Egypt Today 1935: 115. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
589  The khedival terminus was constructed probably by 1858. See: De Cosson 1935: 89-90.
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Map 33: Al-Max Pumping station by Bāb al- ‘Arab Ditch and Maryūt Lake, near the former Khedival Terminus, 1912.            
(Souce: Survey Department of Egypt, sheets I-II and II-II, 1912, IP.

bank, each surrounded with a small garden. The site also included slim rectangular structures for workmen 
accommodation on both ditch banks.590

The Lake and salt extracting

Further to the west of al-Max Pumping Station stood the city’s only extractive industry, namely the 
saltworks of the Salt & Soda Company. Saltwork activities in Alexandria have been mentioned scarcely 
in historical references. As reported by Girard in 1822, the quantities of produced saltworks underwent in 
Alexandria and Suez were not enough to be considered as an industry.591 In 1899, a concession was granted for 

590  The witnesses of the mapped workers’ houses are elaborated in section 4.5.1.
591  Girard 1822: 126.
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the foundation of the Salt & Soda Company (M_01/ A,1). The unlimited company was legislated in London – 
Britain - and financed mainly by the National Bank of Egypt. Among the many family names that administered 
the company are Cattaui, Pinto, and Amin Yehia.592 The company conducted two industrial operations under its 
name; the first was salt extraction and processing, and the second cottonseed processing.593

The saltworks activities were located by the Mariyūṭ Lake (Map 34). The operative structures of the site 
comprised a rectangular pitched roofed factory for industrial saline operations (Fig. 33). Connected to the ESR 
lines, a 10 km private railway cargo track was constructed through the Lake. With the help of 4 locomotives, 
80 cars undertook the transportation of extracted salt to the factory and then towards the port for inland 
distribution as well as export.594 Of the 4 locomotives, only one car was reported to have transported passengers 
to their designated employees’ houses.595 The labour houses were located approximately 500 metres to the 
north from the factory. Similar to al-Maks Pumping Station, the Salt and Soda saltworks site comprised no other 
structures except the factory and the labour houses.

The industrial presence of the Salt & Soda Company expanded in other industrial premises within 

592  Politi, Elie I. ‘Annuaire Des Société Égyptiennes Par Actions, 23eme Edition’. Alexandria: Imp. du Commerce, 1952, p.568. Archives 
CEALEX, Alexandria, Egypt.
593  The latter, namely the cottonseed processing of the Salt and Soda Company, is explored later in this chapter.
594  Politi, Elie I. ‘Annuaire Des Société Égyptiennes Par Actions, 9eme Edition’. Alexandria: Impr. Procaccia, 1938. p.152. Archives 
CEAlex Alexandria, Egypt.
595  Politi 1938: 152.

 
Map 34: The location of the Salt & Soda Company for salt extraction by Maryūt Lake, 1912 (Source: Survey Department 

of Egypt, sheets I-II, 1912, maps cropped).
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Fig. 33: Photograph depicting the saltworks and office structure of the Salt & Soda Company in al-Max, 1933. View 
north (Source: Archives CEAlex).

multiple towns countrywide.596 Besides the saltworks extractive activities in Alexandria, the Salt & Soda 
Company invested in chemical industry through the processing of cotton seeds. While the former was located 
by the Mariyūṭ Lake for operational purposes, the latter, namely the Salt & Soda cottonseed factory, was located 
in al-Qabbārī by the southern bank of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. Along with other industries, these delineated the 
Canal’s features as an industrial corridor.

4.4. Contouring the industrial corridor

In Alexandria, more industries were established that defined the spatial order by the Canal’s northern 
and southern banks. This spatial order was characterized by the continued chain-like establishment of more 
industries, which responded to more specialized economic and technological imperatives. These comprised, 
among others cottonseed processing, cotton weaving, rice mills, spirits, tobacco, paper, and food industries. 
These industries extended from Karmūz, by the warehouse area, eastwards up to Muḥarram Bey, by al-Farkhah 
Canal. As demonstrated on the Phase Map, most of these industries were established along the northern 
Canal bank, like the Lebon Company power plant and the Karmūz Tram workshop, where only a few stood 
scattered by the southern bank. This section focuses on those industries assembled in Karmūz, whereas those 
of Muḥarram Bey are overviewed in the following section.

4.4.1. The industrial acquisitor: Salt & Soda Company

In 1890, the oil and soap factory of Société des Huileries et Savonneries d’Egypte was established in 
al-Qabbārī by the Canal’s southern bank.597 Despite its early business age, the site was supplanted by the Salt 
& Soda Company in 1905 (M_10/ F,2).598 After the acquisition, the Salt & Soda Company re-used the site’s 
main structures, of the former owner, as these were to perform the same industrial purposes of cottonseed 
processing. The 18 thousand m2 site was advertised to comprise the largest industrial construction in Egypt for 
the general manufacture of vegetable oils and cakes, soaps, chemicals, etc.599

Characteristically is the site’s longitudinal position on the Canal’s banks that enabled all the site’s 
principal structures to overlook it. As revealed in Fig. 34, the site’s side structures comprised boiler houses, 
oil mill, and a purifying house. The elongating dominating structure in the middle is composed of parallel 

596  Expanding its estates in Kafr ez-Zayāt and Wadi el-Natrun, the company produced salt, soda, caustic, natron, edible and industrial 
cottonseed oil, cottonseed cake, household soap, detergent and toilet soap, fatty acids, glycerine, sisal strings.
597  Revise Phase Map of Chapter 3 M_01; B,2.
598  Robert L. State Tignor. Private Enterprise and Economic Change in Egypt, 1918-1952. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984, 
p.35.
599  Zoides (a) 1935: 33. The structures of the Salt & Soda Company stood on the bank of the former al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, until their 
approximate demolition between 2018 and 2019. (Status June 2020).
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pitched roof structures comprised the industry’s in situ warehouse. With the site’s location adjacent to the 
warehousing area, the industrial site insourced its warehousing operations within its premises. These stored 
both the cultivated cottonseeds and also the processed oil tanks.600

4.4.2. The competitive neighbour: The Kafr-El-Zayat Cotton Company

On the northern Canal bank in Karmūz, stood the industrial competitor of the Salt & Soda Company, 
namely the Kafr-El-Zayat Cotton Company (M_09/ F,2). The limited company was founded in 1894 by the Greek 
Zerbini family; it was named after Kafr el-Zayāt town, where the company was first established.601 In 1897, 
the company expanded its industrial operations by supplanting the old metallurgical factory of La Compagnie 
Egyptienne pour la Remorquage à Vapeur in Karmūz, which was located adjacent to the depot and workshop 
of Tramways d’Alexandrie, at that time.602 The aim was running a ginning factory and a cottonseed oil press for 
the production of oil and soap. As the company’s board of directors included a number of Alexandrian foreign 
administrators and directors, they decided to transfer the company’s head office within the industrial premises 
in Alexandria.603 While the Salt and Soda Company preserved the structures of the former owner, the Kafr-El-
Zayat Cotton Company passed through incessant phases of new establishments, enlargements, improvements, 
and extensions. Until 1910, the site occupied an area of 18 thousand m2 comprising 32 cotton gins, 16 oil 
presses, as well as a large installation for soap-making.604

As depicted in Fig. 35, the elongating dominating structure on the figure’s right comprise the warehousing 
facilities. The inclusion of warehouse structures within the sites of the Salt and Soda Company and Kafr-El-Zayat 
Cotton Company were related to a large extent to their close location to the warehousing area. Still, another 
observation indicates a more conceptual rationale behind their construction. In both sites, the warehouse 
structure was the biggest functionally in terms of area and volumetric cubature. The construction of in situ 
warehouses was presumably also a mean of demonstrating the commodity’s extensive capacity and, thus, the 

600  Regrettably, the long abandoned sizable site was destructed completely between October and Decembre 2019.
601  Kafr ez-Zayāt is a small town in the Delta Region in Lower Egypt.
602  Based on the maps, the Kafr-el-Zayat Cotton Company did not buy the whole estate of the Compagnie Remorquage, yet between 
50-60% of it.
603  Dimitri J. Zerbini. Histoire d’une Entreprise Industrielle: The Kafr-El-Zayat Cotton Co. S.A.E. 1894-1956. Geneva: Presse 
de l’Imprimerie Slatkine, 1956. The company shareholders included names like like George Moussa Sursock, Joseph Goar, Périclès 
Glymenopoulos.
604  Based on the cadastral map, published in 1941, the Kafr-El-Zayat Cotton Company expanded to occupy an area of about 23 
thousand m2. Zerbini 1956: 58. And: Politis 1930: 328.

Fig. 34: General view of the Salt & Soda Company branch by the Canal in Karmūz, 1949. View west (Source: Archives 
CEA).
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company’s industrial competence.

By reusing the old metallurgical factory, the Kafr-el-Zayat Cotton Company sustained the industrial 
figuration of the Canal. Its arrangement close to the Lebon power plant, as well as both the Société des Moulins 
Français d’Egypte and Engineering & Cotton Machinery Ltd., promoted the aligned extension of other industrial 
sites on the Canal bank.605 These are exemplified in the following two sections in two new introduced industries 
that are characterized with their industrial ambitious ventures.

4.4.3. The weaving aspirations: The Anglo-Egyptian Spinning and Weaving

The year 1899 witnessed the ambitious foundation of Egypt’s first modern spinning and weaving 

industries. These were the Egyptian Cotton 
Mills Company, in Cairo, and the Anglo-Egyptian Spinning and Weaving Company in Alexandria (M_19/ 
G,1-2). The latter (hereafter AESWC) was a joint stock company, registered in Egypt, and was founded and 

605  Both the French mill and the English ironworks were illustrated on the survey maps (1912-16), however, not labelled. It is thus 
presumably that their operation was ceased by then.

Fig. 35: Illustration of the Kafr-el-Zayat Company in Karmūz, 1900. View north west (Source: Zerbini 1956: 95).

Fig. 36: Advertising illustration depicting 
the historicist structure of the Anglo-Egyptian 
Spinning and Weaving Company (outlined) 
(Source: Egypt Today 1946: 204, Archives CEAlex, 
edited by author, 2020).
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administered by one of Alexandria’s cotton tycoons C. Salvago.606 The site was located adjacent to the ironworks 
of Engineering & Cotton Machinery Company in Karmūz (Fig. 36). On the one hand, both Egyptian Cotton Mills 
Company and the Anglo-Egyptian Spinning and Weaving Company were described as “aspiring large-scales 
firms” by American scholar Robert Tignor (1984). On the other hand, Egyptian economist Samir Radwan (1974) 
referred to them opposingly as “small enterprises”.607

The foundation of a modern cotton spinning and weaving industry in Egypt, especially one founded and 
entreprenerd by local businessmen, countered an arduous opposition by the British authorities. According to 
Nakhla (1920), it was “too much to expect the invader to establish rivals to Lancashire (and Manchester) on the 
banks of the (Canal)”.608 Later in 1902, the Egyptian government adjudged the Egyptian manufactured fabrics 
of both textiles companies in Egypt to equally compete with foreign products. Resultantly, both endeavouring 
companies became unremunerative, especially the Anglo-Egyptian Spinning and Weaving Company.609 By 
1911, the company was dissolved and again reconstructed aspiringly to the Filature Nationale d’Egypte with 
the help of German capital. Still, the company operated precariously until WWI, where with the absence of 
foreign competition, it developed into Egypt’s leading textile company.610

4.5. Intraurban serving industries

Between the end of the 19th century and the early 20th century, more industries and industry-related 
structures were founded that were situated possibly for intraurban supply. These are characterized spatially 
with their location on the city district outskirts. In this section, this is exemplified in both districts: The first is 
the newly urbanized suburb of al-Ibrahimīyah, and the second the expanded suburb of Muḥarram Bey. While 
al-Ibrahimīyah accommodated one industrial premise only, Muḥarram Bey comprised multiple industries.

4.5.1. Al-Ibrahimīyah’s Crown Brewery

Besides the cotton and weaving industrial industry, the beverage and spirits industry were among the 
industrial ventures founded in Egypt. This was established in 1897 by a group of Belgian investors, who founded 
the Crown Brewery of Alexandria. Registered in Belgium, the foundation of Crown Brewery of Alexandria was 
realized with the help of the local connections of Alexandrian Greek brothers Klonaridis.611 A year later, the 
company board founded another company in Cairo, the Crown Brewey of Cairo, renamed to Société Anonyme 
Brasserie des Pyramides in 1905.612

The Crown Brewery factory was constructed by N.G. Nicolaou & Co., the same contractor who undertook 
multiple constructions in al-Ibrahimīyah (M_41/ K2-3).613 As viewed on the chapter’s base map, al-Ibrahimīyah 
was the closest suburb to Alexandria’s expanded city fabric (Map 35). It was characterized with its midst 
location between Place Muhammad ‘Ali to the west and Mustafa Pasha to the east, where all were connected 
via al-Raml tramway, whose course penetrated the suburb.614 At that time, al-Ibrahimīyah had an inverted 
semi-triangular shape, where the factory was placed on its triangle head.

As a result of the British occupation, Alexandria comprised army barracks for the British troops, which 
was located in Mustafa Pasha (check coordinates M3). The location of the Crown Brewery by the residential 

606  The Anglo-Egyptian Spinning and Weaving Company was presumably financed by the National Bank of Egypt. Based on the 
survey maps (1912-16) the site comprised a warehouse designated to the bank. See: Politis 1930: 282.
607  According to Radwan, both firms were referred to as small enterprises, whereas Tignor refers to them as “aspiring large-scales 
firms”. Samir Radwan, Capital Formation in Egyptian Industry and Agriculture, 1882-1967. Ithaca: Ithaca Press, 1974, p.278. And: Tignor 
1984: 36.
608  Nakhla 1929: 107.
609  Tignor 1984: 562.
610  Müller 1992: 115-16. More about the Filature Nationale d’Egypt will be elaborated in the following chapter, section 5.6.2.
611  Politis mistakingly refers to both Miltiade and Henri Klonaridis as the original founders of the Crown Brewery. See: Politis 1930: 
358-60.
612  Foda 2019: 20.
613  Revise section 4.2.1. Politis 1930: 59.
614  Based on archives, Ibrahimieh was referred to as banlieu and faubourg. See: Huri 1935: 69. And: Radames Lackany. ‘Notes Sur 
Quelques Nomenclature Alexandrines’. In Chahiers d’Alexandrie, 49–62. Alexandria: Le Centre d’Études Alexandrines - CEAlex, 1964, 
p.60.
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Map 35: The location of Crown Brewery (red) on the south-eastern border of al-Ibrahimīyah, 1912 (Source: SDE; 
edited by author 2021).

Map 36: The kite-like shape of Muḥarram Bey with its industries established on its south-eastern border by the Canal, 
1912 (Source: Survey Department of Egypt; edited by author 2021).
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suburb, as well as adjacent to the army barracks, arises the plausibility that this industry was founded for the 
intraurban production supply of both residents and the army. The Belgium brewery industrial factories, in both 
Alexandria and Cairo thus hit an instant success and were dominating the Egyptian market rapidly.615 Generally, 
Egypt did not consume a large amount of beer. Both Belgian and Swiss factories exported internationally in 
some other countries, like Palestine, Syria, and the Dodecanese.616

4.5.2. Muḥarram Bey’s industrial corners

As highlighted in the previous chapter, Muḥarram Bey was a manor owned by Muhammad ‘Ali’s son 
in law that developed into a suburb. As a result of the city expansion, Muḥarram Bey amalgamated with the 
city fabric and became part of the city. According to Map 35, Muḥarram Bey comprised a kite-like shape. The 
three sides of its shape were defined by the ESR railway (north west), al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal (south-east), and 
al-Farkhah Canal (north-east). The district was divided diagonally by the Muḥarram Bey street, on which the 
tramline of Tramway d’Alexandrie was constructed. While Muḥarram Bey developed to encompass mainly high 
and middle class residentials, its corners by al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal became defined by the establishment of 
industries. Meanwhile, their spatial arrangement also defined relatively the outline of the Canal as an industrial 
corridor.

The southern curved corner was occupied by the food industries. The eastern corner was occupied 
formerly by Muḥarram Bey Palace. The site was later parcelled and transformed to include three industrial 
premises, all overlooking the tram roundabout (Map 35). These industries were a TA workshop, the Fusignani’s 
cement factory, earlier referred in this chapter, and the Coutarelli cigarettes manufacturer. The latter two 
stood by the Canal’s northern bank and overlooked another industry by the southern cala bank, namely the 
Lacoudakis Paper Mill.

Food industries

These comprised the city’s first motorized confectionary and bakery factories (M_35 and M_36/ H,1).617 
In Alexandria, multiple confectionary factories were founded since the 1870s, mainly located near the port and 
dominated by Greek entrepreneurs. These were characterized mostly with their global exportation activities, 
especially to England.618 In the case of both food industries in Muḥarram Bey, at that time, no sources were 
found to reveal their owners or information regarding their foundation. It is, therefore, that the remote location 
to the port of both industries and their adjacency to Muḥarram Bey may support the assumption of their 
intraurban supply.

Coutarelli and local cigarettes

The introduction of the cigarette industry was during the second half of the 19th century, where cigarette 
smoking developed into one of the icons of fitting-in the modern society.619 In Alexandria, Greeks dominated as 
cigarettes shop owners. The pioneering role for establishing the first cigarettes manufacturing is owed to French 
Édouard Laurens (M_33/ G,3).620 Nevertheless, Greek scholar Pandelis M. Glavanis, was assigned mistakenly 

615  As-Sirūgī 2010: 196.
616  L’Annuaire Industrielle & Commercial 1945-46. La Semaine Financière & Politique, 1946. p.42-43. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, 
Egypt.
617  Politis 1930: 392-3.
618  As the confectionary industry was presominantly occupied by the Greeks, Politis lists the confectionary Greek founders between 
the end 19th century and early 20th century between pages 392 and 394.
619  As part of the Ottoman rule, the consumption of tobacco in Egypt started by the 17th century via waterpipe. It was first in 
the mid-19th century, that cigarettes were introduced as a modern fashion to smoking. The reason behind it is the influx of foreign 
population, who have been used and accustomed to the cigarette smoking. It was then the trend, that the elite, or modern citizens 
want-to-be got accustomed to this new smoking type. See papers: Relli Shechter. ‘Selling Luxury: The Rise of the Egyptian Cigarette and 
the Transformation of the Egyptian Tobacco Market, 1850-1914’, International Journal of Middle East Studies 35, no. 1 (2013): 51–75. 
OJ: https://www.jstor.org/stable/3879927 (accessed: 08.05.2020). And: Shechter Relli. Smoking, Culture and Economy in the Middle 
East : The Egyptian Tobacco Market 1850-2000 (I.B. Tauris, 2006).
620  The first cigarette house is reported to have been established in Alexandria in 1851 by the Greek cigarette trader Nicolas Toccos. 
The foundation date is based on the company’s advertisement of the year 1941. Mainly referred to in literature as Ed. Laurens, he 
became the only Frenchman active in this industry up until the Greeks latterly manufacturing dominance of the industry. In Cairo, the 
cigarette manufacturing was first introduced and indeed dominated by the Greeks. This is revealed by Politis in the Nestor Gianaclis 
cigarette factory in Cairo, established in 1869. See: Politis 1930: 331. Also see: Saul 1997: 39.
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Fig. 37: Advertising photograph depicting La Maison Coutarelli Frères premises in Muḥarram Bey by the Canal.  
(Source: Archives CEAlex).

the “only cigarette factory to be established in Alexandria” by end of the 19th century to La Maison Coutarelli 
Frères.621 The factory was founded in 1890 by the Greek brothers Constantin, Alcibiade, and Demetre Coutarelli 
(Fig. 37). Established in Muḥarram Bey, the industrial site prevailed spatially by its area of ca. 6 thousand m2 
(M_39/ I,1).

Lauren’s cigarettes were exported principally as a patented supplier to multiple European monarchs.622 

Glavanis’s statement can, thus, be slightly rectified: La Maison Coutarelli Frères was the only cigarette factory 
to be established ‘for’ Alexandria and/ or Egypt, at that time. Cotarelli cigarettes were sold cheaply for local 
consumption, in comparison to the Laurens and even Cairo’s factories that targeted Egypt’s elite and mostly 
even the global market.623 In the early 20th century, while Lauren’s factory was operated by over a thousand 
workers, the Coutarelli factory employed about 20 workers.624 As Greek labour headed labour movements in 
the early 1900s, it is probably, therefore, that Coutarelli industrial manufacturing were operated by Egyptians.625 
The example of hiring Egyptian labour by Greek entrepreneurs is also displayed in the Laghoudakis Paper Mill.

Lagoudakis and Egyptian employment

The Laghoudakis Paper Mill was Egypt’s pioneering paper industry and cigarette paper supplier. The 
Greek Ioannis Constantin Lagoudakis came from a family of the manufacture and trade of paper business. 
Arriving in Egypt to expand the family business, he settled in Alexandria in 1877, and was the first to introduce 
this modern technology in Egypt. He first founded a small workshop for the manufacturing of cigarette paper, 
printing, and chromolithography with the assistance of two Egyptian workers, only.626 Nevertheless, he 
succeeded to expand his printing operations to supply, among others, both the Egyptian government and the 

621  Glavanis 1989: 324.
622  This included, among others, the French, Belgium, Swedish, Austrian, Hungarian, Italian, and Spanish regie. In: Figaro illustré sur 
l’Egypte, Octobre 1909, no.235, Une Grande Industrie Française en Egypt Ed Laurens, page F. Bnf, [VZ-1247 (1-42)-BOITE PET FOL_(F)], 
Presse numéros de la revue_(P), Collection Max Karkégi, Richelieu, Estampes et photographie, Paris, France.
623  Politis 1930: 344.
624  According to Politis, the Coutarelli premises vastly extended and by 1922 employed about 2 thousand workers. Politis 1930: 344. 
Also See: La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 311.
625  Levernay: 232. Also See: Figaro illustré sur l’Egypte 1909: F.
626  His workshop was transferred numerously from near Place Muhammad ‘Ali to Kōm ad-Dikkah district, then to Cleopatra district. 
See: Glavanis 1989: 180-81.
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Alexandria Municipality. Post 1882, the government made two failed attempts to establish two paper mills, 
one in Cairo and another in Alexandria. In 1901, Lagoudakis bought the government’s paper factory company 
Cartiera Egiziana that was located on the southern bank of the Canal.627

By the early 20th century, Laghoudakis transformed the old factory into a modern industrial enterprise 
(M_37; I,1). Like most of the entrepreneurial industries established in Egypt, Laghoudakis faced great 
opposition and competition from imported paper companies. Nevertheless, he still succeeded in extending 
his business, exporting its products to Turkey, Syria, India, China, Japan, among others.628 The factory premises 
stood on an about 13 thousand m2 site, longitudinally stretched perpendicular to the Canal (Fig. 38).629 The 
factory comprised loosely connected chain of building structures, including a private residential villa, probably 
designated to the factory’s head engineers.630. These included two paper mills, one press, and multiple store 
buildings. Th factory produced about 20 tonnes of all kinds of normal and even recycled paper daily.631

The series of cigarettes labour strikes made Laghoudakis make use of the situation and promote the 
production of paper tubes. These were then purchased by cigarettes factory owners to replace the Greek 
cigarette hand rollers with less-skilled labour, the so-called paper tube stuffers. Starting his industrial journey 

with 2 workers in his small workshop, Laghoudakis’s new industrial factory employed about 500 workers.632 The 
series of labour strikes, first started by Greeks, made Laghoudakis more attentive in terms of choosing the right 
labour ethnicity for his industry. As the early 1900s witnessed constant labour strikes, predominantly organized 
by Greek labour and less likely joined by Egyptians, it is presumably therefore that 80 % of the labours were 
Egyptians, whereas the rest were mostly Greeks.633 Still, for Laghoudakis, as well as for all other established 
industries, there was a great lack of technical staff and skilled labour. In response to the promotion and high 
demand for skilled labour in the various industries, the establishment of vocational education in Alexandria 

627  This was as a result of Lagoudakis’s business trips to the USA, England, Germany, and France. He was thus able to strengthen his 
business relations, the global modern technical know-how, and in turn become more actively involved in paper production.
628  Paper was produced for packaging, cartons, boxes, typographic cards, notebooks, etc.
629  By 1930, the factory exptended to 25 thousand m2, then by 1959 to above 60 thousand m².
630  In the earlier directories of Alexandria found of 1939, the Laghoudakis family resided in Muḥarram Bey.
631  Politis 1930: 364 onforth.
632  Politis 1930: 364 onforth.
633  Revise: Beinin and Lockman 1998: 52.

Fig. 38: Chromolithographic and paper mill factory of Mr. K. I. Lagoudakis & Co in Alexandria, 1905 (Source: Wikimedia).
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was finally executed.

4.6. (Ad)vocation Schools: Acquiring Industrial Arts

The concept of Arts and Crafts education in Egypt can be traced back to the beginning of the 19th century. 
In Egypt, the foundation of vocational training was part of the synchronous state’s ideology towards its army 
development.634 In Alexandria, the first vocational school was founded inside the arsenal premises during the 
1830s.635 It was later, by the end of the 19th century, that another conceptualized vocational education was 
founded. This was stimulated by the rise of multiple entrepreneurial industries as well as the availability of 
multicultural manpower to operate them. In the first part of this section, these vocational schools are explored 
in terms of their establishment spatial order and rationale. It is in the second part of this section that presumable 
connections between the exemplified schools and the different industries are drawn.

4.6.1. Contextualizing vocational schools: Towards a communal workforce

The end of the 19th century introduced a new concept of vocational education that was initiated and 
managed by private initiatives: Charitable organizations, missionaries, benefactors and community bodies. 
Generally, each comprised an ethnic or religious related council of whose general objective was to offer 
various services for their compatriots and thus protect and guarantee their social competence in the pluri-
ethnic city. The aim was to provide the needed industrial art training and create skilled workers eligible for 
the industrial market on both the theoretical and practical level. By the early 20th century, 5 vocational schools 
were constructed in Alexandria each targeting generally a certain nation and/or religious group. These were 
a Jewish, French, Italian, Greek, and an Egyptian vocational school. These are, here, divided into three groups 
that each represents its advocated target group(s), on the one hand, and its locale, on the other.

Vocational schooling and ethnic advocacy

In February 1897, the educational committee of the Alexandrian Jewish community founded the 
first charitable vocational school, L’École Graduites Israélites des Arts et Métiers (hereafter EGIAM).636 The 
workshops were first located as part of an operating Jewish school for Telmud and Torah teachings. The school 
was “near the seashore”, probably by Place Muhammad ‘Ali in rue de l’ancienne Bourse.637 The school started 
by offering three workshops for manual and mechanical training: tailoring, carpentry, and shoemaking.638 
When the school was first founded, the number of Jewish communities in Alexandria was then above 3% of 
the total inhabitants.639 With the slow development and financial challenges that faced the vocational school, 
EGIAM was transferred and fostered by the Alliance Israélite Universelle, another school for Jewish teachings 
within the premises of the Elijahu-Hanavi-Synagoge (Map 37).640

Having more of a fostered status, the EGIAM workshops were integrated within the already standing 
school buildings. It is, therefore, that it was not located adjacent to the districts inhabited by the Jewish working-
class community, who mainly resided in the districts of al-Labbān, Karmūz, and al-‘Aṭṭārīn. The school was, 
nevertheless, reachable via the TA tramway. Between 1907-1908 the school comprised 93 Jewish students, 

634  The introduction of new educational systems was to prepare a generation of calibres for the state’s administration and vocational 
schools to skilfully train labour, as well. The first was the Muhaniskhāna, founded in Bulāq district in Cairo in 1834, that prepared 
technical skilled labour to serve the state. In: Annalaura Turiano, ‘État, Réformistes et Philanthropes: Un État Des Lieux de l ’ Offre d ’ 
Enseignement Industriel Dans l’Égypte Coloniale ( 1882-1919 )’, Histoire de l’éducation Au Moyen-Orient de La Fin Du XIXe Siècle à Nos 
Jours, no. 148 (2017): 41–70. OJ: https://journals.openedition.org/histoire-education/3389 (accessed: 06.04.2020).
635  Revise 2.3.1.
636  The committee was enlisted with the help of Cairo’s Jewish entrpreneur Felix Suarez. Members of the school’s committee were, 
among others, Aghion, Nadler, Tilche, and Menasce, of whom the latter was a principal benefactor. See: Les Ecoles Juives: Situation à 
Alexandrie, Association pour la Sauvegarde du Patrimoine Culturel des Juifs d’Égypte. IP: https://www.aspcje.fr. (accessed: 28.09.2020). 
And: Landau 2017: 190.
637  Based on electricity bills with the Lebon company, in As-Sirūgī’s book (page 90), the École Graduites Israélites des Arts et Métiers 
was located in Place Muhammad ‘Ali. Also see: LLandau 2017: 75-77. 
638  At first, the school developed very slowly; the school’s committee, however, encouraged the apprentices and ensured their good 
recruitment. It even allocated a monthly salary to which they were entitled from the first day of their entry into the school.
639  From 1897 until 1930s, the Jewish population increased by 135%, compared with the total Egyptian population that only grew 
by 32%.
640  L’Association pour la Sauvegarde du Patrimoine Culturel des Juifs d’Égypte SPCJE located the same school in 3, rue nebi Daniel, 
namely the one adjacent to the Eliyahu-Hanavi-synagoge. In: Les Ecoles Juives, IP.
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males and females, of different national origins, all getting their vocational schooling free of charge. The official 
schooling language was in Arabic as the locally spoken one.641

Vocational schooling and missionary advocacy

In Egypt, both French and Italian were the main languages used for commercial and industrial 
exchanges.642 As a result, two Arts and Crafts schools were founded to support both French and Italian speaking 
residents. These took form in both missionary schools l’École Professionelle des Frères and l’École Don Bosco 
(Map 38). Established in 1898 by the Lasallian Brothers,643 l’École des Frères was part of re-Christianization 
projects for the foreign working masses that were already populated in Egypt since 1854. In Alexandria, the 
Lasallian vocational school targeted oriental Christians, specifically Catholics, and offered its workshops only 
in French.644 During the foundation process of the Lasallian vocational school, that started in 1887, the Italian 
Salesians also became eager to construct a missionary school in Alexandria, as well.645 This was in turn to 
emphasize the Italian educational, industrial, and religious character. On June the 12th of 1897, the École Don 

641  With the genesis of other vocational schools at that time, EGIAM was characterized as the vocational school with the highest 
student numbers in 1907-08. It was later in 1932 that the school occupied more than 150 students in 15 sections, like blacksmith, 
electricians, and stonemason. See: Email Fahmi Hanna Shnoudah, ‘Ta’rīkh at-Ta’līm Al-Sinā’i Hatta Thawrat 23 Yulyū 1952 (Trans. History 
of Industrial Education until 23rd of July 1952)’ (Ain Shams University, 1967). p.211. Also see: Fargeon 1938: 264. 
642  Glavanis 1989: 372.
643  The Lasallian Brothers is a religious Roman Catholic teaching congregation, founded in France by the priest Jean-Babtiste de la 
Salle during the 17th century.
644  However, not all students were exempted from the fees. in 1908 only 8 out of 61 had to pay the educational fees. See: Illbert I 
1996: 451.
645  The Salesian is a religious Roman Catholic teaching congregation established in Turin in Italy that is derived from the French 
Catholic society of St. Francis de Sales. The Salesian is founded by the priest John Don Bosco during the 19th century to help teaching 
poor children during the Industrial Revolution.

Map 37: Both allocations of L’École Graduites Israélites des Arts et Métiers, 1912. (Source: SDE; reproduced and 
edited by author 2021).
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Map 38: The location of both École Don Bosco and École des Frères in relation to the working-class districts, 1912. 
(Source: Ibid).

Bosco was established, teaching in Italian.646

Besides having the same foundation concept, both École Don Bosco and École des Frères delivered 
the same vocational training and comprised almost equal number of admitted students.647 It was later that 
a pedagogical rivalry developed; teaching in Italian language, the Don Bosco’s students had a limited and 
targeted professional career client. Contrary, the École des Frères mainly prepared its students for bigger 
career opportunities, among which working for the Suez Canal Company.648 The rivalry soon escalated, when 
the Don Bosco’s Salesians accused the Frères’ Lasallians of being more loyal to the colonial French state than 
their purposed religious service.649 However, since 75% of the Italian community in Alexandria belonged to the 
working class, by 1904, it was the Don Bosco that was later able to hold the monopoly of foreign vocational 
education in Alexandria.650

Different than EGIAM, the missionary vocational schools each developed its own campus structures. Each 

646  The school was first designed by Italian architect Caselli, with later extentions by Loris Pagano during the early 20th century. See: 
Awad 2008: 174.
647  The years 1907-1908 demonstrate this in number of students; the École des Frères had 60 students in comparison to the École 
Don Bosco, which comprised 65 students.
648  Annalaura Turiano. De La Pastorale Migratoire à La Coopération Technique: Missionaires Italiens En Égypte. Les Salésiens et 
l’enseignement Professionnel (1890-1970), Aix-Marseille University, 2016, p.121-22.
649  Turiano 2016: 121-22.
650  The Jewish school and the Lasallian school closed at that time when free education became a prerogative of the Egyptian state 
during the 1950s. The Salesian school, however, managed to anchor itself until present. Supporting Egyptians’ industrial and artisan 
education, it attracted a few hundred students in the 1950s to which it offered and still offers training focused on mechanics and 
electrical engineering.
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site was characterized structurally with a church established within it.651 The locality of both the French and 
Italian vocational schools was with direct connection via the tramline to both the warehouse and manufactures 
areas by the Canal (Map 38). Both schools were situated also within the working-class of both al-Labbān and 
al-‘Attarīn district, characterized with their foreign catholic working-class inhabitants of different communal 
affiliations.

Vocational schooling and national advocacy

The first quarter of the 20th century witnessed the foundation of both Salvago Arts and Crafts School 
and École Professionnelle Orwa-el-Woska, which represent this section’s third group of vocational education. 
Both were characterised with their distant location to the industrial and crafts zone of the city. Back in the late 
19th century, both Alexandrian Greek notables Gheortos Averof and Constantin Salvago initiated the idea of 
constructing an Arts and Crafts school for the Greek community. However, it was first after the death of both 
by the end 19th century, that Salvago family revived the idea of the project for the Greek community. Built 
between 1906 and 1908, the Salvago Arts and Crafts School was conceptualized to emphasize on the practical 
input than the theoretical one. It thus comprised multiple workshops to practice the needed mechanical skills 
for production.652 By 1910, the school offered three sections: mechanical, carpentry, tinsmith, and electrical 
departments.

Different than the former schools, the Salvago School was more interested in the profitable section. 
Since the school was not based on any charitable or religious grounds, it soon transferred its interest from a 
vocational to a commercial education. In 1915, the Salvago Commercial School’s new ideology was realized, 
comprising Greek middle-classed instead of the working class.653 The Greek labour class found vocational 
education elsewhere, principally in Don Bosco.654

The Salvago School was located in Al-Shāṭbī, a district where the Salvago family were one of its prominent 
landowners and even had their own residences (Map 39).655 Al-Shāṭbī was distant remotely from the worker 
habitation areas. The district was more designedly planned for notable and middle-class residents, the Salvago 
school might have, therefore, changed its target group to best suit the surrounding social strata of Greek 
community. This targeted stratified plan was, however, interrupted with the construction of the Egyptian 
vocational school of École Professionnelle Orwa-el-Woska.656 It was located south of the Salvago School and 
aligned next to the city’s cemeteries. The Salvago School adjoined al-Raml tramline from the north, whereas 
École Orwa-el-Woska overlooked the Municipal Garden.

To proceed with the trend of modern technical education, the pan-Islamic beneficence society of al-
‘orwat al-wuthqā (trans. The firm bond) founded the École Professionnelle Orwa-el-Woska in 1908.657 A 22 
thousand m2 land was donated by the state to al-‘orwah al-wuthqā to construct a vocational school for Muslim 
Egyptians.658 The main aim was to transfer and host students undergoing vocational training within the city’s 
premises of the Customs and General Customs Association, by the arsenal. The industrial school was able to 
offer gratis education for the students with the help of subsidies from the government, the Municipal Council, 
the endowment of the Alexandrian notables, and benefactors.659

651  L. A. Balboni, Gl’Italiani Nella Civiltà Egiziana Del Secolo XIX: Storia-Biografie-Monografie (Alexandria: Tipo-litografico v. Penasson, 
1906). In: Awad 2008: 148.
652  Alexander Kitroeff, The Greeks in Egypt 1919-1937: Ethnicity and Class (New York: Ithaca Press, 1989). p.174. Also see: Ekaterini 
Trimi-Kirou, ‘“Kinotis” Greque d’Alexandrie: Sa Politique Éducative (1843-1932)’ (University of Strasbourg, 1996). p.93. And: Politis I 
1930: 300. Politis argues that it was the absence of industries that led fewer Greeks to join the vocational school and thus led to its 
failure. The industrial establishments, especially those founded by Greeks opposes his argument.
653  Between 1910 and 1915, the Administration of Technical, Industrial, and Commercial Education also focused its efforts towards 
developing and supporting commercial schools. See: Shnoudah 1952: 211. Also see: Trimi-Kirou 1996: 209, 320.
654  Based on AESA Registres des pensions 1930-1939. Figure 19 in: Turiano 2016.
655  Awad 1996: 53. 
656  The school is also known as Muhammad ‘Ali Art and Crafts School.
657   The architectural engineering firm of N.G. Nicolaou, founded in 1891 undertook various construction projects for the Egyptian 
charitable society of al-‘Urwah al-Wuthqā. It is still, however, not confirmed, whether this firm undertook the design and construction 
of the Muhammad ‘Ali vocational school. See: Glavanis 1989: 317
658  Egyptian Copts represented only 2% of the Alexandrian inhabitants. Based on: Laure Charbonneau. Lyon, Ecrire Les Modernités 
Arabes, Presentation, 19 January 2017. IP: https://slideplayer.fr/slide/14361211/ (accessed: 13.05.2020).
659  Report from President of the Al-Orwah Al-Wuthqah Society to the Khedive about the Update of the Muhammad ‘Ali Industrial 
School in Alexandria, 22.02.1907, (in Arabic Language). DWQ, Wathā’iq ‘Abdīn [0069-005565], Box (293). Of these benefactors were 
Prince Omar Toussoun and Alexandrian British cotton merchant Oswald Finney.
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Map 39: The location of both École Professionnelle Orwa-el-Woska and Salvago Arts and Crafts School, 1912 (Source: 
Ibid).

Fig. 39: Post card depicting the Salvago school, early 20th century. View south-east (Source: IP).

Fig. 40: Post Card depicting the École Professionnelle Orwa-el-Woska, early 20th century. View north-west (Source: 
author’s private collection).
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As revealed on Map 38, the donated land was located remotely from the arsenal and the inhabited city 
centre. Still, as the outskirt area of Alexandria was still occupied by scattered Arab huts and small indigenous 
villages, this resulted in hundreds of students being admitted. At the year of its opening, it comprised about 
250 students.660 While other small scaled vocational training centres were later founded, the ‘orwah al-wuthqā 
was still the main vocational school to serve the Egyptians in Alexandria.661

Along their location, both Salvago and al-‘orwah al-wuthqā schools were characterized with the promotion 
of their affiliated national compatriots. While the missionary schools used volumetric church structures to 
represent their religious advocations, both Greek and Egyptian schools represented national advocacy though 
architectural vocabularies.662 At that time, the Salvago School was the only vocational school in Alexandria with 
no religious incentive as well as the shortest durability.663 Still, built solely to support the Alexandria residing 
Greeks, the schools’ main building was characterized with the use of multiple architectural vocabularies to 
reflect the community’s grandiose.

The Salvago school was designed by Greek architects N. Paraskevas and George Lezinas, who held his 
qualifications from the Polytechnic school in Athens.664 As revealed in Fig. 39, the historicist design demonstrates 
an elongated pedestalled one storey symmetrical cubature. Its façade is characterized with its central two-
story pavilion with a round arched portal. The building is flanked with one-story pavilions on both ends with 
portal-like round-arched openings. The façade of the three pavilions is surmounted with triangular pediments, 
each crowned with quoins and pilasters. Each pediment is crowned with three acroteria, giving the building a 
revivalist classical Greek tincture.

Al-‘orwah al-wuthqā school design, on the other hand, comprised pan-Arabic motifs demonstrated in its 
orientalist architectural exterior features. As depicted on Fig. 40, the two-storey building is more emphasized by 
its borrowings from Islamic architecture revealed in neo-Mamluk ablaq plaster, formative muqarnas cornices, 
and decoratively shaped crenelations. These horizontal elements are integrated with a vertical - rather slim - 
projection that confirms the building’s entrance, and trefoil arched openings and niches. The school complex 
was constructed by the Greek N G Nicolaou et Cie. firm; the designer of the building is, however, unknown.665 As 
historical sources solely mentioned European architects at that time, it is likely that the building was designed 
by a European architect, who used these architectural vocabularies to translate the religious, perhaps even 
national(istic), attributes of al-‘orwah al-wuthqā.

4.6.2. Les Arts and their industrial liaison

Although these vocational schools were established by the end of the 19th century, it was first on the 24th 
of December 1907 that an administration of technical, industrial, and commercial education was established 
– idārit al-ta’līm al-zirā‘i wa al- ṣinā‘i wa al-tujarī. This administration was directed by the British engineer 
Sidney H. Wells and aimed to manage, evaluate, and develop all the new established educational facilities in 
Egypt.666 Regarding the vocational schools founded in Alexandria, the Orwa-el-Woska School comprised the 
highest number of admitted students whereas the least in Salvago School (Chart 1). Students in Alexandria’s 
technical schools were prepared to work as skilled labour in both large scaled industrial establishments and 

660  Until 2020, the École Orwa-el-Woska comprised its original function with vocational education. A project has been initiated 
recently to reuse the school complex and host a private French school - Lycée Français d’Alexandrie.
661  An example is found in Gamā‘it al-I‘ānah wal-Tadrīb al-Mihanī (trans. Community subsidy and vocational training) in Mandarah 
in the eastern border of al-Raml. This vocational training centre targeted the young children of the surrounding villages in al-Raml and 
offered 5 sectors, like the carpentry and shoes department. Such vocational and training centres comprised inspectors that supervised 
the child support and development of industrial sectors.  Memorandum from the Secretary of His Majesty the King, 11.05.1947 (in 
French Language). DWQ, Wathā’iq ‘Abdīn [0069-012637], Cairo, Egypt.
662  Here, architectural language described is solely based on the façade design of the school’s main building. The scope of work of 
this PhD was the documentation and spatialization of the different industries. As these educative complexes faced multiple adjustments, 
a comprehensive architectural description would, therefore, need an extensive research which could divert the author from this study’s 
main scope.
663  Whether these two aspects are co-related cannot be verified.
664  Wright 1909: 446. Based on Awad, it was the Italian engineer Ambrogio Cassese who contracted the project. See: Awad 208: 
148. And: Politis I 1930: 294.
665  Politis 1930: 60.
666  Sidney H. Wells was first invited to Egypt in 1906 to report on and evaluate its technical education. See: Mr. Sidney H. Wells. 
Nature III, no. 2794 (1923): 678. IP: https://doi.org/10.1038/111678a0. (accessed: 28.09.2020)
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Chart 1: Pie chart depicting the percentages 
of adm

itt
ed students w

ithin the the 5 vocational 
schools of Alexandria in 1907-08 (Source: author 
2020; reproduced from

 Shnoudah 1967: 211 
and Farag 1979: 169).

Chart 2: Pie chart depicting the students’ distributive percentages within the different technical departments in 
Alexandria’s vocational schools during the years 1909-08 [left] and 1919-20 [right] (Source: author 2020; reproduced 
from Turiano 2016: Figure 14).

small-scaled crafts workshops.667 The age of admission to these professional schools depended on the state’s 
allowed working age. Following the example of Italian missionary schools, students at the age of 12 were 
allowed to be admitted to the Art and Crafts schools. Based on the state’s regulated law the age was reduced 
to 9 and even to 8.668

The location of the vocational schools was based on hosting premises, granted/owned estates, or on its 
locale near the worker habitation areas. According to Egyptian scholar Shnoudah (1967), vocational schools 
supported mainly the smaller crafts workshops.669 According to Chart 2, the school’s technical sectors offered 
were part of the industrial manufacturing process. There was, however, scarce sources to confirm the relation 
and dependency of industries on the vocational education.

The religious and ethnic affiliation of each vocational school as well as its offered technical sections was, 
presumably, not necessarily in relation to the ethnic-related industrial owner. This was demonstrated above 
in the Laghoudakis Paper mill, which depended principally on Egyptian labour. Students of the Orwa-el-Woska 
School were sent yearly to his premises for industrial training.670 Resultantly, both typography and bookbinding 
departments were introduced later within the school. The industrial liaison with the vocational schools was 

667  Shnoudah 1967: 230-31.
668  The law was only applicable for those to work in cotton ginning factories, 8-year-old children worked, therefore, as labour in 
other industries and thus also admitted to vocational schools. In: Jean Vallet. Contribution a l’ètude de La Condition Des Ouvriers de La 
Grande Industrie Au Caire. Valence: Impr. Valentinoise, 1911, pp. 184-186.
669  Shnoudah 1967: 230-31.
670  IP: www.aaha.ch/photos/lagoudakis.htm (accessed: 10.05.2020)
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not demonstrated clearly within the written sources. These were postulated based on historical photographs 
inside both vocational departments and various industries. This is presented here in the following industries: 
Khedival Mail Line, La maison d’importation de bois S. Karam et Frères, and Tramway d’Alexandrie.

Based on Chart 2, blacksmith and carpentry comprised the major percentage of operated departments 
within vocational schools. This is seen on pictures taken during the first half of the 20th century, first presented 
in the Khedival Mail Line boil makers workshop. The large-scaled company comprised shipbuilders, engineers, 
ship repairers and and dry docks in Alexandria and Suez.671 Fig. 41 depicts indigenous workers undergoing 
skilled labour on an electric punching and shearing machine.672 These might have obtained their vocational 
education from the Orwa-el-Woska School.

As revealed in section 4.2.4, the mechanics workshops of Tramway d’Alexandrie were mainly dominated 
by skilled Greeks and Italian labours (Fig. 42).673 Their technical know-how was presumably obtained from the 
Don Bosco School, as depicted in Fig.  43. Figures 44 and 45 depict carpentry operations using bandsaw in 
both Don Bosco and La maison d’importation de bois, owned by Karam brothers. The Karam brothers wood 
merchants, who owned a sizable area of lumber yards as well as a workshop for wood manufacturing. They 
were of Lebanese origin and Greek advocacy.674  They hired presumably Don Bosco students for their workshop 
operations. According to Italian scholar Turiano (2016), Greeks, seeking vocational education, were allowed 
to join Don Bosco.675 The bandsaw depictions on both Fig. 46 and Fig. 47 surely do not indicate a definite 
connectivity of the Don Bosco’s students with Karam’s industry. It simply indicates the possible connectivity of 

671  Advertisement in: Zoides, Demetrius A. ‘Egypt Today. A Survey of Egyptian Finance, Industry and Commerce’. Great Britain, April 
1935, p.187. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
672  On the picture, the Egyptian workers are wearing the Alexandrian indigenous white hats – mainly associated to traditional 
fishermen costume- and their supervisors - wearing the Tarbush-  working on a machine produced by J. Dennie & Sons in Glasgow.
673  Revise “City’s Tram” in 4.2
674  The Karam brothers, originally from Tripoli and settled in Alexandria since 1848, were Hellenic advocators. See: Volait 2009: 
137–56.
675  Turiano 2016: 90.

Fig. 41: Photograph of the Khedivial Mail Line Workshop. Egyptian workers in boil-makers workshop, with a three-
operator independent electrically driven punching and shearing machine, probably early 20th century. Photographs by 
Studio Roy Anouchinsky Frères (Source: author’s private collection).
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Fig. 42: Photograph inside the Alexandria Tramway mechanics 
workshop, early 20th century (Source: Archives CEAlex).

Fig. 43: Photograph inside Don Bosco’s 
blacksmith workshop, early 20th century. Notice 
model of tram car on the right (Source: Awad 
2008: 175).

Fig. 44: Photograph of Don Bosco students 
getting their training on bandsaw inside the 
carpentry workshop, 1948 (Source: in Turiano 
2016: Annexes).

Fig. 45: Photograph of bandsaw workers inside the carpentry 
workshop of La maison d’importation de bois S. Karam et Frères, early 
20th century (Source: IP).
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Greek students attending Don Bosco. It also indicates possible connectivity of Don Bosco with other lumber 
industries, presumably with Italian affiliations, like the one of the Italian Giovanni Stagni - Stagni & Sons Co.

Egyptians were soon allowed to join foreign vocational education during the early 20th century. As a 
result of WWI, Egyptians were not only limited to go to Orwa-el-Woska School but were also allowed to visit 
Don Bosco.676 This resulted in the increase of skilled Egyptian manpower and in turn an upsurge awareness of 
social inequality. Despite having 5 vocational schools mainly targeting 5 communal groups, the foreign citizens 
in Alexandria by 1907 comprised only 25% of the whole city populations.677 75% of the city’s Egyptians, who 
were mostly part of the working class, were only supported by one vocational school. These coincided with 
a recall of anti-foreign sentiment by the Egyptian trade union that was supported by the Egyptian Nationalist 
Party, al-wafd. These sentiments were part of a national political unrest, that escalated to a national revolution 
in 1919, demanding political, economic, and industrial independence.

Chapter conclusion

In the throes of Egypt’s capture by British colonialism, the country was integrated officially into the world 
commodity markets. By the dawn of the 20th century, Alexandria witnessed a series of industrial changes, 
which were influenced by the introduction of electricity, increased investments, new consumption tastes, and 
the influx of the workforce. The industrial expansion was not focused mainly on commodity export, like the 
previous chapter. This chapter reveals the slight policy ease in the industrial sector that allowed more industrial 
manufacturers to be established. As no industry was established without the consent of British authorities, 
new industrial types were founded based on the growing entrepreneurship of both foreign newcomers and 
local foreigners, even those who advocated other non-British colonial powers. This chapter has attempted 
to trace the key industrial changes undertaken in Alexandria between the end of the 19th century and the 
early 20th century. Besides articulating their significance in Egypt’s global cotton market integration, it also 
uncovered its predominant spatial concept towards its citified development.

The key concept of this chapter was based on rationalised restructuring. This was here articulated in the 
city’s urban rearrangements and social restructurings that co-occurred with industrial foundations. Together, 
these assisted in organising the city spatially to comply with its determined needs. Generally, these industries 
comprised an expansion of infrastructural industries (transportation, public utilities), manufacturing industries 
(chemical industry, petroleum industry, building industry, food industry, textile weaving, brewery, tanneries, 
cotton press), and extractive industry (saltworks). Even though the country was under British occupation, many 
of these industries were initiated by non-British entrepreneurs. This was exemplified in the brewery industry 
by Swiss and Belgium entrepreneurs and the petroleum industry by the American, French, and Russian 
entrepreneurs. The introduction of most of these industries was realised by adopting pro-British policies. 
As a result of the British colonial policy eased by the mid-1890s allowing a period of economic expansion, 
both Austro-Hungarian and German cotton presses were founded with the help of their advocators of local 
foreigners.

Generally, the first characteristic of established industries was the introduction of electricity. Despite 
its implementation in the Lebon power plant, they were only a few industries that implemented it. This was 
shown in the Tramway d’Alexandrie, the slaughterhouse, and Crown Brewery. Nevertheless, as revealed in this 
chapter, motorisation in the manufacturing process expanded to cover almost all industrial types. Industrial 
restructuring also took form in established industries conceptualised based on the demanded customisation. 
These industries did not abide by the prevailing industrial focus of export production but manufactured mainly 
for local consumption. This was represented in the Coutarelli cigarette industry to supply low-classed inhabitants 
and the industrial ventures of both the Crown and Bomonti breweries to supply the British army. As of industries 
like the Tramway d’Alexandrie and the building industry, these were signified as prevailing industries assisting 
in the urban rearrangement of Alexandria. The established industries in this chapter were mainly allocated to 
abide by these rearrangements. Thus, this chapter was structured to expose the established industries based 

676  Trimi-Kirou in: Turiano 2016: 92.
677  Charles Issawi. Egypt in Revolution, London, Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1963. In: Mohammad A Chaichian. ‘The Effects of 
World Capitalist Economy on Urbanization in Egypt 1800-1970’, International Journal of Middle East Studies 20, no. 1 (1988): 23–43, 
p.32.
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on their urban rearrangements and social restructurings. As much as this structure was different from the 
previous chapters, it still displayed this chapter’s key characteristics.

Concerning the urban rearrangement, this was realised due to the influx of foreign capital that flowed 
into the city’s expansion with the help of land and mortgage companies, building industries, and the city’s tram. 
In the process of the city-pursued inhabitation expansion eastward, the west direction was contextualised 
to compose the city’s industrial assemblages. The spatial order of these industries was not arbitrary. These 
composed industries, formed collectively, were generally divided into three arrangements: the first comprised 
patchy industries that were allotted eastward adjacent to inhabited settlements. The second and third 
composed those industries that contributed to defining the city’s industrial waterscapes. The second proceeded 
from the former chapter, where the Canal was contoured further with more manufacturing establishments of 
different industrial types. The third arrangement comprised the aggregation of certain industrial types in a 
spatial concentration. Located by the western harbour and the Mariyūṭ Lake, this formative industrial setting 
was not conceptualised based on allocating newly established industries but predominantly on pursued re-
disposition of formerly located industries. These assemblages were generally characterised by their influential 
role in forming expanded capture of the city’s industrial image.

As uncovered in the previous chapter, the second half of the 19th century was characterised by the social 
formation of an industrial oligarchy, characterised by its foreign origin, which orchestrated the foundation and 
coordination of different industries. Despite their ongoing dominance until the early 20th century, this chapter 
shed light on entrepreneurial industries, namely the tanneries, which revealed the integration of Egyptians 
within the industrial sector, albeit limited.

Further revealed in this chapter, industrial projects were founded, restructured the working class as 
active industrial players. This social restructuring was materialised by introducing the first planned labour 
housing and, most significantly, the establishment of multiple vocational schools and trade unions. The city, 
inhabited by the working class from different origins, comprised multiple vocational schools to serve social 
compatriots of different religious and national groups. These schools carried the symbolic quality acting as a 
medium towards connecting industrial players with the working class towards the skilled-labour-demanding 
industrial careers. These schools consolidated their industrial representation as social Orientator for the city’s 
working class. By employing multi-cultural proportions of the urban workforce, the vocational schools were 
attributed to the city’s formative industrial social assemblages.

Overall, the chapter represented the continuation of industrial development in Alexandria under British 
colonialism. As the name of this chapter reveals, the industrial deployment was not only shaped by urban 
rearrangement but significantly by the social restructuring that processed the working class into applying 
effective action towards their rights. This coincided with the establishment of the first Egyptian nationalist 
party that, in turn, supported the foundation of the first Egyptian trade unions. The latter symbolised the 
shifting strives of the labours from social passiveness to activeness. Egyptian labours suffered from unequal 
competence in industrial employment and vocational schooling capacity.

On the one hand, these labours took their first step towards collective confidence and dependence on 
a unified Egyptian identity by joining trade unions. On the other hand, they took their first steps in pursuing 
independence from colonial oppression. These steps were incentivised during the outbreak of WWI, which 
resulted in anti-British movements and, among others, strives for industrial (in)dependence. This, in turn, 
emanated a spatial industrial culmination, as will be articulated in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5       Industrial Culmination

With the outbreak of WWI, Egypt’s global trade was harshly affected, where industrial entrepreneurs 
strived to preserve their decaying businesses.678 EEgypt realized the detrimental effect of its economic 
reliability predominantly on foreign enterprises on commercial and industrial levels. It was faced with the 
surplus of cultivated goods neither able to be exported nor manufactured. This was due to manufacturing 
absence or scarcity and a considerable decrease of imported goods due to their import difficulty. Accordingly, 
the state saw the necessity to pursue economic sufficiency mainly through national industrial and commercial 
production.679 These attempts were interrupted shortly by the end of WWI and the return of foreign industries, 
regaining their position as the linchpin to Egyptian economic connection to the world market. These triggered 
arising antagonism led by the Egyptians, which exacerbated a countrywide revolution in 1919. Resultingly, the 
country started a new phase of being able to pursue more national industrial ventures.

The most significant number of national industrial ventures in Egypt was Alexandria and Cairo. Between 
1920 and 1952, 56% of the total investment in national industries were in both cities.680 The reason was their 
technical advantages of development to absorb these industries in terms of size and locale, the availability 
of capital, and procurable skilled labour. Alexandria was considered Egypt’s commercial capital at that time. 
In addition to the factors mentioned above for industrial development, a proposed town planning scheme 
stimulated a burgeoning of diversified industries.

This chapter examines the industrial modifications that were undertaken in Alexandria during the phase 
between the 1910s and 1950s. Divided into six sections, the first uncovers the preeminent organizational 
restructurings founded, which secured the track of national manufacturing in Egypt. The second section 
generally covers the town planning scheme, revealing the project’s concept, aims, and objectives. Concerning 
the first and second sections, the rest of the chapter sections contextualize the analysis results of the chapter’s 
phase map.

The diversified spatial order of the established industries in Alexandria is interpreted here based on 
their relation to the applied city scheme. Section 5.3 represents those industries located independently based 
on their spatial rationale rather than in respect to the city scheme. Contrastingly, sections 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 
display the location of industries and industry-related structures which developed as part of the city scheme, 
both directly and indirectly. Section 5.6 presents those industries founded by the Canal. Besides this chapter’s 
representative industrial spatial order, 5.6 also adds to previous sections. Emanating from section 2.5., it 
thereon brings an end to this study.

5.1. Egyptianized restructuring

“Egyptians may not be quite capable of governing themselves without foreign assistance; but that does 
not give the English any right to… forcibly enter the house of his neighbour under the pretext of putting it in 

order”.681

With the outbreak of WWI and the cut-out of global trade, local foreigners, who dominated the 
industrial sector in Egypt, strived to preserve their decaying businesses. Corresponding to the Great War with 
its dearth of foreign competition, the Egyptian state declared support and motivation for national industrial 
investments. This motivated Egyptian landlord capitalists to join local foreigners in ventures of capital industrial 
and economic investments.682 By the end of the war and the return of foreign industries as well as the recovery 

678  Shnoudah 1967: 220.
679  Ibid.
680  Kenneth Michael Barbour, The Growth, Location, and Structure of Industry in Egypt (London: Praeger, New York, 1972). pp. 66-67. 
In: Chaichian 1988: 33.
681  Nakhla 1920 101–17.
682  Amin Mostapha Afifi Abdullah, Tarīkh Misr El-Iqtisādi Wa Al-Mādi Fi Al-’asr Al-Hadīth (Trans.Egypt’s Economic and Financial 
History in the Modern Era), Cairo: Egyptian Anglo Library, 1951, p.257.
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of the import-export traffic, many established industries during 
the 1910s did not stand up to the foreign competition in price and 
quality.683

In that event, Egyptians realized that their country was again 
being dragged under extrinsic dominance by the British tutelage. 
Responding to that, a countrywide revolution was carried out by 
crowded demonstrators of the Nationalist Party in 1919 (Fig. 46). 
As main supporters of the labour unions, especially in Cairo and 
Alexandria, al-wafd called out primarily for political independence 
and for an Egyptian nationalistic identity.684 These demands were 
met publicly first when Egypt gained independence from Great 
Britain in 1922 – albeit “nominal” – and a new constitution a year 
later.685

Besides the political restructuring, a number of rearranged 
policies were undertaken during the first half of the 20th century. 
These attempted to consolidate socio-economic changes and regain– 
among others – the confidence in industrial self-sufficiency, which 
was experienced briefly during WWI. In this section, the result of 
these policies since the Great War are exemplified in three aspects, 
all aiming to an Egyptianized restructuring: The first represents 
the administrative organization, the second the economic re-
organization, while the third reveals the social restructuring towards 
national-advocated industrial investments.

5.1.1. Administrative restructuring: documenting, supporting, and promoting national 
industries

During the Great War, and as a result of the decaying 
commercial and industrial state in Egypt, the government formed 
an advisory board in 1916 to measure the regressing economic 
state effected by the war and suggest commercial and industrial 
remedies.686 In 1920, the board was transformed into the Commission 
du Commerce et de l’Industrie. It was founded first as a permanent 
commission, subsidiary of Ministry of Finance, and re-constituted 
later as a ministry of its own. Its first objective was to undertake the 
first documentation of all the countrywide existing industries.687 It 
then recommended guidelines and contributed means to support 
them.

The first contribution of the commission was promoting 
Egypt’s industries internationally; this first took place in 1923 
in the “Ideal Home Show” in London. In Egypt, the commission 
advertised the commercial and industrial character within its cities 
countrywide (Fig. 47). Additionally, it undertook the re-organization 

683  Shnoudah 1967: 220-21.
684  Abdullah 1951: 258.
685  Abol Futouh Radwan, Al-Qaumiyah Al-’arabiyah (Trans. The Arab Nationalism), Cairo: lagnit al-bayān al-’arabi, 1960, pp.119-20.
686  The Commission of Commerce and Industry comprised a board of Egyptian and (local)-foreigners, among others the Egyptian 
Amin Yehia Pasha, then Alexandria notable and industrialist to be, and Talaat Harb, the Cairo notable and later founder of Banque Misr. 
Among the (local)-foreign members were M.F. Bourgeois, French director of the Alexandrian plant of Lebon & Co. and J.A. Cattoui, 
and prominent local investor in Egypt. Other members are listed in: M. K. Uri. Henri Naus Bey: Retrieving the Biography of a Belgian 
Industrialist in Egypt, Brussel: Academie Royale des Sciences d’Autre-Mer, 1999, p.58.
687  Ṣaḥīfit at-tijārah wal- ṣinā‘ah. Cairo: maṣlaḥit at-tijārah wal-ṣinā‘ah, 1924, p. 2. BMA [11054-1909 B], Alexandria, Egypt.

Fig. 46: Crowded demonstrators call 
for Egyptian nationalism in Muhammad Ali 
Square, 1919 (Source: Bnf).

Fig. 47: AAdvertisement of Alexandria 
as an Egyptian commercial and industrial 
city published in 1951 (Source: Archives 
CEAlex).
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of the Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition, the quintennial event first inaugurated in 1898. The 12th exhibition 
in 1926, the first under the commission’s arrangement, was characterized with its predominant promotion 
of Egyptian industries.688 Located in a sizable arena in Cairo, Egyptian and pioneering industries were able to 
present their products, the concurrent machinery, and initiate business networking.689 In 1926, the commission 
also started establishing permanent industrial exhibitions is each Egyptian city.690

5.1.2. Economic Restructuring: financing and securing national industries

Besides the administrative restucturing, overviewed in the previous section, the predominant impact 
of the commission was through securing Egypt’s national industries economically and modernizing its 
manufacturing structures to equal their extrinsic competitors.691 This took form in facilitating financial and 
marketing support, as well as introducing affordable custom tariffs, inland commodity transportation prices, 
and decreased importation fees of raw materials.

Banks: an overview to industrial financing in Alexandria

Banks have always been a predominant section of the 
economy devoted to financial investment and assets holding 
towards wealth ascendancy. As indicated in chapter III, the 
first modern bank established successfully in Egypt was in mid-
19th century, later followed by an impetus of private family and 
incorporative banks.692 Initially, this role was first initiated by the 
British bank, namely the Bank of Egypt, which contributed to 
the railway industry since mid-19th century. Other foreign banks, 
also representing colonial powers, followed suits in search for 
commercial and industrial investments.693

Until the outbreak of WWI, the British capital was the main 
influencer in Egypt’s commercial as well as industrial sectors, as 
demonstrated in Chart 3. In consequence of the Great War and 
the 1919 revolution, the first Egyptian banking corporation - 
Banque Misr - was founded towards motivating Egyptian economic 
financing.694 Posterior to 1922 ostensible Egyptian independence 
from England, a few foreign banks were reformed nominally into 
Egyptian subsidiary banks. This is exemplified in the renaming of 
Banco di Roma to Banco di Roma per d’Egitto in 1922, and Banque 
Belge pour l’étranger to Banque Belge et Internationale en Egypte. 

Banque Misr, along with both reformed and retained foreign banks, were still managed cooperatively by 
local foreigners. As board members of the different industrial enterprises, these steered the financial direction 
towards the various industries. These took form, among others, in the banks’ advertisement, promoting their 
contribution within the different industrial sectors and advocating national manufacturing.

688  Mohamed Elshahed. ‘Egypt Here and There: The Architectures and Images of National Exhibitions and Pavilions, 1926–1964’, 
Annales Islamologiques, no. 50 (2016): 107–43. OJ: https://doi.org/10.4000/anisl.2138 (accessed: 05.05.2020).
689  The arena comprised three buildings: The Cotton Museum, the Agricultural Palace, and the Industrial Palace, along with 
temporary pavilions representing different industries. The Elie I. Politi and Joseph A. Politi. ‘L’Informateur Financier & Commercial. 
Guide Des Industries d’Egypte. 2nd Special Edition. A l’occassion de La XVe Exposition Agricole et Industrielle d’Egypte’. 1936. pp.V., 4. 
Archives CEAlex, Alexandrie, Egypt.
690  In Alexandria, a small permanent exhibition was later hosted within the Chamber of Commerce building, located the city centre. 
Ṣaḥīfit at-tijārah wal- ṣinā‘ah. Cairo: maṣlaḥit at-tijārah wal-ṣinā‘ah, 1936, p.48. BMA [11054-1909 B], Alexandria, Egypt..
691  This is exemplified in the state promoted paper industry of La Société Nationale de Papier, founded in 1934 and located in 
Alexandria. Al-Hilāl Printhouse: Brief on the foundaton of the first paper factory in Egypt by al-ahliyyah Paper Company, 1938, pp.6-7 (in 
Arabic language). DWQ, wathā’iq ‘abdīn, [0069-005233], box (264), file (33).
692  This was followed after 2 failed attempts of state-supported bank foundations with the help of Armenian financiers in the early 
19th century.
693  This section is based on gleaned information from archival directories between the 1930s until 1950s. The author, not from an 
economic background herself, was only interested to uncover what banks financed which industries.
694  Bank Misr is known for its leading initiator, the Egyptian financier Tal’at Harb Pasha. As the only Egyptian, the other founders 
were the local-foreign financiers Joseph Cattaoui Pasha, Joseph Cicurel, Ahmed Midhat Yeghen Pasha, and Richard Adler. In: Politi 1952: 
205-208.

Chart 3: The percentage division 
of foreign capital invested in industrial 
and commercial sector by 1914 (Source: 
Chrouchley 1936 in Saul 1997: 529; 
reproduced in chart by author 2020).
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Based on gleaned information from archival directories between the 1930s until 1950s, British and 
Belgium banks was advertised to capitalize different industrial sectors in Alexandria, in comparison to those 
representing Italian, Greek, German, and French capital. Deduced by these advertisements, there was no 
industrial sector predominated relatively by one bank only. According to a 2014 publication by the AlexMed 
Research Centre, the city of Alexandria comprised 16 national and international banks managing the city’s 
economy by 1935.695 Until mid-20th century, these developed mainly within the business district in the city 
centre by Place Muhammad ‘Ali. According to the survey maps, published between the 1930s and 1940s, 20 
national and international banks stood by Place Muhammad ‘Ali, of which 11 banks were capitalizing actively 
various industrial sectors (Map 40).

In Alexandria, several banks were publicized to be the chief financer of certain industrial corporations. 
This was demonstrated in the agro-industrial processing sector, especially cotton press. As this sector was 
mainly capitalized by British, British/French, and German capital, the financing of each cotton press corporation 
was prevailed by respective banks. This is exemplified in SAPLE financed predominantly by the National Bank 
of Egypt (Map 39; nr. 15), Deutsche Baumwollpresse by the Deutsche Orientbank, and SGPD by La Banque 
Impériale Ottomane (nr. 09). In regard to the tobacco industry, dominated by Greek entrepreneurs, the Banque 
d’Athènes (nr. 10) was promoted as a chief financer for the tobacco manufacturing and commercialization. The 
tobacco industry was also supported by other reformed banks as a mean to support local manufacturing. This 
is exemplified in the Salonica Cigarettes, which was supported by both reformed banks Banco di Roma per 
d’Egitto and Banque Belge et Internationale en Egypte (nr. 13).

695  Dhakirat Al-Iskandayiyah Al-Fotoghrafiyah (trans. Photographic Memory of Alexandria), Bibliotheca Alexandrina, Alexandria, 
2014, pp. 16-17.

Map 40: The location of banks by Place Muhammed Ali between both La Bourse and the Chamber of Commerce, 
1930s (Source: author 2020).
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Generally, Banque Belge et Internationale en Egypte, National Bank of Egypt, and the so-called Barclays 
Banks (nr. 02) were the prevalent industrial capitalizers in Alexandria. These permeated within a diversified 
sector of manufacturing (ex. textile, automobile, chemical, and beverage), extractive, and other industries. All 
the above strived first versus the competing reflooding foreign imports and its supporting capital. The country’s 
local industries were in a descending state by the threatening foreign competition, until 1930.

The 1930 tariff reform

In the year 1930, a tariff reform was applied to give economic protection to the country’s industries from 
dominating competing European manufacture. Since then, duties on foreign imports increased to reinsure 
the local manufacture stability. The country witnessed an impetus for private local industries, boosted mostly 
by the textile industries.696 Resultantly, the Egyptian industrial sector did not face the same challenges during 
WWII. Cut off from its European suppliers, Egypt was able to support itself as well as the allied troops with 
its own local productions. With the dearth of some existing foreign commodities, newer Egyptian industries 
were founded. And although some faced bankruptcy by the end of WWII, upon the recovery of the extrinsic 
industries, many were able to survive with the support of the state and its reformed policies.697 European 
collaboration, which has been effective in the past, remained a great lever for progress and a guarantee of 
economic security.698

5.1.3. Social restructuring: Egyptians and the Egyptianized industrialists

By the early 20th century, Alexandria developed its municipal self-government, orchestrated predominantly 
by its notable local foreign residents.699 These first abided to their personal benefits and those of their ethnicity. 
They later developed “ethno-cultural loyalties” that motivated them to rationally expand their commercial 
spectrum into a multi-ethnic interest-bearing capitalism.700

Post the 1930 tariff reform, a pan-Arab sentiment and solidarity spread around a larger stratified rank 
of Egyptians. As a result of the 1931 established Buy British campaign, Egypt founded the analogous “al-miṣri 
lil-miṣri”, namely the Egyptian (product) for the Egyptian.701 The continuous local urge towards Egyptianizing 
was finally able to reach another governmental support by 1942; the Arabic language was first made obligatory 
in all business dealings, besides the official French language. This was developed further in 1946, when all 
business owners were bound to add the Arabic name to their businesses.702

Egyptian capitalist landlords were long integrated within the industrial sectors. Their role was, nevertheless, 
confined predominantly as either warehouse owners or contingent enterprises’ shareholder members. Former 
trials of claimed local industries by Egyptians were undermined to a larger extent. It was by the 1920s that 
Egyptians were able to take leading roles in the industrial sectors. Even local foreign capitalists, who maintained 
their permanent residency in Egypt, referred to themselves as mutamassirūn (Egyptianized). Accordingly, 
they shifted their advocation, albeit nominally for some, from “comprador” to “national bourgeoisie”.703 By 
the second quarter of the 20th century, Egyptian capitalists became more involved in the industrial sectors as 
entrepreneurs or enterprise chairmen. This is exemplified here in the Yehia and the Farghali families.

Amin Yehia Pasha was briefly mentioned in Chapter III for his warehouse ownership (Fig. 48). He was 
an Egyptian landlord capitalist with strong political connections. Both he and later his son Aly Amin Yehia 
Pasha played prominent administering roles within the commercial, banking, and industrial sectors. They 
occupied managerial positions in multiple industries countrywide to emphasise on the national limelight of 
the enterprises. This was featured in Amin Pasha’s presidency of the Salt & Soda Company, vice-presidency 

696  This will be exemplified in this chapter’s last section 5.5
697  Shnoudah 1967: 248. And: Tignor 1987: 58.
698  Tarik M. Yousef. ‘The Political Economy of Interwar Egyptian Cotton Policy’, Explorations in Economic History 37, no. 4 (2000): 
301–25. OJ: https://doi.org/10.1006/exeh.2000.0745 (accessed: 26.07.2020).
699  Beinin and Lockman 1998: 64.
700  Glavanis 1989: 97.
701  Alī Aḥmad Ibrāhīm Al-Jirītlī. Tarīkh Al-Ṣinā‘ah Fi Miṣr Fi Al-Niṣf Al-Awwal Min Al-Qarn Al-Tāsiʻ ʻashr (Trans. The Industrial History 
in Egypt in the First Half of the 19th Century), Cairo: Dār al-Maʻārif, 1952, p.43.
702  Krämer 1989: 206.
703  Beinin and Lockman 1998:  9-11.
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of the Banque Belge & Internationale en Egypte, among others.704 Although disregarded in literature, it was 
Amin Pasha who founded the first Egyptian presided industrial enterprise in Alexandria, namely the Alexandria 
Pressing Company (M_030; F,2).705 Amin Pasha was also a board member in multiple industries, like the Filature 
Nationale d’Egypte.706

Mohamed Farghali Pasha was an influential chairman and board member of prominent enterprises 
(Fig. 49). These expanded in different commercial, banking, and real-estate companies. His family roots were 
prominent agrarian bourgeoisie. His father Ahmed Effendi Farghali was probably the only Egyptian to own 
a corn mill in Mīnā al-Baṣal district.707 Similar to Amin Yehia Pasha, Farghali Pasha was assigned in multiple 
industrial sectors countrywide to emphasise and reflect the enterprises’ national limelight. In Alexandria, this 
is exemplified, among others in the cotton industry as president of La Société des Presses Libres Egyptiennes 
(M_052; G,2), the rice industry in Rosetta & Alexandria Rice Mills Company (M_075; H,1), and navigation through 
La Fluviale (T_05; G,1) and Tramways d’Alexandrie.708 Until mid-20th century, these industries developed were 
integrated spatially - among others - within the city’s first developed urban planning scheme.

5.2. Alexandria re-schemed: from urban patches to town planning

While Egypt’s anti-foreign sentiment has been exacerbated countrywide in the 1919 revolution, multiple 
Egyptian towns have been undergoing uninterrupted urban renewal. This was conducted by the British civil 
engineer William Hannah McLean, who was referred to as the “faithful servant” of the British empire.709 After 

704  Politi 1952: 80.
705  It is characterized as the only and still functioning cotton press in Alexandria (Status January 2021). The author was granted 
permission to enter the site in March 2019, however was refused to take any photographs in situ or have access to any archival 
information regarding it.
706  This is explored later in section 5.6.2.
707  Revise section 3.6.3, and Phase Map M_14; B,3.
708  Politi 1952: 300. And Egypt Today 1935.
709  Robert Home, ‘British Colonial Town Planning in the Middle East: The Work of W.H. McLean’, Planning History 12, no. 1 (1990): 
4–9. p.9. OJ: https://intlplanninghistorysociety.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/1990_vol-12_no1.pdf (accessed: 03.06.2020).

Fig. 49: Photograph of Mohamed Ahmed Farghali, 
1935. (Source: Archives CEAlex).

Fig. 48: Photograph of Amin Yehia Pasha, 1946 (Source: 
Archives CEAlex).
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his implementation of a development planning scheme in the 
Anglo-Egyptian Condominium of Khartoum in 1913, McLean 
was transferred to Egypt. He obtained a new position as 
Engineer-in-Chief in the Municipality and Commissions section 
of the Ministry of Interior. Between 1913 and 1926, McLean 
lay out national and regional development plans, based on 
British town planning schemes. These encompassed about 50 
Egyptian towns, including Alexandria.710

With much of his time based in the Municipality of 
Alexandria, as Egypt’s largest populated city by Europeans, 
McLean was able to work on a preliminary city development 
scheme between 1918 and 1919. Two years later, the 
Municipality of Alexandria obtained the approval of the 
Egyptian government to implement the town planning scheme 
proposed by McLean.

The visualization of McLean’s scheme was illustrated on 
the Egyptian survey maps, published between 1911- 1913 (Map 
41). Until the end of WWI, Alexandria grew to encompass both 
coalesced urban structures as well as urban patches.711 These 
were marked in red on Map 40. The yellow colours represented 
the proposed network of roads that corroborate the eastern 
and western extension as the city’s boundaries by enclosing 
its patchy settlements.712 McLean’s town planning scheme was 
implemented partially, as compared with subsequent survey 
maps and affirmed by Home’s 1990 publication. The realized 
urban scheme propounded an assemblage of semi-merged 
commercial, residential, and industrial zonings. These were 
characterized relatively with open spaces, public parks, and 
new monumental buildings:

“Partout, des vastes routes, de rues impeccables on été 
créées. Là où, il y a quelques années s’étalaient de lugubres 
terrains vagues, s’érige la pittoresque verdure des squares 
élégants. Et, d’un point de la ville à l’autre, depuis Mex jusqu’à 
Aboukir, de grands buldings s’élèvent, les uns plus somptueux 
que les autres. Les monuments publics ont, eux aussi, senti 
le besoin de d’épanouir et d’agrandir leurs proportions, à la 
mesure du mouvement qui transforme la ville entière.”713

The public monuments proposed within the Municipality 
encompassed those to represent – among others - industrial 
buildings. One of the projects realized was the demolition of 
La gare de Bab el-Guedid and the construction of a new railway 
station (Map 42). As described in 1930, the realized project of 
“la nouvelle Gare du Caire montre aux passants l’imposante 

710  Ibid.
711  Revise al-Ibrahimīyah map 34, in Chapter 4.
712  Awad 2008: 141. And: Cristina Pallini and Annalisa Riccarda 
Scaccabarozzi. British Planning Schemes for Alexandria and Its Region, 1834-
1958, in Urban Planning in North Africa, ed. Carlos Nunes Silva (Ashgate, 
2016), pp. 161–70.
713  The quote is copied along with its inclusive typing mistakes from: 
Alexandrie Future. Les projets d’embellissemenet d’utilitépublique. In: 
Alexandrie Reine de la Mediterranee, No.2, 1930, pp.55-7. Archives CEAlex, 
Alexandria, Egypt.
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Map 42: McLean’s scheme of the new railway station – 
Nouvelle Gare – and the parcellation replacing the old one - La gare 
de Bab el-Guedid, 1921 (Source: Archives CEAlex).

Fig. 50: Post card depicting the main façade of 
the La gare de Bab el-Guedid, probably before 1924. 
View north (Source: author’s private collection).

Fig. 51: Postcard depicting the main elevation of the new railway station – Nouvelle Gare, probably second quarter of 
20th century. View east (Source: author’s private collection).

masse de son ensemble.”714 In comparison to La gare de Bab el-Guedid, the historicist design of the new railway 
station - Nouvelle Gare du Caire (T_11; H,2)– reflected a more dominant architectural scale and ornamented 
features (Fig. 50, Fig. 51). The still standing symmetric two storey U-shaped building overlooks a sizable open 
square and is characterized with its middle and corner projections. The main entrance of the station’s façade 
is featured in the middle projection that is emphasized with its double height arcaded portico on coupled 
columns.715 The façade was designed by Italian architect Antonio Lasciac and the construction lasted between 
1924 and 1927. Its metal structures were designed by Egyptian engineers, fabricated by Belgian company La 
Brugeoise Nicaise & Delcuve, and assembled by engineer Robert Debelle.716

Besides the railway station, the city scheme also effected other industries and industry-related sectors. 
Based on the calculation of El-Saaty and Hirabayashi from the Census of Industrial Production, published in 

714  Ibid.
715  The raiway station is listed under the Ministry of Culture.
716  Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 2017: 102–30.
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1956, the number of “industrial establishments” in Alexandria, operated by more than 10 workers, reached 
705.717 However, based on the author’s revision of the census and mapping efforts, only 279 industries were 
able to be delineated. As displayed in the chapter’s Phase Map, the exhaustive spatial assimilation of the 
mapped industries varied to comprise small to large scaled diversified industries. Characteristically is their 
complex spatial prevalence that is analysed in the chapter’s consecutive sections.718

5.3. City’s scheme and the interspersed patched industries

While Alexandria’s urban scheme grew to coalesce urban patches, numerous industries were founded 
and/or expanded. This section, as well as the following one, represent those industries, which abided indirectly 
to the “mouvement qui transforme la ville entire”. These industries can be divided into three types: First, the 
adjacent industrial spaces that transformed into integrated ones. This was a result of the expanded city fabric 
that later became interwoven with newly founded, or already standing industries. The second type represents 
those industries that were transferred to occupy a location within the expanded city fabric. The third type 
displays those industries that were founded relatively remote to the city fabric. Their remote location relied 
presumably on the search of cheaper land. The first two types are here exemplified in the distilleries Distillerie 
Bolanachi et Fils and Distillerie Zottos, the third in the Egyptian Plastic & Electrical Industries Company. Together, 
all three industrial sites shared a relatively equal area. Additionally, they shared a principal and/or appended 
function interim for an imperative production, to supply predominantly the army.

The Bolanachi & Sons distillery was founded in 1884 by Greek Christos Bolanachi in Alexandria. Through 
the processing of Egyptian sugar cane and cereals, Bolanachi produced cognac, rum, and whiskey, mainly for 
national supply. It even promoted its “Bolanachi’s Egyptian Brandy” for foreign export, especially to England.719 
Before WWI, Bolanachi established its distillery in Wābūr al-Miyāh near the Alexandria Water Company on 
a 2 thousand m2 site.720 It is probably by 1920 that the factory achieved its spatial heyday with its U-shaped 
parcel expansion to over 22 thousand m2 (M_157; K,2). This development was, however, related largely to 
the factory’s extensive supply to the British troops during WWI.721 It is as a consequence of this expeditious 
expansion that the Bolanachi residence was presumably transferred next to the factory’s premises.

Following the 1921 taxation of alcoholic beverages in Egypt, Bolanachi temporarily lost its prosperity 
with a drastic decrease of labours from 300 to 50.722 It was later during World War II, in 1940, that Bolanachi 
developed by leaps and bounds. Considerable quantity of spirits was again extensively produced to supply the 
British and Australian army, navy and aviation troops, the Red Cross, and the Egyptian health services. Spirits 
were even exported to England, Belguim, Switzerland, and Sweden. As Bolanachi’s business declined, during the 
interwar period, another distillery evolved and took over the spirits industry.723 In 1918, the Greek businessman 
Andreas Zottos opened a small cognac distillery that was also processed from Egyptian sugarcane. With the 
decline of Bolanachi’s industry, Zottos pursued to expand his local manufacture and supply the British troops. 
By 1934, he transferred his small distillery in Place Muhammad ‘Ali and established a bigger one adjacent 
directly to the sizable British barracks in Mustafa Pasha (M_180; M,3).724 The 22 thousand m2 rectangular site 
of Zottos distillery was owned formerly by the Jesuit monastery.

717  The number comprises the manufacturing industrial establishments only and not the transportation, telecommunication, 
warehousing, and public service industries. See: El-Saaty and Hirabayashi 1959: 23.
718  Out of the 279 industrial entreprises plotted by the author, 41 were marked on the map as point, as their district was only 
revealed with no address. Another 4 were designated and mapped as small workshops with average areas between 100 and almost 
600 m2. Based on the revised 1956 census of industrial production and the mapped industry, the following can be presumed: The 705 
industrial establishments, calculated by El-Saaty and Hirabayashi, included to a big extent small workshops. These assumably occupied 
a part of a residential building and were not represented by their architectural and plot individuality.
719 T. Mirza, Jack Krakovsky, and Fernando Maio. ‘Commercial Directory of Egypt’. Cairo: The Modern Publishing Company, 1954, 
p.324. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
720  Revise Phase Map of chapter IV, M_41; I,2.
721  It is reported that by 1914 the Bolanachi Distillery production increased significantly. The factory expanded its premasis to supply 
the British army and navy with a daily supply of 12 thousand liters of rum and 2 tousand liters of brandy. The total military supplies 
exceed 1 million liters. See: La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 233.
722  Politis 1930: 357-59.
723  Christian Wacker, ‘The Bolanachi Story - Egypt Goes Olympic with Greek Entrepreneurship’, 2017. IP: http://isoh.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/02/344.pdf. p.57. (accessed: 12.06.2020).
724  Huri 1935: 2.
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Fig. 52: Photograph depicting distillery Zottos in Cleopatra during 1930s. View east (Source: Collection Norbert 
Schiller Collection).

Map 43: Google Map image of the 
still operating EPEIC, operating presently 
under the same name, 2021 (Source: 
Google Earth, accessed 20.05.2020).
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The Zottos distillery occupied a three levelled rectangular building, each featuring its superimposed 
functional activity (Fig. 52).725 The souterrain contained the bottling and packaging spaces operated by both 
local foreigner and indigenous workers. The souterrain overlooked the shaded space encompassing both 
stacked material ready for manufacturing and packaged bottles ready for shipment. The elevated ground floor, 
surrounded by wooded shaded terrace, presumably hosted the distillery process. The façade of the first floor 
comprised the administrative offices. In comparison to both lower floors, the façade of the first floor reflects its 
administrative functionality.726 With the end of WWII and the decrease in army beverage supply, Zottos focused 
on the local supply. He founded a smaller distillery in 1949 in al-Siyūf area eastwards of the city.727

The Egyptian Plastic & Electrical Industries Company (hereafter EPEIC) stood near the eastern city district 
of Victoria (M_194; Q,3).728 The factory is characterized as the first to introduce the plastic industry in Egypt. 
The idea of introducing the local manufacturing of electrical and plastic industries in Egypt evolved by 1929. 
The company was, nevertheless, founded by the Egyptian Royal Decree first on April 3rd, 1945.729 It was founded 
by American Brothers David and Harry Shaffermann, who owned the positions of the Council Administrative, 
the President, and the Head of Delegation until 1952.730

The industrial premise was built on a 20 thousand m2 area. The site adopted a modernist architectural 
design language, an approach used predominantly in industrial constructions during the second quarter of the 
20th century.731 The EPEIC site is encased with a U-shaped design; its southern main entrance, overlooking a small 
triangular square, is signified with its chamfered corner (Map 43). The chamfered entrance is emphasised with 
a two-storey projection, whereas the rest of the cubature is pronounced by one storey block with continuous 
horizontal window ribbons (Fig. 53).732 The inside of the industrial site comprises two building prototypes, 
differed by the width of their cubature. Their total of 9 buildings are characterized with their rectangular low-
rise arranged regularity. They encompass similar height and architectural features to the encased U-shaped 
building. Additionally, each building is wrapped with same vertical elongated small openings. The repetitive 
regularity of the site’s design possibly reflected its industrial solidity and its functional enclosure from the 
surrounding vacant land.

725  There was no verified information to reveal, whether the distillery reused or replaced the monastry’s structures.
726  The distillery in Cleopatra closed down, probably in the early 1960s, and returned to its original function as a monastery. It is 
unknown, whether the building depicted in Fig. 10 was previously part of the Jesuit monastery structures or whther it was constructed 
for the manufacturing purpusos. The building was probably demolished as it is not part of the still standing Jesuit cultural center 
structures.
727  Federation Egyptienne de l’Industrie. 1957: 555. The distillery is mentioned in section 5.5
728  The author is still awaiting permission to enter and photograph the site, already requested in 2018.
729  Politi 1952: 563.
730  PPoliti 1952: 564.
731  This is based on Bodenstein’s statement in: Bodenstein 2010: 65.
732  Federation Egyptienne de l’Industrie 1957: 508.

Fig. 53: Illustration depicting the EPEIC  in Victoria, 1958. View south. (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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Fig. 54: Drawing of the workers’ housing scheme proposed by the municipality, probably by 1921 (Source: Riad 1933: 
Fig.8).

Map 44: The location of the proposed housing scheme in Karmūz overlooking relatively the railway platelayers’ 
settlement in al-Qabbārī as proposed by McLean, 1921 (Source: New York Public Library; edited author 2021).
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By 1951 the industrial facility of EPEIC was operated by a thousand workers. Its workshops produced 
various products: electrical supplies, houseware, haberdashery, batteries and others. These served a wide 
range of market sectors nationally and internationally.733 As the factory is accredited as the first to represent 
plastic industry in Egypt, its significance also lies in its temporary operation to supply the army. This function 
was, however, later during the second half of the 20th century, when the company equipped all branches of the 
Egyptian Armed Forces during the 1973 October War. In comparison to both long demolished Bolanachi and 
Zottos distilleries, the EPEIC is standing and operating until present, albeit unrecognized; it is still attributing its 
continuance of functional enclosure, however, now from the surrounding densely built surroundings.734

5.4. The “nouvelle cité ouvrière”?

“La population pauvre de la ville n’a pas été oubliée.”735

The first housing settlement by the municipality was reported in 1909, as revealed in the previous 
chapter.736 In 1921, McLean revealed the proposed municipal housing scheme on his map (Map 44). This 
comprised a “model Municipal Colony” to house the poorer classes and replace the dense and unhygienic 
dwellings of the city.737 Located in Karmūz, the housing scheme overlooked relatively the railway platelayers’ 
settlement in al-Qabbārī. Riad’s 1933 published study reveals the illustration of the municipal housing prototype 
that was planned for the eventual replacement of city’s “slum areas” (Fig. 54). Each prototype encompasses 
100 houses of one to two rooms with a courtyard.738 The municipal housing scheme was propagated in 1930 as 
the “nouvelle cité ouvrière”, namely the new labourers’ city (Fig. 55).739 Nevertheless, the aspired city was only 
realized in form of a “Labourers’ Quarters”, as designated on the 1941 cadastral map (Map 45).

In comparison to the railway platelayers’ settlement in al-Qabbārī, the municipal housing scheme in 
Karmūz had rather distinct features embedded within the city’s fabric. The implemented and still standing 
settlement comprises rectangular row houses of two and three modules (revise Fig. 55). The buildings were 
arranged parallelly based on their modular scheme. The first row overlooked a green area. By 1941, only 6 
out of 11 planned buildings were constructed (Map 44). The rest was marked as footprints at the rear of the 
dwellings’ rows. The footprints indicated the proposed modular extension of the labour quarter, an extension, 
however, not realized. Each of the standing houses is designed as a rectangular two-story cuboid building with 
red-brick façades and modular arched house entrances.

Located adjacent to the Karmūz tram workshop, the whole settlement was accommodated by the 
workers of the tram workshop. The question whether this settlement was addressed originally to Egyptian or/ 
and local-foreign technicians is still unknown.740 Similar to the overlooking platelayers’ settlement, constructed 
two decades before, the 1930 housing model was constructed on a municipality-owned land, at that time.741 
Both settlement’s ownership by the municipality is still occupied until present, albeit none inhabited by 
workers affiliated to their original industry (Fig. 58).742 While both settlements are still standing and attributing, 
among others, their socio-historical significance and urban characterization, Karmūz settlement is the only one 
acknowledged officially.

733  The industrial capacity of the Egyptian Plastic & Electrical Industries Company was not only on a national level for the Egyptian 
market, but was also producing and exporting to other countries, like Syria, Iraq, Cyprus and others. In: La Réforme illustrée 1951. The 
company was nationalized in 1963 and later turned into a private shareholding company by the year 2000.
734  Based on the company’s official website, In the present, the company only produces batteries, artificial leather and industrial 
foam, not only for retail but also for governmental clients. Egyptian Plastic & Electrical Industries Company IP: http://www.elnisr.net/
index.html (accessed: 09.01.2019).
735  Alexandrie Reine de La Mediterranee, No. 1, Alexandria, July 1930, pp.55-7. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
736  Revise section 4.2.2.
737  Mahmoud Riad, ‘Alexandria: Its Town Planning Development’, The Town Planning Review 15, no. 4 (1933): 233–48, p.248. OJ: 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40101080 (accessed: 03.06.2020).
738  Ibid.
739  Alexandrie Reine de la Mediterranee (1) 1930: 56.
740  The still standing settlement is listed since 2007, however, has been witnessing informal architectural modifications to adapt to 
the living needs of its tenants, of whom none worked in the tram workshop.
741  Based on an article in Alexandrie Reine de La Mediterranee, published in 1930, the labour housing scheme was under construction. 
There was neither a mention of the Tramway d’Alexandrie, nor of any designated industry. Based on the Egyptian National Register 
Heritage List, the ownership of the labour settlement is registered to the Alexandrian Municipality.
742  The original design is still extant, with some architectural addidtions.
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Fig. 55: Illustration depicting the proposed 11 houses of la nouvelle cité ouvrière in Karmūz, 1930. View south (Source: 
Archives CEAlex).

Map 45: The realized municipal housing designated as the Labourers’ Quarters near the TA workshop in Karmūz, 
1941 (Source: ACM 1941; edited by author 2021).
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The adjacent location of the Karmūz tram workshop to the labourers’ quarter cannot be generalized in 
other industries. As reported by El-Saaty and Hirabayashi in their 1959 book, prior existance of labour force 
was probably not a principal factor for industrial locus. Nevertheless, the second quarter of the 20th century 
witnessed the development of other workers houses within the city. These did not develop as part of the 
municipal workers’ city prototype, but rather as part of the established Garden City.

5.5. The Cité Jardins and its industrial boundaries

The concept of Garden City in Egypt was introduced during the inter-war period. In Alexandria, this was 
first envisaged in McLean’s town scheme. By the second half of the 20th century, the concept was applied into 
comprehensive development projects in the vacant areas of al-Rās as-Sawdā’, King Mariyūṭ, Smouha, and al-
Siyūf. Their designation varied between garden suburbs, as indicated by a few scholars, and garden cities.743 
In the case of Smouha and al-Siyūf, both were advertised as Cité Jardins at the time of their establishment.744 
Both Garden Cities are characterized with their proposed scheme with both industrial facilities and workers’ 
settlements included.

5.5.1. The case of Smouha Garden City

Eastwards of Muḥarram Bey lay a large estate called Al-Ḥaḍarah. The estate was known for its Al-Ḥaḍarah 
Lake, a lowland that was seasonally infiltrated and swamped by both al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal and Mariyūṭ Lake.745 
Al-Ḥaḍarah was generally characterized with its semi-elliptical shape caused by the railway line from the north 
and the Canal from the south. Based on a municipality memorandum in October 1919, Al-Ḥaḍarah was waived 
to the Ministry of Public Works to undergo route expansion as well as apply a syphon system.746 Later in 1921, 
McLean envisaged Al-Ḥaḍarah and its lake to follow a Garden City scheme.

743  Check: Awad 2008: 143. And check book: Richard Smouha, Cristina Pallini, and Marie-Cécile Bruwier, eds., The Smouha City 
Venture: Alexandria 1923-1958 (Alexandria: CreateSpace, 2014).
744  This designation is, accordingly, used in this section. It is not within the scope of this study to undergo an analytical verification, 
whether Smouha and al-Siyūf are indeed Garden Cities or Garden Suburbs. See: Alexandrie Reine de La Mediterranée (2) 1930. And: 
Zoides (b) 1935. Also see in: Politi 1952. It is not within the scope of this study to undergo an analatical 
745  Alexandrie Reine de La Mediterranée (2) 1930.
746  Memorandum Présenté à Sa Hautesse Sur Les Pourparlens Avec S.A. Le Prince Omar Toussoun Retativement à Der Terrains à 
Céder à La Municipalité, n.d (in French Language). DWQ, wathā’iq ‘abdīn, [0069-005354], Box (271), File (4). Based on Lackany, Omar 
Toussoun was not the actual owner of Al-Ḥaḍarah, but was rather acting as a guardian of the underage inheritors of the estate. See: 
Lackany 1976: p.24.

Fig. 56: Photograph of the still standing labours’ settlement in Karmūz, 2018. View north west  (Source: Elmesiry, 
29.10.2018).
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Map 47: The upper- and middle-class inhabited the curvilinear fabric in Smouha, whereas its working class in Al-
Ḥadarah, 1959. Mapped industries are marked with dark grey (Source: Egyptian Survey Map 1959; reproduced and edited 
by author 2021).

Map 46: Al-Ḥadarah area bought by Joseph Smouha that was released for the international competition in 1925 
(Source: Smouha, Pallini, and Bruwier 2014: 60).
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In attempt to realize this plan, the area was sold in 1925 to the Baghdadi-British cotton broker Joseph 
Smouha, who first arrived in Alexandria in 1923. In 1925, an international town planning competition was 
released to submit ideas for the new Garden City (Map 46). The Smouha’s competition brief required explicitly 
the same elements illustrated on McLean’s general town scheme. This included the composition of roads, open 
spaces, public parks, and buildings for upper, middle, and working classes.747 Al-Ḥaḍarah Lake was reclaimed to 
Smouha Garden City. Its eastern part encompassed the upper and middle classed inhabitants, named Smouha. 
Its western part was designated for the working class and named Al-Ḥaḍarah (Map 47). Both socially stratified 
settlements were divided with a railway, which was later removed.

As the competition brief advised to avoid monotonous layouts, Smouha settlement was designed 
with curvilinear and radial arteries. Its large-parcelled layout was characterized principally with luxury villas 
overlooking sizable green areas. It was also signified chiefly with its reachability via the Sidi-Gaber railway 
station, rebuilt in 1948, facing Smouha’s main artery.748 The radial and curvilinear layout were promoted 
beforehand by McLean. On the one hand, it was to project the British town scheme, while on the other, it 
was a pursuit to avoid street “corners … found to be dangerous”.749Another mean to signify Smouha was the 
monotonous layout of Al-Ḥaḍarah. Its layout comprised dense parcellation and was reachable via a tramline 
penetrating it diagonally. There was no report that indicated the construction of the municipal housing scheme 
in Al-Ḥaḍarah.

Regarding the spatial order of the industries in the Smouha Garden City model, this can be divided 
generally in three parts. The first part encompasses the industrial spatial order in Al-Ḥaḍarah. The second part 
comprises those in Smouha, while the third is represented solely with the triangular site embanking Smouha 
from the north.

In regard to the first part, Al-Ḥaḍarah layout is characterized with mixed land-use of dense residential 
parcellation with integrated large parcelled industrial establishments. The latter are exemplified in the 
Papathéologou cigarette factory (M_150; K,2) and the Michalidis marble factory (M_149; K,2). While the Canal 
bank of Smouha is overviewed by green areas, Al-Ḥaḍarah’s waterscape was shaped by an aligned arrangement 
of industries.750 It comprised a densified arrangement of diverse industries with areas varying largely from 2 
thousand m2 to almost 30 thousand m2. The former is exemplified in the Hollando-Egyptienne de Tricotage 
factory (M_161; L,1) and the latter in the Compagnie Frigorifique d’Egypte (M_141; K,1).

Regarding the second part, Smouha comprised a few industries, despite its predominant curvilinear 
layout with green areas and luxurious residentials. The curvilinear streets of Smouha were promoted to 
facilitate the motor traffic as a result of the increasing automobile industry. One of the industries in Smouha is 
exemplified in the American Ford automobile industry. It was characterised as one of the industries, located on 
Smouha’s north-eastern boundary.

The automobile industry developed in Egypt during the second quarter of the 20th century. By mid-
20th century, Alexandria comprised showrooms and small workshops of the Italian Fiate Oriente in Al-Ḥaḍarah 
(M_151; K,2), the American General Motors Company in al-Qabbārī (M_061-3; G,3), and the American Ford 
Company. Ford was registered in Egypt in 1932 as Ford Motor Company.751 It first comprised a 2 thousand m2 
showroom in al-Azarītah district with workshops mainly for car repairing and repainting (M_135; I,3).752 It was 
due to increasing business success, Ford expanded its automobile business scope in Egypt.

In 1943 Ford started constructing its first car assembly service in Egypt. It established its Egyptian head 
office and automobile service station on the north-eastern end of Smouha, by the railway line (M_177; N,2). 

747  Smouha, Pallini, and Bruwier 2014: 59-60.
748  Traces of the Sidi Gaber Railway station are found on the 1910s survey map. It was due to the introduction of a modernized 
building conceptions, unlike the eclectic style used before, that a new railway station was built by 1948. In: Pallini and Scaccabarozzi 
2017: 126.
749  Riad 1933: 248.
750  It is important to highlight the housing-industrial arrangement of the worker’s district was not implemented accoring to 
plan, rather presumably based on the availability and price of land. There was no verified document found to present a schemed 
layout proposed for the positioning of industries in relation to the worker’s houses. Whether the municipal housing prototype was 
implemented in Al-Ḥaḍarah, was also not verified.
751  Ford Company was funded by the British Barclays Bank.
752  The company’s objective was the distribution of Ford passenger cars, vans, trucks, tractors, spare parts, and implements 
manufactured in USA, UK, France, and Germany.
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Fig. 58: Labour in Ford plant in al-Azarītah, 1948. (Source: 
Ibid).

Fig. 57: Aerial photograph of the new Ford plant 
under construction in Smouha area, 1948. Smouha was 
then considered in the “outskirts of Alexandria” (Source: 
Ford Company’s advertisement video: Ford in Egypt, 
1948. In: auto-history.tv, accessed 23.10.2019).

The 31 thousand m2 site comprised a massive 14 thousand m2 rectangular cubature and was characterized 
as the biggest automobile service in the entire Middle East, at that time (Fig. 57).753 The two-storey structure 
accommodated spacious showrooms, offices, stores, and workshops. Based on the company’s advertisement 
video in 1948, the assembly work was undergone by skilled labour (Fig. 58).754

The extensive triangular site embanking Smouha from the north represents the third part (revise map 
46). While located adjacent to the affluent Garden City, the massive area of about 340 thousand m2 was 
used ironically for the installation of Alexandria’s largest industrial plant, namely the Egyptian Copper Works 
(M_175; N,2). The triangular site was defined by Smouha’s whole curvilinear border from the north, the two 
railway lines extending radially north and south, and the Canal from the east. Its location by the Canal was 
assumedly to use water to cool the heavy machinery used. Until the year 1949, the location area of the plant 
was considered as the “outskirts of Alexandria”.755

The Egyptian Copper Works was commercialized to have been created to assist the development of 
the national industries throughout Egypt.756 Constructed in 1935, the whole site comprised 5 departments all 
involved in iron and metal works: Rolling, Extrusion, Pressing, Spare Parts, and Steel Department.757 The plant 
works varied from the manufacturing of small households up until the manufacture of spare parts and gears 
for cars and all kinds of machines (Fig. 59).758 Whether the construction of Ford service station nearby to the 
Egyptian Copper Works was a mean to facilitate the supply of automobile spare parts is unknown, however 
presumable. In general, the non-schemed building’s composition of the Egyptian Copper Works reflects, albeit 
unintentionally, the non-schemed spatial order of the industries in Smouha Garden City. The spatial order of 
modern industries was applied differently in al-Siyūf Garden City.

753  Zoides (b) 1935: 164.
754  There were no imaging or information regarding the use of heavy machinery in the assembly process. The Ford Motor Company 
is still standing until present after being reused as a private school.
755  Pioneer Industries, in: Egypt Today. It’s Finance, Industry and Commerce, Cairo, 1949. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt
756  The sizable Egyptian Copper Works has been facing ongoing gradual and luckily incomplete demolition of its structure since 
2010.
757  These included materials like: copper, zinc, brass, aluminium, lead, non-ferrous metal, cast iron, and others. La Réforme illustrée_
périodique mondain publié à Alexandrie, Ce numéro inaugure l’année 1925-50, partie I, p.192. Archives CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt.
758  There was no imformation found to confirm or deny a relation between the Ford assembly factory and the manufacture of ECW 
car parts. 
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Fig. 59: The Egyptian Copper Works from Canal with its refining, rolling, spinning, and wire drawing departments, 
probably mid-20th century. View east. (Source: Egyptian Copper Works n.d. Archives CEAlex).

5.5.2. The case of Domaine de Siouf

As a result of the success of Smouha Garden City, a real 
estate company was founded aiming to promote the same 
residential concept. In 1929, the Société Anonyme Immobilière 
du Domaine de Siouf was constituted.759 As the company name 
reveals, it bought the agricultural domain, named after al-Siyūf 
Family, that was located by al-Raml in the city’s eastern outskirt. 
The company’s main aim was the sale, lease, and management 
of al-Siyūf’s agricultural estate. This was to establish affluent 
housing schemes as well as assign industrial establishments. The 
company also targeted the products’ commercial investments 
of those industries established within its domain.760 Similar 
to Smouha Garden City, “Domaine de Siouf” was advertised 
as a “Cité Jardins” (Fig. 60). The layouts of both garden cities 
were conceptualized largely based on McLean’s town scheme. 
Nevertheless, the layout of Domaine de Siouf was schemed 
differently than Smouha Garden City.

According to McLean’s map, the layout of al-Siyūf was 
based on the existing rural cadastral pattern, at that time. The 
Domaine de Siouf was conceptualized accordingly. The rural 
pattern was redistributed in rectangular plots following a gridiron 
system. The land-use was stratified in terms of function and 
societal class. The raster plan adopted clear division between the 
upper-middle class residentials zone in the domain’s northward, 
and a clustered industrial zone southward by al-Maḥmūdiyah 
Canal. Both zones are intermitted by a working-class residential 
zone (Map 48).

Characteristically in Domaine de Siouf is the areal dominance of the industrial zone. This was also 
emphasized as an inherent of Domaine Siouf in all its advertisements (revise Fig. 60). Land plots for the “zone 

759  The name was given after the al-Siyūf Family, an Alexandrian family owing large agricultural domains. Lackany 1976: 24. Also see: 
M-F. Awad. ‘Le Modèle Européen : L’évolution Urbaine de 1807 à 1958’, in Revue de l’Occident Musulman et de La Méditerranée, ed. 
Robert Illbert, vol. 46 (Édisud, 1987), 93–109, p.107.OJ: https://doi.org/10.3406/remmm.1987.2193 (accessed: 20.07.2020).
760  The location of most of these companies were mainly in the city center in Place Muhammad ‘Ali of along Fouad 1st street. Politi 
1952.

Fig. 60: Advertisement of Domaine de 
Siouf highlighting its industrial zone, 1958 
(Source: Archives CEAlex).
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industrielle” were all characterized with their modular 
sizable parcellation by the Canal bank. The only 
exception of this allocation was the Zottos distillery.761 
Located in al-Siyūf, the small 400 m2 distillery was not 
part of the suburbia’s industrial zone (M_191; Q,2). 
It was located outside the Domain’s boundaries, by 
its north-western corner, near the upper-middle class 
residentials zone. The location of the smaller Zottos 
distillery was located probably therefore for the 
facilitative product supply.

The real estate company of Domaine de Siouf 
promoted the establishment of those industries 
assigned to agricultural products. This was realized 
with the foundation of multiple factory plants, 
related mostly to the manufacturing of agricultural 
commodities, predominantly for textile industry. This 
was except for the Siouf waterworks of the Alexandria 
Water Company. Until early 1930s, Alexandria’s 
waterworks was centralized in Wābūr al-Miyāh on 
about 70 thousand m2 area (U_12; K,2). By 1935, 
another water filtration plant was constructed in 
Domaine de Siouf to absorb the population growth 
in the eastern suburbs of Alexandria. The waterworks 
occupied the largest area of industrial activity in al-
Siyūf with a sizable area of over 250 thousand m2. 
The sizable area was designed for the “eventual 
extension” of the plant’s structures (U_21; P,1).762

In the case of both garden cities, the spatial order of their industrial establishments by the Canal was not 
only abiding to a preferable spatial scheme. In fact, the industrial waterscape in both Domaine de Siouf and 
Smouha Garden City was part of a determined spatial regulation in Alexandria, as presented in the following 
section.

5.6. The evident industrial corridor: The Canal and industrial delimitation

During Egypt’s transition towards a manufacturing national based capitalist economy by 1921, Riad’s 
(1933) referred to as the “Alexandria Supplementary Municipal Regulation” promulgated spatial regulation 
regarding its industries.763 At that time, the industries were allocated predominantly by the Western Port, the 
Mariyūṭ Lake, and the Canal banks.

As revealed in the previous chapter, the early 20th century witnessed the scheming of the city’s industrial 
extension in al-Maks, characterized with the vacancy of land-use overlooking its potential designated quays 
by the Sea. The vast vacant land on the other waterfront by the Mariyūṭ Lake, characterized with its “fine 
natural features”, also accommodated founded industries.764 As part of the city planning scheme, it was, 
therefore, put under consideration for suburban compositions to serve the Alexandrian increasing upper- and 

761  Revise section 5.3.
762  It is characterized as one of the still extent operating industries in Domaine de Siouf.
763 Riad does not elaborate on the administrative relation of the Alexandria Supplementary Municipal Regulation to the Alexandria 
Municipality. This department was not mentioned in Reimer’s 1993 and 1999 papers as well as Baer’s 1968 paper, that focused on the 
administrative institution in Egypt until the outbreak of WWI.
764  Gridiron residential areas were instean developed, probably to middle-and low classed inhabitants. La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 
242-43. And: Riad 1933: 243.

Map 48: The scheme of Domaine Siouf showing its 
land-use zones, 1959 (Source: author 2021).
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middle-class population. The idea was, however, later prevented due to the “belt of slums” that was viewed 
to cause stratified separation between the aspired suburbia and the city centre.765 Al-Maks later developed to 
accommodate more industries, however not those propounded by the municipality.

In regard to the spatial industrial regulations, the Alexandria Municipality propounded the assemblage 
of industries, which were regarded as “insalubrious”.766 Accordingly, it chose to re-assign the Canal from an 
agricultural to an industrial belt, where new large-scaled industries were to be delimited spatially on its banks.767 
Based on a published bulletin in 1945, the Canal was referred to as “la nouvelle zone industrielle” (Map 49).768 
The new industrial zone was promoted with its assured Canal, railway, and road traffic facilities. This section 
first contextualizes the spatial order of the new industrial corridor. It attempts to explore and interpret the 
industrial spatial order in terms of industrial types and sizes. The section then pursues to highlight the main 
industrial urban features and explore their rationale behind them.

5.6.1. Contextualizating the spatial delimitation

As visible on the Phase Map, the demarcated industrial zones of the warehouse complex, al-Maks, and 
the Canal were connected spatially. Despite the differently directed extensions of both industrial strings along 
the Western Harbour and the Canal, they were both converged towards the concentred warehousing complex, 
which overlooked both waterfronts. By mid-20th century, the Canal had expanded its central navigational 
usefulness as an industrial corridor by attracting more industries of different scales and types along its banks. 
The industrial corridor, referred to in this section, extended from the Canal locks, where the warehousing 
complex is assembled, eastwards until Domaine de Siouf.769

Industries and their spatial order

The Canal banks accommodated industrial establishments, which were intensified generally along its 
northern bank. A number of areas were claimed for industrial use along the southern bank, albeit delimited 
by the railway from the south (Map 49).770 The agricultural parcellation along the Canal banks was re-schemed 
slightly by McLean.771 His land plot division represented presumably a gridded parcellation on which a modular 
expansion can be relied on depending on the aspired land use. Most of the later established industrial plots by 
the Canal were attributed to McLean’s proposed divisions, albeit not all.

The spatial order of the established industries along the Canal depended generally on four main aspects. 
Together, the four aspects of contextualizing the industrial spatial order interpret the seemingly irregular 
industrial allocation along the Canal. The first represented those industries arranged based on a planned layout. 
This is represented in the warehouse complex, the Smouha Garden City, and Domaine de Siouf. Contrary to 
the first aspect, the second aspect comprised those industries constructed on a nonplanned layout. This is 
seen along the Canal section between Karmūz and Muḥarram Bey. Their industries developed emanating 
predominantly from the boundaries of the warehouse complex and trailed eastwards along the Canal banks.

The Canal section between Karmūz and Muḥarram Bey also represents the spatial order of the third 
aspect. This encompasses those industries established within an already urbanized area. This is demonstrated 
in the unbalanced spatial order by the Canal banks. Established industries fitted themselves likely into empty 
plots within the already urbanized Canal banks between Karmūz and Muḥarram Bey. The fourth and last aspect 
conveys those industries constructed within rural land. This is best revealed in the Smouha Garden City. Being 
constructed on rural land, all industries were delimited predominanlty in Al-Ḥaḍarah. Al-Ḥaḍarah, not being 
spatially bounded to any former urbanized structures, showed signs of balanced spatial order between its 

765  Ibid. Gridiron residential areas were instean developed, probably to middle-and low classed inhabitants.
766  Riad 1933: 247.
767  El-Saaty and Hirabayashi 1959: 45.
768  La Réforme l’Égypte 1945: 260.
769  More industrial establishments were founded along the course of the Canal up until the Nile. These were, however, more 
assigned to other villages than Alexandria itself. An example is the Misr Bayda Dyers, established in 1938 in Kafr al-Dawwār. For more 
information, see: Beinin and Lockman 1998: 273.
770  Of all founded industries, the Egyptian Matches & Plywood Factories (Bannatex), owned by Seif El-Dine El-Shourbagui, was the 
only factory placed even south of the railway. The factory was accessible via a direct road from Muḥarram Bey area. The industrial plant 
was also reachable via the Muḥarram Bey station, placed onward the factory premises border.
771  Revise Map 40.
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industries and the residentials by the Canal banks. The industrial spatial gap on Smouha’s norther Canal bank 
was simply to employ the waterscape for its upper class inhabitants.

Industries and their types

Looking closer beyond the general spatial order of the industries along the Canal, the mapping revealed 
the arrangement of diversified industrial types. Until mid-20th century, bustling industrial complexes were 
arranged along the Canal. Its banks accommodated lumber, food, chemical, and textile industries, among 
others. Some of these industries were founded originally along the Canal, where others were transferred from 
their original location to the Canal banks.772 With the exception of the textile plants in Domaine de Siouf and the 
cotton press factories within the warehouse complex, there were generally no signs of industrial type-based 
arrangement. Among all industries established by the Canal banks, the textile industry was the preeminent 
industry. This was based on the summation of their total areas, on the one hand, and the number of their 
affiliated industrial enterprises, on the other.

The large number of textile factories manufactured cotton, whereas the rest operated linen, silk, and 
wool production.773 The most prevalent in this section was the cotton spinning and weaving industry. As a result 
of the 1930 tariff reform, the percentage of cotton used by national spinning and weaving factories in Egypt 
increased between 1947-48 from 0,01% to 17%.774 Based on the traditional industrial policy for the textile 
construction, the majority of the textile entrepreneurs preferred to have their production operations all in one 
plant. Vast land was, therefore, a requirement to facilitate the plant’s expansion.775 

With the spatial delimitation and availability of vast rural land usable for industrial activities, almost all 
spinning & weaving plants were located by the Canal banks, thus becoming the predominant industrial activity. 
Their plants were characterized with their considerable horizontal expansive compositions. In some cases, as 
exemplified in Domaine de Siouf, spinning and weaving plants were founded adjoinedly on the Canal’s parallel 
rows. The adjudged spatial delimitation of established industries by the Canal for being functionally insalubrious 
was engendered by their (un)intentional(?) diversified volumetric and architectural corporate images.

5.6.2. Corporate images transcending their negative characterization

During the first half of the 20th century, cotton remained the country’s main export commodity.776 
Comparing to the United States and India, Egypt’s cotton production was rather small. Still, during the interwar 
period, Egypt predominated 65-75% of the total world production and export of long-staple cotton.777 The 
restructured economic shift from being exploited for global export to being secured for local manufacturing 
was reflected in Alexandria. This shift towards manufacturing security was reflected in the increase of founded 
local textile manufacturing. The manufacturing security incentivised the trend expansion, where “the company 
invests in (the) architecture of its projection of image”.778

The corporate image is exemplified in the following industries located by the Canal: La Société Générale 
de Pressage & de Depôts in al-Qabbārī ( hereafter SGPD), Industrielle Spahi de Filés & Textiles in Domaine 
de Siouf (hereafter IST),779 and Filature Nationale d’Egypte in both Karmūz and Muḥarram Bey (hereafter 

772  This is exemplified in the Lebon & Co. company. An example of a located industry is a soap factory, probably owned by the Greek 
Zagoreos, that might have been located next to the Bomonti Brewery factory in Qism Karmus by the Mahmoudiyah Canal.
773  Alexandria accomodated also silk manufacturing. Its factories were, nevertheless, not allocated by the Canal banks. These were 
located in Al-Ḥaḍarah- Smouha border, al-Labbān, and al-Qabbārī.
774  La Culture du coton en Egypte, Le Caire : Service agronomique de la Société d‘entreprises commerciales en Egypte, 1950, p.136-
37. Bnf [8-V-72091], Tolbiac, Paris, France.
775  Politi 1952.
776  It is based on cotton that the Egypt also developed its predominant industrial local manufacturing. The export was balanced by a 
number of imported commodities also manufactured in Egyptian factories, regardless whether these were being directed by Egyptians 
or not.
777  Yousef 2000: 303.
778  Powers 1994: 92. The projection of cooperative image is also depicted in other industrial types, both located by the Canal and 
also within the city fabric. Those by the Canal are also exemplified with the 1935 founded confectionary Nadler Factory (horizontlly 
composed building cubature in modernist style), the 1931 founded flour mill La Société Égyptienne de Minoterie et de Silos (vertically 
composed building cubature in modernist style), and Les Tissage Moderne d’Égypte (horizontlly composed building cubature in neo-
pharaonic style).
779  In historical records also named as Sebahi Frère, la Filiature de Coton Egyptien. in: L’Annuaire Industrielle & Commercial 1945-46  
1946: 97.
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FNE). Despite being located in different districts along the Canal, these examples are characterized with the 
collective showcasing of their industrial security and stability. By using a representative image, with the help 
of architectural vocabularies, each of these industries represented what other industries aimed for; delimited 
by the Canal for being insalubrious, these industries aimed to converse beyond the overly negative affiliated 
characterizations assigned to them.

Corporate dominant image: SGPD

Since the early 20th century, SGPD continued to be the most dominant cotton press company in Egypt 
until its nationalization by mid-20th century. By WWI, it extended its premises through supplanting other 
warehouses and cotton presses.780 Despite its operative dominance of owing numerous buildings within 
the warehouse complex, it still lacked the visual dominance of its corporate image. By the early 1920s, the 
SGPD released a competition to redesign its cotton presses and their facades in the warehouse complex. The 
competition was presumably also part of the objectives of the Commission du Commerce et de l’Industrie to 
secure Egypt’s national industries by modernizing their manufacturing structures.

The first price for the façade redesign was won in 1927 by Greek architects and engineers Paraskevas 
and Miclavez, in collaboration with architect Pierre Gripari.781 As the competition documents of the facades’ 
redesign of 1927 were not found, it cannot be verified whether, or how far the winning design was applied. 
Blueprints found in the company archive of the Alexandria Pressing Company revealed that the architectural 
redesign drawings of the SGPD, including the facades, were drawn by Alexandria-based British architect Noel 
Dawson between 1933 and 1935.782 Of its 4 owned buildings, only 3 premises of SGPD were reconstructed 
standing along the Canal during the first half of the 20th century (M_050; G,2 and M_055-6; G,3).

The redesigned SGPD buildings were signified with their bulky multistorey cubature, in comparison to 
the surrounding low-rise structures. Its facades of the SGPD structures by the Canal were all expressed with 
the use of visible reinforced concrete and red-brick construction material (Fig. 61, Fig. 62). This new-introduced 
striking style articulated the industrial-building type features and the corporate power of SGPD.

780  This comprised the supplanting of the Anglo-Egyptian bank warehouse and the Carver Brothers cotton press by the Canal.
781  These included also the façade redesign of the cotton presses and affiliated depositories of: La Société des Presses Libres, La 
Société Générale de Pressage & de Depôts, Choremi Benachi et Cie, warehouses of the Administrations of the Port and Lighthouse, and 
others. Politis 1930: 60.
782  Based on blueprints of the company archive of the Alexandria Pressing Company, visit Septembre 2019.

Fig. 61: SGPD in Mīnā al-Bṣal under construction, the site comprising formally two warehouses of SGPD and Anglo 
Egyptian Bank. The adjacent SGPD cotton press was still under construction, at that time, 1936. View south-east (Source: 
Archives CEAlex).
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The 3 buildings, standing by both banks, represented a virtual portal aisle towards the port. Dawson 
attempted presumably an urban portrayal similar, albeit humbler, to those in Manchester and Liverpool. The 
redesigned SGPD buildings stated openly their functional potency with their corporate building height, area 
dominance of an about 40 thousand m2, and architectural bold expression along the Canal’s waterscape.

Corporate oriental image: IST

In the early 1940s, the Spahi family of Syrian origin established their spinning and weaving plant on the 
northern Canal bank of Domaine de Siouf. The established Industrielle Spahi de Filés & Textiles stood on an 
extensive 115 thousand m2 site comprising multiple spacious operational buildings (M_187; P,1). Each building 
is composed architecturally in standardized modules of one to two-story that are echoed in cuboid forms. 
Together, they form a planar expansive chessboard-like composition (Fig. 63). They also reflect collectively the 
operational state-of-the-art of the plant’s modular composition, which Bodenstein refered to as “the factory 
as a machine”.783

Besides the urban functional image, the plant’s administration building represented another image; this 
was not likely to express the site’s technical advancement but rather a number of presumable three symbolic 
statements. The administration building is located at the site’s south-eastern corner. The 3-story administration 
edifice is adjoined via a corner stairwell, represented architecturally in form of a vertical polygonal tower (Fig. 
64). The architectural language expressed in the administration building is reflected via abstracted neo-Moorish 
vocabularies, predominated in the building’s three-tiered minaret.

The architect of the plant, or at least the administration building, is presumably the Egyptian architect 
Ali Thabet, who designed the family’s grandiose villa overlooking the Sea.784 This presumption is based on the 
diamond-shaped gridded ornamentation used on both the Villa’s façade and the plant’s administration edifice 
(Fig. 63, Fig. 64).785 Although both villa and factory were not located adjacently, the use of similar stylistic 

783  Bodenstein 2010: 77.
784  Description of Alexandria, issue No.2, February 2015. IP: https://www.academia.edu/35704501/Spahi_Villa.pdf (accessed: 
28.06.2020).
785  The diamond shape is presumably an abstration of the quatrefol pattern, used as neo-Moorish architectural vocabularies. 
In comparison to the administration building, the Spahi Villa is more predominated with neo-Moorish elements (example: Moorish 
multifoil arches).

Fig. 62: The two still-standing SGPD cotton presses in Mīnā al-Bṣal, 2019. View south-east. (Source: author, Sept. 
2019).
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Fig. 64: Polygonal stairwell tower of the administration 
building of the Société Industrielle Spahi de Filés et Textiles, 
1940s. The picture depicts the sons Moustapha, Taher, and 
Abdelhamid Spahi on the entrance. View north (Source: 
Private collection Magdy Nazem Spahi).

Fig. 65: Spahi Villa semicircular terrace, 2010 (Source: 
Merja Attia, 24.11.2010).

Fig. 63: Aerial view of the Société Industrielle Spahi de Filés et Textiles, 1940s. View north-east (Source: Private 
collection Magdy Nazem Spahi).
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ornamentation language in their facades might have been intended as an emblem for the corporate family 
image.

Another interpretation for the use of this oriental architectural vocabularies for the administration 
building might have been predominantly aesthetic. The tower was directed to face the navigational entrance in 
Alexandria. It might have projected a landmark image to pose a welcoming gesture for navigational trade route. 
Beyond its aesthetics, the oriental image might have gone beyond its individualistic corporate message. The 
industrial activities in Domaine de Siouf were influenced by spinning and weaving industrial activities. While 
Spahi himself was of Syrian origin, the other spinning and weaving industrial activities were also dominated 
mainly by families of Levant origin.786 These industrial plants were arranged on parallel rows, where Spahi 
occupied the spatial foreground overlooking the Canal. Spahi’s oriental image might have, therefore, been 
beyond its individualistic family emblem and rather a leading representation of its industrial neighbours of 
Levant origin. This presumption is endorsed by the three-tiered minaret, known architecturally as the Syrian 
bell towers.787

A last interpretation of Spahi’s oriental image can be connected relatively to the concurrent rise of 
Egyptianized local production along with the rise of national labour party movements. This can be deduced from 
the the administration building that demonstrates a minaret-like appearance. Spahi was one of the “national 
bourgeoisie” in Egypt, who considered himself one of the involved mutamassirūn within the industrial sector.788 
The IST was one also of the first industrial plants to construct a mosque within its premises, a place assembling 
both owners and workers. Looking closely at the bottom right of Fig. 63, the the factory’s mosque, presumably 
built after the administration building, resembles it in terms of the form and even minaret/ tower orientation. 
The IST administration building with its tower might have been a clear statement for political, presumaby pan-
Arab advocation of the Egyptianized corporate identity image.

Corporate modernist image: FNE and sister company

FNE was briefly introduced in the previous chapter.789 Its locus is traced back on its supplantation of the 
former AESWC in Karmūz (M_046; G,2).790 Upon the failure of AESWC in early 20th century, it was dissolved in 
1911 and bought cheaply by German capital investors; its shares were mostly dominated by German Hugo 
Lindemann.791 On the same year, Linus Gasche, a Swiss textile manufacturing expert, was invited to take 
position of the acquired company, renamed to FNE.792 First taking position as director, Gasche later became 
the company’s main shareholder. Among his managerial reconstructions was the security of the company’s 
capital with the help of local shareholders.793 These shareholders played a pivotal role in advocating the 1930 
tariff reform and thus securing the company’s industrial ascendancy and consequent expansion.

The extension of FNE in Alexandria developed in two locations: The first was in the semi-densified 
Karmūz district. FNE fitted its premises within the already urbanized district by supplanting and annexing its 
neighbouring sites of both the inoperative site of former Engineering & Cotton Machinery Ltd. and the Société 
des Moulins Français d’Egypte.794 The second location was in Muḥarram Bey (M_072; H,1). The second location 
resulted upon the foundation of the sister company in 1934, La Société Égyptienne des Industries Textiles 

786  These are revealed by owner names like Spahi, Samaqiah and al-Tawil families. The verified reason of that industrial categorical-
social relation needs further investigation.
787  Andrew Petersen. Dictionary of Islamic Architecture, London: Routledge, 1996, p.188.
788  Beinin and Lockman 1998: 11.
789  Revise section 4.4.3, pp. 146-47.
790  The Anglo- Egyptian Cotton and Spinning Company was founded in the 1890s by a local group of mainly British industrialists at 
the time when booming economic conditions in Egypt persuaded local businessmen to create industrial and commercial firms. Revise 
section 4.4.3, pp. 146.
791  Revise name Hugo Lindemann in Chapter 4, pages 133-35.
792  FNE represented the mainstay for the small-scaled Swiss commercial and industrial colony in Egypt, represented by Swiss Linus 
Gasche, a textile manufacturing expert, who gained experience in the Swiss Tektilfabrik Legler. He was usually referred to as the only 
Swiss industrialist in Egypt, in comparison to other Swiss, who were principally cotton brokers and export merchant. Linus Gasche as the 
pioneer of modern textile manufacturing, along with being the founder of the FNE. The legacy of Gasche was so powerful that his son 
Robert took over the general director management until the company’s nationalization. In: Müller 1992: 115.
793  With the exception of Calico Printers, among the names of local shareholders were Salvago, Oswald Finney, Ali Amin Yehia, Sidqi, 
and Toriel. Michel C. Salvago was assigned president of FNE.
794  Revise section 3.5.1 and 3.5.3.
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(hereafter SEIT).795 By that time, both Canal banks of Karmūz were densified with industrial and residential 
constructions. The sister company was thus established on the nearest vacant land to FNE, which was on a rural 
land by the southern bank in Muḥarram Bey. During the first half of the 20th century, both industrial plants of 
FNE became the “largest integrated textile combine(s) in Egypt”.796

Regarding their urban compositions, the FNE 
industrial plant in Karmūz and Muḥarram Bey were 
characterized with their horizontal expansive site 
composition. Each site comprised modular buildings’ blocks 
of 2 to 3 story in height with lengthened row cubature. The 
modernist designed buildings were arranged parallelly 
(Fig. 67, Fig. 68). Well described by Bodenstein in 2020, 
SEIT is characterized with its “buildings’ plain utilitarian 
and almost monotonous appearance… counterbalanced 
by the administration building… (that) stands out with 
its… staircase and elevator-tower rising proudly over the 
whole complex”.797 Other than Spahi’s staircase tower, 
SEIT’s rectangular slim tower is represented with the same 
modernist architectural vocabularies as the whole complex, 
only standing out with its verticality. Despite being a sister 
company, SEIT’s tower was often displayed as an advertising 
visual landmark of FNE, projecting the technological state-
of-art of the operational modern manufacturing of Egyptian 
textile (Fig. 66).798

In the case of FNE plant in Karmūz, the constructed modernist structures were not signified with any 
singular features, whether in verticality or a distinguished architectural style. These modernist structures 
framed predominantly the conserved historicist structure of the former AESWC. The former AESWC stood at 
the centre of the premises (Fig. 67). Its historicist structure was projected as the plant’s visual landmark, where 
its historical chimney replaced the plant’s tower-like verticality. This projection was also supported with the 
location and width of the site’s gatehouse, overlooking the historicist structure. As revealed in Fig. 68, the site’s 
composition reveals a modern quality of urban expression of corporate sense of pride among passers-by. The 
AESWC structure was used as a witness of the FNE’s pioneering aspirations towards realizing local industrial 
production in Egypt.

FNE was characterized with its corporate members of both mutamassirūn and national bourgeoisie.799 
The FNE technical staff was dominated by Swiss engineers, who graduated from the Swiss Wattwil weaving 
school, with exception of SEIT, that was influenced by British experts.800 Regarding the labours, both FNE 
and SEIT employed over 10 thousand workers by 1940. Between 1930 and 1950, the number of industrial 
operations in FNE accelerated from 3 thousand to 10 thousand workers, comprising 10% of all labours in the 
textile industry in Egypt.801

The industrial production did not require any labour skills; FNE and SEIT were operated predominantly 
by Egyptian workers coming mostly from peasant backgrounds. These struggled, besides others in the textile 

795  FNE founded SEIT along with the British company Calico Printers Associations. This merge was part of a counter sales plan of 
English textile goods and circumvent customs barriers. The second sister company was founded a year later, based on a merge with 
Dora Frères. In both companies, Gasche also headed the directors’ board. In: La Réforme 1945: 248-49.
796  Bodenstein 2010: 70.
797  Bodenstein 2010: 70-1.
798  Between July and November 2020, the whole SEIT complex was demolished, except for the administration building with its 
attached tower.
799  Revise section 5.1.3. page 175.
800  Zoides (b) 1935: 37.
801  By 1947, the number of workers in the cotton and textile industry in Egypt comprised about 41 thousand of total of 121 thousand 
workers in all industrial sectors. The number of labours in the textile industry rapidly increased to 100 thousand by 1950. These numbers 
are based on: Zoides (b) 1935: 37. And: La Culture du coton en Egypte 1950: 136-37.

Fig. 66: Advertisement depicting SEIT’s tower 
and administration building as the representative of 
the FNE, 1949 (Source: Archives CEAlex).
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Fig. 68: Advertisement portraying the SEIT industrial plant, the FNE sister company in Muḥarram Bey, 1946. View east 
(Source: Egypt Today 1946: 205, Archives CEAlex).

Fig. 67: Advertisement portraying the FNE industrial plant and its annexation in Karmūz, 1946. View west (Source: 
Egypt Today 1946: 204, Archives CEAlex).

industry, what Beinin and Lockman referred to in 1998 as the workers’ “industrial struggle”.802 FNE appointed 
mainly women for the spinning department and men in the weaving sections. During the interwar period until 
the 1930 tariff reform, the company replaced even its adult workers with child labour, both girls and boys, as 
a mean to reduce costs.803

The strong profiteering of the change of workers’ number, gender, and age, among other factors, played 
a pivotal role in the corporate survival of FNE. Exploitative working conditions and anti-foreign sentiment 
catapulted into labour strikes in Alexandria as well as countrywide, this time lead by textile labour.804 During 
the 1930s a strike in FNE was organized by 1 thousand workers. They demanded increases of salary, decreases 
of working hours, and most importantly in site medical care.

802  Beinin and Lockman 1998: 273.
803  Müller 1992: 119-20.
804  There are scarce research undertaken regarding the labour movement in the textile industry as well as others in Alexandria. 
The book Industrial Sexuality by Hammad gives a comprehensive overview of the labours story of al-Mahalla’s company. See: Hammad 
2016.
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As a result of the strong restructuring and legalization of trade unions by 1940s, the FNE labour demands 
were soon yielded by the company, albeit minimally. Among the manufacturing premises, the Karmūz site 
included a small workers’ clinic within its office building. The introduction of an in site medical service was 
later applied in other textile plants in response to workers’ demands. The minimal abiding of the workers’ 
demands was not satisfactory; the workers’ continuous strikes played a stimulus role in the later outbreaking 
Egyptian revolution and military coup that first started with the royal political abdication in 1952, later the 
nationalization of the Suez Canal in 1956, and finally the sequel nationalization of industries by the early 1960s.
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Chapter conclusion

During WWI and the cut-out of global trade, the Egyptian state realized the detrimental effect of its entire 
economic reliability on foreign enterprises on the commercial and industrial levels. Several national industries 
were founded as part of the state’s support and motivation for national industrial investments. By the end 
of WWI, the national industrial movement was on the verge of collapse by being pulled again under foreign-
dominated industrial sectors and global trade traffic. These contentions were exacerbated in the nationalist 
1919 revolution, from which the continuity of the national industrial movement ensued. Industries’ cohesive 
development and foundation under the aegis of national industrial independence were consolidated with 
Egyptianized restructurings. These revamped the administrative commission for commerce and industry, the 
restructured Egyptianized banks, and the 1930 tariff reform. In order to give these restructurings an underlined 
national limelight, the revamped social structure evolved under the aegis of industrial Egyptianizing. This was 
concretized in the emerged national industrialists, whether Egyptians or mutamassirūn.

The key concept of this chapter reflects the notion of Egyptianized consolidation. As the word reveals, 
consolidation revolves around the concept of organizing a collective and unified whole. This is first revealed in 
the portrayal of Alexandria’s city scheme that coalesced the city’s expanded and patchy urban structures. This 
notion is also attributed to the foundation of multiple industries, a conjoined part of the city’s scheme. These 
industries attained culmination in terms of their quantity, their comprehensiveness of industrial classification, 
their spatial order, and their visual expression related to their industrial spatial connectedness.

In terms of industrial classification, this chapter comprised the spatial and technical development of 
infrastructural industries (transportations, public utilities), extractive industries (saltworks), and manufacturing 
industries (automobile industry, chemical industry, petroleum industry, building industry, food industry, textile 
weaving, brewery, leather, cotton press). Significantly in this chapter were those characterized with sizable 
industrial plants, exemplified in the spinning and weaving plants (IST and FNE), copperworks (Egyptian Copper 
Works), and automobile services (Ford Motor Company). Besides their considerable scale, the copperworks 
and automobile services represented the first witnesses of technical development within this sector. First 
witnesses were also exemplified in EPEIC.

The spatial order of industries was primarily attributed as being part of an assigned scheme, albeit not 
for all. Each spatial order encompassed certain characteristic qualities expressed in their urban forms and 
projection. The first and predominant allocation was adhering to the city scheme regulations concerned with 
delimiting the Canal banks’ industrial development. In turn, this contributed to defining the Canal’s urban 
characteristics as an industrial corridor with what Stuart identified as “industrial (water)scape”.805 Despite being 
assigned formally as spatial host of industrial establishments, there was no comprehensive layout designed 
to arrange all industries accordingly, except for two sections along the Canal. The first section was that of 
the warehouse zone, already composed beforehand. The second section was the Domaine de Siouf, which 
designed a modular layout for allocating its industries by the Canal as part of its unique Garden City layout.

The second allocation of industries was a part of Alexandria’s Smouha Garden City. Despite not being 
systematized on a modular layout, its spatially related industries were grouped mostly within the locale of 
its workers’ settlement, Al-Ḥaḍarah. The third allocation encompassed a city developed housing prototype 
generally addressed for the poor social class. This porotype was later assigned the social characteristic of being 
inhabited by the workers of the Karmūz TA workshop. As of the fourth allotment, this was revealed in those 
industries, which followed collectively an attributed layout not adhering to the city scheme.

In comparison to the delimited industries by the Canal, these were signified with their intraurban co-
existence with no detrimental factor to their urban setting. Their spatial interdependence was based generally 
– but not only - on the availability of feasible land, exemplified in EPEIC, and/ or the proximity to the designated 
consumer of the army and local supply, exemplified in Zottos Distillery. Collectively, the four industrial allocations 
in Alexandria imprinted their urban statement at that time. Besides the sizable urban parcellation asserted by 
multiple industries, the urban industrial statement was portrayed in their projected images.

805  Iain Stuart. Identifying Industrial Landscapes, in: Industiral Heritage Re-Tooled: The TICCIH Guide to Industrial Heritage 
Conservation (Carnegie Publishing Ltd, 2013), 48–54. p.49.
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By the mid-20th century, the national industrial command was constructed staunchly. As revealed in 
this chapter, this was reflected in the diversified industrial visual representations. In the case of Nouvelle Gare 
du Caire, the railway station was assigned the historicist design as part of the municipality’s desired urban 
embellishment of the city image to its public monuments. However, this municipally chosen historicist image 
did not impede the visual representation of the city’s founded industries. During the second quarter of the 20th 
century, founded industries have adopted modernist architectural features – to a more considerable extent. 
This was part of simulating the synchronous global modernist architectural language and, in turn, projecting 
their industrial technical state of the art. This was displayed predominantly in the cotton and textile industry.

Egypt finally secured national textile production operations; the modernist architectural language was 
mainly used in the industrial complex structures. Exemplified in this chapter in SGPD and FNE, these represented 
the physical and functional maturation of the industrial visual setting, reflecting what Smith identified as the 
“active and self-conscience identity creation”. Significantly in this chapter, this image was landmarked by the in 
situ corporate industrial buildings, which took the credential as the site’s representative agents. These, in turn, 
carried the symbolic significance of the national industrial self-assurance. Besides SGPD and FNE, IST was also 
characterized by its corporate image, using orientalist architectural features.

Concurrent with the increasing labour party movements, the national industrial command also reflected 
socio-political characterizations. These were attributed to the first introduction of new amenabilities within 
the industrial complex. These features were exemplified in those industries orchestrated principally by 
the mutamassirūn. Regarding IST, and among the presumed interpretations of the symbolic qualities of its 
corporate image, the general cubature outline of the corporate building was simply a magnified copy of the 
site’s established mosque. On the other hand, SEIT, the sister company of FNE, included clinic services within 
its premises. Generally, both mosque and clinic were presumably corporate attempts to conform to the labour 
demands and offer advocations, albeit minimal, to the labour rights. While these amenabilities partly reflected 
the industrial aspired operational self-guarantee, these eventually failed to overcome the augmenting labours’ 
movements. These movements were exacerbated in the Egyptian 1952 revolution, of which its aftermath 
reached the start of the nationalization series of the country’s industries by 1960, and thereon the end of the 
designated industries of Modern Egypt.

.
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Discussion and Conclusion

The historical spatial reconstruction of modern industries in Alexandria was a medium towards a more in-
depth understanding of its significance. It has been long the case in Alexandria that structures of the historical 
technical development have been facing high neglect, rapid demolition, and relegations. This is obvious in the 
insufficient official documentation and the disintegrated city conservation and development visions. Despite 
the modest coverage of historical industries in literature in recent years, the documentation of modern 
industries has been marginalized in the urban studies concerned with city development. In five chapters, this 
dissertation aimed to answer the following research questions: Going beyond what is still standing of those 
modern technical structures, what were the modern industries developed in Alexandria during Modern Egypt? 
How were they developed both conceptually and spatially? And in turn, what kind of contributions were they 
able to convey, especially in terms of meaning and value?

This dissertation presents what the author refers to as the Omitted Legacies. This is defined by Egypt’s 
modern industries that are (un)intentionally and forgetfully excluded in terms of physical documentation, 
evaluation, and acknowledgement. The study carried out that which recalls remembrance, namely the urban 
development of modern industries during Modern Egypt. The case study is chosen as the researchable study 
method to enable an in-depth answer to the research questions. The case study chosen was the port city 
of Alexandria in Egypt. The author was able to map the location of these industries and analyze their spatial 
order chronologically and rationale concerning the city’s urban development. The historical reconstruction was 
based on cartographic and archival empirical data analysis with the help of secondary publications. This chapter 
unveils the relevance of the study findings and developed reflections. It also presents the study contributions 
and further research recommendations.

Contextualizing the Omitted: types and development of modern industries

The study went beyond the officially listed modern industries in Alexandria and uncovered the industries 
established during Modern Egypt in Alexandria. The study excavated the richness of the established modern 
industries in Alexandria, which would have otherwise remained obscure. Their richness encompassed their 
quantified number and diversified types. The author used a method of analysis to translate the rich quantification 
of modern industries into a visual presentation of their urban development process. The geospatial mapping 
allowed a better reading of the numerous modern industries and their morphology patterns in terms of spatial 
and conceptual development.

Periodizing the urban development of modern industries 

In line with the historiography of the industrial development revealed briefly in the introduction chapter, 
the study built on the existing definitions and periods to enable the chronological phasing of the urban 
development of industries as part of designated Modern Egypt. Contrary to the assigned outset of Modern 
Egypt by the Ministry of Antiquities and Tourism, there was no advocated evidence found of any production 
activities to be ascribed as modern or modernist between the 1790s and the 1800s. This was investigated and 
revealed in chapter 1, which was resulted as a part of the study’s contextualization but not of the chronology 
of modern industrial development itself.

Chapters II until chapter V demonstrated modern industrial development in Alexandria between the 1800s 
and mid-20th century. The chapter results fit with the academic theories of the outset of modern industries 
as part of Modern Egypt since the reign of viceroy Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha in 1805. While the ending of Modern 
Egypt was generally defined with the Egyptian Revolution in 1952, by most previous research and the Ministry 
of Antiquities and Tourism, chapter V revealed a different ending date briefly. In respect to the historical events 
of 1952, modern industries first witnessed a restructured ending with their sequel nationalization since 1956. 
These build on archival directories along with research results by French Cottenet-Djoufelkit (2001).

The historical industrial development analysed in different literature was considered in the chronology of 
chapters II until V. Presented in the introduction chapter, these were derived from Föhl, analysing the industrial 
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development on a global level, as well as both Bodenstein and Cottenet-Djoufelkit. They focused on industrial 
development in Egypt. Bodenstein aimed to demonstrate the development of industrial architecture, while 
Cottenet-Djoufelkit concentrated on the development of the industrial economy. In respect to these, chapters 
II to V were divided based on four key conceptual notions. Together, these notions represented the spatial and 
conceptual aspects, reflecting the urban development of the modern Egyptian industries.

Spatial and conceptual development

The foundation of the diversified modern industries was in relation to their chronological development, 
both spatially and conceptually. The base maps of chapters II until V unveiled a means of interpreting the 
diversified modern industries. The visualized mapping results defined their spatial development designation, 
represented in each chapter title. In the case of Alexandria, modern industries developed spatially in the 
following four phases: Nascence, Forward momentum, Deployment, and finally Culmination. The resulted 
industrial types reflected the conceptual development in each time phase.

Nascence: Chapter 2 presented the outset of modern industries as part of Modern Egypt between 
the 1800s and 1850s. Its development was conceptualized based on pursued state monopolized technical 
development. During the state’s political, commercial, and agricultural modern revamp, industrial emergence 
was being sought and constructed in Egypt to best support it. Alexandria, regaining its role as Egypt’s central port 
city, hosted several technical developments in its city boundaries. Political stability was sought, among others, 
by establishing a new arsenal with weaponry factories and infrastructural facilities, like telecommunication 
between Alexandria and Cairo. Commercial outreach was progressed with the re-established sizable warehouses 
and other infrastructural facilities, signified in the re-dug al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, which supported both the 
sustainable trade feasibility and agricultural expansion.

Forward momentum: Chapter3 demonstrated the industrialization of Alexandria with the emergence 
of the Egyptian Cotton Boom. Between the 1850s and 1890s, the development of modern industries was 
conceptualized based on standardization. This took form in implementing and developing various industries in 
Alexandria that coordinated its compatibility in stimulating urban development. These complied predominantly 
with the global aspirations of cotton export. These industries comprised the foundation and expansion of 
infrastructural projects, signified mainly with railway and public utilities, processing and manufacturing 
industries; both latter exemplified in cotton press and ironworks. In compliance with the state-oriented 
export policy of agricultural commodities, the warehouses were among the main supported industry-related 
development projects.

Deployment: Chapter 4 encompasses the phase between the 1880s and 1910s. In the throes of Egypt’s 
capture by British colonialism, the country was integrated officially into the world commodity markets. 
Alexandria experienced urban rearrangements that co-occurred with industrial foundations, mostly adopting 
pro-British policies. The development was conceptualized based on the rationalized restructuring of industries 
to best comply with the desired urban expansions. Generally, the rationalized restructuring witnessed a series 
of high industrialization, where machinery was expanded to include various industrial sectors. Electricity was 
also first introduced in the country as well as Alexandria. The industrial restructuring included transportation 
industries and was highlighted with the introduction of manufacturing industries. These are exemplified in 
chemical, petroleum, building, textile, beverage industries, and the saltwork extractive industry. The conceptual 
development also encompassed a rationalized social restructuring. During the industrial expansion and arising 
work opportunities, the resultant increase of the labour force was also restructured. Wage labour was applied 
to alter corvée labours. Labour housing was restructured within industrial premises and as part of municipal 
housing projects. The worker class’s reorganization was also highlighted in the offered industrial training 
through vocational schools.

Culmination: Chapter 5 spaned between the 1910s and 1950s. By the outbreak of WWI, Egypt was a cut-
out of global trade. The Egyptian state, realizing the detrimental effect of its entire foreign reliability, supported 
the revamp towards national manufacturing. The development was conceptualized based on Egyptianized 
industrial consolidation with multiple industries rising to their technical crescendo. These comprised 
infrastructural industries, extractive industries, and predominantly national manufacturing industries.
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Regarding the latter, these were signified with sizable industrial plants, exemplified, among others, in 
spinning and weaving industries, copperworks, and automobile services. Characteristically was the industries’ 
presence. This culminated visibly to integrate within the city fabric and also to be delimited in the city’s defined 
industrial zones.

The geospatial mapping of modern industries demonstrates a visual recognition of the industrial 
spatial weight within the city. Their historical phasing is a precondition towards unveiling in-depth spatial 
contextualization, which was not easily perceived with their enumeration. This is the first statement that can 
be considered as a method of analysis in similar research cases, where modern industries are still in a state of 
omission.

Towards non-Omission: Reviewing the yet (un)shared industrial legacy

Modern industries transcending solitary fragmentation

Other than the previously published studies regarding modern industries in Egypt, this study attempted 
to steer away from the contemplation of a single industrial sector and structure. At the beginning of each 
chapter, the Phase Map was an apt preamble towards interpreting the meaning behind the spatiality of its 
modern industries. The analysis of their loci revealed new cross-spatial and cross-sectoral connections 
beyond the site borders. This, in turn, revealed a deeper understanding of the historical, urban, social, and 
technological parameters of modern industries. In line with the official interpretations of the Alexandria Project 
of the Conservation of Cultural Heritage, the study results are reinterpreted according to their spatial nexus on 
city, regio-national, and additionally international levels. These contribute to defining the physical effect as a 
criterion to refine the assessment of modern industries.

City spatial nexus

In analysing the spatial dynamics of modern industries in Alexandria, sets of relations played an essential 
role in city development. These build on Bliek and Gauthier’s published studies in 2006 studies on the 
morphological dialectic of residential and industrial spatial order. This study demonstrated the city-industry 
spatial dynamics on an interconnected commercial, residential, and industrial scale. The role of industry in 
Alexandria was as much a part of the urban fabric as housing and commerce. The mapping of the modern 
industries revealed their influence to realise residential and commercial expansion, characterised predominantly, 
and not only, in the transportation and navigation services (al-Raml railway, Tramway d’Alexandrie, al-Qabbārī 
Station, and the Canal). 

In Alexandria, previous studies on its urban development focused mainly on commercial-residential 
development. This demonstrated its emanation from Place Muhammad ‘Ali towards al-Raml, Latin Quarter, 
and Muḥarram Bey. This dissertation revealed other plausible nexuses of the city development, namely those 
of the industrial-commercial and industrial-residential developments.

The industrial-commercial development of Alexandria generally emanated from the warehousing zone 
towards three directions: The first expanded eastwards along the Canal banks, the second northwards towards 
Place Muhammad ‘Ali, and the third westwards towards al-Maks. As seen along with the chapters, residential-
commercial and industrial-commercial development’s urban structure evolved parallelly until McLean’s 
implemented city scheme connected.

The industrial-residential development introduced a new spatial order in the city during the 19th century. 
Unlike the spatial order in the Turkish Town, wherecraftworkk and residentiaries were integrated within it, the 
planning commission of Ornato introduced the concept of urban bifurcation. This took form in introducing 
semi-single-use zones, all connected by orthogonal street patterns for better circulation. The remotely placed 
industrial-residential spatial order was implemented first in Place Muhammad ‘Ali and warehouse complex. 
Residential settlements were developed, emanating from the aforementioned areas, housing the city’s 
bourgeoisie and working.

The city’s bourgeoisie and working class were secluded spatially. The bourgeoisie resided first within 
Place Muhammad ‘Ali, later occupied al-Raml, Latin Quarter, and Muḥarram Bey as their new habitat. The 
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settlements of the working class first evolved integrated within the warehouse complex. Housing the working-
class was considered within municipal residential development projects. This was revealed in the two 
implemented small-scaled worker’s settlement prototypes in al-Qabbārī and Karmūz. Industrial sites, located 
remotely to the city, comprised in situ residential villas for high ranked employees and workers’ settlements. 
The spatial seclusion of both bourgeoisie and worker class was later amalgamated during the first half of the 
20th century, where both Smouha and Siouf Garden Cities proposed a layout scheme to host both.

Besides the interconnected industrial-commercial-residential development, the spatial dynamics 
between the city and its industrial environments evolved on autonomous, adjacent, and integrated patterns. 
This resulted in line with the publications by Hatuka and Ben Joseph (2017) and Moore (1952). The anonymous 
to adjacent industrial spaces were presented in single sites, industrial clusters, and schemed industrial zones. 
The first was exemplified in the Alexandria Water Company in Wābūr al-Miyāh, the second in the Karmūz 
industries along the Canal, and the third in the industrial zone of Domaine de Siouf.

The adjacent to the integrated industrial spaces demonstrated the allocation of industrial and industry-
related structures proximate locally to the supplying target groups. These spaces varied to serve the army, the 
city’s expansion, the local bourgeoisie, and the working class. The first was exemplified in the arsenal factories 
and Distillery Zottos. The second was demonstrated in the building industries and Tramway d’Alexandrie). The 
Crown Brewery and al-Raml railway represented the third target group. The fourth target group, namely the 
working class, extended to encompass industries, exemplified in La Maison Coutarelli Frères and Bolanachi 
tannery, and also industry-related structures, like the vocational schools.

Regio(n)ational spatial nexus

Modern industries in Alexandria extended their spatial dynamics beyond the city’s parameters. These 
comprised city-industry spatial dynamics that expanded on an interconnected regional and national scale. The 
regional spatial nexus was demonstrated in the implemented irrigation project of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. Despite 
being part of a countrywide agricultural and commercial project, the Canal served influentially in restructuring 
the irrigation system in Lower Egyptian provinces. Besides the water supply for the cultivation of cotton mainly, 
the Canal also promoted commodity transportation from Aṭfīḥ, as a starting point, until Alexandria’s port. 
Both Aṭfīḥ and Alexandria were also interconnected by the different maritime structures implemented by the 
Compagnie pour la Remorquage à Vapeur sur le Nil et les Canaux de l’Egypte. The regional spatial nexus was 
also revealed in al-Maks Pumping Station and the bāb al-‘arab dyke. As much as they were located autonomous 
to the city itself, they contributed highly to maintaining the water level of the Mariyūṭ Lake. This, in turn, 
discharged excessive water from it that flooded both the south-eastern peripheries of Alexandria as well as the 
city’s southward cultivation hinterland.

Regarding the national spatial nexus, this was presented in Alexandria’s arsenal. Concerning the Cairo 
arsenal, the Alexandria arsenal took the part of securing the Egyptian navy and military formation. Cairo and 
Alexandria, the former as Egypt’s capital and the latter its central port city, were also enforced by installing 
the first telegraph line. It was first founded during the first half of the 19th century to connect both cities; it 
extended later on global grounds. 

The national nexus was also featured in the Usine Anglaise, namely the Engineering & Cotton Machinery. 
Established during the Egyptian Cotton Boom, the ironwork factory was located by the Canal. It operated 
to supply facilitatively agro-industries, predominantly ginning factories in Upper and Lower Egypt, with the 
necessary machinery. The outcome of these factories was resent back to Alexandria as processed agro-industrial 
commodities towards the city’s warehouse complex. The industrial city-country spatial nexus proceeds to 
elevate the cross-spatial and cross-sectoral consideration of modern industries on a larger scale.

(Inter)national spatial nexus

The development of modern industries in Alexandria marked the watershed of Egypt’s geopolitical 
integration within the global commercial trade. In turn, this was reflected in industrial spatial dynamics beyond 
the city’s parameters expanding on an international scale. The international spatial nexus is represented in 
those industry and industry-related activities located by the Western Port. These are demonstrated in al-
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Qabbārī Railway Station, the warehouse complex, and al-Maks industrial extension. These projects took the 
stage in representing Egypt’s global integrative role as trade mediators in export and import activities.

Al-Qabbārī Railway Station significantly highlighted the country’s characteristic as a global commercial 
mediator. It was first conceptualized to primarily facilitate and speed trade travel between Britain and its colonies 
in the Far East. Located by the warehouse complex, it additionally delegated Egypt’s global trade, which was 
dominantly export-oriented. The warehouse complex played the role of the commercial and political delegator, 
especially with colonial powers. This was initiated with the first warehouse, constructed to supply the British 
army during the early 19th century, later constructed warehouses, and processing industries delegated mainly 
export trade to Britain, France, and Germany, among others. The import delegation was revealed spatially in 
al-Maks’s import and storage installations, significantly for both raw materials of lumber yards and petroleum.

The study of the spatial nexus of the modern industries is a precondition towards identifying yet unshared 
narratives regarding their spatial explanatory weight on local, national, and international levels. In turn, this 
unveils in-depth meanings of collective and shared spatial interconnectedness, which were not to be perceived 
easily by only considering their solitary fragmented location. This is another message stated in this research.

Modern industries transcending architectural signification

Presently, the acknowledgement of modern industries in Egypt is confined predominantly to their 
architectural evaluation. The research demonstrated industries and industry-related structures irrespective 
of those presently listed industrial structures. These are carriers of multivalent attributes, which project a 
combination of values beyond their architectural delimitation. Together, modern industries show their 
cultural heritage significance. As cultural inheritance, they encompassed historical, urban, technological, 
and social values. Concerning the multivalent values embedded within modern industries, the research calls 
for considering urban and technological values. In connecting the second with the third research question, 
the spatial development of modern industries contributed tangibly to conveying their urban significance. 
The conceptual development of modern industries contributed intangibly to expressing the technological 
values embedded within the established industries. Other values were considered as part of the urban and 
technological values of modern industries in Egypt, with no intention of undermining their intrinsic importance.

Urban significance

The urban significance of modern industries in Alexandria was attributed tangibly to the mapped 
industries. Their importance is attested in their evolving spatial imprint within the city fabric as visualised on 
the Phase Maps. Modern industries conveyed characterisations that can be interpreted variously, whether 
autonomous, delimited, or integrated into the city fabric. These are ascribed selectively to the developed 
urban fabrics, (related) places, and images, which shaped the city’s identity. The urban industrial significance 
is defined herein four attributed places and images. These contribute to defining physical characterisations to 
assist in refining the assessment of modern industries.

Regarding the attributed places, the first can be referred to as the schemed industrial place. This includes 
those groups of buildings and landscapes which were constructed collectively. Their construction was either 
based on a pre-determined scheme and building regulations or morphed homogeneously to its urban context. 
On a city scale, the schemed group of buildings is represented in the modularity, scale, and arrangement of the 
industrial zone of al-Maks’s import and storage installations. The schemed landscape was al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. 
The warehouse complex represents the morphed industrial zone, where its structures abided homogeneously 
to a chessboard-like parcellation, orthogonal street fabric, and building cubature. On a site scale, the schemed 
group of buildings is exemplified in the modularity, scale, and arrangement of both IST and FNE.

The second represents the un-schemed industrial place. This includes those clustered industries that 
neither complied with a pre-determined scheme nor building regulations. This was exemplified on the city 
scale on the industries allocated along the Canal banks. The developing chain of industries along the Canal later 
evolved into the city’s additional industrial zone. On a site scale, the building arrangement of al-Maks Pumping 
Station was somewhat not defined schematically.

The third attributed place includes those industries that contributed to the city districts’ development 
as related places. The pre-determined related place was demonstrated in the garden city schemes of both 
Smouha and Domaine de Siouf. Regarding the latter, the gridiron industrial land use was defined beforehand 
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as an integral composing part of the garden city itself. In the case of Smouha, it was also planned to include 
industrial establishments; there was, nevertheless, no predefined gridiron arrangement to host its industries. 
Unlike both garden cities, the evolving related place was exemplified in Muḥarram Bey. Modern industries 
evolved spatially as added related places, despite being established initially as a residential area for the city’s 
bourgeoisie.

The fourth represents the re-used industrial place. It included those buildings and sites that experienced 
a succession of industrial uses. Re-used industrial places were demonstrated in the Société des Huilerie et 
Savonnerie d’Egypte, transformed into Salt & Soda Company, and the Engineering & Cotton Machinery Limited 
Company, transformed into FNE.

These encompassed those modern industries generally attesting four symbolic images concerning 
the attributed images. Together, these images support the spatial nexus of industrial and industry-related 
developments. The first is the desired-monumental image. This is exemplified in the sizable building of Nouvelle 
Gare. It was part of other municipal public buildings, designed desirably with a monumental image during the 
second quarter of the 20th century.

The second reflected the national advocating image using architectural vocabularies to promote affiliated 
national compatriots. This was exemplified in the vocational schools of both Salvago and ‘orwah al-wuthqā. 
Compared to the former projected neo-classical architectural vocabularies to host its Greek working class, the 
latter comprised pan-Arabic motifs demonstrated in its orientalist architectural exterior features. The national 
advocation image was also presented in IST, which comprises another industrial meaning. Similar to ‘orwah 
al-wuthqā vocational schools, the administrative building of Industrielle Spahi de Filés & Textiles comprised 
oriental architectural vocabularies, predominantly also to project Levant and/ or pan-Arabic emblems.

The third is the industrial operative image. The operative image was exemplified in the competing 
companies of Salt & Soda and Kafr-el-Zayat in Karmūz. Their industrial competence of commodity’s extensive 
capacity was projected as the most significant structure within their premises in the warehouses. The operative 
image, exhibited at the end of the 19th century, represented the early symptoms of an emerging projection 
attitude, which developed during the first half of the 20th century. This is presented in the corporate image, 
which constitutes the fourth type.

The corporate image developed during the second quarter of the 20th century. It demonstrated its 
industrial potential in its administrative buildings and thus its managerial confidence in local production. 
Exemplified in FNE and IST, the corporate image is characterized by the collective showcasing of industrial 
security and stability by investing in architectural features. Despite being located in different districts, they 
were part of other industries assembled along the Canal for being insalubrious. The architectural investment in 
projecting their corporate image was thus a means to transcend conversely the negative association assigned 
to them.

Technological Significance

Modern industries are characterized by their intrinsic technological characterizations. The technological 
significance of the modern industries was displayed tangibly by the founded industries and intangibly by its 
industrial players. Concerning the latter, these were defined by the rulers, compradors, and the labours. Together, 
tangible and intangible aspects demonstrate the technological significance through their technological prowess 
and knowledge transfer. These contribute to defining the novelty and intangible effect of modern industries to 
refine their assessment.

Generally, the technological prowess in Alexandria is signified with witnesses of industrial firsts. This 
aligns with Föhl’s interpretation of beginning links of technical development series. On a national level, 
Alexandria encompassed the foundation of the first gas public service plant and the first plastic industry in 
Egypt, presented in the Egyptian Plastic & Electrical Industries Company. Another pioneering technological 
development was that of al-Maks Pumping Station as Egypt’s first and oldest modern water pump drainage 
station in Egypt. Other industrial first lies predominantly in al-Qabbārī Railway Station. Its beginning links extend 
to be the first in Africa and the Middle East, transcending from national barriers.
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The technological prowess was represented in state-dominated industrial and industry-related 
establishments. This was exemplified in the warehouse of al-Dā’irah as-Sanīyah, the arsenal, and the re-digging 
of the Canal. First, knowledge transfer was dominated predominantly by French engineers and Turkish and 
Italian artisans. French engineers underwent the engineering works towards realizing the industrial project. In 
the case of the arsenal, Turkish and Italian artisans carried changes in the knowledge and modern operational 
performance in the form of training Arab workers. The knowledge transfer chained even to extend to the city’s 
hinterland, where trained labourers were outsourced to expand the production works.

Compradors dominated the heyday of technological prowess. They facilitated industrial establishments 
as a medium to imperial dominance as a hegemonic power in Egypt. The technological prowess thus reflected 
the conquering imperial triumphs. The imperial triumphs were dominated mainly by both competing British 
and French imperium. The British triumphs are revealed in their series of technological prowess, through their 
“era of engineering”, implemented by British engineers in India and Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. In Alexandria, it was 
implemented in al-Qabbārī Railway, the port development project between 1870 to 1880, Khandaq bāb al-
‘arab and its implemented pumping station in al-Maks. Generally, the era of engineering in Alexandria started 
during the third quarter of the 19th century to include railway and public works, as well.

The French triumphs are best, and not only epitomized through the French entrepreneur Charles Lebon. 
Having expanded his pioneering power supply technological empire in Spain and Algeria, he succeeded to lay 
technological grounds in Egypt, first in Alexandria. On the backstage of his entrepreneurial pursuits also lay 
propagandistic French technological prowess. This was revealed in the failed British attempts to supplant the 
French company.

Besides the British and French imperium, other countries could project their imperial triumphs with their 
technological prowess. This was exemplified by Swiss, Belgium, Germans American, and Russian entrepreneurial 
projects. Besides the technological prowess, some even facilitated the physical knowledge transfer in the form 
of supplied machinery. This was exemplified in the Swiss Sulzer AG and German Siemens Schuckertwerke.

The compradors orchestrated technological prowess complying predominantly with an export-oriented 
policy. This was exemplified – among others – in Cotton Press. The operative weight of cotton was signified in 
its export to Germany, France, and mainly the Manchester and Liverpool British mills. During the first half of 
the 20th century, they shifted their industrial policy towards national manufacturing. In support of that, they 
referred to themselves as Egyptianized capitalists and were adjoined with Egyptian capitalists when Egyptians 
were able to take leading roles in the industrial sectors. 

Along with the technological prowess, the compradors contributed to the knowledge transfer. Even 
though Egypt was prevailed economically by the British, the transfer of modern technological know-how in 
Alexandria was predominantly orchestrated by Greeks, Italians, and French. In search of industrial opulence, 
they brought their skills, ideas, and economic and industrial experiences. Their contribution to the knowledge 
transfer was instituted tangibly within established vocational schools for foreign and Arab labours. Besides 
the tangible knowledge transfer, the foreign worker class contributed intangibly to the knowledge transfer of 
labour rights, albeit unintentionally.

As a predominant western construct, modern industries allowed colonial and imperial influence to 
penetrate the state’s affairs and thus become a gateway to justify foreign colonial ambitions. Through the case 
study of Alexandria, founded and developed modern industries can be discussed incessantly to be either an 
act of goodness towards the city’s modernization or an act of exploitation of the state affairs and its indigenous 
worker class.

During the phase of Modern Egypt, modern industries played an influential role in modern economic, 
technological, and urban growth. By recalling the historical urban development of modern industries in Alexandria, 
it is clear that the current listing of modern industries is conceptualized based on compartmentalization. With 
the help of the case study, this dissertation highlighted other values as catalysts calling for regenerated re-
acknowledgement of modern industries. Their divided official affiliation as turāth and athār, as well as the 
architectural features promoted as the intrinsic characterization criteria, is indeed an undervaluation of their 
rich multivalent characteristics. While international countries pursued to comprise one systematic body for the 
documentation and safeguarding of industrial heritage, Egypt is undeniably still a belated nation.
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Contribution

This dissertation contributes to heritage studies within the study fields of modern industrial heritage, 
history of Modern Egypt, urban morphology, and cultural heritage management. This contribution addresses 
both global knowledge and the local and national contexts.

Regarding the study field of modern heritage, the contribution to the interconnecting local, national, and 
global contexts involves the enumerative weight of modern industries resulting from mapping them. Globally, 
the field of modern industries has been taking its ascending steps worldwide since the 1950s, where it has 
achieved successful results relatively in many countries worldwide. This study is a contribution to enriching 
knowledge regarding modern industries in Egypt. This discipline has been investigated as a marginalised part 
within former publications.

The research results uncovered the documentation of the multiple modern industries founded in 
Alexandria between the early 19th century and the mid-20th century. Its originality lies in introducing a 
more systemised categorisation and sub-categorisation of the different industrial sectors. Besides the few 
publications focusing solely on the modern Egyptian industries, this study draws on critical analytical aspects, 
which transcends the site’s boundaries of modern industries towards elevating its significance on local, national, 
and global levels.

Regarding the study field of Modern Egypt, the contribution to the interconnecting local, national, and 
global contexts involves the historical weight of modern industries as part of the history of Modern Egypt. By 
presenting the designated periodisation of Modern Egypt by both academics and the Ministry of Tourism and 
Antiquities, this study is another reference that supports the academic designation in the case of Alexandria. 
The study results underline the other facet of Modern Egypt beyond its tangible commercial and grandiose 
villas as well as its social bourgeoisie. It complements these by uncovering the historical facet of industrial 
development, the social facet in the evolution of worker class, and the urban facet in the industrial settlements.

Regarding the study field of urban morphology, the study also offers an analytical and methodological 
approach to document modern industries in Egypt. Its contribution involves the enumerative weight of 
modern industries from mapping them and presenting the first visual development of these industries while 
demonstrating their urban scale and urban role in the city’s modern morphogenesis. The reconstructive 
chronological mapping undertaken within this study was a precondition towards their identification and 
analysis. This, in turn, allowed the research to shed light on an undermined element of the city’s development. 
Reviewed still standing industries will thus not be considered within their delimited site’s boundaries but will 
be comprehended as part of the city’s urban agglomeration.

The originality of this work also lies in the discipline of cultural heritage management. It also fits those 
countries, regions, or cities, where there is scarce data and a comprehensive understanding of modern 
industries from which a thread can be led towards their conservation and integrative management as part 
of the local or national development plans. The study’s originality does not only lie in presenting catalogued 
mapped industries; its enriching understanding of the industrial urbanisation buttresses a review of the still-
standing “fragmented” industries.

Concerning what was previously published regarding the modern industries, this dissertation interpreted 
the urban development of modern industries as part of a platform to link the different relationships between 
the industrial location and its spatial rationale, the industrial and city development, and interconnections 
of industries within national as well as international borders. This is a medium to prevent the process of 
forgetting, especially of those facing inevitable destruction. It is also mean to connect people more deeply with 
the industrial facet of the city’s identity, which was previously beyond visual recognition.

Limitations and Recommendations

During the planned time frame of three and a half years determined for this study, the research flow 
was limited by several challenges. In search of archives that house documents related to the history of modern 
industries in Alexandria, the author went through an exhaustive journey. The first involved uncovering their 
location. Delving into the archive world, the author still succeeded in allocating some of the scattered archives, 
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whether institutional, company, or family, scattered geographically in Egypt, Germany, France, the USA, and 
Canada. In some archives, the author had to look through non-indexed documents searching for relevant 
information. The second was regarded to the prolonged security permits to access archives in Egypt. While the 
procedure to access the BnF archive in Paris took only 48 hours, the author had to wait up to 9 months to be 
granted a security permit to access the Egyptian National Library and Archives in Cairo and up to 6 months for 
company archives.

The exhaustive procedures and time consumption to pursue data collection enabled the author to 
uncover industries founded in Alexandria, their location, and, most importantly, reveal information regarding 
their history. While the mapping of modern industries in Alexandria was conducted rigorously, some of the 
uncovered modern industries within the study’s geographic boundary were difficult to be mapped. The location 
of multiple industries was based on the historical directories. These comprised the addresses or district division 
of these industries, which have changed. The location of some industries was either assumed critically or not 
mapped. In order to avoid any conjectural locus of the mapped industries within the Phase Maps, these were 
listed separately in the study appendices.

The time limit and the scope of this doctoral thesis restricted further and equal elaboration of each 
industrial type; this would have outnumbered the page limit of a PhD. Future studies can attain each industry 
and/ or industrial type individually. It is, however, recommended to work on finding other archives comprising 
documents regarding modern industries in Egypt. Proper indexing of found archival documents is also a 
recommended urge.

As part of the original research design, the author planned to conduct multiple site visits to different 
industrial and industry-related premises. This would have enabled a comprehensive answer to the third 
research question by buttressing the qualities and values transmitted to the present heritage discourse 
through the extant industries. Sadly, this was limited tremendously due to two main reasons. The first was 
the prolonged security permits. The author was allowed limited site access, mostly with denied permits to 
take pictures. Requests to access some industrial sites submitted in 2018 are ironically still awaiting security 
permits. The second reason was the incredible number of demolished industries during the study phase. These 
included the silting of al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal, the demolishment of SEIT, IST, the copperworks, and the Salt & 
Soda Company, among others. Therefore, surveying the current condition of the exemplified industries was 
complicated. Accordingly, the author decided to rely on the historical mapping results and archival data to 
answer the third question.

Generally, the research limitations did not impact this study’s credibility but instead affirmed the 
research methodology’s compatibility as a suitable means for countries like Egypt. Based on the study results 
and limitations, the following set of recommendations are proposed:

- City scale:

A survey can be conducted efficiently based on the Phase Maps to uncover those still standing industries. 
Reviewing their spatial and conceptual dynamics can contribute to their righteous evaluation presently. The 
investigation also includes the witnesses and/ or descendants of the factory labours, owners, and machines.

Compared to the inventoried sites in Alexandria by the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquity and the Ministry 
of Culture, the author recommends a comprehensive review of those officially listed modern industries. Are 
there other still standing industries that need to be acknowledged?

In line with the rapid demolition of modern industries, the author recommends an in-depth study to 
identify the reasons leading to the present challenges and the proposal of means towards their negotiations. 
It is crucial to propose conservation policies of modern industries integrative within the city development 
scheme.

It is recommended to proceed with studying the spatial and conceptual urban development of modern 
industries from the 1950s until the present.

- National scale:

The author recommends a proposed legal framework for documenting and safeguarding industrial 
heritage within one systematic body. How can the divided listing of modern industries between the two 
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ministries be amended?

While the interpretive analysis of the base maps was plausible for the case of Alexandria, how far did the 
urban development of modern industries differ in other Egyptian cities?

The urban development of modern industries can be investigated on different scales, varying from a 
village to an industrial town, and even those extending along with industrial belts like al-Maḥmūdiyah Canal. 
This can contribute to revealing sharing narrations between them.

Concerning Smouha and Siouf Garden Cities, how far were modern industries developed and allocated 
as part of other schemed Garden Cities in Egypt?

- Global-scale:

While the interpretive analysis of the resulted maps was plausible for the case of Alexandria, how did 
modern industries develop spatially and conceptually in other port cities?

With the help of the mapped and revealed modern industries in Alexandria, future studies can conduct 
an in-depth investigation regarding placing these industries within the global industrial history. This can lead to 
narrations of Sharing Heritage concerning possible still standing witnesses. This is exemplified, among others, 
with the searching the possible still extant Egyptian, Algerian, and Spanish structures of the Lebon Company.

While Alexandria’s port was studied as part of the cities of the Mediterranean, it is recommended to 
conduct in-depth research studying the relation of the warehouse complex in Alexandria with the European 
port warehouses, especially those in Britain (Manchester and Liverpool), in France (Marseille), and Germany.

The allocation of public and private archives containing archival documents regarding modern industries 
in Egypt still has a long way to be uncovered and appropriately indexed. This is another recommendation that 
should be taken into consideration.

In general, the study recommends highly immediate steps regarding a more proactive safeguard, 
management, and reconsideration of what is still extant of these omitted and relegated modern industrial 
legacies. In describing the city of Alexandria during the Arab period, Tabak referred to the city as “a pale 
shadow of its former self”. Looking at the omitted history of modern industries in Alexandria, the author issues 
the following question: How long will Alexandria’s modern industries remain a pale shadow of their former 
self? As an integral part of other historical manifestations of Modern Egypt, it is of critical importance to 
transform the reviewing of modern industries from– what the author of this study allows herself to call for a 
legacy déclassé to a legacy re-classé.
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Appendix 1: Examplified industries outside the study scope

Abū Qīr

S.E.C.A., Société Egyptienne de Conserve Alimentaires

Société Nationale du Papier

Société Egyptienne d’Emballages Métalliques (Egyptian Metal Container Co.) - (Société en Commandite 
Simple)

Egyptian Oxygen & Acetylene Co. Ltd.

ICA, Industrie Chocolatière d’Alexandrie

Tabya Canning Factory (former Société Egyptienne d’Emballages Métalliques (Egyptian Metal Container 
Co.) - (Société en Commandite Simple)

Mariyūṭ

Silk Factory, built by the Industrial Building Company of Egypt (1907-12).

 
Société Nationale du Papier (Source: Bulletin mensuel de la chambre de commerce française d’Alexandrie. Archives 
CEAlex, Alexandria, Egypt)

(Source: Michael Haag: City of Alexandria: City of Memory. Yale University Press, 2004. P.105.)
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Burj al-‘Arab

Carpet Factory in Alexandria

(Source: Mohamed Awad, Italy in Alexandria. Influences on the Built Environment, Alexandria, Alexandria Preservation 
Trust - APT, 2008, pp.154-55).
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Appendix 2: Sources of historical maps with foremost location of industries

Cassas, Louis-François. Aléxandrie, nommée par les Arabes Êskandéryéh, Plan general de la ville [map]. 
No. 47, 1785. © Collection C. Shaalan.

Napier, E. reproduced by the Survey of Egypt 21/451. Plan of Alexandria and its neighbourhood. Scale 
undefined, map XXXIII, 1841. In: Jondet, Gaston, Atlas historique de la ville et des ports d’Alexandrie, Mémoires 
de la Société Sultanieh de Géographie, IFAO, Le Caire, 1921. © Archives CEAlex, Alexandria.

Müller, Charles. Plan d’Alexandrie. Conlprenant toutes ses fortifications, rues et édifices principaux, map 
XXXV, 1855. In: Jondet, Gaston, Atlas historique de la ville et des ports d’Alexandrie, Mémoires de la Société 
Sultanieh de Géographie, IFAO, Le Caire, 1921. © Archives CEAlex, Alexandria.

El-Falaki, Mahmoud. Map of Alexandria in 1282 Hijri. Scale: 1:5000, 1865. © Archives CEAlex, Alexandria.

Compagnie assicuratrici. Nuova Pianta del mercato di Minet et Bassal, 1880. © Bnf Gallica, Paris.

Goad, Charles E. Insurance Plan of Alexandria. [23 maps]. Scales: 1:600 and 1:1440. In: Arnaud, J.-L.: 
Alexandria, 1/600 and 1/1,440, 1898-1905, 23 Sheets, Insurance Plan. Espace, représentations et usages, 
November 2005, 1898-1905. © Archnet, Digital Organization.

Survey Department Egypt. Alexandria by the Survey Department Egypt [17 maps]. Scale 1:5000, 1911-
1913. © Library of Congress, Digital Library.

McLean, William Hannah. City of Alexandria Town Planning Scheme. [5 maps]. Scale: 1:12500, 1921. © 
The New York Public Library Digital Collections.

Survey of Egypt. Alexandria Cadastral Maps. [559 maps]. Scale 1:500, 1932-1947. © assembled from: 
Archives CEAlex; Faculty of Engineering Library Archive; Faculty of Arts Library Archive, Alexandria.

Survey Department Egypt. Alexandria by Survey Department Egypt. Scale 1:10000. Nr. G8304.A5 1947, 
1947. © Library of Congress, Digital Library.

US Army Washington, Army Map Service Corps of Engineers.: Alexandria No. 1- No. 4. Egyptian Region 
United Arab Republic [4 maps]. No. 2nd Edition. Scale 1:10000, 1959. © University of Texas Library, Digital 
Library.
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Appendix 3: Sources of historical based maps used for the QGIS generated Phase Maps

Phase Map for CHAPTER 1:

Cassas, Louis-François. Aléxandrie, nommée par les Arabes Êskandéryéh, Plan general de la ville [map]. 
No. 47, 1785. © Collection C. Shaalan.

Phase Map for CHAPTER 2:

Müller, Charles. Plan d’Alexandrie. Conlprenant toutes ses fortifications, rues et édifices principaux, map 
XXXV, 1855. In: Jondet, Gaston, Atlas historique de la ville et des ports d’Alexandrie, Mémoires de la Société 
Sultanieh de Géographie, IFAO, Le Caire, 1921. © Archives CEAlex, Alexandria.

Phase Map for CHAPTER 3:

El-Falaki, Mahmoud. Map of Alexandria in 1282 Hijri. Scale: 1:5000. Alexandria: Archives CEAlex, 1865.

Goad, Charles E. Insurance Plan of Alexandria. [23 maps]. Scales: 1:600 and 1:1440. In: Arnaud, J.-L.: 
Alexandria, 1/600 and 1/1,440, 1898-1905, 23 Sheets, Insurance Plan. Espace, représentations et usages, 
November 2005, 1898-1905. © Archnet, Digital Organization.

Phase Map for CHAPTER 4:

Survey Department Egypt. Alexandria by the Survey Department Egypt [17 maps]. Scale 1:5000, 1911-
1913. © Library of Congress, Digital Library.

Phase Map for CHAPTER 5:

US Army Washington, Army Map Service Corps of Engineers.: Alexandria No. 1- No. 4. Egyptian Region 
United Arab Republic [4 maps]. No. 2nd Edition. Scale 1:10000, 1959. © University of Texas Library, Digital 
Library.
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Appendix 4: QGIS Map Reports

Phase Map for CHAPTER 1:

Cassas, Louis-François. Aléxandrie, nommée par les Arabes Êskandéryéh, Plan general de la ville [map]. 
No. 47. Scale bar. Alexandria: Collection C. Shaalan, 1785.1785_Cassas_GRA_CS_377_001.jpg

Residuals

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

200	pixels

ID Enabled Pixel	X Pixel	Y Map	X Map	Y Res	X	(pixels) Res	Y	(pixels) Res	Total	(pixels)

0 yes 5621 -1843 3330048.825 3659122.415 22.2911 89.159 91.9033

1 yes 5604 -2294 3330055.918 3658491.169 11.1786 14.9744 18.6867

2 yes 3419 -613 3326857.128 3660576.411 1.43217 -3.0444 3.36444

3 yes 4569 -1931 3328559.367 3658845.802 -13.9955 -47.2939 49.3212

4 yes 2968 -2789 3326537.958 3656753.467 16.971 51.9357 54.6382

5 yes 3888 -1869 3327658.599 3658604.651 4.60529 29.5544 29.911

6 yes 4710 -2497 3328772.146 3658093.980 -42.4826 -135.285 141.799
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Phase Map for CHAPTER 3:

El-Falaki, Mahmoud. Map of Alexandria in 1282 Hijri. Scale: 1:5000. Alexandria: Archives CEAlex, 1865.1865_Falaki.jpg

Residuals

0

1

2

3

4
7	pixels

ID Enabled Pixel	X Pixel	Y Map	X Map	Y Res	X	(pixels) Res	Y	(pixels) Res	Total	(pixels)

0 yes 3469 -6736 3326896.949 3656430.439 -0.175295 -0.901074 0.917966

1 yes 6253 -1286 3326786.896 3660452.128 0.127866 0.541294 0.556191

2 yes 8337 -5962 3329453.982 3658336.665 -0.202324 -0.677373 0.706943

3 yes 13158 -7305 3332648.920 3658988.220 -0.0492991 -0.341869 0.345405

4 yes 7169 -8634 3329622.098 3656422.249 0.299052 1.37902 1.41108
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Phase Map for CHAPTER 4:

Survey Department Egypt. Alexandria by the Survey Department Egypt [17 maps]. Scale 1:5000. Digital 
Library: Library of Congress, 1911-1913.
LR_1913_1914_Alexandria.tif

Residuals

0

1

2

3

4

3	pixels

ID Enabled Pixel	X Pixel	Y Map	X Map	Y Res	X	(pixels) Res	Y	(pixels) Res	Total	(pixels)

0 yes 6538 -4636 3328925.132 3658103.298 -0.770231 -1.71428 1.87936

1 yes 11346 -456 3337319.803 3665394.089 -0.0519231 -0.202879 0.209418

2 yes 5326 -3216 3326836.652 3660538.498 0.192251 0.451027 0.490291

3 yes 5732 -6053 3327511.585 3655638.306 0.0998753 0.018956 0.101658

4 yes 7599 -4470 3330771.394 3658398.731 0.530028 1.44717 1.54118
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Phase Map for CHAPTER 5:

US Army Washington, Army Map Service Corps of Engineers.: Alexandria No. 1- No. 4. Egyptian Region 
United Arab Republic [4 maps]. No. 2nd Edition. Scale 1:10000. Digital Library: University of Texas Library, 1959

1959.JPG

Residuals

0

1

2

3

4

1	pixels

ID Enabled Pixel	X Pixel	Y Map	X Map	Y Res	X	(pixels) Res	Y	(pixels) Res	Total	(pixels)

0 yes 8902 -3351 3327455.430 3655756.196 -0.148619 0.323359 0.355877

1 yes 9735 -1058 3326454.281 3659989.442 -0.0761137 0.175508 0.191302

2 yes 10429 -2731 3329142.637 3658200.575 0.295256 -0.657864 0.721084

3 yes 16140 -1642 3336660.125 3665504.758 -0.00619603 0.00601486 0.00863535

4 yes 14233 -3378 3335497.537 3661027.830 -0.0643274 0.152982 0.165957
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Appendix 5: Industrial Classification

Classification in Egyptian sources

Classification based on “Annuaire des Société Égyptiennes par Actions” by Elie I. Politi:
1. Les Banques en Égypte
2. Société Assurances
3. Sociétés Foncières
4. Sociétés Commerciales et Diverses
5. Sociétés Immobiliéres
6. Sociétés de Transport
7. Sociétés de Navigation
8. Eaux
9. Sociétés Industrielles
10. Société “Misr”
11. Société Diverses

Aref, Yasser: Alexandria Forgotten Architecture, Reintegration of Industrial Heritage of Alexandria in Urban 
Development Plans, Conference La Cita del Mediterraneo, Atti del IV Forum Internationale Di Studi, Kappa, 
Calabria, 2010, pp. 234-238:
(According to Aref, this classification derives from: Cent Elements del Patrimony Industrial A Catalunya, Coordinacio Assumpcio Feliu 
Torras, 2002)

1. Transportation (bridges, canals, railway station)
2. Manufacturing (factories, warehouses, kilns, windmills)
3. Public Utility (gas and electric service, water supply)
4. Maritime (lighthouses, docks)

El-Saaty, Hassan, and Gordon K. Hirabayashi. Industrialization in Alexandria: Some Ecological and Social 
Aspects. Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, 1959.
According to El-Saaty and Hirabayashi, “major industries” in Alexandria are categorized as the following:

1. Extractive
2. Manufacturing:
Cotton Pressing
Quarrying
Food industries
Beverage industries
Tobacco manufacture
Manufacture of textiles
Manufacture of clothing and footwear
Manufacture of wood
Manufacture of paper & paper products
Printing and packing
Manufacture of leather & leather products
Manufacture of rubber products
Manufacture of non-metallic mineral products
Basic metal industries
Manufacture of metal products
Manufacture of transport equipment
3. Miscellaneous manufacturing
4. Electricity, gas, and water

Samir Radwan, Capital Formation in Egyptian Industry and Agriculture, 1882-1967 (Ithaca: Ithaca Press, 1974)

1. Export dependents
2. transportation dependents
3. manufacturing
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Classification in Western sources

Slotta, Rainer. 1975. Technische Denkmäler in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Bergbau-Museum Bocum. 
Classifications translated by author

1. Mining
2. Salinas
3. Quarries and lime kilns
4. Cottage plants
5. Industrial and storage buildings
6. Iron, mountain and cable cars
7. Post and traffic buildings
4. Bridges, ferries and river tunnel
5. Canals and locks
6. Hydraulic engineering installations
7. Gas and waterworks
8. Mills

Slotta, Rainer. 1982. Einführung in Die Industriearchäologie. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft 
Darmstadt, pp. 185-187.

1. Objects of the technical development
Machine tools for manufacturing industrial products
Engines
Drawings of industrial facilities
Manuals for the operation and maintenance of machines
Documents regarding the technological development
2. Objects to documents the industrial workstations
Machines
Photos and Films
Documents on the process of manufacturing various products from raw material until its finalization
Factory and work regulations
time clocks
Spindmarken (key brands) etc,
Labors’ wear
Employment contracts
Pay packets
Jubilee certificates
Documents on the various social facilities in business (insurance, elderly care, canteen, premiums, etc.)
Documents on training
3. Objects of the company history
Photos of factories and industrial facilities
Company jubilee writings, company newsletter
Documents on the history of the company founder and/or owner
Staff photos and photos of individual employees
Objects of participations in exhibition fairs, etc.
Awards
Company advertising
Business newspapers
4. Objects to document the industrial manufactured products
Collection of typical products of the company
Sales ads, catalogs
Publicity material
Regulations for the care and maintenance of the objects
Photos of such products
Photos of such products in the context of use
5. Documents regarding the History of the labor union and movement
Signs, flags, memorabilia
Jubilee certificates for membership
Wall decorations, postcards, posters with motives of labor movement
Photographs of meetings, events, people
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Documents for social and cultural events
Business newspapers
Documents for social and cultural events
Business newspapers
Documents on strikes, collective bargaining
Logbook of the Trade Institutions
6. Documents regarding the labors’ housing conditions
Photos, blueprints for working class settlements, factory apartments and houses
Furniture and other furnishings
Purchase, lease, credit
Household
Family photos
7. Exemplary CVs
Arrangement of CVs (workers, employees, entrepreneurs) with text, image and possible sound documents
8. Art Works
Artworks for industrial-technical development and the development of social life and work relations 

(paintings, plastic, graphics, etc.).

Rödel, Volker: Reclam Führer zu den Denkmalen der Industrie und Technik in Deutschland, Band 1: Alte Länder, 
Philipp Reclam jun., Stuttgart, 1992.

1. Raw material industries: These define the sites, structures, and machinery for the extraction 
and processing of raw materials.

2. Bulk industries: This is the only classification that Rödel subcategorizes.
Agricultural industries: Rödel indicates the farm buildings and associated agricultural industrial 

machineries.
Stone, pottery, and glass production: The furnaces and melting factories. 
Chemical industry These represent the various products, which need chemical interventions, like 

fertilizers, soap, oils, dyes, etc.
Food processing and preservation This subcategory represents the consumable industries like the (non)-

alcoholic beverages, tobacco, sweets, etc.
Metal industry: This category consists of the metal treatment factories and their associated machineries.
Textile industry: All the fiber spinning and weaving textile production.
Wood and paper industry: including sawmills, furniture production and paper manufacturing.
Public supply and disposal: All the public utilities of water, gas, and electricity and their associated 

structures.
3. Power sources and primary machines: Such power generators like the windmills or steam 

engines and turbines.
4. Transport: Railways, man-made waterways, streets etc.
5. Manufacturing industries: This category includes all industries that do not fall under any of the 

above categories, like weapon industries and other general or specialized industries.

Price, Jon. ‘Interpreting Industrial Heritage’. In Heritage Interpretation, edited by Alison Hems and Marion 
Blockley, 111–22. New York: Routledge, 2006.

1. Extractive (mining, quarrying, fishing, farming, forestry)
2. Transformative (metalworking, carpentry, milling, weaving, spinning)
3. Service (transport, catering, banking & security)

Bowie, John R. “Documentation of America’s Industrial Heritage: The Historic American Engineering Record.” 
Bulletin of the Association for Preservation Technology 17, no. 1 (1985): 47-56. Accessed July 10, 2020. 
doi:10.2307/1494067.

1. Extractive Industries (EXTRAC)
2. Bulk Products Industries (BULK)
3. Manufacturing Industries (MFG)
4. Utilities (UTIL)
5. Power Sources and Prime Movers (PS&PM)
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6. Transportation (TRANS)
7. Communication (COMM)
8. Bridges, Trestles, and Aqueducts (BT&A)
9. Building Technology (BLD TECH)
10. Specialized Structures and Objects (SOEC STRUC)

Global Classification

The International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage - TICCIH

 1. Agriculture and food production
2. Bridges
3. Canals
4. Chemicals
5. Communications
6. Energy & Power
7. Glass
8. Global/ Local Group
9. Hydro electricity and electro-chemicals
10. Iron & Steel
11. Leather
12. Marine Transport
13. Mechanical Engineering
14. Metallurgy
15. Mining & Collieries
16. Paper
17. Railways
18. Textiles
19. Tourism
20. Water
21. Wood
22. Art and Industry
23. Ceramic and Heavy Clay Industries
24. Others

HAER Industrial Structures Classification System 
(categorization and numbering according to HEAR in: Falser, Michael. 2001. ‘Is Industrial Heritage Under-Represented on the World 
Heritage List?’ Industrial Heritage Analysis: 205. http://whc.unesco.org/archive/ind-study01.pdf.)

1. EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES (EXTRAC)
Iron Mining (IRON)
Anthracite & Bituminous Mining (COAL)
Crude Petroleum & Natural Gas (OIL)
Non-Metallic Minerals (UNEL)
- Dimension stone
- Crushed and broken stone
- Sand & Gravel
- Chemical and fertilizer minerals
- Gemstones
- Salt
- Other
Non-Ferrous Ores (NON-FER)
- Copper
- Lead and Zinc
- Gold and Silver
- Bauxite and Aluminum
- Other
Surface
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Subsurface
Other
2. BULK PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES (BULK)
Agriculture and Rural Industries (AGRI)
- Agriculture engineering
- Farm buildings and machinery
- Ginning
- Tobacco products
Thermally produced products (THERM)
- Brick & structural clay works
- Pottery
- Glass works
- Cement plants
- Charcoal Kilns
- Lime Kilns
- Coke ovens
- Other
Chemical Industry (CHEM)
- Industrial organic and inorganic chemicals
- Plastics & synthetics
- Pharmaceuticals
- Soaps, detergents, and animal products
- Paints and varnishes
- Agricultural chemicals
- Petroleum products
- Other
Food Processing (FOOD)
- Meat, fish, and poultry products
- Dairy and bakery products
- Grains and cereals
- Sugar (beet and cane)
- Beverages (breweries, distilleries, and bottling plants)..
- Food preservation (refrigeration and canning).
- Other
Primary Metal Industries (METAL)
- Stone-based iron furnaces
- All other iron furnaces
- Steel works and rolling mills
- Iron and steel foundries (cast ferrous products)
- Iron and steel forges
- Non-ferrous metal smelters & refineries
- Rolling, drawing, and extruding works (non-ferrous metals)
- Non-ferrous foundries
- Non-ferrous forges
- Other
Textiles (TEXT)
- Cotton spinning and/or weaving
- Wool spinning and/or weaving
- Silk spinning and/or weaving; man-made fibers
- Knitting
- Handloom weaving
- Textile finishing (printing, dyeing, etc.)
- Twine, cordage, netting, and bagging
- Other
Lumber, Timber, and Paper Industries (WOOD)
- Logging
- Millwork, veneer, plywood and other wood products
- Paper making
- Sawmills and/or planing mills
- Other
3. MANUFACTURING -INDUSTRIES (MFG)
Machine Manufacture (MACH)
- Engines, turbines, pumps, and compressor manufacturers
- Agricultural implements and machinery manufacturers
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- Construction, mining, and materials handling equipment manufacturers
- Metal and woodworking machinery manufacturers
- Paper making machinery, manufacturers
- Textile machinery manufacturers
- Printing trades machinery manufacturers
- Electrical generating manufacturers
- Other machinery manufacturers
Fabricated Metal Products Manufacturers (FABR)
- Cutlery and hand tools
- Metal containers
- Plumbing fiytures and equipment
- Fabricated structural metal products
- Metal Stampings
- Wire and screw machine products
- Other
Transportation Equipment Manufacturers (TEQUIP)
- Automobiles and trucks
- Air and space equipment
- Ships and boats (including repairs)
- Railroad locomotives and rolling stock
- Motorcycles and bicycles
- Carriages, wagons, and accessories
- Fire engines and equipment
- Auxiliary and control equipment
- Other
Professional, Scientific, and Precision Instrument Manufacturers (INST)
General Manufacturing (GENHFG)
- Publishing and allied industries
- Rubber products manufacturers
- Leather and other animal skin products manu acturers
- Cooking and heating equipment manufacturers
- Toys, games, and novelties
- Paper and plastic consumer products manufacturers
- Craft industries
- Other
Ordnance, Munitions, and Explosives (ORDAN)
Finished Wooden Product Manufacturers (furniture, spools, barrels, baskets, etc.) (FNWOD)
4. UTILITIES (UTIL)
Municipal Water Supply (WATER)
- Collection storage
- Treatment
- Distribution and transportation
- Pumping
- Other
Sanitation (SANI)
- Sewage collection
- Sewage treatment
- Sewage disposals
- Storm drainage systems
- Pumping
- Other
Gas (GAS)
- Manufacture
- Storage
- Distribution
Other
Electricity (ELEC)
- Generation
- Municipal distribution
- High-voltage transmission
- Other
5. POWER SOURCES AND PRIME MOVERS (PS&PM)
Human and Animal Power (MUSL)
Water Wheels (WW)
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- Horizontal (tub flutter)
- Undershot
- Overshot
- Breast
- Pitchback
- Other
Water Turbines (WTURB)
Wind (WIND)
- Smock
- Other
Steam Reciprocating (STEAM RECIP)
- Industrial/mill
- Agricultural/portable
- Marine/pumping
- Other
Steam Turbine (STEAM TURB)
- All types - vertical
- All types - horizontal
- Other
Internal Combustion (INT COMB)
Electric Motors. (ELEC)
6. TRANSPORTATION (TRANS)
Railroads (RR)
- Construction & engineering: non-sheltering such as cuts, fills, revetments, bridges, and tunnels
- Structures: sheltering (for maintenance of route & rolling stock)
- Passenger stations & sheds
- Freight facilities
- Objects (such as locomotives, rolling stock, and other mechanical artifacts)
- Street railways, subways, and elevateds
- Incline- planes
- Other
Roads (ROADS)
- Systems
- Construction
- Structures
- Objects: milestones, signposts, etc.
- Other
Canals and Inland Navigation (CANAL)
- Systems
- Construction
- Structures
- Objects: canal and river boats
- Navigational aids
- Other
Marine and Harbor Works (MARINE)
- Docking facilities and structures
- Navigational aid
- Coast protection works
- Objects: ships and other marine related artifacts
- Other
Air (AIR)
- Airport facilities & structures
- Aircraft
- Other
Pipelines (PIPE)
7. COMMUNICATIONS (COMM)
Telephone and Telegraph (T&T)
Radio and Television (R&TV)
8. BRIDGES, TRESTLES, AND AQUEDUCRS (BT&A)
Beam or Girer (BEAM)
- Wood
- Stone
- Cast iron
- Wrought iron
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- Steel.
- Mass and reinforced concrete
- Cast & wrought iron
- Other
Arched (ARCH)
- Wood
- Cast iron
- Wrought iron
- Stone
- Mass and reinforced concrete
- Steel
- Brick
- Other
Trussed (TRUSS)
- Wood
- Cast iron
- Wrought iron
- Steel
- Covered
- Cast & wrought iron
- Other
Viaducts and Trestles (VIAD or TRES)
Cantilever (CANT)
Movable Bridges (MOVE)
- Bascule
- Swing
- Vertical lift
- Other
Miscellaneous (MSC)
9. BUILDING TECHNOLOGY (BLD TECH)
Foundations (FOUND)
Framed Superstructures (FRAME)
- Wood
- Cast iron
- Wrought iron and steel
- Stone and brick
- Mass and reinforced concrete
- Ferro-vitreous
Floor Systems (FLOOR)
Roof Systems (ROOF)
Fenestration (FENES)
Cast-iron facades
Mechanical and Electrical Systems (IECH)
Ancillary Components (ANCIL)
10. SPECIALIZED STRUCTURES AND OBJECTS (SPEC STRUC)
Dams (DAM)
- Masonry
- Earthfill
- Rockfill
- Arch
- Flat slab or Anberson
- Multiple arch
- Tainter (movable)
- Rolling (movable)
- Gravity
Other
Tunnels (TUNLS)
- Cut & cover
- Rock-cut
- Earth-cut
- Subaqueous
Hydraulic Works (HYDRA) See also 31: Water Supply, and 49: Canals
- Flood-control works
- Drainage works
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- Power canals
- Irrigation works
- Other
Specialized Construction (CONST)
- Underground structures
- Rocket launch facilities
- Facilities for reactors and particle accelerators
- Fortifications
- Towers
- Observatories
Thermal Structures (HEAT)
- Chimneys and smokestacks
- Ovens
- Kilns
- Furnaces (see also 14.0)
- Glass cones
- Refrigeration plants
- Other
Materials Handling and Equipment (MMH)
- Excavating and dredging machinery.
- Lifting and hoisting
- Conveyor systems
- Combined systems
- Processing, screening, and separating equipment
Aerial tramways
- Other
Materials Storage (MATS)
- Elevators & Silos
- Tanks & towers
- Gas holders
- Warehouses
- Reservoirs
- Other
Power and Energy Transmission (P&ET)
- Mechanical
- Electrical
- Hydraulic
- Pneumatic
- Steam
Workers Housing, Communities, and Other Related Artifacts (HOUS)
Adaptively Used Industrial and Engineering Works (ADAPT)
Museums of Technology (MUSEUM)
Land Surveying Landmarks (LAND)
Amusements
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